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Abstract 
A new relationship between product designers and the users of products is emerging. It is 
now being realised that users have complex supra-functional needs, which include the 
emotional, spiritual, social, tribal aspects of the relationship between particular products 
and the user/consumer'. Users seek more than mere functionaNy. In order to meet these 
needs designers need to actively develop research methodologies that are specifically 
aimed at collecting design relevant data which includes the often difficult to grasp 
elements of the supra-functional. 
The comfort zone for many designers involves designing products for themselves (or 
people like themselves) when intuition and insight can be closely matched. In modern, 
international markets and with increasingly demanding consumers, such approaches are 
inadequate. However, it is possible for designers to become directly immersed in 
researching users' needs and experiences rather than rely on third party research which, 
whilst potentially valuable, does not enable the same intimacy and potential for growth of 
experience for the designer. This approach is termed empathic design research. It 
seeks to broaden designers 'comfort zone' by expanding the number of people they can 
empathise with, broadening their'empathic horizon'. 
This thesis presents a body of published work by the author that explores the position of 
design research in relation to the changing role of Industrial/Product designers. The 
thesis consists of an introductory paper that pulls together the various strands in the 
published work. Following this a set of ten journal papers, one refereed conference paper 
and three book chapters is presented. The work as a whole defines a number of 
-research approaches that designers can employ to elicit and understand users' supra- 
functional needs. The papers establish the evolving context of product design and the 
growing interest in User-centred Design in its various forms. They examine research 
approaches that extend beyond user observation, involvement and draw the designer into 
a more empathic contact with users to illuminate functional and supra-functional 
requirements. Designers must learn to'get under the skin'of the user; to develop 
empathy with users from population groups very different from their own in terms of 
culture, age and ability. This empathic intimacy can result in data generation and insight 
with this evaluation becoming an integral part of the designing process. The changing 
role of the product designer, as well as the nature of the design research process, frames 
the argument for adopting an empathic design research model. Finally, the author 
explores the implications of this important paradigm shift for design education. 
Il Within the context of this thesis, 'user' is a general term that refers to both consumers and customers. 
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Introduction 
This work is a body of published papers in which the author has explored the 
development of approaches to research by designers that aim to enhance the designer's 
ability to empathise with a broader product user range. In addition these approaches 
have sought to improve the designer's ability to identify design relevant elements of 
supra-functionality: that is the emotional, spiritual, social, tribal aspects of the relationship 
between particular products and the user/consumer2. The papers also seek to explore 
how such design research approaches may be taught at undergraduate level. 
The work consists of this introduction, followed by a section that sets out context for the 
work, defines the terms used and establishes the relationships between the papers and 
the emerging themes. The papers are then summarised in tabular form. The collection 
includes ten journal papers, one refereed conference paper and three book chapters. The 
table presents the papers in four sub-sections: supra-functionality, research to support 
the design process, implications for design education and, finally, empathy. Each entry is 
identified with the journal, conference or book together with collaborating authors. The 
significance of each paper is identified and then the contribution to knowledge identified. 
As research for design draws upon approaches and techniques from fields such as social 
sciences, ergonomics, market research and psychology, the opportunity to collaborate 
with experts in such areas can significantly enhance the final design outcomes. 
Collaboration is becoming an essential component of successful design, as it enables 
designers to create synergistic connections with experts in other disciplines and fields. In 
professional design practice, designers rarely, if ever, operate alone rather they are 
engaged with the client and members of the wider design and production team. 
Within the context of this paper. 'usee is a general term that refers to both consumers and customers. 
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This chapter summarises tools and 
activities that can be employed to 
extend the effectiveness of focus 
groups. It explores tools/activities 
within four main stages of participant 
interaction, including immersion and 
warm up, problem analysis, idea 
generation and development and 
finally concept evaluation. 
They have long been taught to art 
and design students, but rarely has 
their use been analysed. This paper 
explored the potential benefits of 
mood boards, which have been a 
relatively misunderstood and under- 
used tool. 
This paper provides a background of 
this research method and explores 
other techniques including product 
handling and visual evaluation. A 
protocol that had been developed 
over a five-year period is discussed. 
Effective adoption approaches are 
discussed. 
This paper presents an analysis of thE 
use of mood boards within the 
designing process of industrial design 
students. It also explores the commor 
misconceptions and misuse of mood 
boards. 
As contemporary product design is 
more team based-, how can we be 
sure that the individual designers and 
stakeholders in any team perceive a 
given board in a similar manner? If 
there are significant differences in 
perception then the team may be 
pulling in different directions. 
Industrial design is now focused on 
user experience rather than the detail 
of product design. The model and 
associated research approaches 
presented within this paper provide a 
platform on which designers can 
further develop empathy and shared 
understanding with users. 
A diverse range of tools is discussed, 
including their limitations and potential 
benefits to the designer. The main 
contribution of this paper is that it combines 
the experience of design practitioners, 
researchers and academics. It brings 
together a comprehensive range of design- 
relevant activities and techniques that can 
_be 
employed during focus qroup activities. 
_ It represents one of the first published 
papers on the value of mood boards. This 
paper provides the reader examples of 
mood boards, discusses a final year 
undergraduate project in relation to the 
contribution of the mood board, and 
highlights the potential value that the use of 
mood boards offer the designer through 
their designing process. 
The use of focus groups as a research 
method has been adopted from outside the 
discipline of industrial design. The authors 
have adapted it and developed it 
specifically for use by industrial designers. 
Encouraging this type design research was 
found to be valuable in building empathy 
and shared understanding between the 
student designer and user. 
This paper presents the findings of a 
scoping study that revealed design 
practitioners valued mood boards as a tool 
for communicating with non-designers and 
as an instrument to inspire lateral thinking. 
Consumer perceptions of a product's 
'gender' has been identified as a significant 
factor in product design. The results, whilst 
based on a limited sample, enable 
discussion relating to teaching and learning 
issues for industrial design students and 
the ways in which they may be employed in 
team-based design. 
This paper argues that a new model of 
research for designing is emerging. It is 
based on the interaction of a number of 
elements, (i) users' experiences, (ii) user- 
centred design, (iii) conventional (market) 
research, and (iv) encouraging designers to 
have direct contact with users (fieldwork) 
and (v) the emerging role of empathic 
research approaches (Naturalistic research 
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I The Context of Product Design 
There has been an increase in public awareness of design since the 1950s. One manifestation of 
this has been the wide use of the suffix "designer" attached to products to denote style, quality or 
added desirability, frequently without much justification (Sparke 1987). Gloria Vanderbilt's 
company was one of the first to do this, labelling their product "designer"jeans with a better fit and 
a premium retail price. The suffix has now become discredited by overuse, as well as 
inappropriate use, but the general public awareness of good design has survived and expanded. 
Recently, Fast Company magazine featured an article on 'Masters of Design' (Breen et al 2004). 
These Masters included David Kelley (founder of IDEO), Jonathan Ive (Vice President of 
Industrial Design at Apple Computer Inc. ), John Maeda (Professor of Media Arts and Sciences, 
MIT), and William McDonough (Architect). They declared that we are in the midst of a revolution 
in the business world; with the acknowledgment that design'is no longerjust styling: Design 
matters. The relevant message for design researchers included five lessons learned from the 
featured Masters: (i) design is the differentiator -a distinct appearance and feel will encourage 
customers to purchase products; (ii) those who write the rules, rule - designers need to become 
participative in creating design road maps; (iii) confront the unfamiliar; (iv) make it real - translate 
inspiration into real products that customers can relate to; and (v) get emotional - when you make 
an emotional connection with customers, you win their loyalty. 
Smart Design, a New York based design consultancy, recently conducted a survey in the US that 
sought to assess changing consumer attitudes towards products as well as the current meaning 
of "design" itself. More than 700 consumers were surveyed about their new product purchases. 
The results indicated that consumers based their personal satisfaction with a product on the 
likelihood of them forming an emotional connection with the product. Products that "far exceeded 
expectations" - which surprised people with their ability to perform, and products that created a happy experience, were associated with both "satisfaction" and with the idea of "design" itself. 
The findings confirmed that these emotional attributes had a much stronger influence than 
aesthetics (McDonagh and Formosa 2004)1. 
Chapman professes that there is a need for'a specialist design genre that caters for deeper; more 
profound and poetic human needs, taking users beyond the ephemeral world of techno centric 
design toward a rich, interactive domain of emotionally durable objects and experiences' (2005: 
24) and adds, 
... these physical objects serve a deeper and altogether more profound purpose that is frequently overlooked; consumable objects and experiences provide a means for us of 
engaging with the world on both rational and emotional levels. (Chapman 2005, p19) 
Understanding these emotional aspects must be integrated into the designers decision-making 
processes and this includes addressing supra-functional needs as an important aspect of product 
design. A truly 'successful' product offers a balance of both functionality and supra-functionality 
(Weightman and McDonagh 2002), which is often not the case at present. Van Hinte (1997) 
suggests agreement with this point: "Owning tangible things is an undeniable human need. 
Products provide symbols of identity to their users and the people around them. They carry 
meaning and are constant reminders of who we are, where we are, our activities, our history and 
our future. " 
IA 
product's aesthetics may have an immediate effect on a purchase decision, whereas satisfaction Is more long term - Influencing 
sales by product association, user-product bonding and user loyalty. 
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The relationship between consumers, manufacturers and products has also dramatically changed. 
Developments in manufacturing methods, such as customisation and mass-customisation 
(Weightman and McDonagh 2003), are enabling many more individual choices about the detailed 
nature of the products that people purchase. As an example, in Puma stores in the USA, the 
Mongolian Barbeque shoe design system enables buyers to specify the colours and materials of 
the components used to make up a pair of training shoes. Once the specifications have been 
established, the component parts are sent off to a manufacturing facility, the shoes are 
constructed, and arrive for collection at the store within a matter of weeks. Similar arrangements 
base 
,d 
on websites or in-store terminals exist for Levi jeans, Toyota Scion cars, Timberland shoes, 
Dell computers and many more consumer products. Developments in rapid prototyping and other 
individualised computer based manufacturing and assembly processes create the possibility for 
individualised products created to the specification of the individual user. Such technological and 
manufacturing developments have significant implications for designers because the user 
becomes an active participant in the designing process, thus raising users' expectations of 
products even further. 
2 User-Centred Design / Participatory Design 
Involving the user within the designing process has not always been accepted practice; rather, 
there has been an on-going debate since the 1960s on the value of user involvement and 
participation. Users can become significantly and actively involved on two levels. Firstly, they 
can provide a central focus for the designer (User-Centred Design, Human-Centred Design, 
Universal Design and Inclusive Design). Secondly, they can become active participants within 
the designing process (Participatory Design). Participation within the designing process can 
ensure more user-designer contact, resulting in more authentic insights. Reich et al (1996) found 
that: 
Participatory design was considered the antithesis of traditional design in which designers 
are expected to exhibit their expertise... An assumpti6n of traditional design is that active 
user involvement comes after the design process is over... In traditional design, 
participation is often side-stepped by reducing the user to a databank. 
These authors also challenge human factors and ergonomic experts who profess to representing 
the user within the data that they have gathered. However, user involvement within the designing 
process is now recognised and valued as a dynamic on going activity (Reich et al 1996). The 
following (Table 1) highlights some of the terms used under the umbrella term of User-Centred 
Design to indicate user involvement within the designing process: 
Term Definition Source 
User-Centred User-Centred Design approaches extend the centrality of the user beyond McDonagh-Philp 
Design the initial research phase throughout the designing process. and Lebbon 2000 
Human-Centred Design research that encompasses a set of methods and practices aimed Laurel 2003 
Design at getting insight into what would serve or delight people... it amplifies the 
designers ability to shape popular culture and to smoothly transit values 
through design. 
Universal Design The design of products and environments to be usable by all people, to the Christophersen 
tem possible, without adaptation or specialised design. 2002 
Inclusive Design A process whereby designers and manufacturers ensure that their products Clarkson 2003, 
and services address the needs of the widest possible audience. DTI Foresight 2000 
Participatory Users'direct involvement in the design and decision-making process that Luck 2003 
Design hel s to generate continued insight and knowledge. i I 
Barrier free Design Making environments, systems and products more accessible and useable Martin 1992 
for a wider range of people with a range of disabilities. 
I I 
Table 1: Sample of definitions for approaches that involve the user within the designing process 
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All of these approaches have been developed and expanded by including the widest possible 
range of people, thus reducing the number of individuals who are excluded from the benefits of 
good design. 
A good example of an inclusively designed product that combines excellent functionality with 
supra-functionality is the OXO Good Grips range of domestic kitchen tools. They provide sound 
ergonomics whilst de-stigmatising what are basically 'assistive aids', thus adopting a design 
approach which de-emphasises the impression that users have any physical disabilities. Many 
people are proud owners of these useful and easy-to-use devices, which support users of all ages 
and abilities. Even for a user with few or no impairments, using such kitchen tools is a pleasant 
experience, especially when there are occasions when fatigue or illness can make it difficult to 
perform simple tasks. The success of this product line demonstrates that Universal Design can 
benefit all users. Promoting this range of products to all users rather than only those with 
handgrip and dexterity difficulties reduces the psychological bamers to using 'assistive 
technology' products, for those who really need them. 
For the aging individual or someone with physical or cognitive disabilities, navigating through the 
material landscape can become a daily battle. By practicing'Inclusive Design, Universal Design, 
Human and User-Centred Design and Participatory Design, more designers and design 
researchers are developing ways in which products, systems and environments can 
accommodate and satisfy a wider community regardless of age, ability, physical size, culture or 
gender. But in doing this, designers can no longer rely upon their own personal experience and 
understanding. For example, it has been estimated that in the UK alone there will be an increase 
of older people (aged 65 years and older) from 9.3 million (in 2000) to 13.3 million by 2025 (Office 
for National Statistics, 2002). In addition, the rise of civil rights with legislative support, such as the 
American Disabilities Act in 1990, has had a positive impact on products, environments and 
systems launched into the market place. Progressive designers are responding to the expanding 
numbers of an aging population with shifts in demographics (more accessible information than 
ever via the Internet). In addition, increased access to information via the Internet, means that 
users' expectations are rising (Cagan and Vogel 2003, Laurel 2003). Designers are contributing 
to barrier free, inclusive designs that integrate users as participants within the new product 
development process (Clarkson et al 2003). 
3 Developments In Design Research: The Designer as Researcher 
Due to rising user expectations, the design process has shifted from being designer-centred to a 
focus on the user (Laurel 2003, Poulson et al 1996, Woodison 1981, Preiser and Ostroff 2001, 
Christophersen 2002). Designers often deal with 'wicked problems'within a social context (Rittel 
and Webber 1973). There are literally no right or wrong answers; perceived problems change as 
you observe and work on them. As a result, designers need to be solution and user-focused 
rather than problem-focused. The most designer-friendly data may not be obtained through 
traditional quantitative methods; rather, designers feel more comfortable with data that they 
perceive as relevant to particular design projects and data that can easily understood and utilised. 
Traditional academic research approaches do not necessarily support the needs of today's 
designer who may not have been adequately educated in the use of research data. In addition, 
research data generated by others requires significant deciphering, interpretation and application 
skills, which often leads to confusion and avoidance. This problem can be resolved by educating 
designers in the personal use of new and more accessible methods for data collection and 
evaluation. 
Product designers have always conducted some research explorations as part of their designing 
process. Techniques have included benchmarking existing and competing products, shadowing 
potential users, observation, task analysis and so on (refer to Table 2). In addition, they have 
explored innovations in materials, technologies and manufacturing processes. They have also 
used ergonomic and market research data, which has conventionally been generated by 
Deana McDonagh C 2006 
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specialists in those respective fields. In recent years there has been a rise of 'evidence 2 based 
design decision-making, where demonstration replaces assertion as a means of justifying design 
decisions. This has resulted in an increasing emphasis on more appropriate and effective 
research methods, both in industry with designers and design-researchers using a diverse range 
of research methodologies. 
Techniques Definition 
Brainstorming Participants suspend reality and share thoughts and ideas (Koskinen 2003, Chambers 2002). 
Moodboards Collections of abstract images that can help communicate emotions and can provide inspiration (Costa et a/ 2003, Garner and McDonagh-Philp 2001, McDonagh and Storer 2005, 
R McDonagh and Denton 2005). 
Product handling Exploring products by physically handling them and providing 
feedback. This method 
simulates the retail environment (McDonagh et a12002, Don and Petrick 2003). 
Z5 Product personality profiling 
By imaging a product is a person, the participant provides insight into their cultural and social 
a framework (McDonagh et al 2002, Don and Petrick 2003). 
.0 '2ý 
(U This relies on obtaining feedback (and ratings) based on solely visual data (e. g. photograph of C: 0 
Visual evaluation product) and simulates web-based or catalogue based purchasing (Dumas 1998, Emmison 
and Smith 2000, McDonagh et al 2002) 
Eliciting user experience through a group discussion (Bruseberg and McDonagh-Philp 2001, 
[FoCU 
group discussion Greenbaum 1998, Steward and Shamdasani 1990, Krueger 1998, Morgan 1998). 
Table 2: Sample of conventional designer tools 
Academic research models include: (a) scientific and positivist methodologies (quantitative); (b) 
naturalistic and interpretative methodologies (qualitative), and (c) methodologies from critical 
theory (Weber 1947)3 . The scientific and positivist view 
is that knowledge is real, capable of 
being transmitted in a tangible form, and holds universal truths. In sharp contrast to that is the 
naturalistic and interpretative view, which perceives knowledge as experiential, subjective, and 
based on experience and insight, thus leading it to be unique and essentially personal in nature 
(Weber 1947, Cohen et a/ 2003). Critical theory intends not merely to understand situations and 
phenomena, but to change them. 
Pepending on the nature of the task, the intended outcomes, and their disciplines' conventions, 
academic researchers choose the most appropriate approach and methods. Table 3 provides an 
overview of the positivist and interpretative approaches to research. Table 4 highlights qualitative 
strategies of inquiry. For those who view knowledge as personal, subjective, and unique, a 
naturalistic and interpretative approach would be appropriate. For those who regard knowledge as 
hard, tangible and objective, the scientific and positivist approach is more appropriate. Scientific 
academic researchers collect and analyse data from an experimental approach and can only 
measure what is measurable and have difficulty handling more that a few variables. Such 
approaches do not always offer the designer what they need. 
2 5vidence within this context refers to data units, which may involve qualitative and often ephemeral material. 
3 For the purpose of this discussion, only quantitative and qualitative research methodologies will be discussed. Critical theory is 
acknowledged by the author, but is considered not directly relevant to design practice, within this context. 
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Research Approaches 
Dimensions of Quantitative (Positivist) Qualitative (Interpretative) 
Comparison 
Definition A quantitative approach is one in which the investigator A qualitative approach is one In which the inquirer 
primarily uses post-positivist claims for developing often makes knowledge claims based primarily on 
knowledge (i. e. cause and effect thinking, reduction to constructivist perspectives (i. e. the multiple meanings 
specific variables and hypotheses and questions, use of of Individual experiences, meanings socially and 
measurement and observation, and the test of theories), historically constructed, with an Intent of developing a 
employs strategies of Inquiry such as experiment and theory or pattern) or advocacy/participatory 
surveys, and collects data on predetermined instruments perspectives or both. The researcher collects open- 
that yield statistical data (Denzin and Lincoln 2000, Guba ended, emerging data with the primary Intent of 
and Lincoln 2000, Stake 1995). developing themes from the data (Denzin and Lincoln 
2000, Guba and Lincoln 2000, Stake 1995). 
Philosophical Realism: the world exists and is knowable as it really is. Idealism: the world exists but different people 
basis construe It In very different ways. 
The role of Discovering the universal laws of society and human Discovering how different people Interpret the world in 
social science conduct within it. which the live. 
Methods of Identifying conditions or relationships, which permit the Interpretation of the subjective meanings which 
understanding collectivity to exist. Conceiving what these conditions and individuals place upon their action. Discovering the 
relationships are. subjective rules for such action. 
Theory A rational edifice built by scientists to explain human Set of meanings which people use to make sense of 
behaviour. their world and behaviour within it. 
Research Experimental or quasi-experimental validation of theory. The search for meaningful relationships and the 
discovery of t eir consequence2 for action. 
Methodology Abstraction of reality, especially through mathematic The representation of reality for purposes of 
models and quantitative analysis. comparison. Analysis of language and meaning. 
Mixed This approach is one in which the researcher tends to base knowledge claims on pragmatic grounds (e. g. 
methods consequence-oriented, problem-centred, and pluralistic). It employs strategies of inquiry that involve collecting data 
either simultaneously or sequentially to best understand research problems. The data collection also involves 
gathering both numeric information as well as narrative information to that the final database represents both 
quantitative and qualitative information (Denzin and Lincoln 2000, Guba and Lincoln 2000, Stake 1995). 
Table 3: Based on Barr Greenfield (1975) 
Qualitative Strategies of Inquiry 
Casestudy The researcher explores in depth a program, and event, and activity, a process, or one or more individuals 
(Stake 1995, Patton 1990). 
Ethnography An inquiry process carried over a prolonged period of time in a natural setting by collecting primarily 
observational data (Guba and Lincoln 2000, Tedlock 2000, Husserl 1946). 
Phenomenology The cognitive reality, which is embodied in the process of subjective human experience. Understanding the 
'lived experience' marks phenomenology as a philosophy as well as a method (Denzin and Lincoln 2000, 
Moustakas 1994, Outhwaite 1975, Clandinan and Connelly 1994). 
Narrative Participants discuss their Interpretations of the world in which they live from their own perspective (Lincoln and 
research Guba 2000, Oppenheim 1992, Charmaz 2000). 
Constructivist Studying people in their natural settings. It assumes the relativism of multiple social realities, recognises the 
grounded theory mutual creation of knowledge by the viewer and the viewed, and aims towards interpretative understanding of ' subject s meanings (Schwandt 2000, Oppenheim 1992, Strauss and Corbin 1998, Hammersley and Atkinson 
1995). 
Table 4: Qualitative strategies of inquiry 
Whilst traditional, quantitative approaches often serve some of the needs of the designer, it is 
evident that many designers have noticed that supra-functional needs are sorely neglected in 
much of design research. Segal and Fulton Suri (1997) explain: 
Yet in the desire to be accepted by the scientific community, in an effort to be objective, 
strict and removed, human factors have failed to address an essential facet of human 
behavior, feelings. 
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In academia, design research Is slowly becoming an established area of enquiry, although it takes 
a variety of forms. This has been allied In the UK, Australia and Scandinavia and has led to an 
Increase in doctoral activity centred on design, sometimes connected to practice but also for its 
own interests. The academic design community has been extremely active in the last ten years, 
exploring such Issues as design and emotion, sustainability, design management, mass 
customisation and so forth. More doctoral design students are entering the community who are 
able to successfully conduct design research and communicate their research to the design 
community In a relevant way. 
4 Research by Designers 
Design practitioners are increasingly spend a significant time in design research. Key examples 
are Jane Fulton Sur! (IDEO), Bryce Rutter (Metaphase), Daniel Formosa (Smart Design), Tucker 
Viemelster (Springtime USA) and Liz Sanders (Son! cRim). Herb Velazquez's team at Kimberly- 
Clark have developed 'Consumer Vision'system (2005), which is a camera mounted on a pair of 
custom glasses or In a hat or can be used as stand-alone within an environment. As the user 
wears these glasses (with mounted camera) he or she conducts routine, everyday activities. This 
is a type of auto-ethnography, an approach that reduces the self-consciousness that may be 
experienced by the user when being shadowed or video recorded by a researcher. Kimberly- 
Clark has found that this system has allowed them to gain considerable insight into the user's life, 
thus leading to more enhanced intuitive design of their products (their value judgement). 
There are a variety of activities that are used in the design process (refer to Table 4) that make up 
the designers conventional tool kit. Table 5 highlights a sample of activities that are extending 
the designers toolkit to integrate research methodologies and approaches. 
Techniques Definition 
Ethnography Observing everyday life (Creswell 1998, Hammersley a nd Atkinson 1995, McNeill 2003). 
Photographic Users or designers capture visual data that can be Interpreted afterwards (Emmison and Smith 2000, Laine 
ethnography 2003). 
E 
Auto- Data is gathered from a camera mounted on purpose made glasses to capture everyday behaviour in an 
ethnography unobtrusive way (Velasquez 2005). 
Cultural probes Data gathering method for design inspiration (Gaver et al 1999, Hofmeester and de Charon de Saint 
Germain 2000, Mattelmaki T 2003). 
ca 
Observation Studying individual members of a culture in depth (Fulton Suri 2003, Abrams 2000). 
User Diaries Participants record their daily experiences using words and images (Sayre 2001, Hofmeester and de 
Charon de Saint Germain 2000). 
Cl- CL Role play Through performance, characters speak about their worlds, express informed opinions and answer 
questions (Dishman 2003, Laurel 2003, McDaniel Johnson 2003, Burns 2000). 
M Immersive The researcher experiences the physical reality of the user through simulation (e g disguise and disabling 
2 Experience . . devices)(Moore 2000 and 1985). 
Media Diary Users record all incoming and outgoing telephone calls, note the television programmes they watched, 
newspaper they have read and any radio programmes they have listened to (Hofmeester and de Charon de 
Saint Germain 2000). 
Table 5: Sample of immersive research techniques 
It is important to acknowledge the differences between academic and commercial design 
research. Academic research has to be published for its authors to receive credit, and to 
acknowledge that it contributes to the body of knowledge within the subject area. More 
importantly, its utility depends on promulgation. In contrast, the results of commercial design 
research must improve the design propositions that ensue. The results, and sometimes the 
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methods, are likely to be confidential. The kudos to the design researchers occurs when the 
product goes into production and sells well. With these differences in intent and outcome, it is 
hardly surprising that there exists a widening rift between academic research around design and 
the expanding research practices in industry. The conventions of writing style, referencing and 
content required for academic publications and conferences mean that research by design 
practitioners does not often figure in academic journals. Often the pre-occupations of academic 
researchers are different from those of designers and the utility of their work to them is limited. 
Plowman (2003) explores ethnographic research conducted within both academic and 
commercial contexts. The following figure (1) presents the overlap between academic and 
industry with respect to which research tools are employed by each respective type of researcher. 
The top right hand area represents those used primarily in commercial ethnography. 
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Figure 1: Research tools for conducting academic ethnography (Plowman 2003) 
it is crucial to understand that designers need both objective and subjective data. Not all 
designers respond positively to quantitative research approaches, rather they thrive on being 
immersed and involved within the designing process. Some designers experience creative leaps 
through intuitive understanding that can lead to successful products even without direct contact 
with users. It is doubtful that the iMac or the Sony Walkman resulted from extensive market 
research and user opinion polls. There are severe limitations in simply asking users questions 
(Mariampolski 1999) because such methods rely on questions being formulated by the 
researcher, and the respondents being able to express themselves verbally. In more interpretative 
and exploratory approaches, issues and concerns that affect the user may need to be observed 
and subjectively understood by the researcher rather than deduced from verbal or written answers 
to questions. 
So why do designers need to embrace more hands-on research approaches to support their 
designing process? If designers can work directly with users, they can listen to the words and 
tune-in to the subtle context-focus of the product. The user's body language, the other products 
the users surround themselves with, murmurs, and eye movement may prove significant. The 
intuitive abilities of the researcher can be tapped for the purpose of increased subjective 
understanding. The following list represents some of the benefits that the author believes can be 
gained through direct contact with users: 
Verbal and visual triggers and cues can inspire the designer. 
Data is raw and unfiltered. Everything remains present until the designer selects the most 
design-relevant data. 
It can provide connections between designers and users than can run deeper than the data 
gathered, and can be rewarding for all parties. 
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Visual data can be gathered and digested In real time. 
More reflection on action is possible. 
Conducting user research has some challenges and limitations. It can be time consuming, taking 
designers away from the act of designing. It also requires significant confidence, skill, and 
expertise to implement it effectively. Designers have a unique role, which consists of translating 
data Into tangible artefacts. Designers need to gather data about user needs that can directly 
support design processes. As user research has not formed a major part of design education, 
until recently, designers feel a degree of reluctance towards such activity (Bruseberg and 
McDonagh-Philp 2002). However, with newer approaches based on ethnographic and ergonomic 
models proving popular and effective, it is timely for designers to become proactive in further 
developing their research methods, language and designing protocols. 
Design research has benefited greatly from other professionals involved in new product 
development (e. g. ergonomists, psychologists, blo-engineers, social scientists, market 
researchers). These disciplines provide helpful insight. But, what makes designers unique is 
their ability to observe real human activity, allow Incubation of their insights and generate visions 
of the future. Designers gather, digest and interpret data some of which is ephemeral, but they 
also have the challenge of shaping future experiences. 
As existing research approaches and techniques have tended to be developed outside the design 
domain, few designers felt willing or able to adopt them (Bruseberg and McDonagh-Philp 2002). 
The author identified that even with designer-friendly research tools, enhanced design outcomes 
were still not guaranteed. Through assessing a range of phenomenological studies, it became 
clear that empathy and shared understanding between the designer and user would help provide 
the foundation by which more effective design solutions could develop. 
I 
A study conducted by Ian Storer and the author entitled, "Embracing User-Centred Design: the 
real experience", explored what design practitioners perceived to be the benefits of User-Centred 
Design (Storer and McDonagh 2001). Generally the designers accepted that there were benefits, 
as User-Centred Design "adds figour to a fuzzy process of creation". It also discourages uthe ego 
driven designer concept way of working". This is also a crucial element to evidence-based design 
decision making, which supports the designer by enabling a path of action in order to proceed 
with confidence and reduce the risk of commercial failure. The author acknowledges that 
designers are visionaries, interpreters of users' dreams (Sparke 1998); however, there will be 
situations when a blend of ego and attitude can contribute to generating successful and 
revolutionary products (e. g. Karim Rashid and Philippe Starck). For most designers, participatory 
design approaches will prove more effective. 
Hofmeester and DeCharon de Saint Germain (2000) produced a valuable publication that 
brought together a diverse collection of experimental design research methods. These 
include "shadowing" users, media diaries, and a range of cultural probes, such as asking 
participants to gather images and take photographs from their personal environments. 
This eclectic approach to mixed methods produces data that is richer and often more 
relevant than traditional research approaches. 
As such, it also represents a significant 
movement forward for designers. Though this paper 
does not explore in detail how such methods 
can be applied, the author recognizes existing, published material 
that does (Laurel 2003, 
Creswell 2003, Langford and McDonagh 2003). 
5 The Development of Empathic Design Methods 
Designers cannot rely on only their own experience, background and education to 
inform their 
design decision-making. Only a small part of knowledge originates from personal experience 
(Schutz 1970); it is greatly enhanced by shared understanding during communication. 
Designers 
need to be cognisant of the fact that there are natural boundaries to their understanding, 
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awareness and empathy. Sensitivity to our own limitations encourages a participatory role for 
users, as designers explore user experiences during the design research process. 
One's empathic horizon (McDonagh-Philp and Denton 1999) can be seen as a measure of an 
individual's ability to empathise with those beyond their immediate socio/economic group, and can 
be expanded by reflection, experience and research. Designers can increase their awareness of 
issues of particular groups even though the process of extending one's knowledge and 
understanding can involve a degree of discomfort. Taking designers outside their comfort zone is 
a fundamental part of gaining empathy and real insight, and there are short and long term benefits 
to be gained. In the short term, by being involved directly in research for a specific design project, 
the designer obtains useful data and stimuli, culminating in better understanding and empathy for 
a particular user group. In the long term, designers using this approach can develop an increased 
ability to collaborate with other user groups and become more adaptable, far-reaching and 
effective. 
This emerging model of empathic design research supports'User-Centred Design and helps to 
develop it considerably further (refer to Figure 2). This methodology is grounded in the 
experiences of the user, which, combined with the researcher's understanding of the phenomena, 
is the essence of qualitative research. Once designers gather a variety of textual, verbal, and 
visual data through in-depth, multiple interviews and observation of users, an incubation period 
follows that provides designers the opportunity to reflect and allow thoughts and feelings to 
develop. These typically take the form of connections, patterns, design triggers, and creative 
thoughts. Unlike traditional researchers, designers need to transform this type of data into 
information that will form the basis of concept generation. This process involves imagining a 
design solution/outcome that may transcend what already exists, and this may require designers 
to suspend reality in order to develop more visionary ideas and concepts. This model emphasises 
transformation within the designer in order for empathy and deep understanding to develop. 
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Figure 2: Empathic Design Research Model (McDonagh 2006) 
Empathic research methods are inherently user-centred (Koskinen 2003). Fulton Suri 
understands empathy as "our intuitive ability to identify with other people's thoughts and feelings - 
their motivations, emotional and mental models, values, priorities, preferences and inner conflicts" 
(2003), while the Oxford English Dictionary defines empathy as "the ability to understand and 
share the feelings of another. " Fulton Suri (2003) also believes that empathy "... is simply about 
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achieving greater awareness, an extended imagination and sensitivity to another person's world in 
a powerfully memorable way. " Plowman (2003) professes that empathy is "the altered subjectivity 
that can come from immersion into a particular context, " a view that is helpful for designers 
learning about human communication during the design process. According to Hoffman (2000), 
empathy Is "[the] effective response more appropriate to someone else's situation than one's 
own. " A positive outcome of the empathic design research approach Is that it can allow for 
recognition of both functional and supra-functional needs, thus providing depth and breadth for 
researchers who need to employ a variety of mixed research methods in a multitude of contexts. 
User-data can be captured and translated to reveal a reality that may not be apparent on first 
analysis.. Through empathic understanding, the designer can begin to create a holistic picture that 
places the user and product within a wider context. Qualitative research recognizes that everyone 
views themselves, others, and their environment through a particular lens, which can be defined 
and interpreted by study. An understanding of these various views offers designers unique 
insights, particularly when emerging issues create more questions to be answered. It is no longer 
necessary for designers to base their design decision-making on objective data alone when an 
empathic research model allows for more subjective understanding that can help fuel the intuitive 
aspect of the creative design process. With the increase in users' expectations, needs and 
aspirations, empathy becomes a necessity rather than a luxury. 
This approach asserts that designers can no longer afford to be passive consumers of data 
collected by others. They must be proactive and creative in generating design relevant 
information through closer, more intimate and collaborative forms of dialogue, which must be 
nurtured between designer and user. According to Sun Yat Sen (1866-1925), 'To understand is 
hard. Once one understands, action is easy. ' Due to the fact that designers are now working in 
increasingly diverse communities, this approach will become crucial to the development of an 
ability to empathise with a variety of participants. 
6 Implications for Design Education 
In Design Education students are encouraged to conduct group work and become involved in 
team projects, often including a number of disciplines to simulate the'real world'. In taking this 
further, student designers need to fully comprehend the challenges they will face when 
collaborating with users. It will be time consuming to gather, interpret and allow the experience to 
incubate. The act of conducting research with participants requires relatively sophisticated 
communication and organisational skills. It often proves difficult to do this properly in an 
educational context with pressures of time, cost and the demands of the rest of the curriculum. 
A study conducted by the author revealed that designers may perceive such research activities as 
taking them away from what they'should' be doing, that is designing. Design students need to 
have the benefits made explicit to them before they are likely to adopt and employ design 
research methods (Bruseberg and McDonagh-Philp 2002). Developing sensitivity to the supra- 
functional aspects of products must start early. The techniques of reflective learning (Brockbank 
and McGill 2003) and reflective practice (Sch6n 2003) can assist in helping students achieve a 
deeper level of learning. This also increases their sensitivity to the users' experiences and, 
importantly, their ability to raise and discuss these issues in a team situation. 
Students are often actively encouraged to involve users within the design process to support more 
effective and relevant outcomes. The following (Table 6) illustrates a range of immersion 
techniques that can help nurture empathy between the student designer and user. User 
participation does not, in itself, guarantee successful design outcomes, but it exposes students to 
real people with real experiences. Design students who generate their own research data can 
more readily justify their design solutions. Using film clips, photographs of users and interviews 
with users help provide insights and by highlighting user needs (McDonagh-Philp et al 1999), thus 
enabling transformation and growth in design students. 
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Table 6: Student design projects that have integrated empathic research activities 
The empathic design research model discussed in this paper offers a promising route by which 
design students can develop strategies to gather and utilise data that supports their design 
process. While a prescriptive course of action, defining which research techniques to use is not 
the focus of this approach, it does highlight a crucial need for immersion, personal contact and 
deep learning (Entwistle and Ramsden 1983). This is a transformative process, the importance of 
which cannot be understated in design education curricula. For many students, the study of 
Product Design is motivated by a desire to design cool products "for me, and people like me". 
Empathic design extends that activity to include other people, more so as students' abilities to 
empathise increases and their empathic horizon expands. 
The author recognises the importance of ensuring that the research activity is relevant and relates 
to professional practice (Denton and McDonagh 2005). It is important that Product Design 
students develop appropriate skills to enter the current and future job market. These skills should 
now include research methods. Ideally, design research would be conducted within the natural 
environment for the task and the user. However, this may not be possible within an academic 
context, but there are still many benefits to be gained by conducting user research even though 
the conditions may be less than ideal. Students will ultimately learn to apply these methods to 
professional practice. 
The expanded role of design research in general has not yet been fully integrated into the 
undergraduate curriculum. For some educators there may be some resistance to changing the 
existing curricula to accommodate design research approaches. After all, it is difficult enough to 
prepare students within a 3-4 year time frame. Empathic design research methods can be 
integrated 'organically' so that a balance is created between research and the design process. 
7 Conclusion 
Design is at a critical point in its evolution. Social, cultural and personal values are shifting and the 
well-established icons of design - brands and products - are losing their allure. Consumers are 
searching for more personal connections to the products they use, and they have more 
information and choices than ever before. As a design community, we need to be active in 
developing research strategies that build empathy and shared understanding between designers 
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and users, thus ensuring that the quality of research data Is improved for the designer. Empathic 
design approaches are one powerful way to collect and interpret new data, in a way that 
significantly enhances the design process. 
Meaningful experience In empathic research methodology for Product Designers Is directly related 
to the quality of self-learning and reflection by the Individual designer. Immersion and empathy 
gives designers a clearer appreciation of the users' experiences so that new patterns of behaviour 
can be made visible. The direct experience that empathy simulates, that is, feeling how others 
feel, contributes in an extremely positive way to the designing process. We need to become 
designers who work empathically with our users to ensure that our design outcomes will enhance 
everyone's world. 
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C onsumer products fulfil a variety of needs. Products do not exist to merely perform tasks, they 
satisfy other functional requirements. These include aspirations, cultural, social and emotional 
needs. There is currently interest in the emotional relationship between a product and its user. It is 
important that the designer can empathise with specific user groups in orderfor their designs to create 
this emotional relationship. 
User-Centred Design is concerned with more than functional issues. Major manufacturing companies 
such as Sony, Philips and Apple Macintosh are already applying responsive design methods to meet 
perceived consumer needs. How is design education encouraging prospective designers to engage with 
User-Centred Design strategies and methodologies? How can such strategies and methodologies be 
incorporated into the curriculum to help students imbue a new product with qualities that implicitly 
reflect the emotional needs of the target consumer? This paper discusses soft design, and then examines 
some of the ways in which the undergraduate product design programmes at Loughborough and 
Staffordshire Un-iversities are tackling this aspect of design studies. 
INTRODUCTION 
9-V 
Product design education is expected, to some degree, to 
reflect current practice in professional design. With this in 
mind, product design courses are currently running pilot 
projects and modifying existing'modules to incorporate 
User-Centred Design strategies and methodologies. The 
authors perceive User-Centred Design as an approach that 
involves user participation at various levels within the 
designing process, from research to evaluation. 
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The paper examines some concepts which design 
educatioý is trying to build into Its curriculum. 
Extensive User-Centred Design methods of working - 
have been documented In areas such as architecture, 
Practising productlindustrial designers do not tend to 
have a formal model which"they adhere to when designing. 
There are elements that are common but each individual 
designer will put together a process that utilizes their 
environmental design, ergonomics and product design where particular skills and abilities, directly meeting the 
emotional aspects have been touched upon Implicitly. In requirements of the unique quality of a particular design 
1984, Ingram discussed the relevance of user experiences brief. Design students are taught to follow a generic process, 
and two specific techniques, evolutionary mock-ups and user which provides a framework for their creative development. 
trips, as part of a designer's strategies. Over the past decade This then becomes enhanced through the actual designing 
there has been a paradigm shift from market push oriented 
design towards products that enhance 'quality of life', making 
this an area that is critical for product design. 'Quality of 
life' is a major theme within the research programmes of the 
European Union. A major conference used this -expression as 
part of its title in June 1998. 'Quality of life' is an issue that 
is being explored through a number of avenues such as 
gerontology, sociology and marketing. The importance being 
put upon the notion of the 'quality of life' is pushing the 
need for the designers to recognize it as part of design 
criteria. To successfully provide relevant design solutions, 
activity and their experience of different design briefs. 
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Figure 1. Adapted Ulrich and Eppinger Conventional 
Design Model. 
Attempting to formally commit the design process to 
which reflect 'quality of life', designers need to engage with paper is uncomfortable for a designer. This is largely due to 
the emotional relationship between product and user. the iterative process of designing. Practising designers have 
Changes in designing processes have taken place, within recently been working towards recognizing the appropriate 
professional practice, due to the application of User-Centred points at which to plug In 'User-Centred Design' strategies 
Design methodologies. It is through this user involvement 
that the emotional context of a product can be considered 
within the designing process. 
DESIGNING PROCESS 
cl& 
The addition of User-Centred Design to the curriculum 
requires an examination of its place in the designing process. 
'User-Centred Design is a design, methodology that 
utilizes users as a designing resource to increase 
understanding of the user. ' (McDonagh-Philp, 1998) 
(DesignAge: Working with Users Group). 
Figure 2 overleaf attempts to illustrate a designing 
process based upon professional experience. Underpinned by 
the conventional framework, the authors have expanded this 
to incorporate some of the qualitative aspects that are now 
being demanded by consumers and clients. This incorporates 
valuable design-related activities such as cultural awareness, 
user emotions, designer emotions and client emotions. 
The authors, to highlight the points at which emotional 
considerations come into play, have reviewed a model of 
designing. These activities have no specific linear direction 
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and are intentionally illustrated in a random manner. 
Figure 2 has also taken into account the 'down time' 
needed by designers to process and reflect on information. 
This need Nyas expressed by lessell (1997) when she was 
explaining the way in which designers process information: 
'Not only do we as designers prefer soft information; we 
prefer information in little bite-sized chunks. We need time 
to dream, let our imaginations explore the implications 
of what we have taken in. We also need translation time: 
Hence the inclusion of reflection, suspend reality and 
non-design activity in the matrix. 
The Presence Forum explored a variety of user issues 
that did include the intangible aspects of product value. 
Within the forum, Gaver, Dunne and Pacenti (1997) used 
the motto 'inspiration not information' as the basis of the 
'Cultural Probes' project. They were 'concerned to go 
beyond factual data to an understanding of their emotions, 
aesthetics, and desires. ' Burns, Dishman, Verplank and 
Lassiter (1997) concluded that 'By designing in an 
interactive way we were able to build an increased empathy 
for the people that we had identified as the users we were 
Oesigning for. The Presence project group expressed a desire 
to incrýase the satisfaction of the user, especially in the 
field of interface design, and top of their list of qualities 
was 'pleasurable devices, considering the aesthetics of the 
interaction as a major element to be developed In tandem 
with functionality. 
The relationship that a consumer has with any given 
product alters through use, familiarity and need. Such 
contributory factors of satisfaction are variable. The 
following figure illustrates the stages of value and consumer 
behaviour toward products. Understanding consumer 
behaviour on a variety of levels enables the designer to 
respond to the mutual interdependency of the consumer 
and the product. 
Stage 1, Stage 2: Stage 3: 
Consumption* Consumption Critical, creative 
for its own for the product's consumption 
sake (PLAY) instrumental (ART) 
value (SCIENCE) 
Collective Toy, luxury, Tool, necessity, Critique of the 
Conception of 'wonder science' 'serious* Western lifestyle 
the product's commodity 
function 
Production Creative Standardization Reappraisal of 
method/phase Introduction the product's 
in evolution phase function 
Function Collective. shared Personal use, Deroutinized 
experience of routines necessity, 
use finding the luxury 
function 
Motive Experience Satisfaction of Collecting 
Pleasure needs, routine Identity 
Status formation 
Figure 3. Product's lifecycle (Pantzar and Koskijoki 
1996, p. 142) 
For designers, a clear understanding of the types of 
product consumption can be aided by adopting User-Centred 
Design methods. It is possible from the chart (Figure 3) to 
see that concepts such as luxury wonder, experience and 
pleasure relate to issues that User-Centred Design tries to 
address. This particular example is an attempt to explore the 
relationship between the activity of consumption and the 
functions of the item being consumed. 
EMOTIONS 
CI& 
At this point it is appropriate to examine the emotional 
context of products. 
'... All goods carry meaning, but none by itself .. the 
meaning is in the relations between all the goods, just as 
music is in the relations marked out by the sounds and not 
in any one note: (Douglas and Isherwood 1979, pp. 72-73) 
Emotion may be defined as an 'inner experience. Each 
individual experiences emotional attachments to objects in a 
unique way. Each individual will have a different experience 
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of that object and different memories, which give that The product design fraternity consists generally of 
object signi*flcance. a sub-culture of individuals wA similar backgrounds, 
'In a so-called postmodern world, an individual may 
lose his or her subjectivity amidst the plethora of lifestyle 
choices and yet the society In which he or she lives puts 
gender (Chartered Society of Designers, 1996) and 2ge. 
It is unreasonable to expect a designer to have experience 
and understanding of all user types within the shifting 
considerable emphasis on the uniqueness of each and every demography. Designers need to employ a variety of 
PCTSon. ' (Miles, 1998, p. 30) 
Manufacturers such as Philips, Apple Macintosh and 
Sony have Identified these qualitative aspects as being 
crucial to a product's success In the market. The product's 
methods to fill their knowledge gap and gain the 
empathy required to deal with user groups outside their 
own experience. 
Designers are going to need to become more directly 
language (product semantics), emotional bonds and cultural Involved with the research elements of the designing 
significance contribute to a consumer's relationship with any process. For designs to be effective in the cultural and 
given product. This is an area that designers have recently 
been asked to address by clients, so explicitly changing the 
model of the designing activity (Figure 2). 
Designers as experts are not typical users, but often 
think of themselves in that way (Norman, 1988, p155). 
The danger for designers comes when the client is not the 
user either and decisions are based on assumptions. It is 
especially prevalent In the electronics gizmo world. 
'Steve Wozniak, the whiz-kid co-founcICT of Apple 
'computer offered the first public glimpse of CORE, his latest 
brainchild. -"CORE, which stands for controller of remote 
electronics, is a single device that allows consumers to fully 
operate their home equipment by remote as long as the 
equipment is all in one room... " CORE comes with a forty 
page user-manual. But Wozniak says users of his gizmo... 
won't be daunted because initially most will be *techies". ' 
(Los Angeles Times, '1987, in Norman, 1988, p. 155) 
The above quote demonstrates the way in which 
commercial imperatives can lead designers to neglect the 
needs of the eventual users. This dilemma manifests 
itself In. Inappropriate designs that may provide usable and 
functional products, yet fail to satisfy the qualitative needs 
of the user group. 
emotional context of a given user group, their needs and 
wishes need to be thoroughly understood. This level of 
understanding extends the research dimension of the 
designing process (Figure 2). 
Extended design research can produce targeted 
information about the soft functionality of the required 
product leading to better-informed design briefs. This is 
because design briefs will be based on the real and 
perceived needs, wishes and desires gained by interaction 
with a user group. The work of Boess and Lebbon (1998) 
demonstrates the benefits of eliciting responses from the 
emotional domain of a particular user group. Through direct 
contact they were able to establish what a group of older 
people considered would be beneficial to their wellbeing. 
'I really enjoyjust lying down and having a good soak. 
What bothers us most is getting up, it's difficult. I don't 
have any help. You've got your own dignity then, haven't 
you? My ideal bathroom Is a mix of the old with the new: 
Minton Hollins tiles and a shower' (Barbara, aged 82). 
(Boess and Lebbon, 1998, p192) 
The problem in this approach, for the designer, Is that it 
is a long process, which may appear to be distant from the 
creative thrust of the design project. A designer may also 
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feel creatively restricted by the information provided from 
this type of research. 
'Emotions create your being... ' (45-year-old man) 
(Lupton, 1998, p. 41) 
The emotional domain of product design and the 
relationship between users and products provides ample 
opportunity for further research. A critical consideration is 
how to access users' own understanding of this relationship, 
and, once the users have expressed themselves, how the 
designer can then understand and integrate this knowledge 
into the designing process. 
It is important that designers communicate with users in 
a way in which is familiar to them (Lincoln and Guba 1985, 
p2o), but which then allows the users to communicate to the 
designer in their terms, using language that may encourage 
more Information-rich feedback. Through User-Centred 
Design methods and strategies, the proactive designer can 
respond and adapt to the ever-changing target user groups. 
By extending the designing process chart, it is possible 
to further consider the whereabouts of soft functions such 
as emotion and other qualitative issues in relation to other 
aspects of design. This partly reflects the work carried out by 
the Design Age Network (DAN) User Group on the position 
and timing of user involvement in the design process. 
People and organizations are being proactive in this 
area, and raising the awareness of the soft functional issues. 
Designers currently being trained at undergraduate and 
postgraduate level at a number of educational establishments 
are being exposed to working with real users. 
DesignAge (at the Royal College of Art) offers a 
competition for postgraduate design students and 
supports them through holding regular user forums. 
They founded the Design for Ageing Network, which is 
an international group of designers who collaborate on 
age-related design projects; it has worked with the 
Royal Society of Arts (RSA) to develop a teaching pack 
for design education esiablishments. 
The RSA offers, as part of its Student Design Awards, 
a New Design for Old brief that requires an entrant to 
engage directly in research with users as a strategy for 
design and to make this explicit In the submission. 
" The Netherlands Design Institute holds a database of 
case studies sharing best practice; hosts the Doors of 
Perception conference and recently supported a project 
culminating in a publication Eternally Yours: Visions 
on Product Endurance. 
" Loughborough, Salford and Staffordshire Universities 
have integrated User-Centred Design approaches into 
undergraduate and postgraduate degree curricula. 
" The University of Art and Design Helsinki UIAH 
successfully piloted an international postgraduate 
Design For All project in 1997. 
" In June 1998 in the USA, the International Conference 
on Universal Design, Products and Environments was 
run concurrently with the Fourth Annual Universal 
Design Education Project Forum. The accompanying 
exhibition showed student projects ranging from 
telematics and smart card technology-based designs 
to transit shelters and architecture. 
This is not an exhaustive list. It represents recent examples 
of activity at different types of institutions across Europe. 
USER-CENTRED DESIGN 
C-& 
'Because design has popularly become associated with self- 
conscious styling for the purposes of marketing products, it 
is often perceived as trivial. ' (Attfield and Kirkham, 1989, pl) 
User-Centred Design is a term often used to cover a 
plethora of design methods and strategies (Figure 4) that 
attempt to address the needs and aspirations of users. The 
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following approaches are currently employed to overcome 
the trivialization of design. 
RECOGNIZED USER-CENTRED 
DESIGN STRATEGIES 
cl& 
Designers seem more comfortable with action research 
methods than theory-based methods. They prefer role play 
and anecdotal data-gathering processes, working more 
directly with user groups to elicit responses to design 
concepts. Sometimes user feedback is sought too late in the 
design process. It is -often used as a verification tool rather 
than a way of supplementing data collection and developing 
an appropriately focused design brief. 
Users desire products that make 2 difference to the 
quality of their everyday lives. Products that enhance daily 
activities do not necessarily have to be high cost, high 
technology objects. High value is not the same as high cost. 
The whole value of the product to the user is greater than 
the sum of its parts. 
User satisfaction from a product may be made up from 
several factors, including the following. 
Aesthetic appeal: viewed within a cultural context by 
the individual consumer therefore not always matching 
the aesthetic preference of the designer 
Taste: a definite cultural construction which designers 
should not ignore on behalf of their client and the 
consumer, especially within a multicultural society 
Usability: ease of use when interacting with the product; 
products are worthless without the ability to 
communicate how they perform their function 
(Krippendorf, 1990, p17) 
" Materials: the physical (e. g. appearance, texture) as well 
as functional qualities 
" Sensory: experienced through flavour, scent, sound, 
vibration, touch and colour. 
For further clarification and in order to differentiate 
between the types of functionality, two types of 
functionality will be described: hard and soft functions. 
Hard functions include how it works, what it does, 
construction and materials. Soft functions Include Intangible 
qualities such as emotional bonds, familiarity aspirations, 
desire, sentimentality, aesthetics, personal taste, touch, 
smell, feel and personality. 
Soft functionality should be considered for all artifacts 
from one-off production to mainstream Products, for example 
toilet seat to objet d'art. Common activities of daily living 
are the ones that need enlivening. No task carried out daily. 
should be devoid of pleasure, delight or enjoyment. Many 
daily tasks are made Irritating and laborious due to the lack 
of consideration of the soft function. 
Soft functionality cannot be simply applied like a gloss. 
It has to be inherent within the design concept. It will only 
add value if it is culturally and emotionally significant to 
the target audience. Examples of the soft function of 
personality can be recognized in products such as Philips 
Sunrise toaster and the new iMac computer. The Philips 
Sunrise toaster demonstrates a product that welcomes the 
" Universal Design Rehabilitation Design 0 Design by Story Telling 
" Design for All Healthy Industrial Design 0 'User Pyramid' approach 
" Through Others Eyes Design for a Broader Average 0 Design to Counter Decline 
Figure 4. DesignAge Teaching Pack (Hewer, 1996). 
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user and 
' 
produces a jeelgood factor, by its use of form, they are building on previous experience. This is a basic 
colour and its simplicity. The Mac Is one of the first tenet within educational practice and is one of which 
computers to be given a personality. There have been designers might usefully become aware. There are times 
reports of owners giving them names. 
The designer developing the ability to recognise people's 
wishes and desires can achieve an empathetic approach. 
Familiarity, affection, memory, sentimentality, personal taste 
are aspects which designers will need to explore, as these 
are*the type of soft values which users assign to the 
products they interact with. As Lebbon explained in the 
when this would not be an effective approach, such as 
with the design of a video USSette recorder remote 
controller, but it might be a useful guide when Introducing 
other technology-led products (Jordan, 1998). Computer 
software Is an example where this has happened; both 
Microsoft and Apple Macintosh have understood this, 
adapting previously successful interfaces in the design and 
'Everyday Story of Bathroomness' (1997). 'Auntic Jess will 
not part with her 1950s Lemon Yellow Bathroom', even 
though she finds it impractical to use the bath any more 
and a shower would suit her physical and hard function 
needs better. 
In a current pilot study (McDonagh-Philp, 1999), 
users, employing a variety of User-Centred Design methods, 
explored small domestic appliances (kettles, toasters and 
coffee makers). The initial findings indicate a gender 
difference in the initial user interaction and evaluation 
of these products. While the women took a considered 
approach to the products, the men were more Immediate in 
physical interaction. The women generally perceived the 
products within a personal context and offered design 
solutions to any undesirable parts of the products. The men 
took a negative critical stance in their evaluation. Women 
expressed their view of the products in more emotive 
language, while men used more hard functional terms. This 
is confirmed by 
ibe results from the 'Well-bathing' project. 
Boess and Lebbon found that 'More women than men tended 
to wish for the bathroom to be a regenerational, cosy, 
private place. More men than women tended to see it as 
a purely functional place. ' (Boess and Lebbon, 1998) 
UNDERGRADUATE DESIGN TRAINING 
C-& 
Familiarity is quite significant in terms of soft function. Designers use mood boards to express the essence of the 
People tend to learn how to use a product more easily if product, the user or the user's environment. This is a vehicle 
development of new products. 
Emphasis is changing from hard functionality to soft 
functionality especially in the design research stages of new 
product development. Scenario-based design research has 
been practised in the USA and the UK for last 30 years, 
by design consultancies such as IDEO, Loewy and Smart 
Design. Some practitioners have taken it further to 
experience user emotions, for example Patricia Moore. 
This leads to more thorough research supported by a wider 
variety of methodologies that target particular aspects of 
a product's function. By incorporating more empathetic 
research, prior to concept generation, the designer can work 
towards the integration of soft functionality. 
One of the most difficult areas for designers to research 
is the emotional experiences and needs which users have 
in relation to products. The approach recommended by 
Alexander in his study A Pattern Language (1977) develops 
solutions which are founded on the premise of providing 
a supportive environment reflecting people's cultural, 
emotional and psychological needs as well as physical ones. 
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bv which a designer can begin to uncover the emotional, 
soft ftinctional issue,, ot a project brief'. It is an es,, cntial 
part of' a designer's training to learn to construct ; in(] 
decode such visual material. I'ahkokalljo (199H) points out 
that shared expertise and the acceptance of' the value of 
purely subJective and emotional experiences is a necessary 
preliminary to concept generation in a Design kit All (User- 
, I, ". It ý( jrriI)It,, t, iP! tI, ItIý), ), Ir(I. 
Design is taught as a multi-disciplinary profession and 
hence students are confronted with a combination of design 
issues, technology, skills and information to assimilate into 
their design activities. Curriculum development of the 
Industrial Design and Technology undergraduate 
programmes at Loughborough University successfully 
incorporates design projects that develop User-Centred 
Design approaches. This subject, one of human values rather 
than black and white technology, is currently important to 
industrial designers and is seen as an appropriate issue for 
students to address. Visual creativity, partly the ability to 
tackle design problems from a purely visual standpoint, is 
believed to be crucial to addressing semantic issues in 
products. A recent project, tackling the issue of product 
semantics, concentrated on breaking down barriers to 
students' creativity in order to increase their understanding 
of product meaning. 
lhe assignment challenged their ; ihdilv to explow the 
ýcnlanlic qualitv of' products. Fach Ntudent wa,, ý(Ivcn all 
adjective at random (e. g. scary, iriundiv, inviting. lastcless) 
and a inainstream consumer product (c. g. IcIrphonc, loasIct. 
alarni clock). The challenge was to cxl)lor(- the %ctnantic 
issues of combining the adicctive willi the produ(t type 
(e. g. scary telephone) and to devi%c an appropriate concept 
lot Ilic product. 
'ýIudents are asked to gather iniagc%. which %imply 
rvýiked the (lc%(-ril)tor word, sornemm-, litcrally or often 
ih,, tractl-v through materials, colour, form, emotions e1c in 
in attempt to capture the essence of their descriptor word. 
(M(Donagh-Philp and Wormald. 1999) 
1 igures 6 ; in(] 7 illustrate the students' initial visual 
r\Im-, sion of' certain words followed by their final design 
proposal responding to the emotional product. The resulting 
dc, ogn work reflects the decoding of the visual stimuli and 
il, ý application as a defining elcment for a Uscr-Ccntrcd 
Design approach. The students were able to express (-motion 
, and so-ft function in their design concepts and demonstrated 
their understanding through their design proposals. 
At Staffordshire University. User-Centred Design has been 
approached in another context with the introduction of 
'action research' into the Human Factors module in year two 
of the BA Hons Product Design course in 1998. The module 
was based on experienced gained from the Well-Bathing 
ProJect (Boess and Lcbbon. IDAFER 1998) and was an 
opportunity to take the results of' design research directly 
into the undergraduate curriculum. During the pilot run of 
the module there were 7 participating male students, average 
age 20 years. They were linked to a group of 7 members of' 
the local unit of the University of the I'hird Age (MA). This 
group was made up from three couples and one single 
woman, whose mean age was 67 years. 
The brief for the students was to develop a 'useful 
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Figure 6. Student initial responses to selected words. 
-11-11-THONE 
Scary Telephone 
Figure 7. Presentation of design proposal based on the selected words. 
bathroom' based on design guidelines, standards and given from quahiative research data. They were required to gather 
ergonomic data, which had to fit into a nominal British data from available standards and evaluate this in the 
Standard bathroom. The usefulness had to be defined in context of a manufacturer of' bathroom sanitary ware and 
collaboration with the user group. Through this user/ with the user group, using a full-size test rig. Bringing 
designer team approach it was possible to define three together the demands of the brief' and users' comments like 
major areas for design opportunity: 'I want a bath like this' obliged the students to rationalize, 
grooming at the washbasin prioritize and defend their decisions to users and lecturers. 
" storing, reaching for and using toiletries By building full-size test rigs they were able to verify 
" manoeuvring within the space. abstract data with the user group. The proJect was successful 
Iiie Well-Bathing study had proved the importance of in challenging the students and promoting effective 
triangulation of data sources, so this was built into the experiential learning and collaborative work. Coleman 
structure of the module. Students were introduced to 11997) has noted: 'I know of' no better way of challenging 
various action research methods, such as observation and students' preconceptions than putting them face to face with 
interviewing and taught methods for analysing the results a group of older people. ' 
! Ili : 11,1 
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At the end of the project the students evaluated their They should aim to adapt and modify methbds that suit the 
experiences, which on the whole were positive. The students particular combination of the brief and target user. User- 
reallsed that they, themselves, were experts and gained Centred Design does not provide a prescriptive method of 
confidence through their interaction with the user group. working. It offers a variety of strategies and approaches that 
Students and users found common ground in their dislike of relate more closely to the way in which product designers 
-special' or 'assistive' products. They were able to recognize 
the benefit of working directly with the users and 
understood that this type of collaboration need not 
necessarily cramp their creativity. There were, however, 
some negative points raised in the evaluation. Some of the 
students said that they did not like designing bathrooms 
or designing for older people. In the follow-up project, to 
design a washstand area, only one of the students applied 
a user-centred approach. 
The cohort of students is now in its final year of study. 
They were asked recently what they thought was the most 
valuable experience from their second year, one that they 
would transfer into their major project work. The majority 
work, building upon their existing skills. 
Design educators need to develop teaching strategies 
that enable student designers to engage with the issues 
currently being explored by professional designers. 
Collaborative projects between students, designers active 
in the User-Centred Design, user groups (such as U3A) 
and manufacturers, bring credibility to the educational 
programme. Students respond well to the challenges brought 
to them by external contributors. 
Student designers can learn how to develop empathetic 
design skills by being introduced to User-Centred Design 
strategies and by being given the opportunity to work on 
design briefs that emphasize the soft functions of a product. 
said thatwhat they had experienced during the Action 
Research Module would be the most useful in the 
development of their major projects. They felt that they were 
better prepared for their place in the design profession and 
would know how to design for tomorrow's smart consumers. 
CONCLUSION 
It is important to consider whether we are any nearer to an 
answer to the following question - how are designers going 
to produce design solutions that are socially and culturally 
responsive to the needs of these groups of whom they have 
little or no experience? Designers need to adopt strategies 
for accessing the emotional context of the products that 
they have to design for the people who will use them. With 
design briefs being unique, designers cannot simply use 
prescribed methods to overcome their lack of experience. 
This prepares the undergraduate student designer to meet 
the exacting demands of their clients, who are already 
aware of the emotional context of product use, and fulfil 
the desires of those consumers who demand more than 
hard functionality from the products they use. 
Consumption is, after all, an enriching experience. 
(Koskijoki 1997, p. 143) 
The exploration of the role of emotions is ongoing. 
Within this paper the authors have described their own 
experience through their work with student designers and 
their research activities. Reflecting on their practice, the 
authors feel that further exploration through examining 
the relationship between client/developer emotions and 
those of the user would extend the knowledge. Knowing 
which set of emotions is dominant at what point in time 
during the product development process would support 
design decision-making. This is now being developed further 
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through two separate funded research projects (EPSRC: 
I-Design and AHRB: Development of Focus Groups to 
Support the Designing Process). 
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Industrial design training is embracing the need for designers to elicit user needs in 
order to support the development of successful new products. This paper highlights 
the collaboration of an ergonomist and two industrial designers in the develop- 
ment of a range of mainstream domestic consumer products. It documents the experien- 
ces gained in applying and adapting focus group techniques to inform the designing 
process directly, and illustrates how a variety of techniques (e. g. product handling and 
product personality profiling) can be incorporated to elicit user needs, aspirations and 
emotions. 
(D 2001 Academic Press 
KEYWORDS: industrial design; focus groups; user-ccntred design; design research. 
1. Introduction 
Designers cannot be knowledgeable about all the different types of users they design for, 
and the experience of use for all the different product types they aim to create. Moreover, 
our environments, work and home are filled with artefacts that satisfy needs beyond the 
functional, such as the aspirational, spiritual and emotional (McDonagh-Philp & 
Lebbon, 2000). Carrying out user research enables designers to expand their empathic 
horizon (McDonagh-Philp & Denton, 1999) and extend their knowledge according to 
specific design tasks. Users are a valuable source of primary information in assisting 
designers to understand the real needs for the design of products, and, it is hoped, to 
ensure commercial success. 
Whilst the task of industrial designers/new product developers is traditionally one of 
shaping fashion and providing novel solutions, it is increasingly accepted that this task is 
enhanced by consulting the potential users of new products. The incorporation of user 
needs into a design is challenging, as gathering and analysing such intangible and 
qualitative data requires considerable skill and expertise. With conventional indus- 
trial/product design training, undergraduates often do not have the opportunity to 
obtain and/or develop such skills. Providing designers with means of accessing user 
information directly, without filtering it through a market research department, can 
support evidence-based design. 
1071-5819/01/100435 + 18 $35-00/0 (D 2001 Academic Press 
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This paper describes and discusses the experience and expertise gained from a research 
project funded by the EPSRC. t It aimed to develop techniques that can be applied by 
designers, or in close collaboration with designers, to make user knowledge more 
accessible during the designing process. Building on previous design research projects, it 
enabled a variety of techniques from various disciplines (social sciences, human factors 
and market research) to be employed, evaluated and adapted to support designers. It 
drew on the collaboration between an ergonomist, a design-rcscarcher (trained as an 
industrial designer and lecturing in industrial design) and a consultant industrial de- 
signer. It aimed at the development of techniques to facilitate communication between 
designers and users, primarily through the adaptation of focus group techniques for 
designers. Small domestic kitchen appliances (e. g. kettles) were chosen as the product 
area to focus on, due to their accessibility and users' familiarity with such mainstream 
products. The project involved a total of 74 participants (average age 40,29 males and 45 
female 
' s). 
The majority of the participants were home owners and in full time employ- 
ment. The research sessions were all conducted in the East Midlands, England. 
2. Focus groups in design research and human factors research 
2.1. DEFINITION, SCOPE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF FOCUS GROUPS 
Focus groups are a purposefully selected assembly of individuals to take part in a group 
discussion. A moderator (a chairperson or "facilitator") leads the group through a num. 
ber of topics and activities. The group concentrates on a particular set of issues or 
concerns. It relies on a common interest between the participants-because the synergy 
between the discussion contributors provides data through sharing and comparing 
knowledge, rather than individual questioning. Focus groups provide qualitative 
data-hence the results cannot be quantified or generalized. Such findings cannot 
represent the whole population. The information gained consists of backgrounds for 
behaviour, and opinions, rather than statistically secure data (Morgan, 1998a). 
. Focus groups are a well-established technique in market research and have a long history in informing both requirements specification and prototype evaluation, as well as 
human factors research and usability evaluation. More recently, social science research 
has adapted the technique as a valuable source of data and information. Much of the 
procedural literature available to support the application of focus groups, such as 
Morgan (1998a, b), Krueger (1998a-c), and Greenbaum (1998), is thus tailored for social 
scientists or market researchers. 
Focus groups are a flexible technique. The scope of application is wide. Within the 
field of human factors a range of different product areas has been investigated. Because of 
the qualitative nature of the data generated, the technique is particularly suited to 
exploratory research, or for examining quantitative data in more depth to provide 
additional insight. Users are encouraged to be spontaneous and can bounce ideas off each 
other. Questions with an open-ended nature can be explored. The technique can be used 
at any stage in the designing process (requirements capture, discussion of designers' 
ideas, or prototype evaluation). Group members might contribute potential design 
tEngineering and Physical Science Research Council; Grant Number-GR/M98654. 
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solutions. Focus groups enable designers to elicit user needs for the design of pleasurable 
products-thus helping designers to empathize with use 'r aspirations 
beyond the 
functional (Jordan, 2000). Burns and Evans (2000) suggest designers could partially 
adopt a market research role at a very early stage in the designing proccss-to be able to 
not just satisfy future customers but to delight them. 
2.2. FOCUS GROUPS FOR DESIGNING 
Practising designers will benefit from a close collaboration with design researchers, or 
from carrying out design research themselves. This is likely to change the character of the 
design profession to some extent, and in particular design training. In order to under- 
stand the needs of designers as future users of the techniques, the authors (1) examined 
the suitability of focus group techniques to support the designing process, drawing on 
current literature (McDonagh-Philp & Bruseberg, 2000a); (2) investigated the pcrccp- 
tions of designers through questionnaires and a series of interviews with practising 
designers (Bruseberg & McDonagh-Philp 2000). 
Through consulting with designers it became apparent that design practice is extreme- 
ly flexible and diverse-due to the nature of different projects and varying types of 
products, as well as the preferences of individual designers. There is no prescribed way of 
working and collaborating for designers, conventionally they work on their own, but 
there is a shift towards involvement within multidisciplinary teams. 
The design methods used currently tend to be informal. Hence, user-centred design 
research methods should be adaptable to a range of design approaches and take account 
of the intuitive nature of designing. There were a number of pre-conceptions against 
a close collaboration with users (e. g. "... what would then be the role of the designer? ") 
whilst the demand for more information about user needs was present at the same time. 
Likewise, a long, formal list of rules and user requirements based on standard market 
research was perceived as restrictive. 
Conventionally the direct involvement of designers into user research is limited. The 
importance of a close collaboration between designers and researchers is often stressed 
(e. g. Donnelly, 2000). Only a few sources advocate the presence of designers in focus 
group sessions as observers (e. g. Wilson & Callaghan, 1994), or suggest that designers 
should do the following. 
" Take part actively in the discussion groups (Caplan, 1990; Sato & Salvador, 1999). 
" Work directly with users in participatory workshops (Burns & Evans, 2000). 
" Act as a focus group moderator (MERCI, 1997). 
Carmel, Randall and George (1993) highlight the benefits of the creative capacity of 
designers when taking part in participatory design workshops. However, no studies have 
as yet, to the authors' knowledge, addressed specifically the benefits and practicalities of 
an active role of designers during focus group activities for design research. 
The main objective of focus group research, for designing, is to encourage communica- 
tion with users. This particular application of techniques (a) enables designers to work 
collaboratively with ergonomists and design researchers, and (b) changes the focus of 
designers to considering user needs. 
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Preparing and conducting focus group research requires a variety of different activ- 
ities-please refer to McDonagh-Philp and Brusebcrg(2000b)for more details. Although 
focus groups are a relatively efficient technique, the time and effort required to prepare 
the research should not be underestimated. 
2.3. COMBINATION WITH OTHER TECHNIQUES AND MODIFICATIONS 
Many researchers prefer to combine focus groups with other tech niques-ei ther to 
validate the results through other types of data (e. g. Zarean, Sivanandan & Warren, 
1994), or to link in with other studies at different stages of the research/designing process 
(e. g. Wilson & Callaghan, 1994). Data analysis benefits from triangulation-viewing 
a phenomenon from several perspectives (e. g. various techniques, individual peoples' 
interpretations). Combination with other techniques (e. g. video simulations, question- 
naires). can support the discussion or add insight through a variety of additional activities 
(e. g. Hone, Graham, Maguire, Baber & Johnson, 1998). Several authors report the use of 
scenario techniques in helping to understand the variety of ways in which users interact 
with new products (e. g. Sato & Salvador, 1999). Sessions may be conducted to retrieve 
feedback from earlier product performance testing by users (Caplan, 1990). 
Group-based design-research methods have evolved towards participatory design 
methods-where users take an active part in the designing process (e. g. Burns & Evans, 
2000). These sessions are often called participatory workshops, or may extend focus 
groups through creative activities (e. g. drawing, use of 3D modelling). 
2.4. THE CREATIVE POTENTIAL OF USERS 
The underlying aim of the project discussed within this paper was to enhance the lifestyle of 
people by providing products that fit user needs more effectively. Besides learning from 
existing products, the project aimed to discover novel ideas, beyond the range of products 
that are currently available. It is difficult for designers to be successful visionaries without 
having an adequate understanding of how the future products may be used and what 
drives users to prefer one product over another. Empathizing with user needs provides 
vital information for designers-otherwise designing tends to be a "shot in the dark". 
Users can offer a valuable design resource to support the designing process. However, 
such involvement can be perceived as problematic. To some extent users may not be 
aware of their needs and/or able to articulate them. Coates (1997) distinguishes between 
the idea of the stereotype (what a typical product is currently like) and the ideal (the 
imagination of how an object should be like). New designs aim to come reasonably close 
to the ideal, whilst not leaving the perception of the stereotype (standard) too far behind. 
Coates (1997) criticizes the use of focus groups in market research based on its preoccu- 
pation with stereotypes instead of ideals-because the stereotype is what participants 
know best about and agree most upon. Ideals are "fuzzy" as they vary across people and 
are not necessarily conscious. Blue-sky and what-if possibilities are therefore more 
difficult to reflect upon and verbalise. 
Techniques have been employed by the authors to retrieve peoples' ideals rather than 
their stereotypes to overcome this shortcoming. A methodological "trick" to trigger 
novel ideas was employed-by encouraging people to consider the "future". By assisting 
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users in suspending reality, new ideas and wishes may emerge. People begin to think more 
creatively and disclose their wishes and ideals more freely. The project was problem-led, 
rather than product-led. It needs acknowledging at this point that individuals require 
a "warm-up" to such activities. Similar techniques have been employed in industry 
(Rayner, 1997). 
The authors believe that users have a creative potential that can be "unlocked" during 
Focus Group activities. "When we take the time to truly engage people at the level of their 
personal experiences, such as home, work, play and learning, we are in domains that are 
truly meaningful to them. We see high levels of creativity in all our participants in such 
situations [e. g. focus group activities]" (Sanders & William, in press). 
3. Focus groups as a base method incorporating a variety of techniques 
3.1. FOiZUS GROUPS AS A GENERIC TERM 
This section describes and discusses some of the techniques that were incorporated 
within the focus group framework adopted for this study. Group discussion can be 
combined relatively easily with a variety of different techniques. This provides varying 
stimuli to the participants, enables the researchers to gain different types of data (e. g. 
through questionnaires), and alters energy levels within the session. The way in which 
focus groups are combined with other tasks may vary depending on the stage of the 
designing process and the particular objectives. Although the set of techniques developed 
within this project may go beyond the termfocus groups, the authors use it as a generic 
term and draw on it in favour of other terms such as workshop or participatory group 
discussion. This is because the termfocus groups is relatively well known and concise, thus 
encouraging participant involvement. 
3.2. INCORPORATING A VARIETY OF STIMULI TO AID DISCUSSION 
When considering the future, the provision of ideas and visual material encourages, 
provokes and supports the users in contributing to the discussion. A short presentation 
about future technologies and trends was included. Videos presenting commercial 
visionary designs and a light-hearted comedy sketch about futuristic design solutions 
were shown. They provided a vital starting point for the conversation. Images helped 
people to imagine the future and encouraged them to develop their own ideas. "Theme 
sheets" were used to prompt participants' ideas, and contained the topic and the main 
questions to be discussed as well as visual stimuli. 
3.3. MOOD BOARDS 
A technique that was applied in previous projects is the creation of Alood Boards-a 
collection of visual images (e. g. photographs, material samples) gathered together to 
represent an emotional response. This technique enables communication of intangible 
emotions such as happiness, sadness and calm, beyond linguistic restrictions. Abstract 
images provoke more emotional responses than literal images. Mood Boards may either 
be used by participants choosing from prepared image selections, or by asking users to 
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create image collcctions. It is it Powerful tool as designeis can make dncct tise Of' the 
results as visual aids. The technique requires considerable resources (e. g. session time to 
select images OF create collages, locating suitable lmagcs)ý hence it was not used (1111ing 
011S PZ11-tiC111,1F project. 
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It is hcI pfu Ito evil I uate the I) its t it IIdp rcscrit wlicii consi d ci it ig I he futin c. The its sessnient 
of achicvenients and flaws in existing products as perceived bv users provides in 
essential base of' information to identify new product rcquirenicrits. Product lilindling, is 
a valuable technique for "tuning" users into it topic and focusing their minds on tile 
sub 
, 
ject matter. The products scrve as stimuli throughout the session either as back- 
ground material oi its the focus of their attention. 
It is useful to capture the feedback from these exercises in questionnaires (see Figuics 
I and 2). Questionnaires are more formalized than group discussion and can offer in 
etricient Nvay of data extraction. They can be designed to retrieve a standard set of data 
that can be used for direct comparison between participants, and to summarize results. 
However, a small number of participants is unlikely to produce statistically secure data. 
one drawback is that the responses are limited to the cluestions that have been prepared. 
Whilst it is tempting to gain feedback on it wide varicty of product-, it is impoi tant not to 
ovcrload the participants with too many tasks. Producing it large number of question- 
naires requires an extensive and time-consuming data analysis. 
The "product handling questionnaires" were designed to capture immediate feedback 
regarding the functionalitv of the product sarnplcs (see Figure 1). User Cvaluation was 
based on a retail showroom scenario (e. g. no filling with water). to cxtiact immediate 
11 gut" reactions to the products---thus simulating the often-linuted amount of' infornia- 
tion available when people are actually making purchasing decisions within retail stores. 
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form filling. 
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I'a rt icipa tits were required to assess tile suitability of the, product foi its intended 
use. This was based oil it simplified lask analysis of the product operation. A varietv 
of user feedback was also sought (e. g. oil visual appearance. perception of quality and 
durability). 
Two different types of visual questionnaires were developed. A first (Iticstionninic 
involved vistial evaluation of products that anned at eliciting users' perceptions when 
they cvaluate products under the restricted conditions of it catalogue. The ass, tim Ill ions 
made based oil appearance alone, when only an image of it product is providcd, can he 
particularly LlSCf1lI for designers. A second visual questionnaire extracted infoiniation 
regarding the aesthetic preferences of people(see Figure 3). It concentimcd oil cNAuating 
the shape of 20 variations of a product type (e. g. kettles). 
3.5. PRODUCT PURSONALITY PROHLING 
Product personality profiling is a projective technique that provides ; in insight into 
"who" the user perceives to be the target consumer. Participa tits are asked to imagine 
a product as a person with a particular personalitv, and provide information regarding 
its character and lifestvic (e. g. gender, age and occupation) in a short space of time to 
encourage rapid "gut" responses. Even though the technique is to sorne extent limited as 
the perceptions vary between individuals, it helps to uncover social value systcnis and 
emotional responses to products. The technique was applied using questionnaires (see 
Figure 4 for an example). Whilst some people enjoyed the exercise, others had difficulty 
with it- particularly with finding suitable examples. Another version of this 
ease i ole thest, products a( -( ording to Youl. itillial Opinion aboill thril vislial uppoll-ance 
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FmURE 3. Visual questionnaire for retrieving aesthetic preferences. 
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questionnaire provides a range of typical examples (based on the user responses received 
to date), so that the user only has to make a choice. This is less time-consuming but morc 
restrictive. 
1,6. NOMINAL GROUPTECHNIQUE 
Nominal group technique (I)clbecq, Van de Ven & Gustafson, 1986) is highly structured. 
It encourages idea generation and produces immediate results in the shape of a list of 
rated priorities generated by the participants. It consists of several stages. Firstly, 
participants individually write down a list of ideas concerning a particular topic. 
Secondly, a moderator collects all the ideas by as'king the members in turn to articulate 
their contribution-, briefly (each member giving only one idea at a time), and writes them 
down for all to see. Thirdly, the group discusses the issues by deciding oil a selection of 
categories that emerge from the list. Fourthly, cards are handed out to rate the categories 
that are most important to the individual group members. The results can be analvsed 
immediately for key issues to be agreed upon. 
The main benefit of the technique is to ensure input from aII the members of tile group. 
It is also designed to conic to a consensus at the end of the session, based on a specific 
rating procedure involving all participants. The technique is often used in industry to 
agree on a set of actions. Whilst the group consensus is not required for this application, 
it provides a means of creating a tangible output. The technique was beneficial in lielping 
to reflect deeply on a topic, as the process of vencrating categories gives additional 
insight. 
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The technique was applied by requesting a wish list for imaginary appliances or 
features-assuming that anything goes (e. g. totally non-stick appliance surfaces). It was 
then possible to narrow down the list to a selection of users' values for kitchen products 
(e. g. ease of cleaning). Bringing the ideas into suitable categories is a demanding task and 
there is a danger in putting terms into peoples' mouths to speed up the process. The 
standard rating procedure was applied. It is rather complex and people could not clearly 
see the benefits of it. 
The authors concluded 
* 
that it would be beneficial to apply a hybrid between nominal 
group technique and brainstorming (e. g. Cross, 1994). The initial idea generation stage 
may be extended to focus more specifically on a design question, and could be conducted 
under the conditions of a typical brainstorming session-not being judgmental. The list 
of initial ideas could be examined through visual grouping (e. g. using cards) in the course 
of the group discussion. The rating system may be simplified. 
3.7. DRAWING THE "ULTIMATE" PRODUCT 
During the concept evaluation phase, all participants were asked to draw their ideal 
product (e. g. coffee maker). The duration for this task was limited to prevent users 
focusing solely on appearance (only 5 min allowed). In addition, users were asked to 
name their product. The participants felt unprepared for the drawing task. Although 
most participants were concerned about the lack of time and the lack of their drawing 
skills, the outcomes were surprisingly revealing. The consultant designer commented 
that the users' drawings were a vital source of information. The authors suggest this 
activity should be extended. Tools to create three-dimensional forms, such as modelling 
clay, may be included. 
Users may find it easier to express themselves three-dimensionally than through 
drawing (e. g. Lego building blocks). As users do not generally have any previous training 
in expressing their ideas visually, the exercise needs to be complemented through verbal 
comments. Moreover, users are likely to benefit from the provision of suitable tools and 
rifedia for expressing shapes. Sanders (2000) presents an interesting set of tools and 
methods that could well be incorporated into focus groups-such as a set of objects with 
simple shapes that are Velcro-covered to "design" new products, and the use of collages 
using pictures and notes to capture personal situations and feelings. It may be beneficial 
to assign more time to creative activities of this kind. 
4. The design research collaboration 
4.1. PLANNING DESIGN RESEARCH 
Focus group discussions suit the iterative designing process as they can be applied at 
various stages. The technique may be utilized prior to initial concept generation. This 
enables designers to become immersed into user experience to avoid design fixations 
(preconceived ideas and assumptions, limiting the output of conceptual design (Jansson 
& Smith, 1991)). At a later stage, focus groups can be assigned equally well to the 
evaluation of concepts and prototypes. Hence, the effort for training product developers 
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ill using tile Icclinicluc call he justified by the prospect of using focus gioups its 
it consistent complementary method. 
The atithors teconiniend an iterative approach that progresses from it stage of bioad 
exploration of the design area at the beginning of tile project, to more specific CII(IIIII-ics 
later. Qualitative data generated by focus groups are not suitable for genciali/iition of 
potential users, nor foi- comparison between groups, unless %ciy well pic-dchned ci itcria 
are being used. Instead of running it series of identical focus groups, the conmit of' tile 
sessions may vary. Each stage may consist of only one or two sessions, allowing one stage 
directly to inform the next one. The research activities should continuously infoini 
designing activities and vice versa. 
4.2, STR[ ýUTUR1-1 OF THL PROJECT 
Thcfirst sftýge of tile project concentrated on exploring techniques to rcti ieve user needs 
and aspirations. A variety of data collection tools, analysis tools and materials were 
developed, applied and refined. The techniques were chosen, combined and improved 
through close collaboration within the design research tearn (ergonornist and design 
researcher). The first stage of the research (focus group sessions 1-6) concentrated on 
collectinY dam about uscr needs and aspirations. Due to practical constraints, the consul- 
tant designer was not involved during the first stage of the FAISRU project (see Figure 5). 
Design activities did not start until the second stage, when the consultant industrial 
designer was introduced to the project. This phase concentrated on the generation, 
development and evaluation of concepts. Resemch findings from the earlier stage of the 
project provided the underpinning for the design work. The consultant desigricr was 
presented with an ovcrview of the results, through various materials and an initial 
briefing and brainstorming session with the design research tearn. The designer took 
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FiGURE 5. The cycle of research and design during the project 
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active part in four focus group sessions-introducing the concepts and making notes of 
the user feedback. The second stage focused on the evaluation and development of 
concepts-with a total of four sessions (focus group sessions 7-10). 
After the concept design had been completed, the third stage involved a further four 
sessions (focus group sessions 11-14) concentrating on the evaluation of the appearance 
models. The consultant designer introduced the features of the design concepts and 
responded to questions from users. 
Although the designer could not become immersed in the complete range of data 
collected, this has given a practice-based flavour of what the collaboration might have 
involved under realistic commercial constraints. The designer expressed a clear prefer- 
ence for earlier personal involvement within the research project. 
During the stage of analysing user needs and aspirations, the discussion aimed at 
eliciting wishes and ideas by looking far into the future (e. g. 2050), allowing participants 
to suspend reality and brainstorm without any restrictions. This information could then 
be reinterpreted for the design task, aimed for the year 2010 (see Figure 5). Having 
explored the present and future of the kitchen during earlier sessions, as well as different 
approaches to heating water, toasting bread and coffee making, it was decided to remain 
with the three mainstream product types for the designing task-the kettle, toaster and 
coffee maker. The designer was given unlimited creative freedom. 
4.3. ANALYSIS OF USER NEEDS AND ASPIRATIONS-SIX SESSIONS 
Three pairs of sessions were held to elicit user perceptions, experiences and wishes. The 
visual evaluation concentrated on each particular product type. Earlier groups dedicated 
more time to sharing the procedures, habits and chores in their present kitchen, as well as 
discussing the kitchen of the future. In later sessions, the time dedicated to discussing 
future trends was reduced and new topics were introduced, such as the breakfast (current 
and future) and brainstorming about multi-functional devices. Increasingly, the dis- 
cussion aimed to be more task-related, commenting on particular product types and 
their functions. 
The more the discussion focuses on particular issues of requirements for design and 
product functionality (e. g. current flaws of toasters on the market), the easier it is to 
extract "concrete" design information. However, the immersion into the "day in the life of 
a user", to provide insight into culture and lifestyles, can offer a valuable source of 
indirect information, which is of most value when experienced in the group context. 
In the authors' experience, participants enjoy talking about their routines, lifestyles, 
and preferences. The assessment of products was also perceived as enjoyable. Partici- 
pants tend to be slightly reserved towards creative tasks (e. g. brainstorming and draw- 
ing), although the results were valuable and revealing. When brainstorming (e. g. invent 
multi-functional devices), the task must not be too wide or too complex. Moreover, 
participants need time to develop their ideas and suggestions. They need to be encour- 
aged. They should not be expected to take on the role of designers and should be made 
aware of that. Giving users creative tasks is not an attempt to find solutions, but another 
way to extract needs and wishes, and pass on users' suggestions to the design team. 
The theme of considering the future was a vital tool to tap into peoples' wishes and 
aspirations. It is useful not to look too far ahead (e. g. 15 instead of 50 years). Also, it was 
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assumed that the future is "bright", but a number of people might have other perceptions. 
Participants should be clear that the question aims at "how would you like it to be" 
rather than "how will it be", as it was often found that participants make forecasts rather 
than consider their dreams. Likewise, they considered their personal situation (e. g. "I will 
be very old") instead of thinking in terms of "time travel" to place themselves in 
a different (ideal) situation. Hence it may be useful to let participants reflect on an "ideal 
world" rather than the future-or to make sure the conditions are well understood. 
It is important that products are seen in the context of their use. Mainstream products 
such as kettles and toasters are products that are usually used in the domestic kitchen. 
Their use should not be studied in isolation. Likewise, it is much more useful to think 
about a device that fulfils the function of heating up water, than trying to improve on 
a product labelled "kettle", as this restricts the users' (and designers') ability to think 
creatively. 
4.4. INITIAL DATA ANALYSIS TO INFORM THE DESIGNER 
The type of research explored within this project aimed to retrieve existing but unavail- 
able knowledge-by aiding communication to support creating new products-as op- 
posed to purely academic research, which usually aims at the establishment of new 
knowledge. The techniques were developed for practical applications. The extent of the 
data analysis depends on how well the findings can inform the designing process. 
Quantification of the results or comparison of data between groups or participants is not 
advisable unless the groups (a) have been homogeneous (regarding the types of partici- 
pants as well as structure of the discussion) and (b) involved a substantial number of 
participants. However, the efforts required for data analysis should not be under- 
estimated due to the wealth of information that is being passed on during a3h session. 
Whilst there is no need for a precise transcript of the conversations, it may be useful to 
collect particular phrases and quotations. Video and sound capture is essential, to be 
able to store passages of speech on hard disk. The availability of a video capture card and 
a CD writer is recommended, particularly for communicating the results to others. 
Making notes of essential issues and comments made by users can be more effective 
than producing lengthy verbatim notes. Often, after a particular idea has been commun- 
icated, some participants display agreement or disagreement. This may be verbally or 
non-verbally (hence the usefulness of a video recording). It is advisable to make a note of 
how much agreement there was. 
After a number of sessions with similar topics the contents need to be summarized. 
A range of issues will have reoccurred in different sessions, making a strong point and 
confirming a point of view or a shared experience. Some concerns will have been raised 
many times with different examples and details. Other issues might display conflicting 
opinions. Whilst going through the material, categories or groups of ideas may become 
apparent. A relatively simple way of substantiating the weight of different classes of 
notions was applied-by working through the material and giving established categories 
a "tick" each time a related thought was mentioned. If the contributions differ, then new 
aspects can be noted down as a new illustration. If no category exists yet, the idea might 
simply be recorded-similar notions might emerge later. An EXCEL spreadsheet is 
useful to record, code and sort them by similarity (e. g. Table 1). 
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TABLE I 
Extract of the category analysis (showing categories, related ideas, codesfor sorting the list, 
the total number of each idea mentioned and the total per category) 
Category/theme Attribute Total 
Idea/wish/statement/example Coffee makers Al A2 
Aesthetics A 37 
product needs to fit in (not stand out of average kitchen, be 
neutral, not too serious, feel homely and friendly) CIA a II 
brushed aluminium effect good CIA A 6 
nice rounded jug CM a 3 
yellow is nice colour (nice sunshine) CIA a 3 
this is for people on TV with stainless steel who never cook 
anything CM a 3 
chforne is becoming more fashionable now, like metal CM a 2 
like the simplicity of the design-looks very American 50's; 
like the way it looks more complicated than it really is CM a 2 
yellow, short-lived fashion piece CM A 2 
trouble with yellow on (D) is short-lived CM a I 
no sharp edges on things; safe CM a I 
speaks for itself-not just for use-makes a statement (I can 
afford a good one) CM a I 
like row of lights/buttons on top CM A I 
the glossiness makes it look cheaper-you anticipate it getting 
dirty CM aI I 
Strong materials, non-stain surface, no flimsy hinges D 25 
not to be lightweight, easy to break, no robust materials, flimsy 
tacky, cheap CM d 7 
some very weak parts, loose pieces-would get damaged quickly, 
door on hinges easily broken, feels flimsy CM D 6 
heaviness is measure of quality for people (heavy - expensive) CM d 4 
The material may be mislcading-plastic not necessarily worse; 
polymer is quite strong; polymer kettles are quite substantial 
with just a lid to open CM d 3 
quality to be inherent CM D 2 
like metal for strength, steel most durable, aluminiurn gets 
damaged CM D 2 
often things are thrown out just because of the state of them CM d I 
Comfortable handling H 23 
comfortable, good lifting jug handle CM H 11 
jug catches; can't get it out smoothly, difficult positioning CM H 3 
no handle on coffee holder, water tank cover CM H 2 
easy to work/use CM H 2 
handle is badly designed (glass gets too hot and too close) CM h I 
handle: good grip on it CM h 4 
Space-saving but substantial enough S 20 
Note: Codes: CM, coffee maker, a/A, aesthetics; d/D, durability; h/H, handling; S, space. 
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The product personality profiles were analysed qualitatively by selecting the most 
frequent response per product and category across all participants. The analysis of the 
quantitative contents of the questionnaires was relatively straightforward as it could be 
fed easily into a spreadsheet (e. g. Table 2). Likewise, the users' comments were arranged 
in EXCEL for easy comparison. The data were used to complement the focus group 
results. Additionally, a list with negative and positive adjectives was prepared for each 
product sample, recording the scope of users' perceptions (e. g. positive: smooth shape, 
friendly, nice balance; negative: too fussy, heavy, gimmicky). This was perceived as 
particularly useful by the consultant designer. 
The designer was given an overview of the results including data in the shape of Tables 
I and 2 as well as a list of ideas and comments. The information included some early 
ideas for shapes and mechanisms, as the data lent themselves easily to the stimulation of 
design ideas. The designer was given a CD with selected video samples from the focus 
groups, organized under particular topics. An initial discussion and brainstorming 
session of the design team (design researcher, ergonomist and consultant designer) 
highlighted some of the findings, provided further insight into the results, clarified 
questions and specified product requirements. 
TABLE 2 
The results of the purchasing priorities questionnaire including comments 
(based on 74 subjects) 
Categories from the 
questionnaire 
Rating based on chosen 
priorities 
Rating based on relative 
importance 
Visual appearance 28.2 2.21 
Product being value for money 27.1 2.25 
Functionality 26.5 2.54 
Appearance of robustness 16.4 2.35 
Ease of use 15.6 2.40 
Physical appearance 12.5 2.19 
Cost being below a maximum level 8.5 1.86 
Environmentally friendly 6.6 1.92 
Product is self-explaining 4.4 
Brand 4.4 1.44 
Ease of cleaning 2.9 2.23 
Product takes up little space 2.6 1.86 
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Comments from the designer revealed that presenting a mass of data to the designer as 
an introduction to the project might have been counterproductive. The designer parti- 
cularly valued information in the form of bullet lists, including ratings of importance and 
examples of comments. 
4.5. CONCEPT GENERATION AND EVALUATION-FOUR SESSIONS 
Having studied the results of the first stage of the research, the consultant designer 
produced concept drawings, making use of the insights gathered during the data 
collection phase. The feedback from the first two sessions was used to develop a second 
set of concept drawings for evaluation. Product handling was included within the 
sessions, but mainly as stimuli, reference points and visual aids. The concepts were 
evaluated through discussion. After giving participants time to study the concepts 
visually, the designer introduced the five selected concepts in a product group (kettle, 
toaster and coffee maker). An evaluative discussion and suggestions for improvement 
followed this. After each product group the participants chose their favourite concept. 
After the discussion, participants were asked to draw their "ideal" product. 
The first design concepts aimed to explore novel features and functions based on users' 
wishes, rather than addressing visual appearance alone. During the early stages of the 
concept evaluation a description of a mechanism is enough to stimulate new ideas, full 
visualizations are not always required. 
Not all users were comfortable with evaluating drawings. The use of foam models to 
gain an impression about the proportions and size of products would be beneficial. 
Positive feedback was gained from users by continually providing idea stimulation 
material (e. g. facts, visions and visuals) as "food for thought" throughout the sessions. 
The dual moderator role between the design researcher and the designer has proved to 
be beneficial-as it distributes activities and helps to keep the session going when it 
seems to run out of ideas and to make sure nothing is forgotten. The designer regarded 
his presence during the sessions as vital-because of the direct involvement in the 
process, being able to lead the discussion regarding the concept evaluation, and the 
opportunity to ask questions relevant to designing. 
" The designer benefited from skills in leading a group discussion-to be able to deal 
confidently with difficult situations (e. g. promoting discussion and handling dominant 
characters in the group), and ask relevant questions to promote deeper insight and 
discussion. 
" The designer would have preferred more access to observing the use of products in 
different situations, either directly or on video. 
" The designer appreciated not being made responsible for setting up and organizing the 
sessions beforehand (e. g. recruit participants, schedule sessions, prepare question- 
naires), allowing the opportunity to focus solely on preparing the questions and 
concentrating on progressing the designs. 
4.6. CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT, SELECTION AND REFINEMENT 
The subsequent data analysis during the concept evaluation phase was conducted by 
the ergonomist and fed to the designer. The experience of taking part actively in the 
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discussion was a vital source of information for the designer. At this stage the designer 
preferred a brief presentation in the form of a specification list rather than video samples 
or transcript summaries. It became clear that the process is time-consuming. 
The designer regarded the regular consultations with the design research team as 
vital-to set out issues for the next focus group sessions, discuss the design concepts, 
review the meeting of user requirements, and to decide on the selection of concepts to be 
taken further. Both these sessions and the user discussions were productive in continually 
examining the designing tasks to generate solutions, by involving different points of view. 
4.7. EVALUATION OF THE APPEARANCE MODELS-FOUR SESSIONS 
Based on the user feedback, preferred concepts were selected and developed. The 
consultant designer maintained constant contact with the design team. lie produced 
renderings and appearance models of the final designs, which were presented to users 
again. Two of these sessions were conducted with "hot" users (participants who had 
taken part in the study earlier). For the other two sessions "cold" users were invited 
(people with no previous knowledge of the project). The "hot" users were more critical 
regarding the dctails-but all delivered a "wealth" of constructive comments. Ideally, the 
user feedback should have been the basis for further refinement of the designs, but this 
was not possible within the scope of this project. 
5. Discussion and outlook 
It has often been proved difficult to incorporate human factors methods and findings 
into the working practice of designers. This may be due to conventional designing 
methods being relatively informal compared to human factors methods. Focus group 
activity offers an informal and flexible technique that might suit the working practice of 
designers well. Focus groups aid communication-both between designers and users, 
and as a vehicle to facilitate multidisciplinary collaboration amongst experts leading to 
a. growth in mutual understanding and cross-fertilization of ideas. There are clear 
benefits to be gained by involving designers as early as possible in the research process. 
The experience from this design project has provided the basis for training material to 
equip designers with the skills to incorporate user studies into their designing process. 
This is both aimed at undergraduate training but also at widening the skills of practising 
industrial designers and product developers. A guide has been compiled by the authors. 
The authors recognize that this study has a number of limitations. Firstly, only one 
design consultant took part in this initial study. Due to the diverse nature of designing, 
studying the progress of one individual designer will not lead to understanding gener- 
alized behaviour of other designers. Secondly, the designer was not available in the early 
stages of the designing project. Thirdly, the designer had previous experience of focus 
group techniques, which does not reflect the profile of the majority of practising 
designers. Nevertheless, it is suggested that this study has gone one step towards bridging 
the gap between Ergonomics and Industrial Design. By beginning to tailor the tech- 
niques to the needs of designers, they will be better enabled to utilize these methods. 
Similarly, the authors fully recognize that the Focus Group method is not the only 
relevant procedure. There are other methods which may be developed further and used 
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collaboratively by ergonomists and industrial designers to elicit other aspects of the 
context of use and the wants, needs and desires of users-for example, one-to-one 
interviews, observation in users' homes or work places, task analysis, cognitive wal- 
kthroughs and user trial s/usability tests. 
To validate the suitability of the approach, further studies need to be conducted. This 
can only be done through applying, evaluating and refining them during a variety or 
design projects. Designers from diverse backgrounds (e. g. education, culture, gender) 
may apply the techniques for various projects with a range of different time scales, or 
a variety of product types. 
The authors acknowledge that the uptake of user research methods by designers 
requires a paradigm shift. The consultant designer had been trained with a series of 
user-ccntred design methods and was therefore relatively receptive and supportive of the 
approach. The availability of techniques and training material for designers may cncour- 
age thp increased adoption of design research methods. 
6. Conclusions 
The project has raised significant interest within British manufacturers, as they rccognise 
the value in designers' involvement in user research by employing a variety of methods. 
The authors envisage the use of the materials for student design training, to contribute to 
the development of a new generation of designers. It has become clear that developing 
techniques specifically for industrial designers in close collaboration with human factors 
experts will support the changing culture of design research. 
The authors would like to acknowledge the consultant industrial designer on this project, 
Jonathan Bainbridge, for his collaboration and constructive comments. As well as having cxpcri- 
ence in designing and developing consumer products, he has also been trained in employing 
user-centred design approaches (e. g. focus groups). fie recently graduated from Loughborough 
University in Industrial Design and Technology (first class honours). 
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Abstract 
This paper discusses an industrial designer's approach to eliciting user perceptions and emotional responses to products through 
visual evaluation and stimuli. Whilst the authors accept that product functionality is crucial for product success, the appearance, use 
of materials, shape and form provide the most immediate product data for the user. Less tangible issues such as emotional bonding 
of users with products, cultural perceptions and social value systems, provide valuable insights for the product developer to help 
expand knowledge and understanding of the users' need beyond the functional. 
This paper presents product personality profiling as a new technique for design researchers/designers, and discusses it alongside 
other emerging approaches such as mood boards and visualproduct evaluation. The authors have used these techniques during focus 
group sessions with users to elicit individuals' needs and aspirations towards products. Such a user-centred approach is fundamental 
to applied ergonomics. Experiences, benefits, and limitations of these techniques are outlined as well as the opportunities for further 
development. (C) 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Industrial design; Emotions; Product personality profiling; Product evaluation; Applied ergonomics 
1. Introduction 
Products satisfy a number of needs. Individuals 
interact with a vast number of diverse products 
throughout their daily life. Functional appropriateness 
is key to a. proouct's success in the market place, as well 
as its fitness for purpose. Another form of functionality 
may be referred to a soft functionality (McDonagh- 
Philp and Lebbon, 2000). It includes emotional needs 
and other intangible, qualitative aspects that affect the 
relationship of the user with the product. There are 
difficult trade-offs to be made between functionality, 
basic ergonomics factors and emotional factors, thus 
highlighting the need for collaboration between ergo- 
nomists and designers. Functionality, ergonomics and 
emotional components are equally important in product 
development. The authors advocate that the techniques 
detailed in this paper will enable designers to tap into 
users' emotional interaction with products, leading to 
*Corresponding author. Tel.: +44-1509-222-665. fax: +44-1509- 
223-999. 
E-mail address: d. c. mcdonagh-philp@lboro. ac. uk (D. McDonagh). 
more informed decision-making in the designing pro- 
cess. 
There is considerable interest and growing recognition 
for the emotional domain in product development. The 
relationship between the user and the product is 
paramount in industry and currently there is major 
investment in design research in this area. The 3rd 
Design and Emotion Conference 2002 to be held at 
Loughborough University, in collaboration with Delft 
University of Technology and the Design and Emotion 
Society, will be held in July 2002. This timely conference 
is sponsored by industry and research councils, high- 
lighting the value placed upon this expanding area of 
research. 
The emotional relationship between the user and 
product is determined, to a large extent, by the symbolic 
dimension of the product. The symbolic meaning of an 
object often relies on shared understanding between 
individuals. Solomon (1983) argues that consumers use 
product symbolism to define both themselves and their 
relationships with others. The term symbolic consump- 
tion has been coined to describe the quasi-language 
through which people use products to communicate 
with each other (McCracken, 1988). 
0003-6870/02/$ -see front matter (D 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
P11: S0003-6870(02)00008-X 
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Dittmar (1992) suggested that this communicative 
aspect of material objects needs to be investigated in 
order to understand why it is important for people to 
convey the right messages about themselves through 
their possessions and that such investigation may 
elucidate how we decipher other people based on their 
material circumstances. Dittmar (1992) states that 
possessions symbolise not only the personal qualities 
of individuals,. but also the groups they belong to and 
their social standing. Fig. I represents this idea schema. 
tically. 
Material possessions serve as symbolic expressions of 
who we are. The clothes we wear, the household items we 
buy, all enable us to express our personality, social 
standing and wealth. Fig. lb shows the range of uses 
material possessions may have. 
Even practical products, such as kitchen appliances, 
will have some symbolic significance. In choosing such 
products, consumers are likely to be influenced by the 
messages they believe these objects convey and the 
extent to which their overall impression of the product 
matches the image they have of themselves. 
Manufacturers are becoming increasingly aware of 
the requirement to satisfy user needs beyond the 
functional. This is highlighted by the vast choice of 
similar products available in the retail showrooms. The 
customer/consumer is becoming more discerning. Man- 
ufacturers are keener than ever to distinguish their 
products in the market place and are therefore exploring 
new and innovative approaches to eliciting user data 
relating to the symbolic dimensions of products. 
Self .4 
Material possession& -4- Others 
0. symbols of 
identity 
b 
(a) 
Meanings of material possessions 
Instrumental Symbolic 
Direct control over Expression ofwho 
e. vuonnwnt. functional uses somebody is' 
III 
Use rtkoed Se(fexpressive Categorical 
Make possible an Symbolist personal Symbolist group 
activity, symbolist qualities, values, membership, 
an activity history, relationships social status 
(b) 
Fig. 1. (a) Material possessions as symbols of identity (Dittmar, 1992), 
and (b) meanings of material possessions for identity (adapted from 
Dittmar, 1992). 
Understanding intangible user nccds may be proble- 
matic as users often find difficulty in expressing them 
and are not necessarily consciously aware of them. 
Identifying intangible aspirations towards products 
usually requires the collection of qualitative data. This 
includes understanding of aspects such as emotional 
bonds with products, cultural contexts, and associa- 
tions, implications of lifestylcs, social value systems and 
stereotyping, the underlying meanings of products, 
fashion preferences, and attitudes towards product 
aesthetics. This paper illustrates three techniques that 
have been used within focus group activities to support a 
number of design projects (McDonagh-Philp, 1999; 
Bruscberg and McDonagh-Philp, 200 1). Product person- 
ality profiling taps into the users' perceptions of who 
they feel particular products are aimed at. Mood boards 
express emotions regarding products, tasks, or situa- 
tions through image collages. Visual product evaluation 
elicits initial reactions to products, based on product 
appearance only, to simulate retail showroom scenarios, 
mail order, and/or Internet purchasing. 
The authors advocate that the analysis of user needs 
and aspirations should be an integral part of design 
activity (especially pre-concept generation stage) to 
ensure the employment of user-centred designing 
principles. Designers need to be directly involved in 
the data collection processes, particularly when qualita- 
tive data are involved, thus feeding relevant information 
promptly into the designing process. Accordingly, the 
data retrieved from user studies should support the 
creative process of designers. The direct immersion into 
the user data and the exposure to users' perceptions 
supports designers in exploring design problems, chan- 
nels their efforts, and helps to reduce, or at best, avoid 
design fixations (pre-conceived ideas and assumptions, 
Emiting the output of conceptual design (Jansson and 
Smith, 199 1)). 
Emotional values may differ for different product 
types. For some product categories, they are more 
important than for others (for example comparing 
jewellery with garden tools). The need to identify 
'customer delighters' beyond functional values has been 
identified through research in the area of car design 
(Burns and Evans, 2000). The studies reported here have 
concentrated on consumer products and playground 
equipment, which are characterised by both functional 
and soft-functional values. For this product area, a wide 
consumer choice leads to fierce competition in the 
market and rapid changes in appearance and features of 
products, but not necessarily satisfying the user. 
This paper examines experiences of using visual 
product evaluation techniques for eliciting user needs 
and aspirations beyond the basic utilitarian functional 
by discussing the employment of product personality 
profiling, mood boards, and visual product evaluation. 
All of these techniques have been used as activities 
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integrated within focus group sessions, and provided 
additional stimuli for the group discussion. The authors 
outline the potential of the techniques by illustrating 
how they have been introduced and developed, and how 
they may be refined further. 
There are three distinct stages of product development 
that would benefit from employing these techniques. 
They are at (i) the initial stage for capturing users' 
perceptions on existing products (pre-concept design); 
(ii) the requirements capture stage to elicit users' ideas 
regarding their ideal products (early concept-design 
stages); and (iii) the intermediate design stages to 
evaluate design concepts. 
2. Empathic design 
In recent years, there has been a shift in conventional 
design training towards a more user-centred design 
approach. This shift has been in direct response to the 
increased awarenesý and recognition of the users of 
products as a potentially rich design resource to support 
product development. Bird (1999) forecasts that the 
ever-increasing consumer culture will require designers 
to "get under the skin of social, lifestyle and user needs" 
(p. 36). 
Creative activities are, to a large extent, based on a 
deep immersion into the designing problem (Baxter, 
1995; Cross, 1994). Pereira (1999) suggests that "origin- 
ality may reside in the way we find problems and not in 
the way we generate solutions" (p. 228), and emphasises 
that "The creative act must be an immersion into the 
situation of use, a truly felt empathy, not because we 
voluntarily acknowledge the user but because we need 
that connection in order to create. " (p. 227) Incorporat- 
. 
ing user research into designing activities has the 
potential of substantially enhancing designers' creativity 
as well as facil; itating effective ergonomic design. 
Creativity has been defined as shared imagination 
(Dewulf and Baillie, 1999). Accepting that designers do 
not have a monopoly on creativity, it becomes increas- 
ingly important to provide the opportunities and 
environments that encourage users to express themselves 
in order to uncover, reveal and trigger effective problem 
solving solutions. It would be nalve and inappropriate to 
assume (or expect) that users will provide a design/ 
product solution. However, through creative and 
supportive contact and research methods such as those 
mentioned within this discussion, design research can 
begin to bridge the understanding of the designer with 
the real life experiences, needs and aspirations of users 
(Sanders and William, 2002). 
In Britain, design training tends to be conducted 
through undergraduate and postgraduate university 
design degree programmes. Therefore, the profile of 
the average design graduate does not necessarily 
233 
represent the profile of the wider population, the 
mainstream user (Norman, 1990). Due to training, 
background, education, gender and age, it is unrealistic 
to expect (or accept) that designers are able to rely upon 
their own experience, knowledge and understanding 
alone, when designing for others. 
The concept of the empathic horizon (McDonagh- 
Philp and Denton, 2000) has been developed, which 
highlights the need for designers to immerse themselves 
within the user experience to reduce (if not avoid) design 
dccision-making taking place which is based on unin- 
formed assumptions. The authors are not advocating 
that designers become market researchers but that they 
integrate design research into their pre-dcsigning pro- 
cess(es). 
The conventional industrial/product designers' toolkit 
is evolving and expanding to incorporate (design) 
research methods and techniques. Design research skills 
are emerging as a key element in the training of 
designers. This does not detract or devalue the work 
of market researchers (e. g. professional focus group 
moderators, market research surveys and question- 
naires). Involving designers in the data collection 
processes to elicit design-rclatcd information from the 
raw data ensures that design opportunities are not 
missed or overlooked. 
3. Product personality profiling 
Product personality profiling (PPP) is a projective 
technique that has been adapted from market research. 
The use of projective techniques has a long-standing 
tradition in psychology. Projective tests derive from the 
psychoanalytical approach to assessing personality 
characteristics. Projective tests are used by psycho- 
analysts who favour the richness of the information they 
offer. Proponents of these techniques believe that the 
qualitative data generated can offer valuable insights 
into clients' personalities. 
Variations of the product personality profiling tech- 
nique are currently employed by manufacturers (e. g. 
Kenwood and Morphy Richards) to identify users' 
perceptions of typical purchasers of products, but these 
are less formalised, and data capture is not as structured 
as that presented within this paper. The technique 
provides an insight into who the user perceives to be the 
target consumer. Participants are asked to imagine a 
product as a person with a particular personality, and 
provide information regarding its character and lifestyle 
(e. g. gender, age and occupation). The technique helps 
to reveal social value systems and emotional responses 
to products. 
The technique has been employed by asking partici- 
pants to fill in questionnaires during a focus group 
session. Participants are required to carry out the task in 
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a short space of time (2- 3 min , /'product), 
to provide 
immediate gut responses. Fig. I shows an example with 
user responses. It is 11SCI'UI to C01111IM-C tile I-CSI)OII. SeS 
during a SUhSC(IUCnt g1rOUp discussion to flulliff 1111der- 
stand the motivations behind peoplc*s choices. Users 
tend to appreciate the opportunity to discuss their 
rcsponses wilhin the group. Failure by the inodeialor to 
enable this shalcd experience may lead to the group 
feeling unsettled. By discussing, their actual peiceptions 
of cach product with "ach other, previously unexpress-ed 
views and 1'eclings may lie ievealed. This sort of' acti\ ity 
may also he used to warm-up users for focus group 
discussions. 
-Table I illustratcs feedback obtained from a usci 
\%hilst visually evaluating two products (coffee makers) 
b\, employing the PPI) technique. Alongside the users' 
own profile (colurrin A) tile product profiles (columns 
BI and 132) can be reviewed. In this case. it would be 
considered highly unlikely for the user to actually 
purchase product BI based on their own personal 
profile. they are more likely to purchase product B2. 
T lie technique may he employed during niost stages of' 
product development. The most apparent applicafion is 
tile evaluation ofconcepts rcgarding their suitability for 
a particular target group. Moreo\er. the technique can 
be useful during the stage of researching user needs prior 
to concept design. Existing products can tic evaluated to 
understand product associations with social value 
svstejjjs. Given that consurners make social inferences 
about products. technique,, such as PPP can be used to 
tap into this important source of' information and use 
the results to inform the designing process. Designers 
can draw oil typical responses to particular products 
after averaging the responses from a range of users. The 
technique may also be used to retrieve participants' 
Table I 
Example of' user profile alongside user perception of two product profiles 
A 131 
illlýlgillýltioll oI- their idCal ploduct- by asking thell) to 
C describe it as a I)CI-soll Mlo Is going to live ill dicit hoill . The milhors have employed two vclsiolls of .1 ITP 
questionflaire. Initially. users wcre presented \ýHh a 
sheet ill a tabulal 1,01-niat, \%. here uscls wvie a,, kcd to 
provide responses ill several columns, wilcle Cach 
represented a pal ticular p[ oduct (identified by a 
picture). to a tange of' critciia shown ill iows oil tile 
lct't (Sinlilar to Table 1). This had Iwo dlawhacks. 
Firstly, instructions had to he ic-cmphasiscd to picvcm 
the user filling ill file 1,01-111 by row (alld tliclcl'olc not 
l'Ocusing oil each product personality SLIHICICTItly) 
Secondly, sollic usels sulTeled 1,10111 lack ol* imagillM loll 
l'or suitable examples (e. g. car models), cvcn though they 
were able to proýjcct a typc of' person onto the pioduct. 
This led to tile development of' a new 1,01-111. as shown 
ill Fig. 2. It shows only oric product per page and 
provides a range o[exampIcs. The examples delibeialdy 
Cowl- it wide range of' aspects and werc collected using 
USCI'S' responses, thus reflecting the users' Iciiiiiii0logy. 
Participants found it much easier to fill ill this I'Orm. The 
drawback is that users may simply choose onc of' the 
examples and not really consider the task, The i'orm 
shown ill Fig. 2 can be l'urther Improved by moving the 
response column to tile middle, thus taking the I'Ocus of' 
the examples provided. \\')tell choosing which form to 
use it hits to be considered whether gcncial categories 
are the primary target. or the terminology and power ol' 
imagination 01, tile users. 
Another important l'actor is the extciit to which 
PCl_CCptiOllS VM_ý' betWeell illdki(ILIAS. Tlic interpretation 
of' tile responses is not ill exact science as it relics upon 
subjective data and interpretation of' feedback - -all of' 
which are qualitative and culturally based. For example. 
gaining awarcricss and understanding 01' 11OW USCIS 
Actual profile of' participant 
Gender Female 
Age 25 
Occupatior, Secretarý 
Accommodation Semi-detached 
Car Vauxhall Corsa 
Personalit) SteadN 
Holidays Spain France 
Home Elivironment Traditional 
Shop for clothes 
pr,,, jjjct being profflcd 
doI j", IH, I) Ll I, il'i III) g p; od"It ýIllotl, ýImi 
B2 
Profile of' product (wryet user) Profile of' product (taryet user) 
Male Feniale 
4ý 30 
Oraphic designer Administrator 
Penthouse flat 3 bed terraccd 
BMW 5 series Nissan Micra 
Dýnxmc extrovert Orgamsed 
Bahamas Euro-carliping 
Modern minimalist cleall tld\ 
V Next G, q) 
Y FS 
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Pl . .... ....... 
, Gordo, (temalcormAle)_ 
Age (plasse be sp 
. 
ac 'fic. a :g- 
dwWW4; i. -R law 
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interpret and respond to Nisual data is of paramount 
importance. Through the use of materials, colom, 
texture, product semantics and serniotics, users aic 
attracted or distracted, intrigued or repulsed, wish it, 
engage or resist interaction with products, Icading to 
final purchase, or products remaining unsold oil the 
shelf. The communication between tile product and the 
user is it complex area. For the designer, immediate gut 
responses fro", users provide valuable insight on which 
to base their own design decision-inaking. By capturing 
this type of data. the design team call gain an o%erall 
impression of tile perceived target user from the sample 
group of actual users. 
B(, Ilcfits 
01 lie technique provides a suitable tool to elicit 
,: motional perceptions and insight 
into social value 
1ý stems. 
01 lie technique provides an abstract way of revealing 
tiser perceptions and hidden information which can 
1, c used to understand aspects that many people are 
ý; naware of or which they find difficult to express. 
"I lie results can be directly mapped to actual user 
pi ofiles. 
" it i2enerates lists of user terins and points ofreference. 
Limitations 
I lie technique Might he over-using stereotylics - 
,; ollle people \\, Cl-c rellictant ill filling ill the 1,01111S 
because they feared that attributcs such as age maý 
lead to making stereotypical assumptions about 
people's aspirations. 
There is no guarantee that this technique captures 
peoples, purchasing intentions based oil their back- 
ground, but may capture Miat products I-)coplc aspire 
to-thcir actual personal SittlatiOll may be influcticed 
by other factors whilst they may wish to be somebody 
else or in it different situation. 
Interpretation of' the results may be coniplev there 
may be some limitation of how designers call make 
direct use of' the data as the results have to be 
interpreted very carefuliv and the researcher hit-, to 
read between the lines. 
4. Mood boards 
1. Alood botirds and designcrs 
Mood boards are a collection of visual images (e. g. 
photographs, material samples) gathered together to 
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represent an emotional response to ;I design brict 
(Garner and McDonagh-Phill), 2001). This technique 
enables designers, to communicate and express tllclli- 
sclves beyond linguistic restrictions. Desigrici-S Illay use 
this tool to communicate intangible and abstract 
emotions such its happincss, sadness, and calm. Equally, 
this tool has been employed to enable users to 
communicate their cinotional responses to products, 
tasks, and their experiences through abstract images. 
Fhis call also lie an intcriial process for designers to 
support them in clarifying and interpreting their own 
understanding of the design brief and tile widel 
Implications of the design project. 
Fhere are no prescribed formulae for mood board 
creation. Abstract images provoke more emotional 
responses than literal images, its this may be too specific 
and restrict the idea generation process of designers. 
Fig. 3 illustrates in example of it mood board. It 
represents tile effective use of' mood boards as I 
technique, by drawing oil abstract rather than literal 
images, to communicate an emotional response. 
Beyond tile use by designers, mood boards can be 
used effectively to support users in communicating it 
range of emotions and attitudes to designers. Images can 
comey powerful meanings. Hence, they are an idea] 
method to unlock feelings that users may otherwise find 
difficult to express. The technique can be used within 
focus group sessions. Users may either be asked to 
create their own mood boards front their own images, or 
may choose front a set of pre-selected images. 
4.2. The creation ofmood boards by users 
Mood boards ale it poNvelfill tool to comill till icatc 
lisers, emotions, CXI)CIICllce. s. aspirations, and percep- 
tioris to designers. Sandeis (2000) uses similat fcchni- 
ques (image collages) as part of' it bioad toolkit to 
identify tile aspirations of' everyday people ratlicl thall 
custoillers or consumers long before concrete product 
ideas have been developed, 
Suitable images call be found ill magaAlle. " mid orl- 
filic sources. Pre-sclecting it %vidc ralige of' sample illiages 
reduces tile time needed 1,01- assemblage, and plovidc, 
suitably abstract images. Becausc the rarigc of' images 
provided pre-dcteimines file selection to sonic extent 
through availability. it is vital that it broad iiingc of 
imilges i's licing provided. It is usel, 111 to involve all 
members of' tile design and research team ill the ii1mgc 
allocation and selection to cover it wide range ofide; is. 11 
is also bcricliciA to create test mood boards bV tile 
LICSi&Tll iescarch leam members, it' possible. to prc-Judgc 
the suitability Of tile illlilýLICS tild gilill Illiliill illSightS IWO 
tile topic and the formulation of tile task. 
A recent study was conducted by the authois that 
focused oil tile essence of' plity with regard to the design 
of playground equipment. The user sample included 
children between 79 years of' age (? i - 5), and parents 
of' 59 year-olds (n ýII). Dm ing it 3-hour participative 
workshop with the children, mood boards were gerlei- 
ated. Tile technique is very well suited to working with 
children, its they are particularly imaginative Mien 
i mood -, ý: nciatcd b% a dcsi, ý, nc[ 
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%%oikmg , %ith Hilages and their verbal communication ii, 
Icss refined than adults. Six of' the parents took part in it 
3-h focus group discussion with a range of' activitic,, 
integrated within it, including mood board creation. Thc 
other five parents filled in 1ecidback booklets indepen- 
dcritly, but in a group setting, whilst their children took 
part in the workshop. 
The parents and children were piovidcd with it sanipIc 
ot'diverse images that had been gathered bef'orchand hý 
the design tearn. About 80 100 iniages were available in 
several identical sets. Ideally, a lar-ge number and widc 
varietý of images should be available to avoid pic- 
determining the outcomes. Participants \Nci-c asked to 
sclect iniages that represent play to them, and assemble 
theill oil a sheet of' paper. The participants compictc(i 
this task individualIv. Fig. 4 shows how the children 
created their mood boards. Each participant also 
pro\ idcd a brief' explanation of' his or her mood board, 
-ough brief' and reasons for choosing each inlage, both thi 
notes next to the images, and through verbid comments 
in a group setting (see Fig. 5). This is important because 
only then call the choice of' images be usef-IIIIN, 
interpreted by the design temil. A high degree of 
symbolism wits displayed, and particular 'triggers' froin 
their personal experiences and memories were expressed. 
For example. play was expressed by many participants 
as a social activity. This visual1v based exercise 
encouraged all the participants to express themselves 
freely beyond finguistic restrictions. 
4 3. Stlection ofinood boards by users 
One of the drawbacks of' applying this technique is 
that it can be the time consuming whell locating suitable 
images, and allocating the time for participants to cut 
out images and arrange them. A simpler version of 
mood board use is asking participants to make choices 
from a restricted selection of images for certain aspects. 
This supports a Illore forillilliscd mial , vsis, 
but Icstlict's 
tile choices. Here, it is particularly ýifal to record 
reasons for choice,,. Table 2 shows it range of' (ILicstions 
and tile six images that were presented to participants to 
choose froill for each association. The participants Were 
given examples of' mood boards (compiled by the des'Wl 
tcain in advance) reflecting ironing its it task,, im actual 
iron. the ironing em ironnicia. and it oning of' the future. 
The selections were made by ticking tile appiopriatc 
image and adding it few comments. The acfiýity \\, its 
used as it warm-up for the I-ocus group discussion. 
Designers could then work directly with the iniage 
collection arld feedback during the concept generation 
stage of' the pro. ject. Mood boards produce it direct 
visual output and carl be use(] thioughout designing 
process. The example shown. was part of' all under- 
graduate design project (funded by the Nuffield Under- 
graduate Bursary Scheri1c). where tile qualitative 
information from norl-wi-bal user I'Cedback was cval- 
Liated as particularly valuable for the designer. 
4.4. Summan, 
Though this technique will not provide design 
solutions, it offers the opportunity and a mechanism 
by which both designers and users can express 
themselves visually aild respond to visual stimuli. This 
technique develops one element of a (icsigricr's toolkit 
, ind brings it into the donlain of participative design 
-Ictl\ Itles. 
Bo1cfas 
" They are inexpensive to generate. 
" They enable users to communicate beyond linguistic 
restrictions. 
" They I)I-OVI-AC VISUA StIlIlUll and inspirational material 
to support and encourage discussion between de- 
signers and users. 
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thoughts and emotions. 
Whe" incorporated Within a range of' diverse 
, i, mýitics (e. g. f'ocus groups), it can olTcr rcscarchcrs 
a valuablc tool to promotc and stimulate user 
Interaction 
LI/Illiallons 
0( )nc of' the main drawbacks of' mood boar(Is is t1ijit 
They are often misunderstood and iniages used can be 
loo literal. 
0 It requires the of' suitable 
Images. 
0 it iclies ullon abstract f'ornis being presented and it 
:, -, ILlircs designers to be skilled in idcntil'ying tion- 
% cl hal C0111111 Lill Ica t io 11. 
01*, ýcrs may resist the technique duc to unt'dmiliarity. 
01 hey rely upon subjective interpretation. 
5. Visual product oalualion 
With the ad\ent of' Internet shopping, mail order 
catalogues, and television shopping Channels, one k-Cy 
element that contributes to a product's success is its 
visual impact. Visual evaluation of products takes place 
initialiv within an extremely short space of time, and it is 
often based on limited product data. The data that are 
relied upon include the product's shape, forin, the use of' 
materials. CO]OUr, product semantics and serniotics, etc. 
Customers often may make purchasing (Iccisions based 
on whether it product looks durable and Cunctional, 
beyond the consideration of' the aesthetic attributes. 
This highlights the importance of visual data. front both 
tile users' and the product developer's perspective. 
Ca I) t 111-1 fig users . Ifulliedlaic Visual culuatioll of 
ploducts (existing of- Conceptual) ellables the de. sign 
fealli to gaill I'llithel. insight into \allics flim alc Iving 
assiVned and attributcs that are lecogill"Cd as valliah1c. 
A fcclinique heing developed cAlcd Visual Prodtict 
I-Aalliation simulates Inail oldel of* Illtellict pulchasing, 
Ncenarios by restricting the data a\ailahlc to the use, 
Within a rclatively short space o[ time (5min pci 
pioduct), users are ICLIIICSIed 10 OA111MC ýl I)IMIIICI! 
hascd solcIN, oil file appearance hom a two-dimensional 
iniage (C. g. slide pIoJCc1iOn, pllologlapll 01 lendcling). 
III contrast to focus gloup discussion, the users are 
Icquired to complete this \iSlIal milliatioll if) a sell'- 
contained wav (C, g no Coll\. Cl-, Sillg ý\Illl other users). 
Once file ViSLIA eVAIN111011 Ims takcii place, it may lie 
appropriate to allow the users to handle the products to 
slinulatc a rctail showl-ooln scenario (see 13111scheig and 
McDonagh-Phill), 2001 f'or hirther details regarding 
Icklied techniques). 
Data capture Ill a 1,01 Ill as illustrated ill Fig. 0 
ploNides a Inecha ni sill 1,01- comparing a range of' users, 
I-CSPOIISCS (e. g. \% 11,1t (10 N'OLI think of' its colour"), \\ hilst 
also capturing their views and opinions through the 
more CIOSed LILIeStiOnS (N\0111(1 VOU hily this 111-0(11ICt'. '), 
Rating scales ranging hom I (\cry p()0t) to 5 (\crý 
good) wcrc Lised to quanfil'y the I'cedhack (Likcrt, 1932). 
However, the inost usekil itil'ormation stcnis I'rom the 
combination of' the ratings with the comments niadc 
regarding the reasons for the selection (Dumas, 1998). It 
is valuable to ask users I-or I brict' comment regarding 
their selections. Likewise, it is usekil to retrieve 
information regarding ill\, previous knowledge of- 
experience they may have of' the product, and I'eedback 
concerning the likelihood of' the uscr purchasing the 
product. 
Two types of' visual evaluation torms have been 
dc\, cloped. The first one (ref'er to Fig. 6) retrieves initial 
Table 2 
The selection of mood board unaves for ironing, ironing products and en viron men ts 
Questions Mood Rozird I ý, Scd Questions Mood Board Used 
which image resembles 
ýour mood MiiM 
ironing" 
- 
ý1 FAC-La 
0- 
I "rb 
0 
Which best 
fescinhics tile ell% irolinlew 
Ilial vOu ilon ill" 
vi-., -j 
V, 
,C 
EVI 
y-ý 
Which imagge \\OLJld \011 
like to resemble your 
Which image best 
iepresents the crivironin ill e 
) ' 
L 
mood %Oilst ironing? 
that VOU \\ant to iron in . 
U411"41111110 Which image represent. s VA11111111111EIR ýL 
ýour current iron" Which iniagc represents 
-, VF-V i Talý 
r"I 1 
1110 CLOUre 01'IrOllin ` - 
Which image would wu 
like to represent \Our 
Lý 
9 current iron 
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to g b.. pirmyon. cirwader) 
h) of its colour? 
(a g SYWW7, K*W) 
of the materiels used' 
(P 9 lod", SlIrenglin, U#We) 
d) of Is size and welghIll 
(a g ms. dirnembors, "s) 
2 
YOM do you like bbout 
ne 
Visual Questionnaire 
my 
11ýý - , -, Iod T 
ry 
9050d Bull 
u" 3 
Whal do you disliks 2bA 
the appearance )I týe cro( 
Oýcu Gan aLso make comwnis : ýc, ý, ý'?, .; 
i, it.,, 
4 We reed to find out Oether you have got any previous knovirledge of this model 
Please lick in case you -14 
curtentl own it use 4 used it in the past have seen 4 before have not seen I balo,, 
F-I D ED El 
6W. - h, k) 
1 .4., 
I 
: =-ý- 
I 5 
Would Ibis product sud your kitchen? yesEl -E] 
6 Would you wiaMto buy this product? yes[:: 
] 
noo 
7 Please estimate the retail cost of this product 
Fig. 6. Vistial product e%aliiatioii qticsticiiiiiaire. 
reactions to selected products based solelv oil vistial 
data in detail. The second forin (refer to Bruseberg and 
McDonagh-Philp, 2001) concentrates primarily oil the 
elicitation of aesthetic preferences based oil a brief 
evaluation of the overall shape of 20 variations of a 
product type (e. g. kettle or toaster) and ietrieves the 
main reasons for preferences. It can be used to identify 
stylistic preferences at in early design stage, particularlY 
when used as a basis for a follow-up group discussion, 
Early results from this questionnaire sho\N strikim, 
differences aniongst the user population, thus emphasis- 
ing the need to retrieve qualitative data to understand 
user motivations. 
Bcnefits 
" 1-he technique provides rich design resource material 
to evaluate the visual quality of product concepts, or 
to learn from the benefits and drawbacks of existing 
pi oducts. 
" I-lie analysis of' the questionnaires is straightforward 
due to the standard data retrieval. tile use of' rating 
, cales and short comments. 
" I-he technique provides a valuable change in acti\ity 
during longer user workshops (e. g. 3-hour focus 
group session). 
" The technique can be used to prornote focus group 
discussion. 
" Findings can be related to product handling evalua- 
tl0n. 
Limitations 
" Forms and questionnaires can restrict uscr responscs. 
" Pom picture quality may mislcad uscrs. 
" Fomis may be lime consuming to pi-cpare in advance. 
" Actl\Ity of' data retrieval and analvsis rilav be 
J)ClcciNc(i its taking tile designer away 1'rom actual 
designing. 
" Users may he unf'ýanliliar with exercise and experience 
difficultv. 
6. Stiminar) 
Emotional bonds between users and products are an 
essential clement that can determine the commercial 
success of' a productý products satisfy a range of' needs 
beyond the functional. The designer is neither a trained 
psychologist nor professional market researcher. They 
bring to product development a range of' creatiýc 
problem sol%ing skills that can then be represented 
two- and three dimensionally. 
Whilst the qualitative techniques presented in this 
paper (product personality profiling, mood boards and 
visual product evaluation) are still being developed by 
the authors for use by designers and product developers, 
they have already contributed to a range of diverse 
design pro. jects. The authors believe that these techni- 
ques will ha\e Nvide application across a broad range of' 
design sectors, such as domestic appliances, clothing, 
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health care products, vehicles and technology-led 
products. 
The techniques are generally highly flexible and well 
received by the users. They support the design team in 
providing user data (evidence) on which to base design 
decision-making during product development. They are 
all particularly useful in the pre-concept and concept 
generatiorý stages of the designing process. They are 
expanding theý design teams' understanding and em- 
pathy with the user need, desires, and aspirations. 
They are only tools and may not be appropriate for 
each and every project. However, they will contribute to 
the expanding toolkit of designers to support user- 
ccntred design research. It makes sound economic sense 
to invest in user research prior to concept generation, as 
any change to the product after this point based on 
research findings and user feedback, will prove expen- 
sive to implement. 
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ABSTRACT 
To date, the objective of creating pleasurable products has 
concentrated on designers articulating and interpreting user 
needs as part of the product creation process. This paper 
explores approaches to enable users to adapt, modify, specify 
or create products to match their needs directly. Using the 
potential of new technologies, active consumers can now 
become product creators, paralleling developments in 
graphics, music and digital media production. Empowered 
users, self-builders, recreational manufacturers, web- 
connected silver surfers (retired individuals using the web) 
and punk manufacturers [1] all exemplify this new 
relationship between users and products, and the evolving 
role of designers [2]. 
Categories & Subject Descriptors: Add Here 
General Terms: Add Here 
Keywords: Supra-functional needs, customisation, user 
participation, democratisation of design. 
INTRODUCTION 
People gain pleasure from products that meet their functional 
and supra-functional needs. Supra-functional needs include 
emotional, aspirational, cultural and social [3,4]. Indeed, 
now that adequate product functionality is the norm, supra. 
functional factors are recognised as more important. 
Emotional bonding, symbolic representations, tribal 
connections, subculture references and so on, all form part of 
the -language of defining product personality and product 
semantics. 
Whilst all aspects of the relationship between users and 
products are of interest to designers, this paper concentrates 
on those that involve direct input from users themselves, 
before or after the product has been purchased. 
ilow users interact with products 
Long-term use is one aspect that changes the relationship 
between users and products and often the nature of the 
product itself. Designers are pre-occupied with the benefits of 
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for 
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are 
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies 
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or 
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to listsý requires prior 
specific permission and/or a fee. 
DPPI'03, June 23-26,2003, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA. 
Copyright 2003 ACM 1-5 8 113-652-8/03/0006 ... 
$5.00. 
innovation and novelty, but some have reflected on the 
attachment felt by users towards familiar and well-loved 
products. Richard Seymour (Seymour Powell Associates) in a 
recent seminar for the UK Ceramics industry [5] spoke about 
the characteristics of ob ccts and materials that exemplify 
positive long-term product relationships. Zippo lighters, 
Timberland boots, bulging Filo faxes and aged Levi 501s 
were all cited as examples. Seymour was talking about 
product characteristics as emotional ergonomics, whcre 
success involves integrating the aesthetic, ergonomic, tactile 
and functional aspects of products. 
Another writer, Stewart Brand has stated: 
'The widespreadjakery makes us respect honest aging all the 
more. The one garment in the world with the greatest and 
longest popularity - over a centu? y now - is Levi's denim blue jeans. Along with their practical durability, they show 
age honestly and elegantly, as successive washingsfade and 
shrink them to perfect fit and rich texture. Ingenious 
techniques to simulate ageing ofdenim come and go, but the 
basic indigo 501s, copper-rivete4 carry on for decades. 
7his is highly evolved design Are there blue-jeans buildings 
among us? How does design honestly honor fime? ' [6] 
Brian Eno, musician and artist, in communication with 
Stewart Brand wrote: 
We are convinced by things that show Internal complexity, 
that show the traces ofan interesting evolution Those signs 
tell us we might be rewarded if we accord it our trust. An 
important aspect of design is the degree to which the object 
involves you in its own imaginatiott Some work invites you 
into 11setrby not offering aftnishe4 glossy, one-reading-only 
surface. This is what makes old buildings interesting to me. I 
think that humans have a taste for things that not only show 
that they have been through aprocess ofevolution, hut which 
also show they are still part of one. They are not deadyet. ' 
[6] 
Another aspect that deepens the user-product relationship is 
brand loyalty and identification, particularly with cult 
products. The diverse mixtures of individuals who make up 
the Harley Davidson motorcycle owners club in the USA 
have a shared relationship with a unique and idiosyncratic 
product range. The simultaneous identification with 
traditional American manufacturing values and the perceived 
outlaw status of bikers is a extremely potent mixture that 
people pay large amounts of money to participate in. 
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11 hisper it please, but the uvcraKe (ýLýe ol'a Harle ,v 
ri(ler ifuls 
accelerawd. fi-om 38 to 46 in thc lost (Ava(le. /lit, bcsl kel)t 
secret (? /' the Harle v hraml is that its clistomers are morc 
like4, to hc accountants an, i luivivi-s than unkempt hipj)ics or 
ferocious Hells .4 tigels. 
17 ] 
Some product types engender some loyalty and cult status but 
a Tcf`aI cordIcss kettle owners club \Nould be hard to 
emisagc. Whereas, the Braun muscurn in Darmstadt, 
Oerrnaný, organises an annual harheque, \\hich is %\ell 
attended by those \%ho want to buy and sell Braun prOdUCtS. 
A dillerent relationship occurs for users \\ith ob , 
jects created 
b\ their own labours, where decisions are less constrained b) 
Consensus. market and trend predictions. We call aII 
ellipathiSe N\ith the i'LlitariSt llrý'an Nla), serenading II%I 
Queen at the Party at the Palace (May 2002) using the guitar 
lie Inade Mien a school boy fi-orn scrap timber. 
ý, Io, St 01' US will have experienced the pleasures of' liming 
, something made specifically 
I'Or us, whether it be bý a doting 
parent. a local tailor, Dell computers or out- Cricncllý optician. 
t1sualh, associated with the dexterous or \walthý, madc-to- 
measure has had a recent revival in the form of' niass 
CUS10111isation and Custom niallUtaCtUre (see bclo\\ ). 
1-he next best thing to made-to-ineasurc is adaptation to Suit, 
Nkhcre existing products are modified or CUStO111iSCd to match 
individual functional or supra-lunctional needs. Cusionlising 
ave alwa)s been significant human and personalisation h, 
actMties, \Nith theoldest lbrin being the hairst)ling. cosinctic 
and tattooing decoration that we pert'orin on our om bodies. 
Figure I: I attooed hottoni. Japan. 
second onl) to this are the ad hoc adaptations that people 
Undertake to products to make them %wrk better, or to keep 
thern working. Such adaptations can often be verý, inventive 
and sometimes bizarrely so. Designers cannot al\%ays forecast 
llo%\ users \Nill use products (refer to Figure 2). 
In architecture, writers such as Brand and Alexander have 
documented, formalised and celebrated tile changes that users 
make to buildings. 
Brand states: The word "building" contains the double 
realily It ineans both "the action qj'the vcrb BUILD and that 
which is built "- both verb and noun, both the action and the 
result. Whereas "architecture - ma ,v 
strive to be permanent, a 
"building " is always building anti rebuilding. The idea is 
('111,. Vltllllll". //I,, 1,1('(. //iel(l, ('Olili/1/1('i(/`-(l/)('/*('I'I. V('i/tollitil(. /l 
the lacf. ' 161 
Figure 2: Cajlý, ý jijjjý jjjl(j (1c,, alioll 
Alexander continues: Whal (Iocs it tak(, to buddsomefhiqiýso 
that it 's Casi, to makc ('0111fortable litth, Illodific-atioll ill 
a wav that once vou've inath, them, thel. . 
1cel illh, gral 10111 the 
nature qI'll-hat is all-eacti, thOV? You Ivallf to he 
able to mess around with it wid progressiveýv (limige it to 
hrilkiý it into all adapted slate Yourwll, loill. fillmlY, //I(- 
c-linzate, whatevc, r 161 
WC ý1SSOCiiltC thC LJSC 01' hllildillgS With l(klj%l1iO1l oil ý111 
In els. 1rom intcrior decoration, moving the furniturc. 
adapting spaces. e\tending the building, knocking doml and 
starting again. Arc piodi!, t,, ýuncnahlc to ilic sanic procc. s. s? 
For cars, the ans%\er is ccrtainl) ýcs. Custom cars are 
originallý an American phenomenon, originating in post 
World War Two Calit'Ornia. llvlodilýing cars lot- perlormance 
and appearance or to suit the aesthetic predilections of'sub- 
cultural tribal groups \\as first documented bý Tom Woltý 
[81. Drag racers, hot rods. low-riders, hot hatches, rice rockets 
and dune buggies are all car \ ariants that owe their origins to 
enthusiast mechanics \%orkinv, in sheds. We can celebrate 
their imentiveness \\hilst simultaneously ackno\\Iedging 
sorne of' the unf'ortunate aspects of' kustorn kar kulture. 
(misogyny, speed. danger. ftiel wastage, etc) 
These ground roots movements have had a shinificant eflýct 
on mainstream car manufacturers, as \\ell a-, developing a 
buoyant atterniarket in perf'orniance or appearance enhancing 
bits for production cars. They have also provided endless 
opportunities for boys to stand in car parks. che\%inu gum, 
kicking tyres, shooting the breeze and all the thinos bý bovs 
are supposed to do around their toys. They ha\ c also given us 
the verb hot-roddiikiý to describe the process of' modifying 
standard products, applicable to many other situations. 
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Figure 3: Di ih\\ ckcr modi I itcd %'\\ (it) II Gl'i NI ark I 
How does this impact on product design? 
Imagine you are the owner of an I? centwy blacksmith's 
shop. Every product you make -from horseshoes to cooking 
utensils - has to be hammered out according to an Individual 
customer order. Now leap on 200 years to a modern car 
factory, turning out thousands of near-identical products 
every day with only the most minor variation Both scenes 
encapsulate the dominant manufacturing style of their era 
Over the yiars, craft-based making has, for the most part, 
given way to mass production But today there is a middle 
ground In recent years, customer-focused processes have 
been married with the notion of cheap and efficient mass 
manufacturing to create the new technique of 'mass 
customisation [9]'. 
In the case of car making, as mass production developed, 
rationalisation reduced the number of car models, the number 
of manufacturing companies and finally the cost of each 
vehicle. "Any color you like as long as it's black" (H. Ford). 
Japanese car companies took this to the extreme with 
continuous improvement methods to produce 
comprehensively equipped cars at competitive prices. 
Consumers eventually rebelled against this and demanded 
more differentiated cars with a high level of personal choice 
of specification and options. Carmakers developed new 
production strategies to provide this. 
Design for variance involves a modular approach. This 
enables the manufacturer to construct a variety of models 
from a range of components and assemblies. The basic 
structural platform of the car can accommodate a range of 
engines, ninning gear and bodywork, to create a variety of 
models. The VW Golf platform (Rabbit in the US) is used to 
make the VW Golf, Seat Leon, Skoda Octavia, Audi A3, VW 
new Beetle and the feline Audi TT, with an engine range 
shared between those and other models in the Skoda, Seat, 
VW and Audi ranges. There are variations in performance, 
appearance and servicing costs across the range, depending 
on whether Czechs, Spaniards and/or Germans wielded the 
assembly spanners (or programmed the robots). 
The same design approach can be extended to become mass 
cuslomisation that enables the customer to specify their 
individual requirements from a comprehensive list of options, 
with the car being built to order before delivery. In the case of 
VW cars, the progress of the car down the production line is 
fed back to the customer during the production process. It is 
even possible for the customer to fly to Wolfsburg in 
Germany to pick up the car at the end, for the ultimate 
personal Hfilment and bonding with the product (or to save 
the delivery charges). 
The potential of these user-choice centred production 
methods to provide a closer match with individual user needs 
was recognised by Rashid [10]: 
When we buy consumer products, we buy into the myth that 
we are getting something deeply personal because they 
happen to suit our individual needs, desires, tastes, objectives, 
fetishes and lifestyles. Deep down though, we know that 
countless others possess the exact same objects. But with 
variable production methods, the extraordinary can happen. 
Mam production 
U,.,. t,. d 
design 
cljfftamlsation 
Cl 
Man customisation 
Custom manufacture 
Figure 4: Evolution of product manufacture [2 adapted] 
The notion that individual products can be assembled from a 
range of optional components is not new, but this is made 
considerably cheaper by developments in manufacturing that 
make providing variations in components no more expensive 
than reproducing the same ones. Computer aided design 
(CAD) enables design specifications to be readily changed. 
Computer aided manufacturing (CAM) enables these changes 
to be implemented in mass manufacture. Product 
development can also prototypes production using rapid 
prototyping technologies, stereo lithography and material 
deposition methods that enable individual 3D objects to be 
generated from the information contained in the CAD files. 
(Mass customisation) ... is a world in which the 
unpredictable nature of each customers' demands is 
considered an opportunity [I I]. 
Within clothing manufacture, mass customisation is now well 
embedded with user participation at all levels, from 
personalisation to fit and design. Whilst many people 
continue to think of the size of their bottom as a problem, 
Levi Strauss now thinks of it as an opportunity. In the Levi 
personal fit jeans scheme, customers are measured in a store; 
their dimensions are computerised and sent to a Levi factory. 
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The personalpair ofjeans is delivered within three weeks, at 
a mark-up on regular prices. Other companies are working on 
variations of this by using white light body scanners to 
determine customers' dimensions. Some shirt makers now 
enable customers to choose design and fit options on-screen 
before their shirts are made up. 
Ile Nike ID scheme enables the customer to access their 
website anO select soles, uppers, colours and labels for their 
own individual sports shoes, with plans to extend this to 
provide thousands of product choices. Independent websites 
such as Customatix. corn go further than this with interactive 
design packages to enable footwear enthusiasts to design their 
own shoes from the billions of possibilities available. 
of course, wider choice does not in itself guarantee a better 
fit with user needs. An evening spent with a US television 
satellite receiver providing 200 almost identical channels will 
convince anyone of that. At one stage in its introduction of 
mass custornisation to car manufacture, Nissan had 87 
different steering wheels available for its cars. Unfortunately, 
customers did not favour most of them and were frustrated by 
the process of finding the one they did want by the 
proliferation of inappropriate choices. The fact that you can 
get 250 distinctive covers for your Nokia cell phone does not 
help people with limited thumb movement or visual 
impairment to use the tiny buttons or the small screen. Mass 
customisation can enable a higher level of individual 
expression, but the design variances must encompass forms 
and features that are meaningful to the user. 
Design for variance can also mean design for adaptability, for 
wear and repair, and for evolution and decay. Adaptability is 
a means to establish much closer connections between users 
and products, by enabling them to determine appropriate 
product characteristics for themselves. 
. 4ssistive and adaptive 
design is a long established approach 
to making mainstream products useable by people with 
special needs, but it has frequently been difficult to 
implement and some users have keenly felt the stigma of 
having to - use. a different product. Some proponents of 
universal design have advocated that ideally one design 
should be useable by all but this has been found to be both 
unattainable and even inappropriate in many situations. 
All users have individual needs, so products should be 
adaptable to suit those needs. It is essential for the fall 
realisation of the objectives of universal design that product 
variation satisfies the widest possible user population. This 
would ensure that the fit between users and products is better 
for all, rather than providing a good fit for the majority and a 
continued marginalisation of minority users. 
Universal Design is, in fact, about individualisation through 
diversity, different designsfor different users within the same 
system [ 12]. 
Design for adaptability has positive implications for the 
agenda of sustainable design. As long as the means by which 
choice is provided is not wasteful of materials or involves 
excessive design redundancy, the adaptation of products to 
suit changing user circumstances is a positive benefit. A user 
could change product components in response to wear, the 
availability of components with improved performance or a 
number of other factors. 
The use of modular assembly will facilitate this updating 
enabling people to repair, refresh or even recycle their 
products, rather than replace them. Alastair Fuad-Luke [121 
includes encouraging design for modularity as part of his 
manifesto for eco-plurahstic design. 
Some manufacturers already ensure that all improvements to 
their products can be retrojitted. Linn, the Scottish audio 
company, has produced the LP 12 turntable for some 25 years 
now and whilst the current version has an external 
resemblance to the original model, very few original 
components are still used. All improved components can be 
fitted to the earliest models to bring performance up to the 
current level. 
As well as reducing the effects of obsolescence in generating 
waste, this approach has commercial benefits in establishing 
close links between the user, dealer and manufacturer, 
cementing brand and product loyalty. Some sceptics with a 
green bias may query citing a hi-fi manufacturer as an 
ecological warrior, but the alternative may well be mountains 
of discarded hi-fi components. 
Beyond mass custornisation to custom manufacture 
In industrialiscd societies, the historical development of 
product manufacturing can be charactcriscd by the diagram 
which shows that production methods have come full circle 
or full spiral, to be more exact. 
The new production technologies developed for CAD/CAM, 
flexible manufacturing, mass custornisation and rapid 
prototyping will facilitate custom manufacturing on an 
unprecedented scale. 
Rashid [10] makes connections between these future 
developments and the significant effects that desktop 
publishing and domestic digital sound recording equipment 
has had in the democratisation of text and music publishing, 
coining the term desktop manufacturing to describe it. 
'It seems entirely plausible that the personalisation afforded 
by desktop publishing will be forwarded by desktop 
manufacturing, 'A digital office directed by specialized 
software will soon be capable of developing, designing, and 
producing actual objects or three-dimensional artefacts. (We 
can presently simulate 3-D models with stereo lithography, 
which is usedfor rapidprototyping. ) The cost ofpurchasing 
CO-controlled, 3-D routers, used by woodworkers, model 
makers, sign shops, and other manufacturers, is decreasing 
dramatically. When desktop manufacturing is reality, we will 
be able to design and develop for our own needs with 
incredible speciflcio, ý '[ 10] 
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One designer working, in London demonstrate-, these 
possibilities %crý- elliectivcly. In an article for the Telegraph 
maga7ine Ali Watkinson describes the work of' Olivcr 
(Yeoffroy 1141. Working in a semi-derelict building (icotlroy 
uses CAD/CANI soffivare to programme a computer 
numerically controlled (CNC) milling machine in the 
basement to produce intricate and individual furniture in 
%\ood, plywood and plastic materials. I'lle tight tolerances (11' 
CNC machining allows for easy sell' assembly of'accurately 
made components bý customers \\hilst the production 
technology allow's for production to order or f6r. just-in-firric 
delkery. A range of' innovative designs, tile means of' 
producing variants it' required and no stock problerns are tile 
result. I'his takes tile m)rk ot'individual crafts people into the 
new area ot'c , vbcr 
crqfis where the execution of'an indi\ idual 
design does not depend oil the making skills ot'thc individual 
craftsperson. but can use the range of- new manulacturing 
techniques. as directed by tile designer. 
cites McCollough at I larvard as a major influence 
[15 1 and inaný ofthe individualised c om p uter- based making 
techniques have their origin in architecture. The recent \Nork 
of Frank Gehr. v, Futurcs\stems and other leading edge 
architects \\ould not be possible without computer aided 
design and production methods that have made the 
construction of innovative buildings a feasible and economic 
proposition. 
These technologies do create exciting possibilities for 
designers in exploiting the range of' variants or to make 
products in smaller numbers than conventional production 
methods \\ould necessitate. Enabling entrepreneurial 
designers to become micro-manutacturers is a welcome 
development but these possibilities are open to mail)- other 
people as well. Weightnian [11 coined the term punk 
njanzifacturing to describe this. This reflects the central tcnet 
of' 1980*s punk music that anybody could participate in music 
making, irrespecti\ e of Musical training, talent and 
connections \Nith tile music industry. It is not unusual in the 
world of' extreme sports and other sub cultural acti% ities for 
individual enthusiasts to set up as small scale manut"acturers, 
designing and making specialist products for their own group, 
using tile potential ofnew production and retail technologies. 
Mallý (d oul. iconic ploduct" slýlllcki III (d CmIl"c' 
(I lcýý I ett Packard, Aj)jIlC 111(1 111 It III is is 110\%' CISiCI- thai I 
C\, Cl- hclore. I'llis is tile point of' Contact hemecil dc,; ipII, 
production and the ýwrld of' the do-it-yourself and 
customising subcultures. No surpriscs therc, %\hen ýou think 
of, those iconic products created by people moditving C\IstlllL,, 
products to produce something hc(tcr (I lc\\ Ic(( Packard, 
Apple and All). 
Dc\ clopinclits ill intol-Illat loll lechnolov'N ha\ c also 
Contributed to an escalation ill the scale and sigilificance 01 
this activity. Fasy access to information 1*1-0111 the 1111cl-lict 
about products, 111,111LIfildl. 11-ilIg Methods, COMI)O11CIlt SOLIIVCSý 
design expertise and other users, gcncrates a niultiplicitý ol 
dialoples and possibilities. ff)(111 ýIrc a Small cal. OMICT* WU 
can add to the customising possibilities that are fitcHimicd by 
the nianul'acturer those that exist on the \Ncbsitcs ol' the 
enthusiast clubs and the after market supplicrs. As Smarts are 
r; iccd ill Germany, ý01.1 C', 111 search Gcmian \%CI)SitCS to Wile. 
twho-enhance and re-chip your humble Smart car to go at 
I 
-'() mph. 
For all of' us, connection N\ ith a ý, Iobal network Of' 
,, \pcils. Other users and SPCCiýIHS( CO[III)OIICIII SLlJ)j)IiCl-S is IIOX\ 
I hc manuflicturing strategies of' many companies rely oil 
-Iohal connections with niantil'icaire dispersed across the 
\\orld. so the extension of'this to designas, micro-busincsses 
and iildiViLILMIS is both logical and inc\ itable (as is the 
e\tellSiOll Of' the 102iStiCIII. lill, 111OZ11 Mid CjLliditý j1l'OhICll1S 
associated with long-range 111WILICKWI-C) 
The Intemet also enables people to connect N%illi produccrs in 
the developing world to buy products made there. III an 
article in tile Guardian ne\\spapers 1161 cite-, the report of' 
UNCTAD (tile United Nations Cont'crence of Inide and 
Development) in the development of' c-commerce in the 
de\ eloping world. 
The article gives examples of' websites set up to brim, c- 
business methods to small-scale craft producers in North 
Af'rica and India. F, Isouk started as a \irtual shop in 1997, 
funded b) the World Bank for makers in Nlorocco, Own 
Fygpt, Jordan, Tunisia and Lcbanon. It has now mutated into 
several localised websites 1171. Indiashop 1181 \kas set Lip to 
enable Indian %%omen sari-inakers to scll direct on the 
Interriet. cutting out the chain of'rniddlenien that resulted in i 
ten-flold increase in the price paid bý the retail customer. 
-(IndiaShop) visited the (sari-maker) in Kancheepurain and 
told her about the 1voiect. Vie iiw vety enthusiastic and 
al/owed i4j) to take lViolographs of the saris she it-cis making. 
Ife I)osted the details on the hidiaShol) websitc, and withiti 
about tivo or three months we were able to get an orderjor 
two saris for the iveaver at a very good Ivice The weaver is 
ver 
"v 
happy and is now regidarl 
,v 
in lonch with us to In-ovide 
details ofthe new designs she 'sproducim, - 1161 
Keý to making these developments work has been ensuring 
the securit\ of' financial transactions and sorting out the 
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Figure 5: Ocoffi-o\ 's Moll chair 
logistics of transporting finished products around the world. 
The good news is that these problems are soluble and the 
potential impact on economic development is enormous. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
There are many ways in which people find pleasure in 
products. They will continue to value the inspirational 
innovations produced by designers making empathctic 
creative leaps and divining needs they never knew they had, 
or realising them in ways they never thought were possible. 
on a personal level, the authors can envisage endless 
numbers of ways to design and make a chair. It does not 
mean that, we will do that rather than go out and buy Philippe 
Starcks' latest polymer creation. 
13ut people also find pleasure in products that fit them 
ergonomically, that they can specify for their exact visual 
requirements, that evolve as their needs change, that age 
gracefully, that can be upgraded, repaired and recycled 
without the need for specialist intervention, that they make 
and change themselves, that involve them emotionally, 
whether it be in brand, cult or enthusiast group. 
Design is too important to just leave to designers. User- 
centred design is important in involving users-as-experts, and 
universal design equally important in reducing discrimination 
by design, but the challenge for the future will be how 
designers relate to users within the new paradigm of 
production. 
As user responsive production methods become more 
prevalent, designers could move from a role as the advocate 
or interpreter of user needs, to one of an empathic and 
inspirational facilitator, providing tools and strategies for 
users to realise their own needs. 
This broadens the spectrum in which designers can operate in 
relation to users, from individual creators at one end to 
supportive creative facilitators at the other. Operating at any 
point on that spectrum involves creativity, analytical ability, 
knowledge and insigK as well as the ability to communicate 
and *work with others. The empowerment of users is a shift 
towards share4 ownership of the designing process. In 
addition to this, the new production technologies also create 
opportunities for designers themselves to realise their own 
design ideas. Pleasurable products? We could soon be awash 
with them. 
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USING FOCUS GROUPS 
TO SUPPORT THE DESIGNER IN THE 
EVALUATION OF EXISTING, PRODUCTS: 
A CASE STUDY 
DEANA McDONAGH-PHILP AND HOWARD DENTON 
Loughborough University 
T his paper describes a case study which explores the potential of focus groups for assisting the 
designer in gathering data, in this case on the reaction of typical end-users to small domestic 
products. The designer worked directly with the groups as moderator, the logic being that in this way 
an enhanced understanding could be developed of the reactions of users and an improved empathyfor 
the requirements of users from outside the socio-cconomic group most designers occupy. The paper firstly 
gives a background to focus groups as a data collection method. The methodology of the case study focus 
groups is described including the guiding objectives and methods of gathering and analysing data. The 
data from the focus groups, which is qualitative in nature, is examined. From this a discussion is 
conducted on the potential value of the focus group in this context and in the training of designers. 
INTRODUCTION 
*1 
-... Focus group discussion is particularly effective in 
providing information about why people think or feel 
the way they do: (Krueger, 1988) 
This paper aims to explore focus group activity as 
a method of data-gathering in a design context. It has 
relevance for the practising designer, design educator 
and for the student designer. 
normally run these groups. In this case the primary 
author aimed to explore the potential of using focus 
groups to support the designer and, more specifically, the 
effects of using a designer as the moderator. The logic 
was that the designer, unlike a non-designer moderator, 
could respond in an opportunistic manner (Cross and 
Clayburn-Cross, 1995) to explore design issues which 
emerge. 
Focus groups are increasingly used in commerce 
and politics, though commentators vary in their opinion 
of the effectiveness *or value of the process. In this 
context moderators who are typically social scientists 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this paper are to evaluate the potential 
of focus groups: 
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0 in gathering useful design-related data directlY 
from usels 
in raising the designer's understanding of and empathY 
for users front differing socio-econornic groupings 
It, CXPIOTC the value of using a designer as moderator 
of f-ocus group discussion. 
The paper is primarily Concerned with tire focus group 
method and its value to the designer, design educator and 
student, rather than the points generated hY the focus gioup 
used in the case study. Nevertheless, a number of findings 
from the focus groups are presented in order to illuminate 
the first objective. 
BACKGROUND 
Ir 
A designer comes to a project with a certain amount of 
understanding and awareness of the design problem, context 
and USeT. Designers must identify key areas that need to 
be explored which may be very different to their own 
experience. It is not only important to be aware of the limits 
of one's knowledge but also to have the skill to explore the 
new context using or developing the most appropriate 
methodologies. Design projects often involve unique problem- 
solving situations and this is when designers must not only 
be innovative with use of materials and design, but creative 
in the way they gather data and illuminate the context. 
The designer is effectively a designer-researcher, but 
operates with a different agenda to the academic researcher, 
The academic must demonstrate reliability and validitv 
in their findings; the designer, however, is tested in the 
marketplace. The precious ability of designers is to utilize 
research yet respond intuitively, feeling the right concept, 
relying on a sixth sense and gur feeling (the authors have 
used these terms deliberately to project the intensity and 
intuitive aspects of designing). The effectiveness in which 
the de-ognel ( . 111 (11) 111, ' 1,, to some exit-tit (h, pendclit upoll 
building experience, which maY Iced ry'll-11I. Y. 11)(111,011; 1I 
design has conventionally irlied upon Ilik abilItY to sCO'se- 
Fhe authors %ijggt, %t that evidence ham-d (1-11fil dVC1%JoI) 
making is an impoilani pait of building cxl)cIiCIICt- wlli(-)' 
then Can he tapped subconsciously and 111111itivCIV. 
Working as a design tcain brings thr powntial if) -vcl 
a broadey iange of experience. However. even licre designel" 
will terid to he from similar culitital background% ; III(] will 
therefore need to u%c ;I varietY of technique% to exploic 
the bioadvr cultme. I tic authors suggest that an individual 
designer has an empathic horizon (Figure 1). which can be 
expanded using appiopriate methodologies (Werigral', 1990). 
This horizon could be defined as the individual's range (it' 
understanding of" user experiences in dif4cient conlexis. 
For example, can a whitc, middle-class, male, abled 
designer design effectively for an elderly disabled person? 
The answer is ves, to a degree, however, by employing 
various techniques the designer can begin to expand lhat 
understa tiding and horizon and design more effectively in 
that context. 
Focus groups are groups of individuals that have been 
brought together to discuss specific topics. The method 
Wider society/ 
cultures 
(national/ 
(irlldcr Designer Training 
CUltutal Took with b-kgr,, u, M 
Iliv potential 
to widell fit(. 
Empathic empathic 
horizon hori7on 
Focus groups 
Questionnaires 
Surveys 
Observation 
lnicrviewý 
Pfodlo I tv, tillýl, 
Figure 1. Empathic horizon of the designer. 
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relies upon participants interacting and generating a the highly individual nature of the Interaction of members. 
synergetic effect (Driskell, Hogan and Salas, 1987; Hackman, It Is possible to categorize merýbers on the basis of factors 
1983; Hanlpden-Turner, 1971; Shaw, 1971 and Kitzinger, such as age, gender, soclo-economic grouping, education, 
1994). Moderators are used to chair the activity, encourage etc. However, the more factors considered, the more complex 
discussion and interaction. Focus groups like design teams the task of analyzing their effects as they interact. A 
use social processes with all the positive and negative 
Potential raised by Cross and Clayburn-Cross (1995). The 
Moderator's schedule normally contains a collection of 
Open-ended questions, opportunities for introducing 
structured and semi-structured questions. It ends with a 
short debrief to enable all participants to voice any unheard 
views or comments., Moderators tend to be brought into 
the research programme to conduct these meetings; these 
tend to be specially trained and would not necessarily be 
designers. Often individuals involved with the research will 
observe the proceedings in another room, viewing through 
a one-way miffor, or sit quietly within the same room 
and observe. Introducing a designer- res earcher-m od crator 
provided a basis for this study in the context of focus groups 
used to support a design process. How beneficial would this 
method of eliciting data from users be? Can a designer- 
resiarcher moderate such a group activity effectively? 
The designing process Is not prescriptive; it relies on 
the individual or team to utilize appropriate methodologies, 
Focus group work Is an activity that has not fully been 
embraced by the designer as a data-gathering tool within 
the designing process. When it has been used It is usually in 
the form of market survey work on pre- and post-production 
products: the dataýthen being fed by specialist staff to 
designers/design teams. For this paper the focus groups 
Were used to gather data on existing products, but it is 
different approach is to Identify only those factors which 
appear to differentiate members over any specific issue. 
These are referred to as 'break characteristics' (Knodel, 
1993). Knodel observes that: 
'If the study design Involved a set of break characteristics 
used to differentiate subsets of the target jopulation, an 
important part of the analysis will be a discussion of the 
similarities and differences between the groups involving 
these various subsets. Note comparisons are not necessarily 
made between every unique combination of break variables 
but instead between clusters of combinations: 
When similar opinions are expressed by different 
subsets of people, despite the many differences that 
characterize interaction in any two sessions, it is likely 
that views or experiences are being tapped that are 
common to a shared underlying culture within the broader 
population. It is appreciated that characteristics such as 
personality may be influential but it would be difficult to 
make a multi-characteristic comparison due to the scale 
of this project. 
METHOD 
There are two parts to this section: 
focus groups methodology 
the focus group as a case study. 
intended that this preliminary study will begin to illuminate To some extent the two aspects blend into each other. 
the potential for such activity at various other stages of a For example, output from the focus group was gathered by 
design process. 
Research involving group working Is made difficult by 
video: this same video material also provided data for the 
case study. 
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FOCUS GROUP METHODOLOGY 
The study involved 60 participants (30 females and 30 
niales) in groups of 6 to 8 participants. The criteria for 
-'election Wert that individuals should be home owners (and, 
therefore, likely purchasers of domestic products) (MINTEL, 
1996), In employment (full- or part-time) and reside locally 
to the University. Each group was either male or female in 
composition, in order to promote discussion by minimizing 
any gender Interaction effects. The participants were 
randomly mixed in terms of occupation, age, health, etc. 
rJrOuPs met in evenings or weekends when the majority 
found it more convenient, in an attempt to reduce the 
Possibility of occupatiopal effects. 
The guiding objectives for the focus groups were: 
to elicit user perceptions on a range of small 
domestic appliances 
to become familiar with the language of the user 
to gain experience in managing such a group 
and activity. 
These objectives were used to generate a moderator's 
schedule for the group session. 
A key aspect of the research, however, was that in this 
case the moderator was a practising designer and that 
there were separaý5 research objectiyes, which guided the 
raethodology of the focus group. There are therefore, two 
Principles guiding the methodology: the research and the 
focus group task itself. 
I'articipants were informally met by the research assistant, 
assisted to the room and when all were present the moderator 
conducted a general introduction. An identical process was 
followed with each group. Each group completed a booklet 
consisting of response sheets. This focused upon three 
Product categories - toasters, coffee makers and kettles. 
rhe individual products were c'hosen for their appeal to the 
general Purchasing public thus avoiding more conceptual 
products that might be referred to as non-mainstream 
(e. g. Philips, Alessi or the Siemens Porsche kettles). A slide 
presentation (visual questionnaire) of the products was 
shown to each group. This was followed by a group 
discussion (focus group), and assessment of the products 
directly (product handling). This paper foruses on the 
focus group aspect. 
The focus groups were video recorded, with their 
agreement. Audio recordings were also made as a standby 
if the discussion on the video recording was indistinct. From 
these recordings it was possible to extract observations and, 
whilst reviewing the recordings, make comments on both 
verbal and non-verbal reactions. Initially both authors 
reviewed the first tape independently in a non-structured 
manner. The only guide was that both were to identify 
group interaction, the group product (in terms of points 
generated) and the effect of the moderator being a designer. 
These were then compared and an initial categorization 
established, discussed below. The remaining recordings were 
then analysed on the basis of that categorization; this was 
qualitative in nature and took the form of observations based 
on verbal and non-verbal data. A series of iterative meetings 
was then used to simplify the data within these categories to 
arrive at a set of key points raised in each category. 
CASE STUDY METHODOLOGY 
The authors based the study on Hopkins and Bollington's 
(1989) five-part structure: 
"a preliminary, anticipatory stage 
" immersion in data and the generation of 
categories/hypotheses 
" validation of categories/hypotheses 
" interpretation by reference to theory, practice or 
professional judgement 
" action for improvement and presentation of theory. 
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The recordings of only four groups (sessions one, three, five 
and eight) were used In the Case study because of the time- 
consuming nature of this type of work. The choice of groýp 
was based upon ensuring two of each gender and spread 
over the range of groups. The authors teAtwed these 
recordings (equating to the preliminary phase) as a part of 
the focus group method described above. They also looked 
at the way In which the designer-moderator worked with the 
group In order to elicit data on the value of using a designer 
as moderator rather than a non-designer specialist. This was 
supplemented by self-reporUng by the designer-moderator. 
The authors then met again and entered Ilopkins and 
Bollington's second phase - immersion In the data and the 
development of the Initial categories. This involved a number 
of meetings where Individual analyses of episodes In the 
recordings were compared. 
The third phase of validation of the categories followed 
on In the form of back checking the data in relation to the 
research objectives. This stage led into one of Interpreting 
the data by reference to theory. practice and professional 
judgement. This Is outlined in the discussion section below. 
Finally the conclusions record plans for improvement In the 
application of focus groups for this type of work- 
The methodology offered triangulation In relation to 
time. group and observer. In addition the six advantages 
suggested by Adelman. Jenkins and Kemmis (1980) apply: 
" data Is strong in reality 
" attention may be paid to subtlety and complexity of cases 
" can represent divergent items - complexity and 
embedded social truth (complexity and embedded social 
truth are similar concepts to those mentioned by Swales 
(1999) in noting that ethnographic techniques can assist 
designers in recognizing 'the complex and often latent 
significances' implied by various tcrm! 4 In her 
example. Wellbeing) 
" can form the basis of on archive for future study 
" one step to action 
" can contribute to making research Infotmation accessible. 
RESULTS 
The findings generated from the group activity were 
qualitative In nature and rtom a small purposive sample. 
Critics of focus group methodology often concentrate on the 
lack or reliability and validity in the findings; however. the 
purpose of such a method Is to gain an overall awareness 
of particular user experieýce. These findings could be 
either used directly or provide the basis for subsequent 
focused studies. 
The taw qualitative data was directly analysed by the 
authors resulting In a series of statements Initially ciassined 
Into six groups, which were further condensed to four (see 
next page) considered to be reasonably Inclusive categories. 
These represent the output In relation to the designer- 
moderator's first objective: to elicit user perceptions on a 
range of small domestic appliances. Results In relation to 
the second objective, to become familiar with the language 
of the user. are less easily reported. The Initial notes, whilst 
not verbatim transcriptions, did Include many direct 
quotations. The designer-moderator also completed a self- 
report. which was compared with the notes made by the 
second author in analysing the recordings. The designer- 
moderator went through a series of iterations in relation 
to all three objectives, firstly directly with the group. when 
observing the recordings. and the various stages of reduction 
of the notes taken from them. Similarly data in relation to 
the third objective. to gain experience in managing such a 
group and activity, comes ftorn this same process. The data 
is not presented In Its raw form in this paper. 
The categories of data developed were cost (including 
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aspects of function relating to cost), appearance, lifespan 
(including brand, maintenance, materials and expectations) 
and function (relating to ease of use). These categories are a 
loose fit in that. some factors might fit within two or more, 
however, in order to.. simplify a mass of data they were 
found to be manageable. The final category was data 
relating to the designer as moderator. 
DISCUSSION 
This section is structured in reIation to the three 
research objectives. 
THE POTENTIAL OF FOCUS GROUPS FOR 
GATHERING USEFUL DESIGN-RELATED DATA 
In order to gain an impression of this potential it is firstly 
Iftecessary to report some of the key findings from the focus 
groups. These have been organized into the four sections 
reported above. Many of the more obvious points have 
teen left out though it should be appreciated that even 
'these might have value to the designer in confirming 
, Assumptions made. 
Cost. There was a general enthusiasm for co-ordinated 
group styling of-pro4ucts but there was resentment 
'Of associated retail policy. This was evident across 
'the range of social classes within the sample. Because 
%uch product ranges were retailed for a limited time 
x1embers complained that they were unable to replace 
fdamaged items with identical new items. Any product 
treakage requires investment in a whole new range if a 
'co-ordination is to be maintained. The types of products 
'Considered in this study were typical of those with 
braited retail periods. 
A majority of products were perceived as being aimed 
at the affluent purchaser/ consumer. 
" There were indications that purchasers remember the 
quality of the product long after they have forgotten 
the price they paid. 
" Many small products (e. g. kettles, toasters) were 
purchased as gift items. The purchaser would probably 
have different selection criteria to the epd-user. 
Groups also reported a dislike of purchasing gifts. 
This underlines the need for designers to consider 
the possibility that products may be purchased as 
a gift. 
" Many mainstream products such as kettles are perceived 
as mundane and purchasers are less prepared to invest 
time in careful selection. 
" Females report a wish for uncomplicated product 
functions, but also report that such features draw their 
initial attention to a specific product. They report the 
marketplace to be saturated with similar products 
making selection difficult. 
" The focus group findings Indicated that impulse buying 
was restricted to a few luxury items such as coffee 
makers within the range of products being considered 
by the group. 
" Females perceived over-elaborate features as being male 
orientated and gadgety. Mates reported less interest in 
the purchasing decision process for the more mundane 
products, but more interest when the product was more 
gadget orientated. Female subjects confirmed that the 
above was also the case with their partners when 
purchasing products. 
Appearance (co-ordination with other products, 
materials, colour). 
Both genders report appearance as the first factor in 
being drawn to a product. It was very clear that males 
immediately then moved to a detailed analysis of the 
product. Such analysis by the males proved to be almost 
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completely negative: looking for potential faults and 
limitations. Females analysed products on a more 
holistic and generally positive level. 
Females responded to products using a range of senses, 
in often a sensuous manner. This was very clear from 
the video analysis (both in verbal and non-verbal 
communication). They exhibited a very tactile approach 
to materials and showed a tendency to bond with 
particular products. 
The use of colour highlighted certain perceptions. A dark 
coloured product was considered to be more robust than 
lighter ones. - 
The use of black was perceived as being masculine 
and targeted at male purchasers (e. g. televisions and 
stereo systems). 
Lifespan (brand, maintenance, materials, expectations, 
age, experience, gender). 
Plastic products were perceived as less reliable than 
comparable stainless steel products. 
Female users demonstrated a remarkable willingness 
to accept small faults and would only replace products 
when there was a fundamental failure. This was very 
apparent with older users; younger users were much 
more prepared to replace when dissatisfied in any way. 
Certain brands were perceived as more reliable. Dyson 
was building a reputation amongst users for reliability. 
Older users were less receptive to such new brands. 
Availability of certain products within particular ranges 
can prove problematic when replaced by newer styles 
(see also Cost). 
Users do not expect products, particularly plastic, to 
last more than two years. This appears to be accepted, 
though resented. The younger users expect to replace 
products after two years on the basis of changes 
in styling. 
Function (ease of use). 
" Females demonstrated a'contextual consciousness when 
considering purchasing products, whereas males focused 
upon specific functional needs be fulfilled. 
" Some of the older users, particularly males, appeared 
to accept the performance of older products and were 
unaware of recent Improvements in performance 
and features. 
It is debatable as to whether a designer would independently 
Identify all the points raised by focus groups. Patton (1990) 
stressed the value of focus groups' ability to generate 
qualitative data, which can be rich In value. The sample 
of findings reported above does raise points in relation 
to how potential customers can be attracted to specific 
products In what users see as a pro duct- saturated 
marketplace. Similarly, points are raised on the way 
the different genders examine products prior to purchase 
along with points on age and socio-economic class 
differences. 
Cost-benefits analysis of focus group output is 
difficult due to the nature of data generated. The sample 
reported above is small and whilst efforts were made to 
achieve a balance of gender and socio-economic groupings 
the data does not yet reliably reflect the population 
It represents. 
The findings could be followed up with questionnaire 
techniques with statistically viable samples, in which case 
the focus groups will have been valuable in helping focus 
questions. The true value of focus group output is, however, 
difficult to assess. There may be points which can set a 
designer off on a specific and original track, but most 
of the output is probably of more value in illuminating 
the market context, and particularly the ability. of the 
designer to understand users in different gender and 
socio-economic groups. 
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THE POTENTIAL OF FOCUS GROUPS FOR points directly concerned with the value of using a designer 
RAISING THE DESIGNER'S UNDERSTANDING as moderator, and not previously discussed, are included. 
OF AND EMPATHY FOR USERS FROM 
DIFFERINq SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUPINGS 
Designers and produýts exist within a variety of cultures 
(Wallendorf and Arnold, 1988) which are still highly 
structured. The users involved in this exercise clearly 
, demonstrated, through verbal and non-verbal communication, 
-their class location. 'Professional' users were more dominant 
arid non-professionals (manual workers) appeared less 
, confident and less able to express themselves within the 
, context of these groups. Whilst the moderator worked at 
drawing non-professional. workers into discussion, this 
indicates that output from the groups was skewed towards 
-that from professional classes. Non-professional workers 
May be more active if they operated in peer groups. This, in 
'turn, raises the issue of whether a designer (a professional 
Worker), acting as moderator, can promote active discussion 
Appropriate areas for discussion were identified as training 
for the role. language, gender, cost and flexibility. 
Whilst training in the role of moderator is given by the 
Association of Qualitative Research Practitioners (AQRP), 
it is the authors' opinion that the process should start at 
undergraduate level with designers of all types learning, 
as suggested by Swales (1999) in relation to 
ethnographic techniques. 
Training for the role. The designer- moderator had 
received training for the role of moderator through the 
AQRP. The video data revealed that, even after that training, 
the management of the groups was a very intense experience 
with the moderator having to constantly struggle to keep the 
schedule. This reduced the number of times the moderator 
was able to use experience as a designer to follow up on 
points raised In an opportunistic manner. Similarly, this 
atnongst non-professional participants. 
As indicated above the designer-moderator went through 
art iterative process, initially in direct contact with the 
groups and, subsequently, in terms of self-reporting and 
data extraction and reduction. The moderator considered 
this iteration to. be valuable in assisting further analysis. 
Whilst the method was time-consuming, with these lessons 
learned subsequent groups moderation and analysis could be 
More productive in relation to the reactions of differing 
50cio-economic groupings, their language and priorities. 
THE POTENTIAL VALUE OF USING A 
DESIGNER AS FOCUS GROUP MODERATOR 
This section is derived from the video recording analysis 
311d the designer- moderator's self-report. Whilst the data 
generated many points in relation to improving the value 
Of subsequent focus group work, in this section only those 
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means the designer-moderator was not able to use the 
interaction within the group to build concepts much as 
Cross describes with design teams. Some of the potential of 
using the designer as moderator was therefore lost. However, 
there was a clear development in the moderator's ability to 
manage the group and give time to explore design-related 
points over the eight sessions in the case study. This 
indicates that training in moderation skills are valuable, 
but even then a learning curve must be anticipated before 
a designer-moderator can work to a high level of effect. 
Each group session in this study was 45 minutes and the 
designer-moderator kept accurately to schedule. This was 
too short and a period of 90 minutes would allow the 
designer-moderator, once that basic experience had been 
gained, to explore emerging design-related points far 
more effectively. 
In this case study the organization and the designer- 
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moderator*as researcher carried out administration of the 
groups. Tfiis involved identifying and contacting potential 
members, organizing the sample into groups according 
to the criteriq, chosen and. designing the sessions and 
supporting resources. Managing the focus group sessions 
also required detailed logistical planning. An assistant was 
used in the sessions to receive any late-comers, respond to 
hospitality requests, ensure the activity is photographically 
recorded and so on. Obtaining such support does contribute 
to the overall cost of running such sessions, but proved a 
valuable contribution. 
In regular praqice, appropriate administrators could 
complete all the background work so that the designer- 
moderator would only be used in the actual sessions. The 
designer would not necessarily be involved In the early 
stages of data extraction, though there would be advantages 
in being involved in the reduction of that data. The high 
time consumption involved in this case study could then be 
reduced considerably for the designer. 
L4ngU4ge. The sessions certainly provided the 
Opportunity for the designer to become aware of the 
language of the user. The designer was able to hear and 
see how. users describe and react to certain products, 
hear their experiences and views on specific materials 
and so on. Similarly the designer reported it as being 
valuable to be able to communicate almost immediately 
mirroring the users use of terms and language. This was 
one of the main objectives of this exercise and it was 
considered successful in tapping into such a resource. The 
limitation of differing socio-economic group participation, 
described above, could be mitigated by specific group 
selection methods. 
Gender. In this study the designer- moderator was 
female and the eight sessions comprised single gender 
groups. Male groups may have responded differently had 
the moderator been male. This would make an interesting 
follow-up study, building understanding through the 
accumulation of and comparison of case studies as 
suggested by Stenhouse (1983). Video analysis showed 
the designer-moderator using various standard techniques 
to relax groups and encourage contributions from all 
members and discussion between them. The factor which 
appeared to most strongly correlate with an individual's 
contribution to discussion was not gender but socio- 
economic class. 
A number of other interesting gender effects were 
noted in the case study. The designer- mode rato r had to work 
hard to re-focus male groups once they started the detailed 
analysis of products. As indicated above they had a strong 
tendency to be negative in criticism and would continue 
the process to great depth if left to it. Males found It very 
difficult to suggest improvements to products after analysing 
them. Females analysed products very differently, as reported 
above, but were able to make some positive suggestions for 
Improvement. At one point the schedule required members 
to imagine the products had personalities and describe them. 
Females found this exercise easy, but males had considerable 
difficulty. This may either be due to a difficulty imagining 
such a situation or a reluctance to report on it to the group 
or to a female moderator. 
Cost. Using a designer as moderator clearly has negative 
features in that it moves the designer away from their 
primary professional expertise. Focus groups should not be 
perceived as a quick and inexpensive method for obtaining 
data. With research participants being paid per session, 
hospitality costs, research assistant costs and so on, the 
initial expenditure can be relatively high. Transcriptions 
of the proceedings have to be considered when estimating 
the costs. 
Flexibility. As mentioned earlier, the focus group 
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sessions were set at 45 minutes in the planning stage and 
in an attempt to ensure that sessions were comparable the 
designer-moderator kept to this schedule. As indicated 
above, this meant that the designer was unable, on many 
, occasions, to follow up design-related points. An alternate 
xesearch design in which sessions could be iteratively 
, developed may have been more productive. The value 
vf using the designer is lost if that person is too tightly 
tound by a schedule. Time must be available to explore 
emerging points. 
CONCLUSIONS 
. 
P, 
In relation to the objective of gathering design-related 
idata directly from users, an informed designer could have 
ýreasonably predicted much of the data generated. It is also 
-recognized that the method as applied has limited validity in 
relation to the market in general and any precise description 
v)f decision patterns. However, new insights were gained and 
Xbe results co4ld further strengthen evidence-based design 
viccision-making. For example it may be assumed that 
It--ouples PUT chase these product categories after a process 
Taf joint d ecision- making. However, this study indicates 
that most small domestic appliances (especially kitchen- 
Itwientated ones) are purchased soley by the female even if 
kbeir partner is present. Males tend to enter the decision- 
k7aaking process only when considering brown goods (e. g. 
%tereo systems, televisions). 
I The time, and therefore money, required to establish, 
'k-vn and extract data was considerable, but the cost/benefit 
lltquation is more complex. Firstly, in a professional design 
, ontext, specialist moderators could 
be used in conjunction 
Nvith the designer as indicated above. This means that the 
Mesigner would be used only forih ose specific aspects in 
\-vhich design skills are needed. Secondly we should see 
experience of working with such groups and an4lysing 
their data as valuable long-term training for designers. 
It produces an evidence base for decision-making but also 
builds designer's experience and, possibly, their ability to 
apply that experience in future contexts in both a conscious 
and sub-conscious manner. It may feed that ability of the 
designer to apply intuition effectively and accelerate 
design work. 
In relation to the objective of raising the designer's 
understanding and empathy for users from different socio- 
economic groupings, this process, whilst resource 
consuming, was beneficial in a variety of ways: 
0 the designer reported an increase in confidence in 
designing for different socio-economic groups 
0 the designer gained from direct contact with the users, 
generating unedited, raw data. 
In relation to the objective of exploring the value of using a 
designer as a moderator, the case study shows the need for 
training in the role and that, even then, a learning curve 
must be accepted. Initially the designer- mod erato r will tend 
to focus on the process of managing the group andbe less 
able to make maximum value of their specific professional 
skill. There was evidence, however, that in these case studies 
the designer was reaching the stage where it was possible to 
probe further and follow up design-related points. Time was 
a particular factor. These case study sessions were too short 
for their objective. Deciding on the time required for such 
work comes with experience. There is a case for a designer- 
moderator to work closely with experienced moderators 
in planning focus group schedules and relating them to 
time requirements. 
An interesting extension to the case study would be to 
look at the use of focus groups and a designer- mod erato r 
in other phases of a design cycle. Focus groups coula give 
feedback on initial ideas and help a more precise direction. 
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SimilarlY fine design detail could be tuned prior to 
final pr6duction. 
The methodology of the case study could have been 
improved by iteratively responding to each session. For 
example, it became clear that 45 minutes was 
inadequate to 
complete the task while allowing the 
designer-moderator to 
explore design issues appropriately. 
Rather than maintain 
this period over the 8 sessions it may have been better to 
extend, initially to 60 minutes, and observe the effect. This 
could have been done once confidence 
had been established 
in so far as it was the time period and not other factors that 
were preventing. the designer 
from exploring issues. 
Similarly the effect of gender might have been explored 
using some mixed groups, though age, personality and 
professional/ non-professional status appeared strong 
factors in relation to members' ability to express themselves. 
Socially engineered homogeneous groups may be a more 
effective way 
forward in relation to maximizing the output 
from non-professional workers. 
In conclusion, there were clear benefits from the use of 
focus groups in that useful design-related data was gained; 
, the 
designer- moderator did learn something of the way in 
-which ý range of users related 
to certain products and 
experience was gained of 
the methodology of focus groups. 
The study also showed the time-consuming nature of such 
work and that experience needs 
to be acquired before 
significant gains can 
be made. It is important to recognize 
the less obvious 
benefits in terms of the designer expanding 
experience andempathy 
for the users. Most design training 
involves student designers working with clients, usually 
manufacturers. 
Such training rarely insists on students 
Working with end-users. 
From this study the authors 
conclude that such activity 
would be beneficial and also 
that involvemenfin 
focus groups could help develop the 
n professional practice. designer i 
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Abstract 
Focus groups are widely used within human factors, social sciences and market research. Whilst user-research methods may be 
familiar to other disciplines, conventional design training has not, until recently, incorporated such activities. With the increased 
awareness for the necessity to elicit user needs beyond the functional, design research is becoming more established. However, there 
is a significant gap in training material for design research. This paper will review the scope of application of focus group techniques, 
with particular emphasis on the suitability of focus groups for use by industrial/product designers, based on the current literature 
and designer feedback from two case studies. (D 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Focus groups; User-centred designing; Design research 
1. Introduction 
The quality and effectiveness of design solutions rely, 
to a large extent, on the availability of information 
about' the future users of new products. Designers 
cannot always be knowledgeable about user needs and 
. aspiiations. They may benefit from carrying out user 
research them§elves, or being very closely involved in 
such activities. 
The procedural literature available about focus group 
techniques, such as Morgan (1998a, b), Krueger (1988, 
1998a-c), Krueger and King (1998), and Greenbaum 
(1998), is currently not tailored to the specific needs of 
designers or design researchers. 
The findings discussed in this paper are based upon a 
research project (funded by the Engineering and 
Physical Sciences Research Council) that concentrated 
on the development of methods based on focus groups 
that suit the needs of designers. This technique has been 
adapted and combined with a variety of other techni- 
ques, such as visual product evaluation and the use of 
*Corresponding author. Tel.: +44-1509-222-665; fax: +44-1509- 
223-999. 
E-mail address: d. c. mcdonagh-philp@lboro. ac. uk 
(D. McDonagh-Philp). 
mood boards. They were developed, evaluated and 
tested through a 'live' design project for a range of 
consumer products (i. e. kettle, toaster and coffee 
maker). The team comprised of an ergonomist, indus- 
trial designer, and industrial design researcher. 
This paper reviews how focus groups and related 
techniques are currently being applied for product 
development by market researchers and human factor 
specialists-to give the reader an overview of the 
approaches available. It draws upon a variety of studies 
presented in the current literature. 
Moreover, this paper presents the results from two 
case studies conducted by the authors that elicited 
designers' perspectives on employing user-research 
methods based on focus group techniques-to set out 
the requirements for adapting the techniques according 
to the designers' needs and suggestions. In order to 
encourage the application of research activities through- 
out the various stages of designing, it is crucial to build 
on designers' skills, knowledge, and perceptions. De- 
tailed feedback is presented from the following case 
studies. 
Case study (1): Practising designer interviews. An 
introductory case study was conducted to understand 
the information requirements of designers, their pre- 
conceptions towards focus group techniques and user 
0003-6870/02/$ -see front matter Q 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Pll: SO 003-6870(01)00053.9 
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research, as well as their own working methods and 
external restrictions. This involved interviewing five 
practising industrial dcsigners-including two freelance 
designers, two in-house designers from a manufacturing 
company, and one designer employed by a design 
consultancy. 
Case study (2): Student feedback. Towards the end of 
the projedt, seven students from the undergraduate 
industrial design course at Loughborough University 
were selected to take part in a focus group discussion. 
The majority of them had industrial placement experi- 
ence. They were presented with an overview of the 
techniques and provided feedback on the appropriate- 
ness of applying the approaches in future design 
projects. 
2. Focus groups supporting designing: perspectives from 
current literature 
2.1. Characteristics. offocus groups 
McKenna (1990) stress that the qualitative information 
from techniques such as focus groups is particularly 
vital for design decision-makers, hence, designers should 
be closely involved into the information gathering 
process. Quantification of results may contribute to loss 
of in-depth information, as vital insights into attitudes 
and perceptions of users tend to be filtered out in the 
process. Likewise, it is beneficial to make use of the 
creative capacity of designers when acting as facilitators 
(Carmel et al., 1993). 
Designers benefit from taking part in the sessions- 
-either by 
" observing sessions (Wilson and Callaghan, 1994), 
" providing responses to users' questions during the 
sessions (Sato and Salvador, 1999), 
" actively taking part in the discussion (Caplan, 1990; 
Sato and Salvador, 1999), 
" working directly with users in participatory work- 
shops (Fabius and Buur, 2000; Burns and Evans, 
2000), or by 
" acting as a focus group moderator (MERCI, 1997). 
A focus group consists of individuals, who have been 
assembled to discuss a particular issue or concern. A 
moderator, who leads the group through a number of 
topics and activities, guides the discussion. The synergy 
between the participants (the interaction through shar- 
ing and comparing of ideas) is one of its distinctive 
characteristics. Participants stimulate and encourage 
each other. The technique is suited for exploratory 
purposes, as questions with an open-ended nature can 
be examined. The information gained is qualitative, and 
consists of experiences, opinions, ideas, and motivations 
for behaviour, rather than 'figures and facts' (Morgan, 
1998a). it is not suited to be quantified or generalised. 
Focus groups have been widely used-the scope 
of ipplications is diverse ( refer to Table I for an 
overview), Th , ey are a well-established 
technique in 
market research for the designing of new products (e. g. 
Savage et al., 1995) as well as for human factor research 
and usability evaluation (Jordan, 1998). Even though 
there are many overlaps, human factors research focuses 
more on the details of ease of use, whilst market 
research concentrates on the potential success of the 
product in the market place. 
2.2. The involvement of designers 
Garner and Duckworth (1999) found that recently 
graduated practising industrial designers consider them- 
selves as poor researchers and would now view researching 
skills as an important aspect of design education. The 
importance of designers working closely together with 
market researchers and human factors specialists is 
widely recognised (e. g. Donnelly, 2000; Dolan et al., 
1995; Leonard and Rayport, 1997). Porter (1993) and 
Focus group activities offer designers a flexible range 
of techniques that can be utilised throughout the 
designing process, from pre-concept generation stages 
through to final concept refinement. Giving designers 
early access to knowledge collected from users through 
taking part in sessions, as well as encouraging designers 
to formulate questions, ensures that the data obtained is 
well tailored to the specific information needs of 
designers. Moreover, focus groups are suitable to 
understand user needs beyond the functional, such as 
customer delighters (Burns and Evans, 2000), leading to 
products providing enjoyment as well as functionality 
(Jordan, 2000). Because designers tend to have a 
particular profile (e. g. white, male, middle class), it 
becomes even more important for them to gain such 
exposure to users. They need to recognise situations 
where their empathic horizon needs to be expanded 
(McDonagh-Philp and Denton, 1999). 
2.3. The various ways of applying offocus groups 
Focus groups can inform the designing process at 
various stages. They can support designers in under- 
standing user needs at the outset, and can be re-applied 
at later evaluative stages (e. g. Savage et al., 1995; 
MERCI, 1997). In practice, focus groups can be linked 
with other techniques to support the discussion, 
triangulate data, or add insight through a variety of 
additional activities (see Table 1). Beyond that, they 
may be modified through the use of scenario techniques 
(e. g. focus troupes-Sato and Salvador, 1999) or 
participatory design approaches (e. g. Fabius and Buur, 
2000). 
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Table I 
The use of focus groups in various disciplines related to designing: an overview 
29 
Source (authors) Field of application Details of application 
Codes: P: Focus groups as part of several studies 
C: Combination: incorporation of other techniques 
M: Modification of the technique 
Martel (1998) Human factors (electrical Used focus groups as part of aP 
appliances at Whirlpool) comprehensive user research 
strategy parallel to a variety of 
other methods (e. g. home 
observation, evaluation of 
previous products, benchmarking) 
Arnold et al. (1994) Human factors (information Used a combination of task P 
systems for public transportation analysis, travel observations, focus 
systems) groups discussion, system 
evaluations, simulation (using 
inexperienced users), and operator 
and product developer interviews 
Nielsen (1997) Human factors (software and Emphasised that focus groups P 
interface design) should not be the only source 
of information and recommended 
parallel use of observational 
techniques, because users are not 
always able to identify all their 
real needs 
Jordan (1994) Human factors (interface of Used focus groups parallel to F 
library system) think-aloud protocols and a 
subjective usability index 
Hone et al. (1998) Human factors (suitability of Conducted a large-scale study P 
speech technology for Automated incorporating three complementary 
teller machines) methods: survey, focus groups, 
and user trials utilising a prototype 
Incorporated video simulations C 
into focus groups 
wilsOn and Human factors (hand held The contents of the focus group P 
Callaghan (1994) computer systems) sessions were based on the study of 
ergonomics guidelines in related 
fields and expert interviews; 
together with contextual field 
research to understand user tasks, 
focus groups provided the basis 
for tests on specific aspects 
(e. g. product handling, form 
perception, readability) 
Use of scenario techniques C 
Porter (1993) Market research (prototype Focus groups to assess the P 
evaluation) project terrain, to evaluate early 
product specifications and 
provide a 'reality check' for 
designers; data may be used 
to design questionnaires 
Zarean et A (1994) Market research (requirements Quantified the data from focus P 
specification) groups through national telephone 
surveys 
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Table I (continued) 
Source (authors) Field of application Details of application 
Codes: P: Focus groups as part of several studies 
C: Combination: incorporation of other techniques 
M: Modification of the technique 
Savage et al. (1995) 
Blatt and Knutson (1994) 
O'Donell et al. (1991) 
MERCI (1997) 
Ciplan (1990) 
Sato and Salvador (1999) 
Market research (requirements 
specification) 
Used the results to re-examine 
competitive product analyses and 
devise competitive trials for 
concept designs 
Included questionnaires and 
presentations of product concepts; 
used scenario techniques to 
understand the different modes 
of use for new products 
Human factors (software/intcrface Included questionnaires and 
design) presentations of product concepts 
Human factors (interface evaluation) Used focus groups as an 
evaluation technique for a central 
heating controller, using software 
simulation 
Human factors (interface evaluation) 
Human factors (photocopier 
development) 
Human factors (software/interface 
design) 
The new system (interface solution) 
was kept running on a large 
screen throughout the session to 
offer inspiration and provide a 
memory aid 
Developed focus groups to 
extend the qualitative results with 
quantitative data-to expand the 
applicability of focus groups 
beyond the stages of early 
exploration; included performance 
testing sessions of prototypes with 
individual participants one or two 
weeks before conducting focus 
groups; the group session was 
expanded with a 'decision making 
analysis'-to establish performance 
criteria during the session, and rate 
the criteria-as a basis for 
ergonomic experts to rate each 
concept 
Modification of focus groups to 
sessions termed 'focus troupes'- 
either by letting participants act 
out scenarios or by letting 
audiences observe actors 
demonstrating scenarios of use. 
These may followed by structured 
conversations to comment on the 
concept; beneficial to create a 
shared context of use; can be 
used to deal with the challenge 
of developing and evaluating a 
new product for which there is 
no experience of use-because in 
this case there is a lack of 
knowledgeable users 
M 
C 
C 
C 
M 
M 
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Table I (continued) 
source (authors) Field of application Details of application 
Codes: P: Focus groups as part of several studies 
C: Combination: incorporation of other techniques 
M: Modification of the technique 
Dolan et al. (1995) 
Bums and Evans (2000) 
Human factors (development 
of electronic handsets) 
Design research (car design) 
Extended focus groups through 
creative activities (e. g. drawing 
and clay for modelling) that 
inform designers about needs 
that are more difficult to express 
in words 
Engineer/customer workshops 
where design engineers work 
directly with customers to 
generate solution ideas; focus 
groups and participatory user 
workshops provided the main 
design research tools besides 
observational techniques; 
use of scenario techniques 
to understand the 
different modes of use 
for new products 
M 
M 
Fabius and Buur (2000) Design research (re-design of a Participatory workshops M 
commercially used electrical device) involved 3 designers and 
2 usability specialists in an 
open-ended discussion and 
were held both at the workplace 
of the users and in a 
usability lab; they were 
analysed collaboratively by 
usability specialists and designers, 
where pre-selected video clips 
were represented by cards with 
pictures 
The efforts fequired in validating the results through 
involving larger numbers of participants or a variety of 
studies depend on the purpose of the study. Design 
research is often limited by time as a resource. Its main 
objective is to create communication with users and to 
directly inform the designing process-without claiming 
to be comprehensive. Ideally, the research incorporates 
human factor researchers and market researchers from 
early in the process, working in close collaboration with 
designers and users. 
User-centred design methods differ by the degree of 
user participation and the amount of control given to 
users in the decision-making process. Carmel et al. 
(1993) distinguish three levels of user integration for 
group-based sessions: 
1. Consultative design - users are incorporated primarily 
as sources of design information. 
2. Representative design - selected user representatives 
take part in design decisions. 
3. Consensus design - responsibility for the development 
is assigned to the users. 
Leonard and Rayport (1997) suggest an alternative to 
traditional market research methods, such as focus 
groups, called 'empathic design'-based on the finding 
that members of discussion groups can only report 
needs they are consciously aware of. They argue that 
true innovation can only stem from observing people 
using products in the context of a natural setting, such 
as the home environment. However, this type of 
research can be time consuming. Focus groups provide 
an efficient method for revealing issues, users perceive as 
important. Observational techniques are a valuable 
addition to focus group research. Rayner (1997) reports 
that traditional market research techniques, such as 
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focus groups, are suitable to complement empathic 
design methods. 
Case study 1: interviews with practising designers 
3.1. The intuitive designing process 
it is difficult for designers to describe their own 
designing process-partly because it varies from project 
to project, but mainly because intuitive processes 
are difficult to articulate and analyse, as they happen 
largely unconsciously. It is difficult to predict how and 
when the ideas and solutions occur. The following 
comments highlight the individual views of the designing 
process: 
It is difficult to understand/conceptualise your own 
designing process ... it's got something to do with the 
information you 'suck in', the individual's scars of 
live, the daily experience ... you tempt yourself with 
resources you efijoy and bits you play with ... it's 
intuitive ... it happens 
but it's out of our control. 
Ideas just come up, from looking at existing 
products ... and combining them with your experi- 
ences. 
The process is ever-evolving; it evolves with you ... I 
am not sure how to apply focus groups to this 
intuitive learning process ... it's all so close together. 
Design processes vary substantially between different 
design *areas, product types (complex area or 
more focused targets), design tasks (incremental change 
or 'blue-sky'), and individual approaches due to 
experience and training. The approach an individual 
designer may take to a design task may vary significantly 
from designer 
, 
to designer. Although a large number 
of formalised techniques and systematic approaches 
are available, they are rarely applied as such. Formal 
methods such as QFD [quality function deployment) 
are too 'artificial'... designers are aware of the issues 
but don't tend to work through them in a systematic way. 
When formal methods are part of the training of 
designers, then they adjust them to their needs: ... you 
tend to put your own edge to it, by ... trying and 
combining the information as necessary with that 
project ... there would 
be certain elements you'd use. The 
methods are used in an intuitive and iterative manner 
( ... touch and 
feel your way through), often driven by 
time constraints. 
3.2. Practical constraints 
Designers find it difficult to dedicate time to conduct 
additional user research, particularly freelance de- 
signers, and perceive that they might 'lose out' when 
spending extra time on user research: 
... most market analysis is carried out by the client 
company, all the testing is done externally, most of 
what I do is hands-on design work ... I generally have to put a price against the brief. 
If my client comes to me and I don't know the 
answer ... then he'll go to somebody who does ... he'll 
say 'just get on with the design work'... the designer is 
expected to know. 
[focus groups] detract too much from the designing 
activity. 
Freelance and contract designers emphasised that the 
opportunities for conducting design research often 
depend on the client. Designers are under pressure to 
respond rapidly -to design briefs and generate initial 
concepts. Only occasionally, there is scope to involve 
users at the later stages of the project: 
People are very conservative, you have to be quite 
careful about picking your terms. 
The clients' perception is that the designer will draw 
it-by the end of the afternoon he [sic] should have 
something, that's a common perception. They still 
think black and white drawing is going to be 
cheaper... they want something they can keep and 
show it to people. 
Sometimes clients are knowledgeable about the 
market and have pre-determined what they are looking 
for. They may insist on their perceptions, although the 
clients' market research is frequently based on sales 
figures. Designers observed that perceptions about the 
need for user research are changing -reporting that 
designing now tends to be more market driven and that 
user research is being emphasised more strongly. 
In-house designers do not depend on clients' percep- 
tions and contracts and tend to be able to dedicate more 
time to considering the user. They draw largely on input 
from market research departments or ergonomics guide- 
lines. 
3.3. Designers' role; perceived limitations of users 
Designers perceived various drawbacks when eliciting 
needs from users: 
Users don't always know what they want. 
It is more likely that you get an answer based on what 
they already know, based on what new technology is 
already available, or what is just coming up ... Their thinking is very conservative. 
Users will often not be able to talk about it or don't 
realise they use a product in a certain way... 
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Several designers were concerned that the success of 
the research is limited by the restricted ability of users to 
be creative and innovative: 
I don't think that is a good creative process ... it may 
depend on whether these people have creativity and 
imagination. 
Designers are expected to design for the future, users 
tend to only. consider what they have experience with. 
It may be difficult for people to get out of their usual 
mode into a different dimension ... how long does it 
take for an individual to become relaxed. 
... their 
input may be limited because they are not 
being part of the whole process. 
Designers were worried about how their image is 
being perceived: 
... as a professional ... 
if you go and ask the public 
what to design you are not flowing, you are following 
culture rather than shifting. 
it is not a good idea to spend lots of time to convince 
a client that I am a good designer, and then to start 
asking for money to do user research to generate 
novel ideas. 
There were concerns about how the additional task of 
carrying out user research would change the role of 
designers: 
Using the method to generate new designs may be 
constraining ... you end up doing what other people 
have i, n their imaginations ... it's up to the designer to 
push a bit further. 
[When users are given brainstorming tasks] ... what 
would then be the role of the designer-creator or 
mediator 
I would have to give up something else for it, 
designers would not be designers anymore. 
3.4. Lack. of skill and knowledge 
Although several designers had some limited experi- 
ence of focus groups, their lack of understanding of 
what is involved and the potential benefits was evident. 
There seemed to be a perception, based on designers' 
experiences, that focus groups are mainly used to 
evaluate concepts. 
There was concern about the absence of skill to be 
able to prepare and conduct focus groups. There was a 
lack of confidence in developing questions to ask. I need 
to know about writing questions to get meaningful 
answers. Having observed a session, one of the in-house 
designers commented that ... some of the questions were 
too open, others too close ... it is necessary to tease the 
individual to understand their real views. Designers 
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require moderator training. ... it needs to be done 
properly and professionally.; I think a trained moderator 
would probably do the job better. 
There was a resistance to changing the current 
working practices. "Designers have gone into using a 
method through an evolutionary process ... the use of 
new techniques may require to be linked more into 
education ... designers would require 'brainwashing"'. Moreover, the concern was raised that there are already 
many training requirements for designers. 
Some designers expressed that they would be happy to 
try focus-group techniques after appropriate training: 
If the designer is going to use it to improve designing, 
than a very strong designer might want to be part of 
that ... I would be happy to try it with some training. 
It might be useful, I might be willing to try it at 
certain clients at certain times. 
3.5. Designers' information needs 
Designers often experience a lack of information 
about user needs. In situations where designers can 
become involved in user research, it is often based on 
observation and/or studying existing material (e. g. 
evaluation of prototypes or mock-ups by users and/or 
clients). When designers had an opportunity to under- 
stand more about the user tasks and the user environ- 
ment, then they valued that information. Some designers 
were confident that focus groups could provide useful 
information. Often they tended to envisage a situation 
of product evaluation. Freelance designers perceived 
focus groups to be useful if the client was market-led and 
wanted to respond to everything that their customers 
wanted. The in-house designers had already observed a 
focus group, but were sceptical about how to use the 
information from this particular session. 
Designers emphasised the importance of ensuring that 
research retrieves valuable information efficiently. The 
objectives have to be clearly defined. The reasons for 
conducting the research and the resources available need 
to be made clear. It is vital to retrieve information that is 
important specifically to designing. There was a concern 
that, without careful preparation, the research may 
retrieve an abundance of information. It is important to 
discuss real issues in relation to the designers' task, 
which is often to make products identifiable and distinct 
to others. 
All the designers interviewed, expressed that user 
information is important: 
Cost and manufacturing ... that's the pressures that I 
get most of, I don't get enough seeing what people 
need, what people want, that's much more difficult to 
get at ... that would certainly be very useful, lots of it is guesswork, intuition, and feel. 
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I'm not that aware of the end user, neither are my 
clients, because when I ask and I always do because I 
like to get a picture in my mind about what this 
person does, I get a different answer from every one. 
The majority of designers receives information about 
user needs from market research departments or clients, 
and saw . little point duplicating those activities. Information is available without speaking to the 
customer direbtly. For some designers, the need 
for information about user needs depends on 
the project. For well-known areas it may be the case 
that designers ... know what styling the customer wants. 
In other circumstances, there may be a wide user group 
and complex design tasks, where giving the research task 
to designers would be too demanding, or evaluation of 
full-scale prototypes too costly. There was a fear that 
user research could constrain designing in certain 
situations. 
Where designers are provided with user information 
from market research, there was a clear indication that 
this information is not adequately presented. In-house 
designers reported that documentation tends to involve 
quite detailed, tedious and long-winded documents. 
Designers tend to prefer the research findings to be 
presented concisely. 
We don't carry out consumer research, we get it from 
the market research department ... we interpret it the 
best we can. 
The marketing specification is often too restrictive, 
not intuitive enough, the information collected might 
be irrelevant... 
On other occasions the information may be 
very limited. User research and designing is not always 
sufficiently integrated. The information does not 
alwdYs suit the creative process of designers. In- 
house designe ' rs 
observed that designing is closely 
related to cultural aspects. It is easy to get sucked 
into details ... the wider issues ... the cultural issues 
are more important, such as 'why does the kettle exist, 
why is it used ... It is useful to consider the history of 
objects. Designers need to consider peoples' lifestyle, and 
need to be continually aware of trends, ideas and 
fashion. One of the designers emphasised the need to 
understand user characteristics beyond the generalising 
term customer'. 
The tvpe of data required depends on the particular 
was found to be helpful to know more about different 
possible situations of use. 
The opportunity for informal discussion with users 
was considered helpful to designers. It was observed that 
it might be useful to bring in techniques beyond the 
discussion activities. Observation techniques were re- 
cognised as useful, especially when expert users are 
involved. 
3.6. Designers' involvement 
Some designers view user research as a skill that does 
not suit the characteristics of designers: Focus groups 
should be a specialised input by a qualified practitioner. 
Two of the designers, however, stated that they had no 
reservations about directly interacting with users. One of 
them expressed a preference for talking to people, rather 
than receiving the information from a marketing 
department. Three of the designers felt in some way 
uncomfortable about talking to users directly. Their 
concerns were: 
The presence of the designer may be problematic in a 
heated, emotional discussion about design concepts 
... 
how to deal with personal 'attacks' of the 
users ... this may require the presence of an impartial 
moderator to be the 'referee'. 
Designers tend to fall in love with what they have 
done, hence, they may be the wrong people to take 
part in evaluative sessions. 
I'd prefer discussion groups ... with people of similar 
beliefs, where you have a common ground. I would 
feel more comfortable if I was asking people whom I 
trusted than asking strangers, they got opinions, but 
everybody has. 
I'd rather not directly interact with the users ... I'd like to just observe interaction... designers are 
essentially good with 'things', other people are good 
with 'people'... those who are good with things just 
see how it is, solve it, and make things. People who 
are good with 'people' talk about things and analyse 
things-there is a distinction. 
The in-house designers observed that focus groups 
would be useful to understand user needs earlier, before 
the designing process commences. It would be important 
to know early on in the process how the user would 
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camera-just as the feedback from clients is often 
judged by their initial reactions. There is some indica- 
tion that designers would benefit from input into the 
preparation of the design research: 
I always wonder whether they ask the right ques- 
tions ... I would 
like to have asked some of the 
questions myself, because you have a feel what 
precisely you are looking for ... I am always suspi- 
cious of miterial that has been gathered and then 
modified. 
it would be valuable to have a say in the preparation 
of market research for aspects to be included that are 
valuable for designing. 
4. Case study 2: design student feedback 
4.1. Experiences and perceptions of user research 
The sample of stiýdents had been introduced to user 
research during undergraduate design projects, but had 
not come into contact with focus-group techniques. 
They had mainly applied questionnaires and one-to-one 
interviews. Often they consulted their peers-usually 
fellow student designers-to examine the design pro- 
blem or gain feedback on potential solutions. 
There were mixed opinions about the usefulness of 
user research. It was recognised as important and was 
often conducted, being part of the project requirements, 
but was perceived by some as a 'hassle' and time 
consuming. Some students were unsure about the value 
of the research-as they often found out mainly what 
they knew already-so the research just tended to 
confirm their point of view. Others could see clear 
benefits, had gained vital insights for their designing 
work, and valued user research as an important part of 
their activities:, I have gainedfirom the experience ... when 
. you 
finish your user research first then the concepts are 
much better and more focused. 
It was - seen as important to receive constructive 
criticism early in the designing process, as it can 
significantly help to enhance the final design proposals. 
It was recognised that user research can be integrated 
within the information search that designers carry out as 
part of the creative process: Having to prepare a focus 
group is a way of defining a problem, to keep the project 
on track, set your boundaries at the beginning and be clear 
about them ... it's part of your research. 
There was a concern about the ability of users to 
contribute to visionary designs, stemming from their 
perception that users are not creative: Often there is that 
perception that you should know better than the user, 
because you are the one who is designing ... when you ask 
the mainstream user about the design of a product then 
they'll say 'you are the expert, you tell me'... often you 
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have come up already with a few ideas ... and there is a 
mental block there. 
Users are quite forgiving and might not always be 
aware of the problems that they adapt to. Given that 
new products usually tend to be developed within a very 
short span of time, it was perceived that it might be 
difficult to predict with current research what people want 
4 or 5 years ahead. There was a "worry is that you don't 
come up with something new when doing too much 
research of current perceptions". It was perceived that, 
some new products are technology-led, often people don't 
know about the possibilities. 
Designing was perceived as the ability to 'create' 
user needs through novel shapes, functions and technol- 
ogy. Designers considered themselves as 'trendsetters'. 
Many of the designers perceived a conflict between 
being innovative and asking users about their needs. 
They are under constant pressure to generate innovative 
ideas and may feel that users may hold them 
back. However, it was recognised that designers have 
difficulties in acknowledging that users can provide 
valuable information. It was seen as important that 
focus groups provide information about aspirations 
beyond the functional. 
4.2. The benefits offocus group research 
The student designers recognised users as a valuable 
design resource. They identified opportunities arising 
from user research in providing evidence on which to 
base design decision-making. The opportunity to share 
ideas with users was perceived as valuable in supporting 
concept generation. Early involvement of users was 
recognised as important. Users may be more suitable to 
pick up on potential flaws regarding the operation of 
product concepts, as they provide a different angle to 
viewing the product use. 
The group interaction (the synergy) was appreciated 
as being potentially useful to stimulate thoughts 
through sharing and comparing of examples and 
mutual stimulation. It was recognised that users 
appreciate the opportunity for discussion, above 
questionnaire form filling. Group discussion was viewed 
as providing more valuable data, whilst form filling 
is not as careful and considered ... it is important 
to sit people down and spent some time and focus on 
the topic. Questionnaires had been experienced as 
limiting: For my project I have spent hours designing a 
questionnaire and it was so difficult to get adequate 
responses ... it is so much easier just talking to peo- 
ple ... most of the information I eventually usedfor the 
project camefrom conversations. 
The semi-formal setting of a focus-group session was 
viewed as beneficial. Involving users within a relatively 
long session (e. g. 3h) with a pre-determined structure 
allows the use of a series of exercises and visual aids. The 
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opportunity to share experiences can lead to a deeper 
immersion into the design problem. Likewise, a friendly 
and informal environment increases the confidence of 
both participants and designer-moderators, and en- 
courages a creative atmosphere. 
extract valuable information from a variety of opinions 
caused concern. 
Conducting focus-group research requires training as 
well as practice to become more confident. Given the 
benefits, several students stated that they would be 
prepared to make the effort. 
4.3. Practical aspects 
The opportunity to observe user communication 
directly was welcomed, as the tone of voice, facial and 
body expressions are useful cues, whilst written notes are 
often more difficult to understand. All students 
welcomed an opportunity to directly observe focus- 
group sessions and take part actively through co- 
moderating. They were uncomfortable with being solely 
responsible for moderating sessions. They feared that 
they would have to concentrate far too much on 
thinking of the next questions and keeping the 
momentum of the conversation going, rather than 
making use of being present in the session. 
The students were also concerned that they might 
sub-consciously try to influence what the users are sayt . ng, 
because designers may be overly focused on the 
project. However, the opportunity to ask additional 
questions during the discussion was welcomed, particu- 
larly as new questions may be triggered during the 
session. 
The majority of the student designers highlighted their 
lack of skill and experience in formulating questions. It 
was recognised that asking users about 'needs' is 
difficult-they have to be uncovered and elicited 
skilfully.. Designers would need support in generating 
the questions at the right level of detail, in ensuring one 
questi 
, 
on leads to another, to avoid influencing users' 
views, whilst gaining useful information, and encoura- 
ging users to be creative. It was identified that it is 
impbrtant to encourage users to express their honest 
opinions whep evaluating design concepts in the 
presence of designers, as users might hold back too 
much to please designers. 
The student designers displayed a preference for 
generating data that provides insight into product 
aesthetics and semantics. They suggested the use of 
mood boards, which is a collection of abstract images to 
represent an emotional response to a product, problem, 
or user (Garner and McDonagh-Philp, 2001). A list of 
positive and negative evaluative adjectives based on user 
evaluation of existing products, which had been 
introduced as an example of how to analyse and present 
data, was perceived as particularly useful. 
The time-consuming nature of the techniques was 
considered problematic. It may be difficult to know 
when to stop researching. There may be a problem with 
trying to evaluate products outside the context of their 
typical user environment. Being able to select suitable 
samples of users to obtain a representative view and 
5. Discussion and conclusions 
To suit the needs of designing processes, user-research 
techniques: 
" should be suitable for use during all stages of the 
designing process, as well as prior to concept generation; 
" need to adjust flexibly to the varying requirements of 
design processes and should only include a basic level 
of formality; 
" need to provide data to suit designers, such as visual 
material information that inspires rather than feels 
restrictive; 
" need to enable designers to involve users in suitable 
exercises, retrieve needs beyond the functional, and to 
'unlock' users' creativity. 
Designers confirmed that knowledge of user needs 
and aspirations is valuable for their designing processes. 
The additional effort spent on user research may be 
worthwhile. Designers (as well as clients and manufac- 
turers) need to understand that consulting users directly 
is not a way to take away the task of designing from 
designers, but to enhance their designing process 
through deep immersion into the user experiences, 
aspirations, and dreams. Users' creativity can be 
encouraged through a variety of exercises. The 'needs' 
retrieved from users require 'translation' into designs. 
Users help to formulate the problem, but do not 
necessarily provide solutions. This is still the designers' 
task. Focus group techniques suit designing as they: 
0 provide an efficient technique to gain a diverse range 
of insights about user needs and aspirations that may 
be particularly suitable for designers-as a variety of 
user-research techniques can be incorporated into a 
research session, thus providing a rich source of 
inspiration for designers (Bruseberg and McDonagh- 
Philp, 2001); 
" can be applied to a small-scale study and still be 
useful, due to the opportunities for communication 
with users and the qualitative character of the data; 
" aid participants in articulating their needs through 
the group interaction (synergy). 
Design work is often carried out in a design team. By 
applying focus-group techniques, users can be made as a 
part of this team. Moreover, discussion sessions with 
users may be suitable to link together different profes- 
sionals, such as ergonomists and designers. They aid and 
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encourage collaboration through joint user-research 
activities. This also enhances designers' communication 
skills. 
Designers need to receive appropriate training. 
Undergraduate degree programmes have not, until 
recently, integrated research methods during design 
training. The industrial design and technology pro- 
gramme af Loughborough University is integrating user 
research from the first year of undergraduate training 
onwards. Moreover, the studies presented here have 
been instrumental to the development of guide material 
for designers by the authors. It aids designers as well as 
design researchers in conducting user research based on 
focus-group techniques as an integral part of the 
designing process. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Focus Groups in New Product 
Development: Designers' Perspectives 
Anne Bruseberg and Deana McDonagh 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
For designers, knowledge of user needs and aspirations is 
, 
vital for effective design 
solutions. Incorporation of user needs into designing may lead not only to commercial 
success, but also, it is hoped, to social gain for the users of the new products (e. g. through 
more -satisfactory products). User-centred design approaches aim to expand the designers' 
knowledge, understanding and empathy of users. 
One of the primary barriers to be overcome by designers is the acceptance that they 
need to be aware of their own limitations. Their background, training, age and possibly 
gender may make them distinctive from their target users. This is not to say that a 20- 
year-old female designer cannot respond to the needs of a 75-year-old male consumer, 
but to highlight that the boundaries of one's understanding can provide the impetus to 
seek further understanding through design research. Designers need to widen their 
empathic horizon through contact with users and exploration of user needs, as visualised 
in Figure 4.1. By seeking to comprehend aspects such as the lifestyles, cultural values 
and experiences of the target user group, designers are better equipped to empathise with 
the needs and aspirations of prospective users. 
Design research methods and techniques place designers' own understanding in 
context, and offer a basis for user-centred designing. Moreover, products do not exist in 
isolation. They satisfy a number of users' needs beyond the functional. Thus, practising 
designers benefit from the availability of applying methods and techniques to elicit these 
often intangible needs during designing. Designers may benefit particularly from the 
terminology of the users. 
Design research, within the discipline of Industrial and Product Design, is an 
emerging culture that is increasingly integrating methods and techniques from other 
disciplines (e. g. human factors/ergonomics, social sciences and market research). 
Conventional design training has, until relatively recently, not incorporated design 
research methods and techniques within mainstream Industrial and Product Design 
training programmes. Through a number of case studies (e. g. McDonagh-Philp, 2000), it 
has been recognised that designers would benefit from the inclusion of design-research 
methods at undergraduate level. In a study investigating the skill requirements for 
Industrial Designers, recently graduated practising designers considered themselves as 
'poor researchers and would now view researching skills as an important aspect of design 
education' in relation to their creative problem solving skills (Garner and Duckworth, 
1999, p. 94). 
Designers need to immerse themselves into the design task specified by the design 
brief by collating a range of different types of information. Often, designers do not have 
access to the original primary data collected by market researchers. Through this division 
of activities, vital details may become lost because results tend to be summarised. 
Designers possess a relatively unique range of skills, sometimes referred to as their 
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'toolkit' (e. u. lateral thinking, ability to innovate and visualisation skills). Focus group 
techniques offer designers an addition to their existin- toolkit, hv actino as either V 
moderator or observer. Focus group discussions can provide designers v,,, ith an insight 
into users' needs, aspirations and emotional bonds with products. 
This chapter explores practising and training designers' perceptions of' l'ocus 
groups. with particular emphasis on the benefits and drawbacks, and concluding with 
recommendations for overcorning these barriers. It draws on three case studies. 
Wider 
society1cultures 
(nationall 
international) 
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Figure 4.1 The empathic horizon of designers (McDonagh-Philp and Denton, 1999) 
4.2 DESIGN RESEARCH AS PART OF THE DESIGNING PROCESS 
Each design project tends to be unique in nature, due to variables such as the scope of the 0 
designing task, personnel available, client, budgets and time constraints. Bearing this in I 
mind, each project Nvill follow a unique process. Designing is not prescriptive. Figure 4.2 v L, L, illustrates a basic ran-e of techniques utilised during dcsignino L, L, L- C On receiving a desion brief, designers (the design team) will explore an identified r-1 V U, 
problem, product opportunity, user, and use environments, within a context. Through the 
use of brainstorming and mind mapping, designers are encouraged to suspend rcalitN and 
think laterally. Such activity helps to generate triggers, novel uses of materials, and C, 0 hopefully unexplored solutions and possibilities. This stage requires a non-judgmental n Lý 
environment to encourage creativity. A mood board may be created as a direct emotional 
response to the brief, and often after the initial brainstorming phase. It is a collection of' 0 
abstract images that offers designers cues to colour, texture and form. Designers can use 
these images to immerse themselves into the emotions that the future product is hoped to 
generate in purchasers and users. V 
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Figure 4.2The designers' basic toolkit 
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The next stage, concept generation, involves exploring form and visualising 
concepts two-dimensionally. Once a range of concepts has been selected for further 
concept development and refinement, three-dimensional models are generated. This 
enables a more thorough evaluation of the concepts by users. Appearance models are 
produced throughout the designing process to create an almost realistic concept proposal 
for evaluation. 
Figure 4.3 visualises how designing activities (shown on the left) may be combined 
with user research activities during the concept designing stages. At the beginning of' a 
pro 
, 
ject, it is beneficial to concentrate on eliciting user perceptions, experiences and 
wishes. More attention may be paid to aspects such as user lifestyles, dreams, user tasks, 
user environments, situations of product use, user experiences, the evaluation of existing 11 
products, and/or tile use of materials. The activities should aim to increase tile 
understanding of user needs beyond the functional (e. g. product styling). It is useful to C, L, 
step back' and consider the entire product context (c. g. user tasks and environments of L, 
product use). This may reveal needs that have not yet been identified. Users may be 
invited to brainstorm about ideal product solutions, either verbally or through creative L, 
activities, such as drawing or modelling exercises. Since focus groups retrieve qualitative L, C, 
data, they are particularly suited to these functions. 
After the initial concepts have been generated, user responses may be sought to 
assist the selection of concepts for development and further refinement. Concept 
evaluation by users may involve the assessment of ideas, drawings, models and 
prototypes. It is helpful to select a diverse ran(Te of concepts (ranging frorn incremental 
changes to existing forms through to more abstract, blue-sky proposals) to be presented 
to users and to provoke responses. Early concept evaluation sessions may still focus on 
further idea generation. They aim at retrieving feedback from users on the designers' 
perception and understanding of' user needs. The concepts enable further exploration of 
users' wishes and can be used to inspire users' brainstorming. 
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ýTesting, -a-ndeval-ti-at-ionof 
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Figure 4.3 The interaction bctwccn industrial design and design research 
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In practice, manufacturing companies tend to involve users at the concept 
evaluation phase at the end of the concept designing stage. Focus group research is able 
to provide a substantial knowledge base about user needs and aspirations before 
designing activities commence. This approach helps to avoid design fixations (Jansson 
and Smith, 1991). If designers begin concept generation prior to being immersed in the 
user experience, they tend to invest heavily in the early concept work. Later research 
findings may indicate a need for a change in direction. Due to this early investment, 
designers may become resistant to alternative avenues of exploration. Once concept 
generation has began, the research and designing process should continually inform each 
other in an iterative manner (see Figure 4.3). As there is only little scope for comparison 
between sessions, the contents of the sessions may be varied according to knowledge 
gained previously. 
The level of involvement of designers during the research activities may vary 
depending on the time, resources, personnel and the budget available. The authors 
envisage three different scenarios for the level of responsibility that designers may have 
in conducting the user research: 
Scenario A: designers carry out all the associated activities; 
Scenario B: designers delegate administrative and organisational tasks; 
Scenario C: designers are only partly, but actively, involved (e. g. preparation of 
session contents, co-moderating) and collaborate closely with design 
researchers. 
4.3 DESIGNERS'PERSPECTIVES 
4.3.1 Three Case Studies 
Two studies with five design practitioners and seven undergraduate design students have 
been conducted to explore designers' perspectives of focus group techniques. The 
practising designers' ages ranged from 22-52 years and included two freelance designers, 
9ne working for a design consultancy and two working as in-house designers for a 
manufacturer of consumer products (see also Bruseberg and McDonagh-Philp, 2000). 
During one-to-one interviews, the designers provided feedback and comments on the 
appropriateness of focus group techniques in relation to their own needs and designing 
processes. 
The students' ages ranged from 20-22 years, and were a mix of second year 
students and finalists on the Industrial Design and Technology degree programme at 
Loughborough University. The majority of them had recently returned from industrial 
placements. The students' feedback was retrieved in the setting of a focus group after 
being given a detailed presentation with drawbacks, benefits of focus groups, practical 
requirements, and the various techniques that may be integrated (refer to Chapter 2, Table 
2.1). 
The third case study involved a practice-based design-research project. A range of 
user research techniques based on focus groups was applied during a design project for 
small domestic kitchen appliances. The authors worked as the design researchers in close 
collaboration with a consultant designer, who provided valuable feedback regarding the 
techniques used, the information provided, and the design team collaboration during a 
one-to-one interview. 
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The findings presented here do not aim to show evidence for general designers' 
thinking, but show the perceptions of the designers interviewed in this study, thus 
representing a sample point of view. Moreover, they are summarised here to give a brief 
overview, rather than explore the issues in depth. Further detail can be found in 
Bruseberg and McDonagh-Philp (2002). 
4.3.2 Practitioners 
Previous experience 
Although the designers had a basic understanding of focus group activities, none had 
been involved in focus group research. Two designers from the manufacturing company 
had once observed a focus group session, which had been organised by a professional 
moderator. For most designers, focus group data were a rare source of information. If 
there had been contact with focus groups, then it was usually in relation to market 
research. 
Focus groups and the designing process 
Designers stressed that designing is a flexible process that draws on a large amount of 
information and the designers' experiences. It is an intuitive, unpredictable and 
continuous process. Designers find it difficult to conceptualise their own designing 
process and can rarely explain what really drives ideas to occur. Designing draws from a 
large variety of resources. 
The methods used vary considerably because of the differences in design areas as 
well as project circumstances, but also because of individual differences between 
designers. Every designer adapts a set of techniques based on training and experience to 
suit personal preferences as well as the circumstances of the designing task. 
Designers rarely apply formal approaches or systematic methods as suggested by 
the design literature - partly due to time constraints, but also because the methods need to 
be flexible. Formal methods are considered to be artificial and have not necessarily 
proven to be beneficial. 
Designers' reservations towards focus group activities 
Freelance designers anticipated particular difficulties with finding the time to carry out 
user research themselves, particularly as clients are not prepared to pay for such 
activities. Designers are often not in control of which or how user research is to be 
carried out. Some of the designers perceived that there is a gradual shift in the design and 
manufacturing culture towards the acceptance of more user research. 
Focus groups may detract designers too much from actual designing activities. A 
common perception by both designers and clients is that the function of the designer is to 
produce quick sketches, rather than examining the design problem in depth. 
Consulting users was perceived as a 'weakness', as designers are expected to 'shift 
culture' and create innovative solutions. There was resentment towards the prospect of 
changing the role of the designer when incorporating a number of new roles, such as 
moderating or communicating with users directly. 
Some designers displayed a resistance to interacting directly with users. Designers 
sometimes expressed concerns about conflicts of opinion with users, or lack of 'similar 
beliefs', particularly when being present in a concept evaluation session. There was a 
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concern that users may not know their own needs or aspirations, or may not be able to 
articulate them. Designers doubted that users would be able to think creatively, both due 
to lack of training, but also because they cannot immerse themselves into the design task 
as deeply as the designers are able to. 
The lack of understanding of focus group research and the potential benefits was 
evident. There seemed to be a perception from experience that focus groups are mainly 
used to evaluate concepts. There was concern about the lack of skills available to prepare 
and conduct focus groups, including being able to ask appropriate questions. 
Designers' views on benefits from being involved in user research 
The consideration of the users' tasks and the user characteristics is instrumental to 
designers. Whilst some designers displayed some resistance to changing their working 
patterns, others were more receptive provided they were given a supportive environment. 
Some designers stressed the importance of carrying out user research prior to concept 
generation; others saw more benefits in evaluating early concepts. Designers emphasised 
that the objectives need to be defined clearly. The outcomes should be well tailored to the 
information needs of designers regarding users' aspirations and needs. 
User research and designing is not always sufficiently integrated. The information 
received from market research departments is often perceived to be unsuitable because it 
does not aid the creative process or may be perceived as restrictive. The presentation of 
the information in a summarised form and through written documentation is often 
resisted. Several designers expressed that they would value input into the planning of 
user research. 
Information about user experiences, user tasks, problems, user values, and user 
perceptions was considered as particularly important. Cultural issues, including insights 
into people's lifestyles or 'what a product stands for', were considered to be of particular 
value for designing. Brainstorming activities with users about the 'the history of objects', 
as well as product trends, were regarded as beneficial exercises. Beyond that, discussing 
initial design ideas with users was seen as useful. Designers advocated the incorporation 
of techniques that provide visual information, such as observational techniques. A 
friendly atmosphere to support such collaboration was considered crucial. 
4.3.3 Undergraduate Feedback 
Students were open towards user-centred design approaches. They had mainly used 
questionnaire and/or interview techniques to research user needs during their degree 
course projects. Some students had positive experiences from involving users into their 
designing process during the requirements capture stage, and were receptive to spending 
a considerable amount of time on user research. Investigating and empathising with user 
needs was seen as part of the preparation for creative problem-solving. Others had 
encountered difficulties (e. g. time available, usefulness of information gained, lack of 
user co-operation) and were unsure about the benefits. 
Some students had encountered a conflict between being truly innovative and 
drawing on users' perceptions that they regarded as restricting their creative freedom, or 
being 'out of date'. On the other hand, students recognised that users often have 
unarticulated wishes and may be particularly suitable to provide unbiased, critical 
feedback to design concepts. Communication with other people (e. g. non-designer 
friends, colleagues, users) about user needs and concept ideas was perceived as an 
important tool to examine the design task and stimulate the mind. Moreover, designers 
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often find themselves in a situation where they have to defend their solutions to clients - 
therefore the availability of evidence from user research was seen as beneficial. 
Students welcomed the semi-formal nature of focus group activities. A basic degree 
of formality provides a neutral environment where honest input is encouraged and 
sensitive issues may be tackled. At the same time, a friendly and informal atmosphere 
puts everybody at ease, promotes user co-operation, and supports creative activities. The 
group synergy (i. e. the sharing and comparing of ideas and experiences amongst group 
members) was recognised as valuable for retrieving useful information. 
Students emphasised the need for support in formulating appropriate questions - to 
retrieve the required insights, promote discussion, avoid bias, and lead skilfully from one 
question to another. The incorporation of a variety of techniques (e. g. questionnaires, 
product handling and product personality profiles) besides the actual discussion was 
welcomed. Insights into emotional and aesthetic values were seen as important. 
Students were not confident about the prospect of moderating group sessions 
themselves, even with training, but welcomed the opportunity to co-moderate sessions 
and actively take part. The time required for the analysis of qualitative data was 
perceived as problematic. Regarding data presentation formats, preferences were 
expressed towards visual information and overviews of users' values. 
4.3.4 Consultant Designer Feedback on the Design Research Project 
The consultant designer preferred user research involvement from the earliest stages, 
including preparing the research and collecting relevant material (e. g. future trends, 
history of products). The presence of designers during the sessions was seen as vital. 
Particularly during the stages of concept evaluation, active involvement of the designer 
was regarded as essential, such as introducing the concepts, leading the concept 
evaluation discussion, and responding to participants' questions. The designer benefited 
from previous experience in leading a group discussion - to be able to deal with 
situations where users are not sufficiently communicative, and to make sure all 
participants provide input. 
Owing to the time constraints of the project, the data analysis was largely carried 
out by the design researcher/ergonomist. The designer valued a summarised presentation 
showing categories of user values, preferably in the shape of a bullet point list, but 
gupported by a range of examples (e. g. users' quotes or selected video clips). A list 
containing positive and negative adjectives for selected products, taken from user product 
evaluations, was particularly appreciated. These provided an overview of how users 
perceived the styling of a number of sample products (see Chapter 2, Figure 2.18). The 
availability of a range of different types of data from a focus group session was perceived 
as useful. Besides the direct verbal feedback on early concept drawings, the designer 
particularly valued opportunities to observe user interaction with products, and users' 
expressions through drawings. 
The designer appreciated being able to concentrate on studying information, 
preparing their input into the concept evaluation sessions, and generating/dev eloping 
concepts, as all organisational activities were carried out by the researchers - such as 
recruiting participants, scheduling the sessions, conductingthe session. The designer 
regarded the regular consultations with the design team as essential - to set out issues for 
the next focus group sessions, discuss the design concepts, review whether the concepts 
met user requirements, and to decide on the selection of concepts to be taken further. 
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4.4 CONCLUSIONS 
Whilst focus group techniques have a number of limitations, several of the reservations 
from designers stem from preconceptions based on the lack of knowledge about the 
potential benefits, and from previous unfavourable experiences. Other reservations are 
based on practical restrictions and constraints, often due to external circumstances, such 
as lack of time or client attitude. 
The authors believe that users need to be recognised as an indispensable design 
resource, as the merits of their input are often undervalued. It needs to be appreciated that 
the immersion into user aspirations from early on in the designing process is vital to 
successful product designing. Designers' comments have confirmed that considering the 
user is central to all design tasks. There are signs that the benefits of user-centred 
designing are becoming more accepted by designers, clients, and manufacturers. 
Focus group techniques need to be adapted to the specific requirements of designers 
and creative design processes. The information provided from market research 
departments and/or ergonomists is often inappropriate for designers, or may be perceived 
as restrictive. The techniques need to take account of (a) the working environment/ 
conddions of designing, (b) the information requirements of designers, and (c) the needs 
for interdisciplinary collaboration. Design research techniques are intended to build on 
designers' current skills and expertise, rather than transforming designers into 
ergonomists or market researchers. 
Designers often resist formalised approaches. Focus group research provides a basic 
structure to the elicitation of user needs, but also provides an adaptable method that 
includes a high level of informality. Conducting focus group research may thus be 
particularly suitable for integration into the information search that is part of designers' 
creative phases. Moreover, focus group techniques are useful to aid collaboration 
between different professionals (Bruseberg and McDonagh-Philp, 2001). 
Design research is a relatively recent development within the design discipline. For 
practising designers this paradigm shift becomes challenging, for the student designer the 
design research culture is introduced earlier and more gradually. Due to the responsive 
nature of Industrial Design training at Loughborough University, user-centred design 
techniques and methods are being integrated within the undergraduate programmes. This 
shift in emphasis has enabled a generation of up-and-coming designers who possess the 
skills and expertise on graduating to implement, adopt and employ techniques, such as 
focus group activities, as part of their enhanced toolkit. 
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CHAPTER2 
Organising and Conducting a Focus 
Group: The Logistics 
Anne Bruseberg and Deana McDonagh 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter will discuss and highlight the activities necessary to gain the most from 
focus group technique. Much of the procedural literature available to support the 
application of focus groups is tailored for social scientists and market researchers (e. g. 
guidebooks by Morgan (1998a, 1998b), Krueger (1988,1998a, 1998b, 1998c), Krueger 
and King (1998), Greenbaum (1998)). This material is valuable and the authors have 
drawn on it to a large extent. However, it does not provide detailed suggestions for how 
focus groups can be used for applications within new product development and human 
factors/ergonomics. Within these areas, the focus group discussion may be combined 
with a range of other techniques, or may have to be adapted to suit specific purposes. The 
recommendations given here build on existing material, as well as experience in 
developing design research methods. 
This chapter provides an overview of the activities that have to be considered when 
using focus groups. It provides a brief practical guide to support the reader in preparing, 
conducting and analysing data from focus group activities. The chapter gives practical 
advice and example illustrations on key activities involved in focus group research, 
including: 
" the characteristics of focus groups; 
" planning the research (e. g. specifying objectives, user group, costs); 
" recruiting participants (e. g. contacting users, organising sessions); 
specifying the contents of the sessions (i. e. determining the structure of the sessions, 
the activities involved, the questions to be asked, visual aids to be used); 
setting up the sessions (e. g. room layout, payment arrangements, refreshments); 
moderating/conducting the sessions (i. e. guiding the sessions through the selected 
topics); 
data analysis (i. e. organising, categorising and summarising the results). 
There is no such thing as a generic focus group methodology - the technique needs to be 
adapted to particular project aims. It is not possible to provide suggestions here for the 
diversity of potential applications. The most common applications may be user 
requirements analysis for new product development, or concept evaluation. The scope of 
applications, however, is very broad due to the flexibility of the technique. This chapter 
illustrates the main activities, with details and examples from its application to the user- 
centred designing process for small domestic kitchen appliances. The material provided 
is intended to be used as recommendations and 'food for thought, rather than a set of 
prescriptive rules. 
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2.2 WHAT ARE FOCUS GROUPS? 
Focus oroups are group interviews, and involve gathering together people with in LI 11 knowledge about a specific topic or issue (e. g. target users) for a relatively informal 
discussion. A chairperson or moderator promotes the discussion amongst the oroup, 
whilst carefully ensuring not to direct, but guide the group through tile issues of' 
importance to them. The svnergy between the participants (the interaction amongst the 
individuals based on a mutual interest) assists in uncoverino or hi-hliolitino less tanoible 
issues. This provides an opportunity to increase understanding, awareness and empathy 
ývith group of participants intervie%ved (see Figure 2.1 V 
Figure 2.1 Focus group discussion 
Focus groups provide qualitative data. The content of the discussion might take C, t, 
unexpected directions or open up new topics. Whilst the technique provides a hi" 1 dc ree 14 1g 
of flexibility in the way questions are asked, answers vary and standardisation of the data 
is not the focus of the research. The data provide detailed insights into people's belief's 
and experiences, rather than statistically secured facts (Morgan, 1998a). 
Focus groups encourage communication and provide insight into how others think 
and talk. They supply an efficient way of gaining an overview over various opinions al a 
reasonable level of detail. They proviiie large amounts of concentrated, well-tar,, etcd, and 
pre-filtered data in a short period of time. Focus groups should be used for topics that are 
poorly understood, because the discussion between people provides a variety of' useful 
data. For example, focus groups provide reasons for individual opinions, and experiences. 
The technique is therefore ideal for early, exploratory design stages (Morgan, 1998a). For 
example, focus groups might uncover disregarded product functions, problems of' the 
daily use of existing products in a ranoc of environments, current characteristics in 
cultural perceptions about style and fashion, or background stories that help to visualise 
the users' activities and needs. The technique also offers immediate feedback for 
researchers, as presence during the session provides a basic idea of tile main underlying C, 
messages. C, Focus groups can be used to investigate complex behaviour and motivations, and to C, r., 
uncover subconscious notions. Throuoh discussion, participants become more explicit C, 
about their needs. Likevvise, the technique is suitable to retrieve data that are not readily 
formulated or knowledge not thought out in detail (Morgan, 1998a). This may be useful, 
as users are not always aware of all the aspects regarding the use of products, or their 
own preferences. 
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2.3 FOCUS GROUPS AS A BASE METHOD INCORPORATING A RANGE OF 
TECHNIQUES 
Focus group activities can function both as a technique - enabling group discussion, in 
the traditional sense - as well as a method - being used in a broader sense to incorporate 
a variety of other techniques. For new product development, group discussion may 
provide an overall structure to research sessions, but also incorporate activities such as 
visual product evaluation, product handling, or drawing. Tables 2.1a and 2.1b give an 
overview of a range of activities and techniques that may be incorporated within a user 
research session. As each design brief tends to be unique in nature, the design team will 
need to assess the existing knowledge, experience and understanding of the team in 
relation to the investigation and select the most appropriate activities and techniques. 
Other applications may warrant a different set of techniques (Chapter 12 provides a wider 
range of these). 
Table 2.1a Methods of feedback capture that may be used within the scope of a focus group session 
(for new product development) 
Technique Description Benefits Drawbacks 
Focus group Discursive Focused data, revealing Relatively high cost 
discussion interaction between experiences and reasons (e. g. recruitment 
participants (e. g. a for behaviour, can be administration, participant 
sample of users), elicited in a short period of fees, data analysis); 
guided by a time; Qualitative data from 
facilitator Helps researchers to conversations are difficult 
(moderator), become immersed in the to formalise or use as 
focusing upon usees 'world of thought' statistically secure 
particular issues and terminology; evidence 
Flexible technique 
Questionnaires Retrieving feedback Feedback is short and Limited level of detail and 
(Forms) through use of forms precise as comments are flexibility of responses; 
with pre-determined restricted; Statistical analysis may be 
questions (e. g. using Tick boxes can be unsuitable due to small 
prepared feedback analysed statistically sample sizes; 
boxes, rating scales People often prefer talking 
and opportunities for to writing 
comments) 
Observation of Watching Retrieving visual The artefacts to be 
activities (recording) users information regarding the handled need to be 
completing tasks or way the product is used, available; 
handling products the features/aspects of use Interpretation may be 
that are of importance to subjective; 
users, and emotional Users may dislike being 
reactions to objects observed 
Creative Asking participants Participants are actively Participants may be 
participant to complete creative involved and produce a reluctant to carry out such 
activities exercises; may be tangible output (e. g. wish exercises (e. g. not 
paper-based (e. g. list); confident) 
drawing), through Users may express their 
3D media, or oral wishes and aspirations 
communication more freely_ 
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Table 2.1b Selected user activities that may be combined with focus groups for new product development (key: 
feedback capture possible through D: discussion, Q: questionnaire, 0: observation, Q creative activity) 
Technique Description Benefits Drawbacks 
Visual Assessing products Understanding the Urnited information 
Evaluation visually based on an perceptions of users on ' available, errors 
image only; simulating product semantics, possible due to 
mail order/Intemet based on product restricted image 
purchasing conditions appearance only quality 
(see 12.4.2) 
Feedback: Q, D 
Product Physical examination Retrieving rich user Lack of insight into 
Handling of products without feedback on products in problems encountered 
actually using them; a short amount of time; through actual product 
simulating retail Requires limited effort use; 
showroom scenario, Lack of natural user 
asking for rapid 'gut environment (e. g. the 
reactions' (see 12.4.3) kitchen of a user) 
Feedback: 0, Q, D 
Mini-user trial Users testing products The users gain a good Practicality and 
in a laboratory idea of how the product additional effort (e. g. 
environment by behaves in use; testing kettles requires 
fulfilling actual tasks Detailed issues may be tap and sink); 
(see 12.4.4) revealed Safety/insurance 
Feedback: 0, Q, D issues (e. g. boiling 
water) 
Product Users imagine a Projective technique to Interpretation of the 
Personality product as a person; retrieve hidden results may be 
Profiles Provides an insight information; complex; 
into 'who' the user Eliciting emotional The participants may 
perceives to be the perception, user not like the activity 
target user (see 12.4.6) terminology, social and lack imagination 
Feedback: Q, D stereotyping, and social for suitable examples 
value systems 
Using Mood Collection of images Enabling users to Requires preparation 
Boards or that represent an communicate emotions or availability of 
Collages emotional response to non-verbally (visuals suitable images; 
the design task, the can transcend linguistic May be time- 
product, user etc.; restrictions); consuming; 
Users may create the Creating visuals that Users may be 
collection or it may be designers can use uncomfortable with 
prepared by the design directly as inspirational the unfamiliar exercise 
team beforehand (see material 
12.1.7) 
Feedback: C 
Brain-storming Sharing all thoughts, Novel ideas or solutions The user may not be 
ideas and comments may be generated, the accustomed to such 
about a particular users' creative potential tasks 
topic - without any is encouraged 
constraints (12.3.1) 
Feedback: Q, D, C 
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Table 2.1b (continued) 
25 
Technique Description Benefits Drawbacks 
Users drawing Enables users to Providing a different Users may lack 
'their 'ultimate' summarise and way of communication drawing skills; 
product express their for the user; Users may be 
aspirations visually, Provides visual stimuli uncomfortable with 
suitable for after the for designers the exercise due to 
discussion session (see lack of confidence 
12.3.4) 
Feedback: C 
Creating 3D Use of materials (e. g. 3D representations aid Users may lack 
forms modelling clay, the ease of modelling skills; 
cardboard) and tools communication; Users may be 
by users to express Perceived as easier task uncomfortable with 
their ideas and wishes than drawing by users the unfamiliar exercise 
(see 12.3.8) 
Feedback: C 
Nominal Group Structured group The issues are examined The rules of the 
Technique discussion technique; to a great amount of technique are rather 
Involves the detail; complex; 
establishment of a There is a clear outcome Detailed idea 
consensus using a of the session in the examination requires 
group-based shape of a list of agreed additional time and 
categorisation and action points or main moderator skill 
rating procedure (see issues 
12.3.2) 
Feedback: Q, D, C 
2.4 PLANNING THE RESEARCH 
It is important to determine the objectives of the research clearly at the outset. For 
example, the design task may vary with different types of projects, or may differ 
depending on the amount of information available at the beginning of the project. 
Likewise, design tasks requiring incremental changes to products call for a different 
approach to those aiming at 'blue-sky' conceptual design solutions. Moreover, realistic 
objectives depend on the resources available. Setting the research objectives requires 
establishing and specifying the following: 
" purpose and required outcomes of the research, including intermediate targets; 
" resources available - including personnel, skills and expertise; 
" most appropriate methods and techniques to be applied; 
" time scale, including internal and external deadlines; 
target participants - for example, homeowners with experience in using coffee 
makers. 
At the outset, it has to be clear what should be achieved with the research activities and 
how they fit into the 'bigger picture'. It is useful to develop a time plan similar to the one 
shown in Figure 2.2 - specifying the different activities, time scales, and interaction with 
other processes (in this case, the designing process). Project requirements can vary, from 
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conducting a single session to a whole series. This may depend oil aspects such as the 
resources available, the type of project, and other complementary techniques to he used 
(e. g. home user trials). Whilst focus groups are suitable to accompany a large project 
through several stages, they may be applied just as an exploratory single session, or a C, t, 
clarifying final session (e. g. after a surve ). It is often sensible to conduct at least two C, tý y 
sessions though, as the outcomes may vary. This depends on the diversity of the 
participants. 
Week 12341 5 (' 7 1ý 10 111' 11 14 15 16 17 IS P, 2-(, 
Focus group acti . I'i(V 
Plan research Plan 
Define content Define 
Recruit subjects Recruit 
% 
Prepare sessions Prep are 
12 5 7 
Conduct focus groups 34 6 8 
Data analysis Analy se 
Design activity 
Generate concepts te 
Produce 3D sketch models Lýketch 
Develop concepts Develop 
Select concepts Se lect 
Refine concepts Refine ýfinc 
Produce appearance model mo del I 
Analysing user needs and Concept generation, refinement 
aspirations and evaluation 
Figure 2.2 Example ol'a timeline for a linic-constrained design pr(ýjcct 
For new product development, we envisage the use of' t'ocus groups through all the L, L, 41 
stages of the desi. -nin. - process - including prior to concept r-leneration (initial 
requirements capture), and throughout the designing process, to evolve and evaluate 
concepts. Focus groups can function as a concurrent complementary technique to the 
designing process, enabling information to be passed directly 1'rom one sta(le to another 
(see Figure 2.3). 
After a stage of' broad exploration, to understand user needs and aspirations, 
concept generation may commence. The contents of the sessions call be adjusted flexibly 
according to the int'ormation requirements of' the different design stages. The close 
interaction between user research and concept development may continue as Ion" as 
required - possibly beyond the concept desion stage. The process is iterative and may C, 
require going back to earlier stages before progressing with the designing process. The 
different activities involved in planning, defining contents, recruiting, and preparing 4n L, C, L- 
sessions, usually overlap to some extent as they are carried out in conjunction. 
Intermediate targets and deadlines are important to keep track of the progress - L, L, 
particularly in larger projects. Having clear objectives helps to adjust intermediate tasks 
in case the research reveals unexpected opportunities or problems. It is vital to identify 
constraints and define the variables at the outset, whilst considering the resources 
available (e. cy. time, budget, equipment, personnel). It is usef'ul to draw tip an initial plan C, 41 
of which activities to include during the sessions at which stages (see Tables 2. la and b 
and the tools described in Chapter 12), thus specifying the len-th of' tile sessions and the 
materials require(]. 
A detailed cost plan should be designed, ensuring that all cost I'actors are included - 
taking account of* aspects such as the total number of' participants, t'ce per session, 
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equipment and facilities needed and moderator training. Administrative costs include 
issues such as telephone use, producing letters, stamps, printing, photocopying, 
video/audio tapes, scanning, binding and batteries. Additional costs for visual stimuli and 
visual aids may include videos, prints, slides, renderin ,-, s, drawin , gs, models, prototypes, 
and product samples. The participants need to be made comfortable by providing light 
refreshments: the type served depends on the len., th of the session and the time of 
day/evening. There may be travel costs, required for participants and/or moderator. Room 
hire and other charges may need to be considered (e. (,. video recorder, slide pro C, C, 'lector, multimedia proJector). Paid assistance may be needed for tasks such as reception, 
hospitality, assistance, room presentation, administration, or preparation of' materials. 
Moreover, indirect costs must not be overlooked - due to the time spent for preparation, 
analysis, and report writing. 
Planning the Concept selectio Concept Concept It' ]. 
research and clei, elopmen generation 30- 
F refinement 
Recruiting Definingthe III Reernifin Deflni "g, the IIIR ec ruiting Defining the 
participants 
II 
contents I parwip. 
2's IIc 
ten s pulicip. its 
II 
contents 
Prevarine Preparing 
semlons 
Cýmducting 
MIMIS 
DmaanWyAs F-----J I [- I DatannýNsis 
Figure 2.3 The design research process in conjunction %ý ith the Lise of focus groups 
A prot'essional moderator may be hired, at an additional cost. However, the 
moderator must be closely involved within the planning of' the sessions to ensure 
adequate familiarity with the topic and research aims. Attendance fees for tile participants 
and costs of hospitality might vary. The authors have paid each participant f25 per three- 
hour session, and have provided light refreshments. Some participants, such as expert 
users, or users of less mainstream products, may be more dilTicult to recruit and may 
require a higher fee. Likewise, some participants may require none (e. g. when recruiting LI from the client organisation). 
2.5 RECRUITING PARTICIPANTS AND PLANNING SESSIONS 
Prior to contacting the participants, the length of' the sessions, the number of' participants Cý LI 
per group, and the inam activities involved, as vvc1l as times and locations For tile sessions 
should be known. When planning time arrant., , ernents 
for the sessions, a variety of' factors 
need to be considered: 
total time that participants are required for (depending on the activities to he 
involved and the anticipated attention span ofthe participants); 
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participants' fee (e. g. 00 per three-hour session); 
time of the day (e. g. working day, weekend, daytime, evening); 
" intended depth of the topic (participants need to be 'warmed up' to be able to 
consider the topics; longer sessions may involve the participants more intensely, but 
they will become tircd)ý 
" number of participants attending each session. V 
According to the authors' experience, three hours have proved a suitable length for the 
sessions - combining focus group discussion with a variety of other techniques (e. - 11 C, L- I 
mood boards). Providing varying activities and stimuli helps to maintain the participants' 
interest. Figure 2.4 illustrates how different activities can be incorporated into a three- 
hour research session. 
OR 
Figure 2.4 Examples of"the activities that may be incorporated wi(hin a three-hour session 
The contents of the session need to be tailored to the research aims at each sta"c of 
the research activities, including issues such as the scope of the project, or the profile of 
participants. A sufficient number of breaks of about five to ten minutes need to be 
provided to support participants in refocusing their concentration. Usually, the sessions 
need to be conducted outside of normal office hours (e. g. 9ani to 5pm), unless the 
employer is interested in the research. It is beneficial to conduct sessions in pairs on 
Saturdays (one in the morning and one in the afternoon), thus ensuring people are not too L, CN 
tired and minimising set-up time and preparation efforts. 
In the earlier stages of a project, all-male and all-female groups may be conducted 
on the same day with the same contents. The decision to separate genders depends oil 
whether the issues discussed are gender-sensitive (e. g. ensuring that no participants feel 
the need to hold back). At later stages in the pro ect, mixed gender groups may he held 0JL, V 
as the issues covered tend to be less personal and recruitment becomes easier that way. 
The participants should be chosen carefully through purposive sampling (as 
opposed to random sampling for surveys) - by selecting participants belonging to 
specific user groups (Morgan, 1998bý Erlandson et al., 1993). The participants need to be 
reasonably knowledgeable about the topic, and should be interested in talking about it. 
For new product development, the profile of the target users determines tile 
characteristics of the participants that can be selected. Some products have a wider user 
group, such as kettles, whilst some are more specialised, such as wheelchairs. It is 
important to identify from the outset it' the participants should be customers or 
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consumers, or both. The people who purchase a product (customers) are not necessarily 
the users (consumers). Participant criteria for group composition may include: 
occupation 0 age group 0 income 
level of skill/expertise 0 disability 0 use of particular products 
education gender 0 home ownership 
The composition of the group should not be too wide. The less rigorous the participant 
criteria are defined, the more variable are the outcomes. Ideally, the groups should not 
include too many different types of people, whilst a certain amount of diversity may be 
useful to encourage contrasting opinions and informative discussions. Participants need 
to be comfortable in talking to each other and share a similar background to encourage 
sharing of personal information, and more detailed insights. Different genders or age 
groups may offer different attitudes to products, systems or services, thus providing 
varying opinions. 
Preferably, focus groups should consist of participants who are not too familiar with 
each other - especially when the session will cover sensitive issues. Over-familiarity 
between few members of the group may adversely affect the synergy of the group, and 
may make participants feel alienated (Morgan, 1998b). However, some familiarity 
between participants may help to 'break the ice' and encourage discussion. 
These recruitment issues should be decided upon in close conjunction with the 
objectives of the research. In some situations (e. g. practice-based research feeding 
directly into an application) it may be perfectly acceptable not to conform to the general 
rules, whilst in others it may be vital to not violate them (e. g. large-scale academic study 
to investigate or establish general principles). 
The time and effort required to prepare the research sessions should not be 
underestimated. The total time required depends on a range of factors (e. g. number of 
participants to be recruited, availability of resources). For example, to recruit for two 
focus groups involving six participants per session, it may take about two weeks 
(spending about two hours per day) to locate and confirm all participants' attendance, 
relying upon a reasonable social network. This is usually spread over a number of days. It 
may take more time to recruit participants that should conform to a restricted set of 
criteria, or experts from specific fields. Recruiting participants requires a variety of 
associated activities: 
planning time scales, dates and locations; 
preparing (sending out) screening questionnaires, to ensure all people meet the 
recruitment criteria - if a strict set of criteria has been specified; 
preparing and distributing adverts (see Figure 2.5) and invitations (see Figure 2.6); 
communicating with participants (e. g. telephone, e-mail, letters); 
composing the groups (e. g. considering participants' time preferences, ensuring a 
sufficient number of people in each group, dealing with late cancellations). 
Traditionally, focus groups have involved around eight to ten people, though smaller 
groups (four to six participants) may be more suitable for design research sessions, as 
more time can be assigned to the individual views of participants. Some users may feel 
intimidated by larger groups. The presence of fewer participants will also produce a more 
comfortable and productive atmosphere, as a higher personal involvement may encourage 
people to invest more in the session. However, involving more participants provides a 
wider variety of opinions and ideas. The preparation effort required for small groups is 
very similar to that for larger groups. 
The task of recruiting may either be carried out by the researchers or may be given 
to a recruitment agency. Suitable participants may be found by advertising in local 
papers, through web-based newsletters, or by word of mouth. If available, lists of suitable 
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candidates can be used for contact through e-mail or telephone. It has to be made sure 
that keeping participant information complies with regulations such as the Data 
Protection Act (1998). For example, keeping subject details with individual questionnaire 
feedback must be avoided. Likewise, people's details (e. g. address) may only be kept on 
file beyond. the project scope if the people agreed to this. Recruiting requires the 
preparation of confirmation letters prior to the event (see Figure 2.6), and sending out 
maps that help users find the venue, and a general overview of the type of activities 
planned for the session to inform interested candidates. 
Fancy getting paid to drink coffee, eat cake and chat? 
Deana McDonagh and Anne Bruseberg (De artment of Design and 
Technology) are looking for homeowners 
No 
would like to discuss their 
expFrience of kettles, coffee makers and toasters in a lively and friendly 
environment. 
" Each person will receive: E25 for attending 
" Each session will last 3 hours and involve a discussion with some handling 
of products 
" We will provide refreshments 
If tou are interested, we would be delighted to hear from you via Email 
r (a. ruseberg@lboro. ac. uk) or phone (extension 2658). 
Please include the following details: (a) name, (b) age, (c) gender, and (d) 
occupation. 
All your details will be received in confidence. 
Figure IS Sample call for participants (used for web-based university notice board) 
Dear jo 
Thapk you very much for a&reeing to attend our Focus Group research 
session on Saturday, 21 April, 9 am to 12 noon. 
The sessions will be held in the Bridgeman Centre on the Loughborough 
University campus (where AVS is located, close to the towers). Please find 
attached a map of the campus showing the location in relation to the main 
gate. L or my colleague Deana, will greet you there. If the door is locked, 
please press the doorbell. The most convenient car park is immediately 
outside the AVS office. 
The session will involve 6 participants. Light refreshments will be provided. 
Payment of: E25 will be made in cash. Please bring your National Insurance 
number to fill in the forms on the day. 
We look forward to seeing you. Please do not hesitate to contact me should 
you wish to discuss any details further, or require more detailed directions 
to the meeting point. 
Thank you very much for your co-operation. 
Anne 
Figure 2.6 Sample invitation letter 
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2.6 SPECIFYING THE CONTENTS OF THE SESSIONS 
2.6.1 The Moderator's Guide 
A moderator's guide (see Figure 2.7 for an example) needs to be prepared in advance. 
This determines the contents and structure of the session, including the following: 
Discussion contents: objectives of the session, activities to be included, different topics 
to be covered (e. g. experience of product use, imagining the future and brainstorming, 
questions to be asked, time allowed for each activity). 
Discussion character: moderator control on the direction of the discussion, intended 
flow of the discussion, level of openness. 
Discussion aids: visual aids and external stimuli to be used to encourage discussion. 
At the outset, it is important to decide how pre-defined the structure of the sessions 
should be, as this influences both the formulation of questions and the moderator style to 
be chosen. At one end of the spectrum, the discussion can be controlled and centred on 
the topics provided by the moderator. The participants are kept on track to answer a list 
of predetermined questions within a well-defined time scale. Equally, priority may be 
given to the interests of the participants and the discussion may be left to flow more 
freely (Morgan, 1998a). 
A highly structured approach may be more appropriate for the less experienced 
moderator, as it helps to cover situations in which there is little response from 
participants. However, free-flowing discussions over longer periods (e. g. 15 minutes) 
require very little input from the moderator, as long as they do not stray too far from the 
question. The degree of structure can also depend on the goals of the research. The more 
exploratory the study is, the fewer questions need to be predetermined, and the more 
scope can be given to the issues that emerge as important to the participants and relevant 
to the project. This means that the outcomes will be variable, comparison between groups 
becomes more difficult, and more groups may be required in cases where establishing a 
series of clear-cut messages is the main aim of the study. 
Questions need to be easily understood by all the participants, using familiar terms 
and words. It is important to stress at the outset that the participants should use their own 
familiar terms. The questions need to encourage participants to express their thoughts, by 
preferring 'open' questions to 'closed' questions - thus avoiding questions that only 
leave an option to say either 'yes' or 'no'. The questions should aim to promote group 
discussion. 
The research aims should not be set too broad, too abstract, or too demanding. 
Likewise, it is important to avoid influencing the discussion through evaluative terms or 
over-specific questions. In order to generate discussion it can be useful to prepare 
questions and comments that provoke a response. A well-designed moderator guide 
anticipates the flow of a natural conversation, linking one topic to another (Krueger 
1998b). 
It is important to avoid trying to be over-ambitious in the number or questions, 
exercises and topics to be included. Nothing is worse than having to conduct a session 
under time pressure. However, it is useful to have additional exercises available - either for situations in which the participants do not respond with sufficient depth to a question, 
or if the session progressed faster than expected. These may be left to the end, and used if 
needed. 
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Moderator's guide 
Date: 5 May Moderator Jo Bloggs Client: The Kettle Company total: 3 hirs 
Focus Group Number. 4 0 min 
DescriDtion Alds Durs, start 
don at 
Pro-meeting drinks 10 9.00 
Introduction The objectives of the project the aims/programme for the session. Forms in 10 9: 10 
Practical issues: alert to video recording, confidentiality, sign booklets 
consent fomt. 
Visual evaluation of Please evaluate these products using these pictures only (like Product 30 920 
products (forms) catalogue purchasing). printouts, 
forms In 
booklets 
Warm-up discussion Please consider the most important feature when buying a new 5 9.50 
coffee maker. 
Mat makes you choose one product over another? 
(Ask everyone in turn If responses are slow. ) 
Understanding the Mat are the occasions on which you use a coffee maker? 10 9.55 
contexts of product Please describe them to me. use - Why do you own one/not own one? 
Product handling A Please examine these 3 products and fill in the product handling 3 coffee is 10.05 
and form filling form for each of them. makers, forms 
This is a self-contained exercise to prevent innuencing others. 
in booklets 
Feedback discussion Please share your view on these products. 3 coffee 10 10.20 
makers 
Product handling B Take product to table, ask for volunteer to assemble parts out of the Now Bodurn 10 10.30 
and discussion box; lot people handle product parts. coffee maker 
Read out instructions from booklet. 
Ask for comments on criticism/positives. 
Retrieve views on technology, size, looks, ease of use, cleaning, 
coffee quality, safety, quality/durability. 
Product personality We are going to have some fun now. Forms In 15 10-40 
profiles Please Imagine that these products were persons with their own booklets 
personality, job car, home etc, 
Please use the forms to fill in your responses. 
Break 10 10.55 
Presentation: The I would like to give you some ideas about trends and future Theme sheets 10 11: 05 
kitchen of the future technology. with pictures, 
I. Comfort kitchen - large space, Including other activities, social video 
meeting place, aesthetics Important 
2. Ultra-function kitchen. 
3. High-tech kitchen - intelligent, automated, speeded up. 
Discussion: The Now I would like to share your ideas about the kitchen of the 15 11: 15 
kitchen of the future future - 20 years from now. 
Please talk to each other. Mich of the 3 trends would you prefer? 
Do you see any other trends? 
Discussion: Future Stand back and think about the devices we might have in the future. 20 11: 30 
devices How can we make things differently/better? 
Are there alternatives for carrying out these tasks? 
Why do we use the current devices? Consider their history. 
Would you like devices to be combined Into one? Consider the 
clutter in the kitchen. 
Purchasing priorities Forms in 5 "50 
form booklets 
Ending session 5 1155 
I'... 
Figure 2.7 Example of a moderator's guide: data collection stage 
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The flow of ideas can be greatly improved by incorporating visual aids. The authors 
have gained positive feedback from users by continually providing idea stimulation 
material (e. g. various visuals, visions about future trends) as 'food for thought' 
throughout the sessions. External props and stimuli (i. e. models, sample products, and 
videos) need to be available before the session starts. Care needs to be taken not to 
overload the participants with visual stimuli. 
2.6.2 Discussion Contents for Design Research Applications 
One of the aims of carrying out user research is to enhance the lifestyle of people through 
providing products that respond to real user needs through more effective product 
development. Besides learning from existing products, user research may also aim to 
discover novel ideas, beyond the range of products that are currently available. Users can 
be engaged into creative activities to help uncover unmet user needs and to understand 
ideals - the imagination of how a perfect product could be. 
It may be difficult to uncover unmet user needs. It is important that products are 
viewed in the context of use. Mainstream products such as kettles and toasters are 
products that are usually used in the domestic kitchen. Their use should not be studied in 
isolation. Likewise, it is much more useful to think about a device that fulfils the function 
of heating up water, than trying to improve on a product labelled 'kettle', as this restricts 
the users', as well as the designers, ability to be creative. Questioning current product 
roles can aid innovative problem-solving, rather than simply re-considering what already 
exists. 
Ideals may be difficult to conceptualise and articulate for the users. In general, 
users are not accustomed to considering alternatives beyond what is familiar to them and 
may already exist. Users may be asked to consider the 'future' in order to suspend reality, 
and think more laterally and creatively. Such activities may encourage participants to 
disclose their wishes, aspirations and ideals more freely. Individuals require a 'warm-up' 
to such activities. They should not be expected to take on the role of designers. This 
should be made clear within the introduction of a session. Giving users creative tasks is 
not an attempt to find solutions, but one way to extract needs and wishes, and 
communicate users' suggestions to the design team. 
According to the authors' experience, people enjoy talking about their routines, 
lifestyles, and preferences - as they feel listened to and their views are being heard. The 
assessment of products is also perceived as enjoyable. Initially, participants display 
reservations towards creative tasks, such as brainstorming and drawing, especially if they 
feel that their skills are inadequate. However, the results are often productive and of 
considerable value to the design team. 
2.7 PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR SETTING UP FOCUS GROUP 
SESSIONS 
The preparation of focus group sessions requires a range of activities. Recruiting 
participants and the scheduling of sessions involves maintaining contact with participants 
and clarifying arrangements for the location. If the material needs to be shared between 
several people, or is to be analysed later in more detail, then a video recording is 
valuable. Participant fees and type of refreshments to be served need to be pre- 
determined. When not paying participants in cash, there may be a tax deduction and 
people should be made aware of this. 
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National If you do not have 
Insurance your National 
Name Date Signature number Insurance no. please 
give address 
<name> have received the payment 6 Dec. 
for research participation of 2010 
L25 
have received the payment 6 Dec. 
for research participation of 2010 
E25 
have received the payment 6 Dec. 
for research participation of 2010 
E25 
Figure 2.8 Sample payment form (for cash payments) 
All necessary equipment and material need to be prepared in time. This includes: 
" clarifying arrangements for recording (e. g. video camera) and presentation 
equipment (e. g. video recorder, slide projector); 
" preparing forms required for payment arrangements (e. g. see Figure 2.8); 
" developing questionnaires, such as consent forms (e. g., Figure 2.9), re-screening 
(e. g. Figure 2.10), and product evaluation questionnaires (e. g. Figure 2.11); 
" providing writing supplies (a wire-bound folder for each participant is useful, 
containing all the forms, instructions and writing paper); 
" preparing visual stimuli, such as concept models, prototypes, product samples; 
" providing name cards or badges. 
Subject Consent Form Loughborough 
University 
Depwtment of Design and Technology 
Loughborough University 
11 ........... ....................................................................................................... 
to takAng part in these experinxental sessions to help the evaluation of iffnall domestic appliances and elicit user needs. 
I An explanation of the nature and purpose of the procedure his been given by the experimenter. 
I understand that I may withdraw from the experiment at any time. and that I am under no obligation to give reasons for withdrawal. 
understand that any photographs taken and infamatim about nryself will be treated as confldential by the experimaWs). 
agree to the session being audio taped and video recorded. 
understand dwi what I say maybe used for research or to compile a report 
IDde. ........................ ............. 
sipature of Researcher: 
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Figure 2.9 Sample consent form 
ýs 
Thank you for taking pan In this study. Your views and opinions are very valuable to this project. Loughborough 
VVe would appreciate it it you could fill in the following details about yourself: 
1; 
Univerilty 
I What is your age? 
=2 
gender? (Pleceie tick) male 
El 
fewale 
I--] 
3 What is your present occupation? 
4 What does your job involve? 
ncý) 
.5 
How many paid hours do you work per week? 6 Are you a homeowner? yes[ýTno 
F 
-1 
7 How many people live in your household? 8 How many of them are dependent childjen2 
9 Did you purchase a domestic appliance within the last 6 months? yesnno[n 
10 if yes, what did you buy2 
I1 
11 for whom? 
12 For small domestic appliances (e 9 coffee-maker), what kind of price category do you usually prefer purchasing at7 
Do you prefer (pf- h, k -ty 
2) a simple product at the lowest price 
b) a product with a minimum range of functions at a just below average price 
F 
C) a good quality product with a few extras at an above average price level 
d) an expensive, top of. the -range, high quality product that succeeds against most others 
Figure 2.10 Re-screening form 
Product handling questionnaire 
Pletz. -Plare Me p-d-l-stly- . -n . r, Ld sha- -- 
gjý assest, the producisf., their ease of. m. 
Pj, asgf,. If-. iý pick p-hp-d. ct. 
Um the questionnaires tafillinyour msponsesfor each product. 
Ploam do not spend longer than 5 minuiesperproduct. 
Pi, a-f,. Ifm- to --k -Y que-i- throughout this 1--ise. 
Pleam do not sham), our opinion with otherparticipants 
during the exercise (to avoid: nfluencmg others). 
Ptodum A Toaxtet Produo BT . -I., 
I What do you think of its visual appearance? 
(. ; ýIil shape Ill I-) 
2 What is your perception of the qualitv le-e scl, aity) 
of the product elements? 
3 What is your opinion about the durabilitif of the product? 
4 vvhat is your opinion about its ease of cleaning7 
5 What do you think about the sultatillitif of this product 
for the following tasks 
0) placing slices in toaster 
b) choosing required function 
c) pressing down lever 
i monitoring progress of toasting 
e) cancelling toasting early 0 required 
1) lifting out toasted slices 
Any comm, nrs 
Figure 2.11 Product handling questionnaire 
Any comments' 
Whilst special focus group I'acilities (i. e. locations providing roorns with one-way 
mirrors, reception of' participants, and catering) offer a convenient and professional 
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environment, there may be situations where an over-formal setting may be intimidating to 
participants. Focus groups thrive in an open, friendly, and informal atmosphere. People C 
tend to forget the v ideo camera quickly, once involved in engaging activities, but one- LI LI 
way mirrors might be particularly unfamiliar and appear threatening. The authors 
recommend that observers with a high interest in the results (c. g. a desioner) should be t, I- 
made part of the session, or may view the video later. The choice of room depends oil 
various factors, including: 
ease of access (e. g. security arrangements, travel required, wheelchair access); 
low level of disturbance (e. g. telephones, doorbells); 
ease of setting up equipment; 
comfort for the participants (e. g. sufficient size of' the room, temperature control and 
adequate light sources); 
facilities (e. g. toilets); 
storage location and accessibility to the visual material (product samples). 
Fi(, ure 2.12a illustrates the ideal lavout for a session, using a round table enabling equal 
face-to-face contact. Rectangular tables may be more readily available (see Figure 
2.12b). Ideally, the camera/video recorder should be positioned so that facial expressions 
and other non-verbal communications can be recorded. It is more important to capture the 
participants on videotape rather than the moderator. 
PARTICIPANTS 
TABLE 
m, Microphone) 
VIDEO 
CAMER-A 
POSITION 
2- 
, --Z 
MODERATOR 
(a) 
PARTICIPANTS 
Ll 
FABIT 
M 1croplione) 
Li Lý 
0 
VIDFO MODERATOR 
CAMERA 
POSITION (b) 
Figures 2.12 a, h Layout suggestions 
'rhe location for the refreshments and product samples within the room needs to be 
considered. The layout is often determined by the location of' sockets, light sources, 
surfaces available, display boards etc. Safety is crucial when dealing with electrical 
L 
equipment leads (e. g. to kettles in use, video cameras). Figure 2.13 show's ail example of' 
a room arrangement. In the situation shown, the moderator is introducing product 
concepts for evaluation. The moderator's assistant is making notes, but may also operate 
the video caniera, serve drinks, take photographs, uncover or unpack, product samples. 
Attention to the detail is important when preparing a session. Participants are more 
co-operative if they feel valued and are comfortable. Providing quality food and utensils C, 
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(e. g. tablecloth, ceramic mugs instead of paper ones) can make a considerable difference 
in creating ýi comfortable environment. 
Figure 2.13 Layout example the evaluation ot design concepts hý a Icinalc group 
Key A Moderator B. Concept line drawings U. Video recorder 
D. Moderator's assistant E. Product samples 
Name cards are important as they enable people to address each other during the 
discussion and to feel more familiar with each other. Forenames are usually more 
comfortable and easier to use. This should include the moderator and . 111 other people 
present (e. -. observer, assistant). Stick-on badves are very simple to use. Writing down C, LI L, 
the names also provides a suitable activity during the initial meeting period, whilst 
having a cup of tea and waiting for remaining participants. 
2.8 CONDUCTING FOCUS GROUPS 
When participants begin to arrive, it is important to: 
" receive them at the entrance; 
" register their names; 
" show them the way to the room; 
" point out facilities (e., c,,. toilets)ý 
" invite them to help themselves to refreshments (or serve them); 
give participants a few minutes to make themselves comfortable and to familiarise 
themselves with each other. 
initially, a good introduction should prepare participants for the research session and help L- 
to make them feel welcomed. It is essential to establish basic rules for tile discussion (e. g. 
only one person speaks at a time), to emphasise that all comments are valued, and stress 
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that it is a non-judgmental meeting (Poulson et al., 1996). Figure 2.14 shows an example 
of practical issues to be addressed during an introduction. 
Welcome to <company name/ location>. Thank you for making the time to 
join us this morning /afternoon. My name is <moderator's name>; I am the 
main researcher for today's session. 
The session will last <duration> hours and involve a range of activities, 
including form filling and exploring products. 
With your consent, we would like to videotape and photograph the session. 
This will help us later to analyse the materiaf. Therefore, it is essential that we 
speak one at a time. Otherwise, your valuable comments may be lost. 
All your feedback will be received in the strictest confidence. From now on, 
you will be referred to as a 'sub*ect number', and not under your name, when 
analysing and presenting your 
leedback. 
Your views and comments are immensely important to us and we need to 
hear all your thoughts. 
We have aimed for this session to be enjoyable and informative. It is 
important to us that you feel comfortable. If at any týme, you do not 
understand, or you feel uncomfortable with the session, please let us know as 
a matter of urgency. 
The refreshments are available throughout the session and we will have 
dedicated breaks. The toilet facilities are to be found <here>. 
Figure 2.14 Sample introduction 
When moderating, it is important to find an appropriate balance between leading 
the session with a high level of control, and letting the discussion run on with no 
interruptions. It is crucial to ensure interaction amongst participants. Participants should 
be encouraged to avoid addressing their answers to the moderator. The moderator may 
literally pull away slightly from the table to encourage group interaction. It is not 
advisable for the moderator to take notes during the focus group discussion, unless no 
other recording is made, as this activity tends to stall discussion. 
To formulate a new question it is useful to first introduce the new theme (e. g. 'Next, 
I would like you to consider the breakfast'). Then, the question needs to be stated clearly. 
(e. g. 'Please share with us your breakfast making procedures'). It is beneficial to 
underpin this with one or two additional questions or challenges (e. g. 'Do you have 
breakfast at all? '; 'What types of food and drink do you prepare? '). Whilst people are 
starting to consider their answers, it might be useful just to re-state the question to clarify 
(e. g. 'What do you do for your breakfast? '), and then to invite contributions and 
discussion. 
It is important to convey only non-judgmental messages (e. g. by avoiding saying 
'yes' or 'no) to continually encourage the participants, as well as to display an interest in 
what they are saying. It is vital to create a good atmosphere throughout the session and 
ensure that participants are comfortable. 
Moderating also involves preventing dominant participants from having too much 
influence on the discussion and ensuring all participants are contributing. Extra care may 
be needed, as some participants may be unfamiliar with form filling, speaking publicly, 
or expressing their views. The moderator needs to be aware of, and responsive to, 
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.1 participants' skills and abilities. Table 2.2 shows some of the problems a moderator may 
have to deal with, and how to tackle them. 
The overall structure should be regarded as quite flexible. There is often a need to 
extend an exercise or topic that reveals more interesting facts than expected, or takes 
more efforts that anticipated. On occasions, new questions arise out of the context. Then 
other exercises might need to be skipped or minimised. 
Table 2.2 Moderating strategies to deal with problems (continued overleaf) 
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Problem Measures 
There are no There are several possible causes for lack of response: 
responses to a (a) The participants are not sufficiently 'warmed up' and find the question 
, question, or too difficult. Participants need some time to become accustomed with the 
the discussion environment and the general topic. The discussion should always start off 'dries up' too with some 'easy' questions to which everybody should have something to 
quickly say and to focus people's minds on the topic. The participants may need to 
think about the answers first. Participants greatly benefit from 'food for 
thought' (e. g. video, sample products). Example thoughts from the 
moderator, or a deliberately controversial opinion, are vital tools to have 
prepared in case the response is slow. 
(b) The participants have not understood the question. It is important to state 
clear questions that are not too complex (e. g. abstract thoughts, many 
enclosed sub-questions). It may be necessary to reformulate the question 
if there seems to be a misunderstanding. Highly academic terms or jargon 
may be particularly unsuitable, depending on the participants. 
(c) The participants feel uncomfortable or intimidated by the unusual 
environment, or nobody wants to make a start. It is vital that the 
participants are put at ease through the creation of an informal and 
friendly atmosphere. Humour often makes people comfortable. People 
need to be reassured that the moderator is really listening and all inputs 
are vital. Moreover, it is often useful to include exercises at the beginning, 
requiring input from everybody (e. g. 'How much time do you spend in 
your kitchen per day, doing what? Let's go round the table and start with 
X. '). It may be useful, on occasions, to invite the first contribution from 
somebody in particular, but making sure that this is a different person 
each time. Again, the moderator may start off the discussion with a 
personal example opinion. 
(d) The participants are not knowledgeable about the issue or not interested 
in talking about it. It might be necessary to abandon a question if all 
efforts fail to encourage responses. Then is important to have alternative 
questions available. 
(e) The participants feel tired or bored. It is vital that breaks are not being 
forgotten. A series of variable activities (e. g. questionnaire - video - 
discussion I- getting up to view products - discussion 2) helps to keep 
people interested and occupied, and are less stressful. Moreover, the 
enthusiasm of the moderator influences the behaviour of the participants 
significantly. It is valuable to introduce every task as a 'special' exercise 
that is going to be exciting, enjoyable, and vitally important. 
Table 2.2 (continued) 
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Problem Measures 
Discussion Valuable time may be lost when letting the conversation stray to side issues. It 
flows well but is important that all participants have a clear idea of the direction of the 
js diverting question asked and are able to keep it in mind. It may be useful to provide a 
from the written memo (e. g. an overview of what was asked on a sheet in a booklet, also 
desired topic; providing space for written notes). 
when to move Discussions have their own dynamics. They can flow quite randomly 
on to the next depending on individual's inputs. It may be difficult to determine what is 
topic? relevant, especially when the participants are the only experts. Interesting 
unexpected issues may be revealed when not assuming too early that the 
discussion content is unrelated. Often the conversation moves back on to its 
original path anyway. 
Frequent refocusing activities by the moderator may discourage input or 
cut off the flow. However, if the moderator feels uncomfortable with the 
direction of the conversation for more than 3-4 minutes, an intervention may be 
needed. This is done best in the shape of an actual contribution, rather than a 
request to come back to the original question. 
The moderator has to keep to the overall time scale but should allow some 
flexibility as to how much time to allow for each question. This needs to be 
handled flexibly throughout the session. 
Single To reduce input from dominant personalities, the invitation to speak may 
participants deliberately be given more often to quieter members of the group. Avoiding 
keep taking eye contact helps to discourage too frequent input from dominant participants. 
overthe They may need to be cut short occasionally, without being too aggressive. 
conversation Then they often realise that they misjudged their level of input and give more 
space to others. It is beneficial to observe people's personalities during the 
initial cup of tea (before inviting people to have a seat) to identify dominant 
personalities. They may be invited to sit next to the moderator, thus being in a 
less prominent position and easier to control. 
Some Quiet participants require additional encouragement. This can be done 
participants occasionally by asking them directly for opinions at the beginning or the end of 
neversay discussing a particular topic. This should be done infrequently though, so they 
anything do not feel like being 'picked on'. Rewarding their contributions through 
displaying additional attentiveness may encourage them. Controlling dominant 
personalities sometimes encourages more reserved participants. Once some 
people have said something for the first time, they then feel more confident. 
Hence it is useful to include exercises that require input from all at the 
beginning of the session. This may remain the only time they contribute, 
however, they have to be given their own choice. Being friendly, inviting and 
non-judgmental is the best strategy. 
2.9 DATA ANALYSIS 
Much of the analysis consists of transcribing thoughts, ideas and comments from the 
tapes, entering the questionnaire results (if used) into a database, and arranging the 
comments into suitable groups. Then general themes and categories of user needs may be 
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identified to make the information more manageable. The data analysis can be a complex 
process. 
For the application of new product development, it is beneficial if designers are 
closely involved in the data analysis process. The analysis may either be carried out 
directly by designers, or design researchers may examine the material and present the 
results to designers. Direct study of the video tapes and feedback forms by designers 
allows them to become immersed once more into the user reactions and ideas. People's 
emotional reactions, experiences and ideas may be suited best to prompt ideas in the 
mind of designers. By dealing with the data directly, designers are much more likely to 
make use of 'trigger' words and ideas, to 'spark' creative thinking. Engaging with a 
range of impressions may be the best way of prompting inspirations - rather than dealing 
with a written summarised report. A final report may be required and can function as a 
vehicle to communicate the findings. The actual process of transforming the data into 
information is when actual learning takes place, leading to increased empathy and 
understanding. Designers may collaborate with specialised researchers, thus saving a 
considerable amount of time. Having been involved in the research activities, 
summarised results become more meaningful to designers. 
there is no need to carry out an overly extensive data analysis, such as detailed 
verbatim transcriptions or discourse analysis. Making notes of the essence is sufficient. 
Moreover, extensive comparison of data between groups or participants is not advisable 
unless the groups (a) have been homogeneous (regarding the types of participants as well 
as structure of the discussion) and (b) involved a substantial number of participants. It is 
beneficial to not rely on only one source of data, but to incorporate the results from the 
various techniques employed (i. e. conversations, average-rating scales from 
questionnaires used during the session, written comments) to triangulate the data. 
Summarised transcriptions of conversations can be carried out with varying degrees 
of detail, largely depending on how much time is available. The efforts required may also 
vary depending on the sound quality of the recording, the clarity of expressions, and/or 
the variety of contrasting opinions. Experience has shown that one hour of conversation 
might take three to four hours to 'transcribe' and summarise. Identifying the information 
and making use of it goes beyond simply collecting data - it takes time and effort as well 
as skill. Care should be taken to reduce any bias during the analysis; ensuring equal 
consideration is given to the input from all participants on all aspects covered. 
Figure 2.15 shows samples of how a video may be transcribed. It may be useful to 
determine certain symbols (e. g. abbreviations, new bullet for new thought, semicolon 
dividing speakers within the same line of thoughts), thus minimising efforts. The notes do 
not have to be in sentence format - as long as the meaning remains clear to the 
researcher. Likewise, certain sections may be summarised even more, thus making the 
message even simpler to read. When presenting the results to others, it may be useful to 
prepare further summarised results. Figure 2.16 shows a summary of experiences of 
breakfast making and eating from one group. Figure 2.17 shows a summary of the results 
from evaluating sample coffee-makers through questionnaires after two sessions. 0 Table 2.3 shows a way of categorising the results. The transcripts were analysed by 
establishing groups of thoughts with different ideas belonging to them. To establish an 
idea of importance, occurrences of mentioning a similar or the same thought were 
counted, thus leading to a total for each category. This may not have been influenced by 
the relative importance of the aspect only (e. g. some aspects may not be mentioned as 
they are generally 'understood'; some additional questions lead to a discussion of a topic 
at more depth). They only give a general idea of relative importance, but a very useful 
overview of the discussion contents. 
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! at do you do in your kitchen? "LAAS 
of DIY (easy to clean, no other place), not eating 
" When I eat on my own, I have all my meals there, coffee with friends, relaxin& has been made 
functional to be able to sit in there, have space 
" Kitchen is entrance; same with me, also phone in the kitchen, smoke there, useful for paperwork 
because there is a lot of work surface 
My kitchen is a tip, need to be able to close the door 
Kitchen is not so much just for cooking anymore, now kitchen more open to visitors 
Part of my kitchen is play area for the kids - another room for them to go if other rooms are busy 
Kitchen has become more cluttered, less defined 
Viezvs on the current kitchen 
" Too many gadgets, some not even used regularly, have not got enough plugs - might need to 
combine them? 
" Mixers have improved - are more multifunctional now, has taken a lot of time to improve 
" Old devices often better, new food processor not functional, difficult to clean, never use it did it 
by hand in the end 
" Many modem things are too complicated, experience with ultra-modem 011 / toaster, couldn't 
work out how to do it, microwaves often too complex (defrostý weights) - couldnI work the 
mixer, gave it away 
Applia 
* 
nce ideas and wishes 
" Have an appliance that you can take out of the cupboard and put it on any surface and use it to 
cook on, put it away if youýre not using it - multi-purpose, boil milk/roast on it 
"I think we are snowed under with gadgets 
" There is another gadget: to be able to run in/ out, grab food, set it up in the moming, put it in, 
keep it cool during the day, when comdng back home talk to the oven to start heating it (yes 
often have to wait for defrosting, then cook .. ), in the future we'll probably combine cooling and heating 
" Machine that can leam from experience - teadi it how to cook once certain food that is used 
regularly, to be repeated, just feed it the materials 
" just a toaster that works, toasting to the right level 
Figure 2.1S Sample notes from the video (male group) 
as 
breý ýk45 ý0113rrea 'ttduring the week is rushed 
" Some people prepare breakfast for others (kids) rather than for themselves 
" Many go through a set routine and would like things to be more automated 
" Some would rather like to enjoy a leisurely breakfast and most wish eating would be more of a 
social occasion (trend now: eat separately, food on knees in front of TV, even eat standing up) 
one member does not enjoy eating and talking and sees meals as much more functional, not as a 
suitable occasion for social meeting 
Maybe in the future we will have more time and revert back to social eating, taking time etc. 
Figure 2.16 Sample summaries of issues from the discussion 
Coffee-makers 
Although people liked product E for best appearance the winner was C- probably because it 
received high marks both for aesthetics and ease of use, and provided an additional function 
(second in appearance, balance of all aspects) 
E lost out possibly due to the poor appearance of the controls, the lack of monitoring the 
progress of coffee-making 
Even though D got the highest marks for ease of use, people opted for the looks, quality, 
durability 
Coffee-makers are more of a prestige/ fun product for many - taken out on more special 
occasions, used less frequently 
0 Hence durability, timelessness, good appearance is important 
Figure 2.17 Sample summaries of issues from questionnaires 
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Table 2.3 Extract of the category analysis for overall values regarding kitchen appliances; 
sorted by frequency of mentioning (right column) 
REDUCING TIME 113 
AUTOMATION: to supporVhelp/ease; reduce boring tasks/tedious preparation/repetitive tasks, 
give reminders, cut down procedures (cooling-heating); don't ever hand wash - all to washer, 
_-apots. 
Lhýt a! e n2týqishwasher roof 
32 
Intelligence - dial a meal, food-sensitive, programmable, online cooking help 1T 
Cut out CLEANING TIME sp w g) 13 
No time laglINSTANT action (boiling water/drink at right temperature), speeding up basic 
-functions 
(quicker oven)__ 
12 
ýEF CLEANING (and drylig, olishing, puffing awa 12 
Saving TIME Important 11 
Avoid extra time to do unneeded HANDGRIPS (e. g. need to use switches, decant Into 
Intelligent container, open/close toaster) 
- - 
7 
-EFFiCIENCY Is vital (before/during/after use) - reduce additional handgri s (e. gfridge to 
------ 
cooker), less tiring/boring things to do, quicker progress, things to work first time (do the job, no 
ambiguity, reliability), lack of co-ordination between appliances, easy to clean, cut down 
TIME/EFFORTS - mast Impoqant during working week 
Low maintenance 3 
Barcodes on prepared food to be read by microwave (automatic cooking or reading out 
instruý Lions L, ýwip_ýjn re! ýýy d rqetlý 
2 
People e re-processed food instead of usin q-0 the Wqets the tde own 1 
Cooking books etc. currently popular for quick cooking I 
EASE OF USE 66 
EASE OF CLEANING Is very Important, part of aesthetics pleasure (e. g. surface, knobs, 
grooves, disassembly etc); HYGIENE (knobs dirt traps) 
30 
Convenience/ease of use 
EASE OF USE/SIMPLICITY - cannot cope with too much complex! ýy I 
_jTpSýrtanýtof 
aýceýýsillit - reach all 2- 
CO-ORDINATION of functions (walk-in gadget, powerhouse) 1 
FUNCTIONALITY 43 
DO THE JOBIFUNCT ýONALITY ý(e. q. lack of uality. for microwave) 39 
Aesthetics Important but kitchen Is primarily F- IONAL (e. g. cherished items appreciated 
for their function, people prioritise funqLýli)ýýLsS_of use when consideflng purchase) 
..... . ---------- FUNCTIONALITY and the LOOK of functionality Is important 
2 
1 
Displays big enough 1 
RESISTANCE TO AUTOMATION/DIFFERENT TECHNOLOGIES T47 
Fear of failure of high-tech equipment[LACK OF TRUST (quality of food produced through 
automated devices); RELIABILITY 
15 
Fear of lack of control through automatiRnAntelligence 6 
Loss of skills through automation of tasks; loss of involvement, fun, tradition, makes you lazy 6 
Loss of qu2lity (e. g.. taste) 3 
Pre-processed food not healthy 2 
Habit - don't like to miss what I'm used to nq 
Prefer natural things: less waste, direct access 
I 
1 
SAFETY (e. g. Inductive hobs, hot kettles falling); particularly when children around 22 
SPACE 22 
SPACE Is very Important, people hate CLUTTER - too many gadget$, sockets taken up, less 
defined 
13 
! repare food etc. 
ple want easy/instant ACCESS yet prefer things tidied away; everything compact, all pýt ----- 
away but not too far (swinging units/doors) 
7 
---- 
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It may be beneficial to collect particular phrases and quotations. The availability of 
a video capture card and a CD writer is recommended to be able to store passages of V 
speech on hard disk, particularly for communicating the results to others. When I- 
presenting data from the research sessions it is advisable to 'scramble' tile images of 
participants to protect confidentiality (e. g. by saving the file with poor video quality). 
A spreadsheet such as EXCH, is a useful tool for the data analysis. It may be used 
to arrange quantitative questionnaire results, as vvell as participants' comments. Preparing 
a list with negative and positive adjectives for each product, based on user fecdback to 
existing products, is a useful tool for designing (see Figure 2.18). It records participants' 
preferences, perceptions and language. 
Product A C D E 
Negative Cheap Awkward (to use) Hidi, y t-e in, Big and bulky Bit space age 
Cle: n looking Bulky Cheap, fragile Bulky and clumsy Dark edges 
, Cal u universal Cheaply made Fussy controls Clunky Ward 
Flimsy Light and flimsy Too big/too heavy Fussy Digital switches 
Little logs - different Wng bits at side Too rounded He" Gimmicky 
Not terribly modem Too complicated Old-fashioned Industrial looking Inset toast rack 
Plastic - cheap Too fussy Knob protuberant Knobs protuberant Light and flimsy 
Poor graphics Unusuallocld Old-fashioned Looks cheap 
Prefer strearrilined Ugly Ridges down side Not symmetrical 
Simple Too modern Too complicated Too wide (long) 
Too light Quick to date Too large Too serious 
Too rounded Untraditional Too retro-looking Too big, too heavy 
Prefer colour Too many lines and Too many knobs and Too many clever bits 
co-ordination shapes buttons Too futuristic 
Poor surface quality Too many bits and Ugly controls - not Overdone for toaster 
Large for two-slice pieces balanced (not good enough) 
toaster Prefer simple, clean Things should look Prefer compact shape lines forward not back (shorter, but wide) 
Trying too hard (no real Commercial like Design for sake of finesse) catering model being different 
Pretty lines make ugly Too complex for simple Slick image (just a 
shape better job toaster) 
Not substantial enough Pretentious 
Strange end points 
Over-designed 
Positive Clean Attractive Clean Additional features Two tones 
Clean and smooth Clean-looking Compact All functions Clean lines 
Clean lines Detailing quite good Curved shape Clean looking durable Clean styling 
Compact size Easy to clean Durable For family use Futuristic 
Control at side Fairly contemporary Fashionable Functional Good quality 
Functional Friendly Functional Sturdy Impresswe 
Looks easy to use Good fun Good quality Impressive Modern 
Neat Light Sturdy base Manual controls Neat 
No sharp edges Nicer without grid Modern colourflook Professional Nice balance 
Nothing to offend Not too many dials Shininess Simple 
Plain/average Robust Slightly retro - Unusual 
Practical Simple clean shape streamlining Uncomplicated 
Curves in Smooth and efficient- Functions override Streamlined and neat 
shape/rounded looking shape Nothing sticking out to 
contours Blends with many Simple and curvy get knocked off 
Wavy line softens colour schemes shape Very eyeable 
Smooth surface Hygienic, good surface 
Unf. s. y finish 
Simple style/lines Simple lines 
Sturdy 
Uncomplicated 
Sleek 
Solid, well made 
Figure 2.18 Product adjectives listing for several toasters 
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2.10 CONCLUSION 
Focus groups provide qualitative data. The synergy between participants during 
discussion is a valuable tool to gain new insight. Focus groups are flexible, enabling the 
incorporation of a wide range of discussion topics, as well as additional techniques. They 
require a considerable amount of time and effort. It is important to involve the people 
who are going to use the results (e. g. designers) closely into planning, conducting and 
analysing the sessions. 
Planning the research involves issues such as clarifying objectives and variables, 
determining time scales, and identifying potential costs. This has to be carried out in 
close conjunction with determining recruitment requirements and establishing the 
contents of the sessions. A moderators' guide is a vital tool to prepare the order of 
different tasks and questions, enabling a natural flow of the discussion. Questions should 
encourage discussion between participants. It is useful to understand people's ideals 
through exercises, enabling participants to suspend reality. 
Preparing the sessions requires a variety of activities, including recruiting, making 
materials and equipment available, providing refreshments, and physically setting up the 
room. Conducting focus groups benefits significantly from a friendly atmosphere in 
which the participants feel valued. During data analysis, summaries of various levels of 
detail help to narrow down the richness of the data into a series of categories and overall 
conclusions. 
The flexibility of the approach means that contents can be adjusted as required. For 
example, users can be involved at all stages of the concept designing process. For design- 
research, focus groups contribute towards evidence-based design decision-making. A 
large-scale study will provide in-depth information, but a 'down-sized' version may still 
be valuable to designers due to the qualitative character of the data. 
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CHAPTER12 
Focus Group Tools 
Joe Langford and Deana McDonagh 
INTRODUCTION 
As the contents of this book show, when ergonomists and designers use focus groups (or 
related techniques such as user group workshops or discussion groups), they adapt the 
basic focus group method to suit their specific requirements. Frequently, this involves 
introducing additional activities to the more normal discussion-based approach. 
This part of the book summarises the main types of additional tools and activities 
that designers and ergonomists can employ to extend the effectiveness of focus groups. It 
is intinded as a reference section, allowing the reader to identify methods that could be 
helpful to them and to provide sufficient information to get them started. These are useful 
both for those new to focus group methods and for those who are more experienced, but 
may be seeking inspiration for new ways of doing things. 
The techniques and methods described within this section have been drawn from 
the contributing authors and from wider afield. The methods included are those 
considered most suitable for use within a focus group context and within the fields of 
human factors/ergonomics and design in particular. There are many more related tools 
and techniques described elsewhere, but these are not included because they are more 
suited to business and marketing applications. For more information on such methods, 
see Higgins (1994), Clegg and Birch (1999) and Greenbaum (1998). 
Much effort has gone into finding examples of the tools and techniques used by 
ergonomists and designers to enhance focus groups. Those reported in human 
factors/ergonomics and design-related publications are often quite similar, even though 
they may be named differently and used for different purposes. Where there are obvious 
similarities and overlaps between methods, they have been grouped together in this book 
for the sake of simplicity. 
USING THE METHODS IN THIS BOOK 
There are many possible variations to the basic ideas described in the book. Indeed, 
whilst reviewing the literature to compile this summary, many examples of 'mixing and 
matching' of ideas were found. It is not intended that the descriptions given here should 
be strictly adhered to in a prescriptive manner. They are presented as basic techniques 
that can be adopted and adapted to suit specific purposes. 
Note also that it is often helpful to use several different tools together. In Chapter 2, 
Anne Bruseberg and Deana McDonagh provide an example of a focus group plan that 
incorporates a range of different activities including visual evaluation of products, 
product handling and product personality profiles as well as conventional discussion 
sessions. In participatory design (see Chapter 11), the whole process can involve many 
different activities spread over several sessions, as in Design Decision Groups. It is 
common to find a whole range of activities linked together to enable the group to get to 
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grips with the problem, generate solutions and then evaluate them, perhaps using mock- 
ups and simulations. 
A word of warning: some of the techniques described here require participants to 
take part in activities that they might consider quite unusual. It is important that this is 
taken into account when planning discussion sessions. If participants are unfamiliar with 
a particular technique, this can result in them feeling uncomfortable or, worse still, lead 
them to resist or withdraw from the activity. It is extremely important that each 
participant feels comfortable and secure at all times. 
HOW TO USE THIS CHAPTER 
In this chapter, each technique is described briefly, along with the main advantages and 
disadvantages. In many cases examples are also provided. The descriptions of the 
methods are grouped by type. 
Immersion and warm-up tools. Activities that are used to create an appropriate 
environment for effective discussion and idea generation to follow. These techniques are 
designed to prepare users in advance of the session, to get them in the mood for 
discussion, or simply to 'break the ice'. 
Problem analysis tools. More formal, systematic tools that can be used to deconstruct a 
problem. These are useful as part of a session aiming to understand a particular problem 
before going on to find solutions, for example, in the context of a participatory design 
project. They might also be used by designers to help define a problem brief. 
Idea generation and development tools. Techniques to enable the creation of new ideas 
and/or development of these. These often involve some form of hands-on activity. They 
may also involve, or be followed up by, some form of concept evaluation technique. 
Concept evaluation tools. Activities that enable existing or proposed solutions to be 
assessed by participants. Some of these are relatively informal and unstructured, whereas 
others are more systematic, some of them involving numerical analysis. Concept 
evaluation is often the primary purpose of a focus group session, but is sometimes used 
as a starting point for the generation of new ideas. 
Many of the techniques included here are multi-purpose. For example, brainstorming is 
an extremely versatile technique that could legitimately be placed in each of the above 
categories. In cases such as these, the primary or most appropriate use of the technique 
has been used to define its type. 
The individual tools are listed in the following two index tables. In Table 12.1, they 
are listed by type, in the order in which they appear. In Table 12.2, they are listed 
alphabetically. Each method has a reference number to help locate it in the text. 
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Tools primarily for immersion and warm-up 
Workbook 12.1.1 
Diary/joumal 12.1.2 
Photographic record 12.1.3 
Video record 12.1.4 
'Day-in-the-life' exercise 12.1.5 
Bring an object 12.1.6 
Collage/mood board 12.1.7 
Cognitive map 12.1.8 
Round-robin questionnaire 12.1.9 
Thought bubbles 12.1.10 
Word map 12.1.11 
Tools primarily for problem analysis 
Cause and effect analysis 12.2.1 
Why-why diagram 12.2.2 
Force field analysis 12.2.3 
Tools primarily for idea generation and development 
Brainstorming 12.3.1 
Nominal group technique 12.3.2 
How-how diagram 12.3.3 
Drawing 12.3.4 
On-line illustrator 12.3.5 
Storytelling 12.3.6 
Two-dimensional (layout) modelling 12.3.7 
Three-dimensional (form) modelling and mock-ups 12.3.8 
Design decision groups 12.3.9 
Tools primarily for concept evaluation 
Scenario-based discussion 12.4.1 
Visual evaluation of product/system 12.4.2 
Product handling 12.4.3 
Product/system user-testing 12.4.4 
Simulation and role playing 12.4.5 
Product personality profiling 12.4.6 
Association 12.4.7 
Conceptual mapping 12.4.8 
" Attitudinal scaling 12.4.9 
" Questionnaire 12.4.10 
" Decision-making analysis 12.4.11 
" Balance sheets or +/- charts 12.4.12 
" SWOT analysis 12.4.13 
" Ust reduction 12.4.14 
f f 0 1 
Voting and ranking 12.4.15 
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Table 12.2 Tools and techniques listed alphabetically 
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0 Association 12.4.7 
0 Attitudinal scaling 12.4.9 
a Balance sheets or +/- charts 12.4.12 
0 Brainstorming 12.3.1 
Bring an object 12.1.6 
Cause and effect analysis 12.2.1 
Cognitive map 12.1.8 
0 Collage/mood board 12.1.7 
Conceptual mapping 12.4.8 
'Day-in-the-life' exercise 12.1.5 
0 Decision-making analysi's 12.4.11 
9 Design decision groups 12.3.9 
Diary/joumal 12.1.2 
Drawing 12.3.4 
Force field analysis 12.2.3 
How-how diagram 12.3.3 
0 Ust reduction 12.4.14 
Nominal group technique 123.2 
On-line illustrator 12.3.5 
Photographic record 12.1.3 
Product handling 12.4.3 
0 Product personality profiling 12.4.6 
0 Product/system user-testing 12.4.4 
0 Questionnaire 12.4.10 
Round-robin questionnaire 12.1.9 
Scenario-based discussion 12.4.1 
" Simulation and role playing 12.4.5 
6 Storytelling 12.3.6 
" SWOT analysis 12.4.13 
Thought bubbles 12.1.10 
Three-dimensional (form) modelling and mock-ups 123.8 
Two-dimensional (layout) modelling 12.3.7 
Video record 12.1.4 
Visual evaluation of product/system 12.4.2 
Voting and ranking 12.4.15 
Why-why diagram 12.2.2 
Word map 12.1.11 
Workbook 12.1.1 
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12.1 TOOLS FOR IMMERSION AND WARM-UP 
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The main objective of these tools is to prepare the ground for the discussion session and, 
in particular, to help ensure that the participants are ready and able to contribute fully. 
This can be achieved in the following ways: 
By preparing participants prior to the session, for example, by giving them some pre- 
session work to do so that they have a heightened awareness of the areas to be discussed, 
and bring with them relevant experiences from daily living. 
By breaking the ice, or providing warm-up activities at the start of a session so that the 
participants become used to the idea of taking part right from the outset. 
By getting the participants fully tuned in to the subject in question and actively 
thinking about the issues at the start of the session, prior to more detailed discussion or 
other activities. 
There are no hard and fast rules for which of these tools should be used in a given 
application. The choice is highly dependent on the topic of interest and/or the participant 
types. ' Pre-meeting or 'homework' activities are good for making the best use of time in a 
discussion session, but if there is a high risk of participants not completing them, it might 
be better to plan a warm-up exercise for the start of a session instead. 
12.1.1 Workbook 
This is an example of a pre-meeting immersion tool, as described by Liz Sanders and 
Colin William (Chapter 10). The workbook is sent to the participants for completion 
prior to the discussion session. The act of completing the workbook helps the participants 
to take note of their experiences and thoughts about the topic of interest. It gives them 
time to tune in before the session. 
The format and content of the workbook are dependent on the purpose of the 
session. Typically though, the book will contain different types of questions such as 
demographic details, opinions and information about things people own and use. This 
enables the researchers to find out more about participants, but without using up valuable 
time in the session. 
The workbook can also include hands-on exercises, for example, keeping a diary or 
journal (see Section 12.1.2), or making a photographic record (see Section 12.1.3). These 
enable the participants to think about the issues to be discussed and about their own 
experiences in advance of the session. If exercises are included, it is important to provide 
sufficient workspace and clear instructions. Also, the exercises need to be as interesting 
as possible to increase the chance of people completing them. 
The completed book can be brought to the session, or mailed back in advance. If 
sent back in advance, the researchers have more time to use the information to help plan 
the session, for example, develop more relevant follow up questions. The workbooks can 
be used within the session as the basis of an activity to stimulate discussion, for example, 
asking participants to present the answers they have given to some of the exercises. 
Alternatively, individual participants can use their books as a memory aid during the 
session. 
Main advantages: 
participants have the opportunity to tune in to the topic in advance of the session; 
workbooks can be used to stimulate discussion or act as a memory aid; 
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makes effective use of time in the discussion session. Information not suited for 
discussion can be captured outside of the discussion time; , 
a considerable amount of data can be captured for subsequent analysis if required. 
Main disadvantages: 
time required by researchers to prepare and distribute the workbooks; 
relies on participants completing the workbooks. If they are not completed, the 
effectiveness of the session may be reduced. 
12.1.2 Diary/journal 
Diaries and journals can be valuable pre-meeting immersion activities. They may be 
included as part of a workbook exercise (see Section 12.1.1) ýnd possibly be linked with 
making a photographic record too (see Section 12.1.3). Keeping a record of their actual 
activities in a given day, whilst carrying out certain tasks or using a product or system 
helps. people to become immersed in the experience. It can also attune them to details of 
those activities that they normally take for granted. 
In Chapter 8, Peter Coughlan and Aaron Sklar describe a project on mini-van 
interiors where they asked participants to keep a driving log for three days prior to the 
session. This included notes of trips they went on, who rode with them, the destination, 
how well the vehicle served their needs and their emotional state during each trip. The 
participants brought the journals to the discussion session where the notes and records 
served as prompts to their earlier experiences. 
If sent back in advance, the information in participants' diaries/journals can be used 
to help plan the session and prepare questions. They can also be used in activities within 
the session, for example, asking participants to describe their actual experiences and 
emotions on a given day. The diaries/journals can also be used as a memory aid for 
participants during the session. 
Main advantages: 
participants have the opportunity to tune in to the topic in advance of the session and 
are prepared for the discussion, 
diary/journal notes can be used to stimulate discussion or act as a memory aid; 
a great deal of information can be captured for subsequent analysis if required. 
Main disadvantages: 
relies on participants completing the diaries or journals. If they are not completed, 
the effectiveness of the session may be reduced; 
some participants might not find writing easy or be comfortable writing; 
some participants may leave completion of the diary/journal until just before the 
session, thus limiting effectiveness and accuracy. 
12.1.3 Photographic Record 
The use of photographs adds a level of richness to purely text-based methods for 
recording information. A picture of a workspace can give deeper insights into the ways 
that people organise themselves, the ways they work and the things they use. Workbooks 
(see Section 12.1.1) and diaries/journals (see Section 12.1.2) can be greatly enhanced by 
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giving people cameras to document their experiences. The,, resulting pictures can be 
mounted in the workbook or diary along with their notes. 
If people are given cameras in advance of the session, they can take pictures to 
record snapshots of their experiences, objects and surroundings related to the topic of 
ipterest. The pictures help people to remember things once away from the actual setting. 
Or they can be used to prompt discussion during the session. Images brought in by one 
participant can help others to understand and respond to their points of view. If sent back 
to the researcher in advance, the pictures provided by the participants can also be used to 
help in the planning of a discussion session, for example, formulating questions. 
There are some practical issues concerned with the use of cameras. Each participant 
will probably need to be provided with a camera. Disposable cameras are a relatively 
inexpensive option, and they are small and neat to carry. Time is required for film 
processing however. Polaroid cameras and film are much more expensive, but they allow 
people to take and evaluate pictures on the spot. They can also annotate them 
immediately if required. 
Main advantages: 
"P articipants have the opportunity to tune in to the topic in advance of the session; 
" relatively quick and easy thing for people to do; 
" pictures can be used to stimulate discussion or act as a memory aid. 
Main disadvantages: 
relies on participants taking the pictures. If participants fail to do this, it may limit 
the effectiveness of the session; 
cameras have to be provided to some or all of the participants. This adds to the 
expense and organisational costs; 
time is required for film processing if disposable cameras are used. 
12.1.4 Video Record 
This technique uses a video recording as a discussion stimulus, for example, to explore 
work processes. The video recording is shown to the whole group whilst the person using 
the system describes what is going on, including any comments on problems and good 
features. The exercise focuses participants on the issues in question, and provides a useful 
stimulus to subsequent discussion. It can also serve as the basis for more detailed analysis 
of the problems and subsequent identification of potential solutions. 
This method has been used to analyse workplace problems (Kourinka, 1997, refers 
to the technique as autoconfrontation) and clearly has potential for use with a wide range 
of topic areas. These include product usability and human computer interfaces. Video 
recordings of user trials, for example, can be used to stimulate discussion during a group 
feedback session. 
The main drawback with the method is the time required to make and edit/compile 
the video recordings. This would generally need to be done by the researcher to ensure 
quality and consistency. Some topic areas may be hard to capture on video, for example, 
experiences whilst travelling. 
Main advantages: 
" provides strong focus and stimulus for discussion and probing; 
" brings real-world context into the session. 
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Main disadvantages: 
time and effort required by researchers to make video recordings; t, 
may be inappropriate or impractical for some topic areas. 
12.1.5 1 Day-in-the- Life' Exercise 
In such exercises, people outline their t)pical day, either for specific aspects (for 
example, use of computers, travelling, %vork tasks) or more generally. Ili cases where pre- L 
meetino immersion tools such as diaries or journals (see Section 12.1.2) are impractical, a 
'day-in-the-life' exercise is a ()ood way of Stimulating participants at the start of a 
session. Ede ( 1999) used the technique to learn more about the real activitics of' systems 
administrators in focus groups set up to study Nvork practice. 
It is helpful if people are given the opportunity to think quietly by themselves and 
make notes prior to presenting their typical day to the other participants. It is sometimes 
possible to ask people to produce simple time-line diagrams as shown in Fioure 12.1. Ili 
her study, Ede co-opted other group members to write down oil note cards each different 
activity as it was mentioned. These were then sorted and discussed later oil in the session. 
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Figure 12.1 Time-line diagram for a mail deliverv (courtesv of Royal Mail) 
By carrying out the exercise, individuals are required to t'ocus oil the area of' 
interest, remind i ng thern of some of' their real Nvorld experiences, which call then lielp 
stimulate the discussion. The tirne-line of events also provides a framework I*or people to 
explain their experiences and the ernotions attached to them. 'Day-in-the-lif'c' exercises 
act as valuable warm-up exercises to help people to become at ease with the discussion 
session environment and to get them involved. r, 
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Main advantages: 
0 no pre-work required from participants or researchers; 
quick and easy exercise for people to do; 
valuable warm-up exercise to help make people at ease and to get them involved; 
provides a stimulus for discussion and probing. 
Main disadvantages: 
the descriptions may not be accurate; 
participants may wish to keep some details private; 
participants may disregard and omit details that they think are unimportant, but 
which may be critical. 
12.1.6 Bring an Object 
By bringing an object along with them to a focus group session, participants are 
encodraged to reveal some of their preferences, discuss their personal possessions or 
represent their everyday behaviours. Peter Coughlan and Aaron Sklar provide examples 
in Chapter 8. 
In the first, a session facilitated for a toy manufacturer, children and parents were 
asked to bring their favourite toys. The discussion began with everyone explaining why 
they brought that particular toy. As the participants showed the toys to the group, the 
researchers were able to learn more about the roles of toys in their lives and what they 
valued about them. In the second example, a project about handheld devices, participants 
were asked to bring in an object they thought was pleasant to hold. This allowed the 
researchers to learn what values would apply when the participants assessed the handheld 
prototypes they would be shown later in the session. 
As with photographic records (see Section 12.1.3), using objects as a focus for 
discussion provides an excellent mechanism for allowing researchers to learn more about 
the participants' behaviours, emotions and opinions. Such exercises also help people to 
become at ease with the discussion session environment and to get them involved. 
Main advantages: 
" minimal pre-work required from participants; 
" good warm-up exercise to help make people at ease and to get them involved; 
" provides a focus for gaining deeper insights into individuals' emotions and opinions. 
Main disadvantages: 
relies on participants bringing objects. The effectiveness of the session may be 
limited if this is not done; 
some individuals might feel exposed or feel that they will reveal too much of 
themselves by bringing an object from home. 
12.1.7 Collages and Mood Boards 
Although there may be subtle differences between collages and mood boards, their use in 
the context of group discussions is similar. For the purposes of this section, therefore, 
they are treated as the same thing. 
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The main function of collages and mood boards is to enable people to articulate 
their experiences and feelings through pictures and words. They transcend linguistic C, "I Z' limitations, overcoming the relatively narrow scope of words. For some individuals, it is C, 
easier to communicate their thoughts using pictures, and the), may be more willing or 
able to put to-ether a collage than write things down. Such techniques work well with 
children for these reasons. Other benefits of collages and mood boards include: 
the act of putting to-ether a collage or mood board helps activate feelings and 
mernorim 
people can use them to explore and express their dreams and aspirations; 
the completed collages and mood boards provide valuable stimuli for discussion 
amongst the participants, and probing by the moderator (see also association, Section 
12.4.7); 
when the session is over, tile Outputs call be used to help present findinos to clients 
or to provide designers with sources of inspiration. C, 
Figure 12.2 Children assenibling collages on pla), (frorn McDonagh ef al., 2002) 
McDonagh et al. (2002) used mood boards in their study to explore the essence of' 
plav with regard to the design of plavoround equipment. In participative workshops, 1ý . 41 
children were given a diverse set of images. They were asked to select those that 
represented play and assemble thern on a sheet of' paper (see Figure 12.2). They were also 1ý 
asked to provide a brief' explanation of their creations, and the reasons for choosing each 
image. The results showed a high degree of' symbolism, and particular 'triggers 
F 
I'roni C, CD LI 
their personal experiences and memories were expressed. For example, play %vas 
expressed by many of the children as a social activity. 
The basic requircments t'or a collage or mood board exercise are simple - Lill that is 
needed is a set of' pictures and words (typically between -50 and 100), and it space on 
which to stick them down. In some cases, it can be helpt'ul to provide samples of' 
materials and textures too. A simple way of' providing materials lor the participants is to 
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print the images and words on sheets and provide scissors and glue for the participants to 
cut out and stick down for themselves. It is much easier and quicker for participants 
though if they can be given pre-prepared sticker sheets. In Chapter 10, Liz Sanders and 
Colin William describe how to create a collage kit. 
Main advantages: 
" transcends limitations of words by using images as primary method for articulating 
thoughts. Suitable for use with children; 
" activates participants' feelings and memories during production and enables them to 
express dreams and aspirations; 
" provides a stimulus for discussion and probing; 
" outputs can be used to help present findings and to provide inspiration for designers. 
Main disadvantages: 
0 requires thorough preparation; i.. 
requires reasonable amount of time in the session to create the collages (typically a 
minimum of 15 minutes); 
unfamiliar exercise that may be uncomfortable for some participants. Clear briefing 
and some assistance from the moderator may also be required. 
12.1.8 Cognitive Maps 
Cognitive mapping provides insights into the underlying cognitive structures that people 
have. It enables better understanding of how individuals think about complex 
phenomena. When they create a cognitive map, participants plot out their understanding 
of systems and how things fit together or relate to each other. Symbols, shapes and 
sometimes words are used to show connections, clusters or hierarchies of concepts. There 
are no conventions or rules - individuals use the representations that work best for them. 
As with collages or mood boards (see Section 12.1.7), the method is predominantly 
visual in nature, and encourages participants to express thoughts and ideas without being 
limited by language. When they have made their maps, the participants are asked to 
explain them. This provides opportunities for others to join the discussion and the 
moderator to probe further. The technique can be used to help individuals describe 
current scenarios. For example: 
" how a process or system works (or how the participant thinks it works); 
" how a person understands an event; 
" how a person makes decisions about an issue. 
It can, however, also be used as a creative tool, allowing participants to explore and 
express ideas for how they would like things to work in the future. Completed maps 
provide helpful stimuli for group discussion and the exploration of concepts. They also 
provide useful aids for presenting outputs to stakeholders such as clients, or inspiration 
for designers. 
Creation of a cognitive map requires coloured pens, a set of symbols and words, 
and somewhere to stick them down (see Figure 12.3). As with collages or mood boards, 
the symbols and words can be pre-printed on sheets for the participants to cut out and 
stick down for themselves, or provided on sticker sheets. Many pre-prepared symbols and 
shapes are readily available from art and craft stores. In Chapter 10, Liz Sanders and 
Colin William describe how to create a cognitive mapping kit. 
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Figure 12.3 Cognitive map completed by a school teacher expressing thoughts and ideas about hei ideal 
teaching experience for the upcoming school year (courtesy of SonicRini) 
Main advantages: c 
transcends limitations of words by using shapes and spatial layouts to help articulaw 
thouohts, and aid understanding of underlying cognitive structuresý C, C, C, 
provides a stimulus for discussion and probing; 
provides a vehicle for generating design ideas; 
outputs can be used to help present findings and to provide inspiration for designers 
when creating new concepts. 
Main disadvanta-es: c 
requires thorough preparation; C, 
requires time in the session to create the maps (typically a inininiurn of 1-5 rninutcs); 
unfamiliar exercise that ina be uncomfortable for some participants. Clear briefing y 
and some assistance from the moderator may also be required. 
12.1.9 Round-robin Questionnaire 
The round-robin questionnaire is a rclatively simple technique For Lgetting participants ilivolved in the session and focused on key issues right from the start. In some 
circumstances, it also enables problern areas to be analysed, and potential solutions to be 
identified. 
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The technique involves a series of blank sheets of paper with an open-ended 
statement on the top. The statements used must be tailored to the topic of the discussion. 
Some examples are shown below: 
The hardest part of my job is... 
The design change that would most improve my workstation is 
The best piece of equipment I use in my job is ... because... 
The worst piece of equipment I use in my job is... because... 
The thing I like best about working in my company is ... 
The thing I like least about working in my company is ... 
ideally there should be as many sheets/statements as there are participants, but a small 
mismatch is acceptable. One sheet is issued to each participant, and all spend a minute or 
two completing the statement in the way they think most appropriate. When everyone is 
ready, the sheets are passed on to the person sitting to one side, so that everyone has a 
new statement to complete, following on from the answers given previously. This is 
repeated until all participants have completed all the statements (see Figure 12.4), 
typically ten to fifteen minutes. 
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Figure 12.4 A completed round-robin questionnaire from a focus group held to assess a data entry task 
Whilst completing the sheets, individuals can draw inspiration from the answers 
that others have given previously if they wish. Sometimes a person will find that 
someone else has already given the answer they would have chosen, in which case they 
should give their second (or third) choice answers to avoid repetition. In this way, when 
the exercise is complete, a wide range of issues will have been identified. 
The completed sheets have two main uses. Firstly, they provide a written record for 
later analysis if required. Secondly, and more importantly, they can be used as the basis 
for a discussion session, enabling participants to elaborate on the answers given. For this 
reason, it is sometimes useful to use flip-chart size paper for the sheets, with answers 
written using bold markers so that everyone can easily view the sheets when they are 
attached to a wall or easel. 
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no pre-work required from participants; 
0 minimal preparation for researchers; 
& valuable warm-up exercise to help participants relax and to get them involved; 
0 provides stimulus for discussion and probing; 
0 provides written record for subsequent analysis if required. 
Main disadvantages: 
consumes time during the session; 
some participants may feel they are being 'pressured' to contribute; 
some participants may find the exercise difficult to complete. 
12.1.10 Thought Bubbles 
This is a quick and simple way of engaging the participants in the topic of interest at the 
start 6f a session. The technique works by getting individuals to place themselves in the 
shoes of a person in a given situation related to the topic of interest. A simple drawing or 
image of the scenario is given to, or shown to, the participants and they are asked to write 
down what might be going through the mind of the person involved (see Figure 12.5). 
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Figure 12.5 Thought bubble exercise from a focus group on alarm panel design (courtesy of Royal Mail) 
In this example, the focus group workshop was held to understand the sorts of 
problems individuals have when setting, unsetting and programming intruder alarms. 
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Scenarios shown in the thought bubble diagrams in this case included related scenarios 
(using a video recorder and a bank cash point or ATM) as well as the actual scenario in 
question. 
The exercise is relatively quick to set up and can be run at the start of a session to 
help participants to focus on the topic of interest. The outputs can be used to'stimulate 
discussion and can also provide a source of material for subsequent analysis or when 
reporting results. 
Main advantages: 
0 no pre-work required from participants; 
relatively uncomplicated exercise to do; 
useful warm-up exercise to help participants relax and to get them involved; 
provides stimulus for discussion and probing. 
Main disadvantaces: 0 
" consumes time during the session; 
" participants may be unfamiliar with the approach; 
" the variety of responses can be limited. 
12.1.11 Word Map 
Used by O'Brien (1981) and Wilson (1991), a word map is a tool that helps participants 
focus on the topic of interest at the start of a session, and to understand the main linkages 
between them. It is similar to mind mapping (Buzan and Buzan, 1993) but adapted for 
use in group sessions. 
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Figure 12.6 Part of a simple word map (from Wilson, 1991) 
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With O'Brien's technique, each person in turn is asked by the moderator to 
volunteer a single word relating to the topic in question. These can be written directly 
onto a flip-chart, or written on cards, or post-it notes and attached to a wall or display 
board. In a second round, the participants are asked to provide secondary words, linked in 
some way to a word that has already been put up. These are also attached to the wall, 
alongside the primary word, or linked with a line. The process continues until the supply 
of relevant words is exhausted. The end result is a word map showing key areas of the 
topic and their relationships (Figure 12.6). 
As a variation, participants can volunteer the words at random, with no attempt to 
record any linkages. This is similar in many ways to a brainstorming session (see Section 
2.3.1). 
The exercise is relatively quick to set up and run. If done at the start of a session, 
the outputs can be used to stimulate discussion or, in a more formal way, to create an 
agenda. They can also be used as a source of information for subsequent analysis if 
required. 
Main advantages: 
" no pre-work required from participants; 
" creates a common understanding of issues and their relationships; 
" useful warm-up exercise to help participants relax and to get them involved. 
Main disadvantages: 
" consumes time during the session; 
" some participants may feel 'pressured' to contribute; 
" requires a skilled moderator to help organise and manage the inputs. 
12.2 PROBLEM ANALYSIS 
The techniques described here are relatively uncomplicated analytical tools that can be 
used in the context of a group discussion. They can be used to help understand a problem 
and deconstruct it so that the key elements and the linkages between them can be better 
understood. Several of the techniques described here are not specific to ergonomics or 
design, and have been adapted from other, more general tools used in management. 
Such techniques are unlikely to be employed in discussion sessions aimed at 
learning about what participants think and feel about consumer products or services. 
They are, however, well suited to participatory design problems where users, operators or 
other stakeholders are solving problems concerning workplaces, systems or equipment 
for their own use. 
12.2.1 Cause and Effect Analysis 
This is a systematic way of looking at cause and effect, either for understanding the 
causes of a problem, or for identifying what needs to be carried out to achieve a desired 
effect. The analysis is carried out using cause and effect diagrams, which are sometimes 
called Ifishbones' or 'Ishikawa diagrams' after their inventor (see Higgins, 1994). The 
basic procedure for carrying out cause and effect analysis is as follows. 
Carry out a brainstorming session (see Section 12.3.1) to identify the causes that might 
lead to the effect under analysis. 
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Group the results of the brainstorming session under common main headings or themes. 
With the lamp example (Figure 12.7), 'power failure', 'no house current' and 'wall 
switch turned off' are all causes linked to 'power'. Organise causes under further sub- 
groupings where required, for example, 'power failure' may be caused by a storm or 
power plant failure. 
Create the fishbone diagram as shown in Figure 12.7 using the side 'bones' for main 
headings and marking the main causes and sub-causes alongside these. 
Review the diagram adding further causes or re-organising them as required, 
Prioritise causes identifying the most important for further investigation or action as 
required. 
I Power supply 
lines down 
- No supply 
Cutoff by 
supplier 
Socket not 
switched on 
Bulb 
Missing 
bulb 
Broken Wire broken 
switch 
Circuit breaker 
tripped 
Loose 
bulb 
No power in 
building 
I Lamp will 
n sw ot 
on 
itch 
Wire loose in Not plugged 
switch in 
Corroded Wire loose in 
contacts --/ plug 
Fuse blown 
in plug 
Switch Cord 
Figure 12.7 Example fishbone diagram to analyse why a lamp does not work 
No analysis should take place in the early stages (the brainstorming phase). During this 
phase, participants should be encouraged to mention as many ideas as possible. It is only 
after the initial idea generation that analysis should take place, i. e. testing the 
understanding of the ideas, grouping, combination and prioritisation. There is no cut-off 
point for new ideas to be added; it is likely that the construction of the diagram will 
trigger new thoughts in itself. 
It is important that all participants can see the diagram when it is constructed, so 
large charts and large writing are likely to be required. It may be helpful to transfer the 
Broken bulb 
Damaged 
holder 
Bulb holder 
failure 
Wire loose in 
holder 
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causes onto cards or post-it notes that can be placed onto a wall display. For complex 
problems, diagrams can become unwieldy to work with. In these cases, one or more of 
the side bones can be removed and dealt with separately as fishbones in their own right. 
The technique is not limited to the analysis of existing problems. For the design of a 
pew system, for example, it can be used to help understand the key things that need to be 
in place to ensure a satisfactory outcome. In other words, the effect is the desired end- 
state and the causes are the actions or functions needed to achieve this. The potential 
application areas are wide ranging, including work systems design, organisation design, 
marketing strategies, project planning and identification of system requirements. 
Main advantages: 
" uncomplicated but powerful analytical technique to identify key issues affecting a 
problem and to understand the linkages between these; 
" harnesses the collective knowledge and skills of the participants; 
" not limited to the analysis of existing problems - can be used to identify ways of 
achieving the desired end-state in wide range of application areas. 
Main disadvantages: 
0 requires a skilled moderator to help organise the inputs; 
40 participants may be unfamiliar with the method; 
0 can be time-consuming. 
12.2.2 Why-why Diagram 
Problem WHY? WHY? 
Lamp does not work No power to building Lines down 
Cutoff by supplier 
No power to lamp Lamp not plugged in 
Socket not switched on 
Circuit breaker tripped 
Bulb failure Missing bulb 
Broken bulb 
Loose bulb 
Failure in power cord Fuse blown in plug 
Loose wire in plug 
Wire broken 
Failure in bulb holder Damaged bulb holder 
Loose wire in holder 
Failure in switch Broken switch 
Corroded contacts 
Loose wire in switch 
Figure 12.8 Example why-why diagram 
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This is a variation on cause and effect analysis (see Section 12.2.1). Why-why diagrams 
explore the reasons why a particular problem may be occurring by asking the question 
'whyT and progressively re-describing causes at greater levels of detail (see Figure 
12.8). 
1A variation of 
this method can be used in reverse to explore ways of solving 
problems. This is the how-how diagram described in Section 12.3.3. 
Main advantages: 
uncomplicated but powerful analytical technique to identify key issues affecting a 
problem and to understand the linkages between these issues; 
harnesses the collective knowledge and skills of the participants. 
Main disadvantages: 
" requires a skilled moderator to help organise the inputs; 
" participants may be unfamiliar with the method; 
" can be time-consuming. 
12.2.3 Force Field Analysis 
Force field analysis helps identify the factors that help or hinder the achievement of a 
task or other desirable outcome, for example, achieving production or quality targets, or 
implementing a new system. Identification and subsequent manipulation of these factors 
can help close the gap between the current state and the desired end-state. This can be a 
useful technique for participatory design projects. 
The basic procedure for carrying out a force field analysis is as follows. 
Create the chart. As shown in Figure 12.9, draw vertical lines on a flip-chart, one down 
the centre (to represent current state) and one to the right (desired end-state). 
Identify helpers and hinderers. Use a brainstorming session (see Section 12.3.1) to list 
the helping and hindering factors or forces and write these on the sheet - helpers to the 
left and hinderers to the right. 
Estimate the relative strengths of the forces. Mark them on the flip-chart sheet either 
as scores (e. g. I is weak, 5 is strong) or as arrows with different lengths (e. g, short arrow 
is weak, long arrow is strong). 
When the analysis is complete, the group can then use the information to generate 
potential actions by considering how to increase the number and strength of helping 
forces, and vice versa for the hindering ones. 
The technique helps key issues to be identified, and prioritised for action. It is a 
valuable tool to aid planning, and as such has many potential uses within participatory 
design in the workplace. It also has potential application outside of this in understanding 
the views of consumers regarding the factors affecting the successful introduction, use or 
uptake of a new service. It is not suited to the exploration of design details relating to 
products or systems. 
Main advantages: 
uncomplicated but powerful analytical technique to identify and estimate the strength 
of key factors affecting achievement of a desired outcome; 
can be used both for planning and for post-implementation analysis purposes. 
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Main disadvantages: 
" limited use for consumer products or services; 
" not suited to exploration of design details for products or systems. 
Where we are: 
Outdated production system lk 
Helping 
Where we want to be: 
New computerised system ready v 
Hindering 
Business policy. Top management Some local managers not fully in 
fully supports change 
1014 
support 
Technology is proven Concerns over reliability of system 
Morale in workplace generally high Fear of job losses 
Concerns that current workplace 
unsuitable for the new equipment 
People worried that they will not be 
able to understand new system 
Figure 12.9 Example force field analysis 
12.3 IDEA GENERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
This section describes tools that are designed to enable the creation of new ideas and/or 
development of these. It is common for these to follow on from some form of immersion, 
warm-up or problem analysis activity so that people are mentally prepared for creative 
work. 
The striking feature of these techniques is that many of them involve the use of 
'hands-on' activities. These allow people to visualise their ideas by making things, 
including drawings, collages or models. In Chapter 10, Liz Sanders and Colin William 
describe how these types of techniques help bisociation and expression - i. e. the bringing 
together of elements in a new way, and then expressing those new ideas for others to see 
and understand. 
The generation of ideas is linked closely with the assessment or evaluation of them. 
Typically the ground rules of any idea generation method require people to abstain from 
criticism or rational assessment during the creative phase. Once the creative phase has 
been completed, the outputs lend themselves to scrutiny from others, and this can again 
lead to the development of further new ideas. 
One of the methods in this section (see Section 12.3.2 Nominal Group Technique) 
incorporates concept assessment within it. Other assessment methods are, however, 
described in Section 12.4 - Concept Evaluation. 
12.3.1 Brainstorming 
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Brainstorming is an idea-generating technique that is relatively quick and easy to use. 
Participants in the session call out ideas so that each person has the opportunity to build 
on the thoughts of others. The ideas are written down on a flip-chart by the 
moderator/facilitator as they are called out. Brainstorming is often an integral part of 
other group. techniques, for instance, Cause and Effect Analysis (see Section 12.2.1) and 
Nominal Group Technique (see Section 12.3.2). Typically, brainstorming sessions last 
for no more than 30-40 minutes, and are often much shorter. 
The moderator/facilitator describes the problem or situation for which the ideas are 
sought and ensures that everyone understands the objectives. The brainstorming itself can 
then take place. There are different ways of running brainstorming sessions. These 
include: 
" group members call out their ideas spontaneously. This is the most familiar 
brainstorming method; 
" the facilitator/moderator asks each group member in turn for a suggestion. If during a 
round a group members does not have an idea to offer, they can 'pass' until the next 
round (silences during sessions are allowed - they enable participants to think); 
" group members spend a short time (approximately five minutes) writing down their 
ideas. The facilitator/moderator then asks each person in turn to read out one of their 
ideas, continuing round the table until all have been presented; 
" group members spend five minutes writing their ideas down on paper. They then 
pass the sheet onto the person sitting beside them. All participants continue writing 
ideas, using previous suggestions in the lists as inspiration. The process is repeated 
until the sheets have passed around everybody, or when there are no new ideas. This 
is sometimes called brainwriting (Higgins, 1994); 
" ideas are submitted on note-cards rather than called out. This enables inputs to be 
more easily sorted or categorised as required. 
Whichever method is used, it is important that all taking part understand the basic rules 
of brainstorming to help create an informal atmosphere where participants feel 
unconstrained. There are many variations to these rules, but they can be summarised as 
follows: 
Do not evaluate or criticise ideas during the session. 
Encourage wild or seemingly irrelevant ideas. 
Build on the ideas of others. 
Strive for quantity. 
There are many ways to encourage and enable participants to be creative during 
brainstorming sessions. These are explored at length in Higgins (1994) and Clegg and 
Birch (1999). A selection of these techniques is summarised below. 
Inverse brainstorming. Instead of generating ideas for how to solve the problem, think 
of ways to make it worse. This can bring a fresh perspective from which real ideas for 
solutions can emerge. 
Analogy. Identify some of the needs of the topic of the brainstorming session, then 
identify some examples of these needs in other areas. These areas are not restricted to 
products or systems - they could be industries, sports, animals and so on. Then identify 
the ways that these might provide direct solutions, or use them as a springboard for more 
abstract thinking. 
6it's silly' brainstorming. The only criterion for this is that the ideas must be lateral. 
Anything remotely rational must be discounted. From the list of outrageous suggestions, 
there may be a foundation for a novel but workable solution. 
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Ignore physics. This is a useful technique for product development. When creating ideas, 
ignore the constraints of a fundamental law of physics. This may lead to the identification 
of solution concepts that can subsequently be made to work with appropriate 
development. 
Word association. When inspiration is lacking, it can be helpful to generate words 
apparently at random so that new connections can be made, possibly leading to new 
solutions. A common way of doing this is to pick a word at random (using a dictionary or 
similar source) as a starter. The group members then call out words associated with the 
starter word. These can then be related back to the problem at the end to explore possible 
solutions. As a variation, words which 'pop out' by themselves with no apparent 
relationship to the starter word can be used. 
Brainstorming is undoubtedly a quick and effective way of harnessing the creativity of 
the participants, and exploits the synergistic effects that occur when people are brought 
together for group discussions. To be successful, however, the group members have to 
participate fully. The outcomes will be disappointing if individuals feel constrained in 
any way. In situations where group members may not be fully at ease, it is wise to leave 
brain§torming until later in the session, perhaps following on from one of the immersion 
and warm-up activities described in Section 12.1. 
Main advantages: 
relatively uncomplicated technique; 
requires little pre-preparation work; 
generates ideas quickly. 
Main disadvantages: 
requires full participation from all group members; 
will not work well unless an informal atmosphere is created first; 
not necessarily exhaustive. 
12.3.2 Nominal Group Technique 
Nominal group technique is a structured process for generating ideas and producing 
immediate results in the shape of a list of rated priorities. It is suitable for groups of 
between six and twelve people. The procedure (from Higgins, 1994) is as follows. 
Generation of ideas. Participants are given a specified time (usually five to ten minutes) 
to write down their ideas in response to the stated problem. 
Recording of ideas. The facilitator/moderator asks participants to read out their ideas in 
turn, one idea at a time, and writes these on a board or flip-chart. This continues in a 
round-robin fashion until all the different ideas have been read out - duplications of the 
same idea should not be added to the list. Asking for contributions in turn in this way de- 
personalises them and helps emphasise equality of ideas. 
Clarification of ideas. Each idea in the list is briefly discussed so that everyone 
understands what it is. The purpose of this step is to ensure that everyone knows what the 
choices are, and is not to be used as an opportunity to sell the ideas to others. 
Voting on ideas. The purpose of this stage is to narrow down the list of ideas and 
prioritise them. This is done using a ballot process. There are several ways of managing 
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this but, commonly, the participants are asked to write on a card their top five choices (in 
order of preference) and hand it to the facilitator/moderator. The results can then be 
tabulated to show the total number of votes each idea has received and the ranking 
scores. Ranking scores are determined by using aI to 5 scoring system; 5 points being 
4warded toan idea whenever it is ranked top. If necessary, the voting process can be 
r epeated to further refine the output, but on the second iteration people should be asked to 
write down just their top three ideas. On the second iteration, ranking scores are 
determined using aI to 3 scoring system. 
The use of a structured approach, especially the incorporation of a voting system, is 
attractive because it ends with some form of result, which is often satisfying for 
participants. For some participatory design projects, particularly those where the group 
has decision-making authority, formal outputs such as this may be a key requirement so 
that an audit trail is created. 
Main advantages: 
" requires little pre-preparation work; 
" &ocess encourages all to take part; 
" minimises impact of dominant group members; 
" produces a tangible output, i. e. a prioritised list of ideas or actions. 
Main disadvantages: 
some participants may feel pressured to contribute; 
structure may be inhibiting; 
voting process takes up time during the session. 
12.3.3 How-how Diagrams 
This method is particularly useful for seeking ways of refining and implementing 
solutions to problems. It builds on other techniques described here (for example, Section 
12.3.2 Nominal Group Technique) by taking the agreed solutions and then exploring the 
details for how to make them work. 
How-how diagrams use the same principles as why-why diagrams (see Section 
12.2.2), but in reverse. Starting with a high level statement of a possible solution, the 
methods for achieving the solution are progressively elaborated by continually asking the 
question'how? ' (see Figure 12.10). 
Main advantages: 
uncomplicated but powerful technique to identify how an idea or solution can be 
developed and implemented; 
forces participants to think about practical issues of implementation; 
harnesses the collective knowledge and skills of the participants. 
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Main disadvantages: 
focus on implementation and practicality may reduce creativity; 
less suited to focus groups with consumers, who may be unfamiliar with the method. 
Objective 
Make it easier to replace 
the cartridge 
HOW? 
Make it easier for user to 
find the cartridge 
Make it easier to remove 
the old cartridge 
Ensure user removes 
locking tag 
Ensure the user does not fit 
the cartridge upside down 
Make sure new cartridge 
locates correctly 
Provide a better user guide 
Figure 1110 Example how-how diagram 
HOW? 
Give clear instructions on 
the display 
Provide a mimic diagram 
on the display 
Clearly label the cartridge 
Colour code the cartridge 
Make the handle obvious - 
shape or colour 
Provide bigger finger grips 
Reduce force required 
Redesign tag so cartridge 
cannot be fitted with it on 
Provide a big warning label 
Redesign the aperture so 
that it only fits one way 
Provide a warning label 
Change design of runners 
so that cartridge is guided 
into place 
Provide a noticeable 'click' 
so they know it is in 
Reduce detail in the 
graphics 
Use colour 
Number each step 
12.3.4 Drawing 
Drawing can be an extremely versatile and powerful way of enabling individuals to 
generate and communicate ideas. When people draw their ideas, the outputs often contain 
details and concepts that are not easily described verbally. Sometimes they contain 
information that the participants have taken for granted and have not thought worthy of 
mention as part of the discussion. The completed drawings are a valuable stimulus for 
further discussion and elaboration or development of ideas. They are also extremely 
helpful when presenting findings to clients, or to support designers with subsequent 
product or system development. Drawing activities are fun, stimulating and thought 
provoking. 
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Drawing exercises can be carried out with people working individually or together 
in small groups. They can be used in many different ways and for different purposes. For 
example, in a session on kettle design, participants could be asked to draw their 
'ultimate' (future) kettle. In a session looking at improving a workplace, people could be 
asked to create two drawings, one of their existing workplace (helping to define the main 
problem areas) and the second to show how it might be re-designed. For a website, 
people could be asked to draw out a chart showing the key chunks of information and the 
links and hierarchies between them. Any type of drawing or representation can be used, 
including plans, 3D sketches, computer screen layout designs or charts. It is often helpful 
if the participants add their own personal comments to the drawings to highlight key 
features (see Figure 12.11). 
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Figure 12.11 Users' ideas for a new type of travelling post office (from Rainbird and Langford, 1998) 
. The only materials required for drawing exercises are drawing media and surfaces 
(paper and pens). Large sheets of paper (up to flip-chart size) take up space on the table, 
but provide space to enable drawings to develop. They are also easier for people to see 
from a distance during feedback or subsequent discussion. It is helpful to provide several 
pens and pencils in a variety of colours. This allows people to make their drawings 
clearer and more informative by highlighting different features and using colour coding 
where required. 
To get the best from drawing exercises, participants need to be focused on the 
issues under discussion and also to be fully settled in. It is usually best to schedule such 
exercises later in the session after some of the other activities have taken place, for 
example, one of the immersion and warm-up techniques described in Section 12.1. It is 
also helpful to provide a briefing for the activity to ensure participants know what the 
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objectives are, and also the constraints (if any). In some cases, it can also be helpful to 
remind people of the key issues to consider, for example, type's of user, types of use and 
features required. For more complex tasks, it is helpful to write the briefing down. Often, 
the participants will be unfamiliar with this type of activity, so it is important to make 
tjiem feel at. ease, for example, by reassuring them and advising them not to worry about 
the quality of their drawing skills, or whether their annotations are spelt correctly. 
It can be useful in some cases to issue slightly different: briefings to individuals or 
groups. For example, some individuals could be asked to draw solutions taking account 
of constraints such as cost or technical feasibility, whereas others could be asked to take a 
'blue sky' approach. 
The time required for drawing activities is dependent on, the complexity of the task 
set and the desired outcomes. In some cases, time may be limited to five or ten minutes to 
ensure that participants concentrate on just the key features. In other cases, it is better to 
provide more time (up to about 45 minutes) to allow ideas to be explored and developed. 
Main advantages: 
" relatively uncomplicated and straightforward - requires minimal pre-preparation; 
" transcends limitations of words by using drawings to help articulate thoughts and 
ideas; 
" provides a stimulus for subsequent discussion and probing - acts as a vehicle for 
generating more specific information and design ideas; 
" outputs can be used to help present findings and to provide design rich data for 
designers. 
Main disadvantages: 
requires reasonable amount of time in the session to complete the activity (typically 
between 5 and 45 minutes); 
unfamiliar exercise - may be uncomfortable for some participants. Clear briefing and 
some assistance from the moderator/facilitator may also be required. 
12.3.5 On-line Illustrator 
The use of an on-line illustrator is a variation to drawing (see 12.3.4). A professional 
artist, illustrator or designer can rapidly translate spoken thoughts into sketches, thus 
visualising the ideas on behalf of the creators. Once created, the drawings can then form 
the focus for the development of the basic ideas, leading to improvement, or to 
completely new ideas. O'Brien (1981) used this method as part of his Shared Experience 
Events. A similar technique was used by industrial designers Seymour Powell during the 
television series Better by Design (Channel 4,2000). 
The originators of the ideas may perceive that they lose control to some extent 
because the realisation of their thoughts is in the hands of someone else. However, the 
whole group can contribute more easily to the development of the idea as the picture 
gradually builds up. Also, participants are not constrained by their limitations as artists, 
or lack of confidence due to a perceived lack of drawing skills. 
Main advantages: 
transcends limitations of words by using drawings to help articulate thoughts and ideas; 
some participants may be more comfortable with a third party doing the drawing; 
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provides a stimulus for the development of ideas by the whole group; 
outputs can be used to help present findings and to provide inspiration for designers. 
I Main disadvantages: 
requires reasonable amount of time in the session to complete the activity (typically 
between 5 and 45 minutes); 
some individuals may not be able to contribute to the development of the ideas; 
additional cost of hiring an illustrator. 
12.3.6 Storytelling 
Storytelling is a method for presenting ideas. Participants are given a problem to solve, as 
they might be with a drawing exercise, but are asked to present their ideas in the context 
of a short story. This provides context and brings the ideas to life. There are some 
similarities to scenario-based discussion (see Section 12.4.1) and simulation/role-playing 
(see Section 12.4.5). 
Kuhn (2000) describes a study where focus groups were a key part of the 
development of requirements for a home automation system. As part of this, participants 
were asked to develop ideas for how particular features of the system could be useful and 
how they could work. These features included time scheduling, shopping lists, reminders 
and regulation of the heating system. Small groups of participants were given a clear 
briefing of what they had to achieve and were asked to work out and present two or three 
ideas in the form of a short story. 
Main advantages: 
0 relatively uncomplicated - requires minimal pre-preparation; 
" provides a context for the explanation and increases understanding of ideas; 
" provides a stimulus for subsequent discussion and probing; 
" outputs can be used to help present findings and to provide inspiration for designers. 
Main disadvantages: 
i requires considerable amount of time in the session to complete the activity; 
0 unfamiliar exercise - may be uncomfortable for some participants. Clear briefing and 
some assistance from the moderator/facilitator may also be required. 
12.3.7 Two-dimensional (Layout) Modelling 
Two-dimensional modelling involves the positioning of objects on a flat surface to 
explore and test ideas for design problems primarily concerned with layout. Examples 
where this type of approach is applicable include: 
" floor layouts for buildings or workplaces; 
" layouts of equipment on workstations; 
" placement of the key elements in a vehicle cockpit; 
" positioning of controls and displays on an instrument panel; 
" positioning of information on display screens or panels. 
Layout models allow many issues to be tested. With buildings and workplaces, for 
example, these include circulation space, product flows, access and people or vehicle 
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movements. For workstations, issues such as vision, reach and space can be assessed. For 
display and control applications, issues such as grouping of information elements and 
sequence of use can be explored. 
Because it is relatively quick and easy to do, layout modelling may be used as a 
ýtepping stone prior to the further development of ideas in three dimensions. For 
example, a range of ideas for the positioning of features in a vehicle cockpit might be 
generated using layout modelling, enabling the best two or three to be identified for 
detailed development in three-dimensional mock-ups. 
In some cases, layout modelling is best carried out in scale, for example, the 
positioning of rooms or areas in a building. In other cases, however, working in full scale 
is more helpful, for example, the placing of equipment on a workstation such as a 
supermarket checkout. Full-scale modelling of this nature is a relatively quick and simple 
way of bringing things to life for the participants. 
Scale layout modelling can be done simply using paper or card cut-outs of the 
components (for example, equipment or workstations) and laying these out on paper or 
plans. As described in Snow et al. (1986), overhead projections of designs can also be 
used. For full-scale modelling, cut-outs can be laid out on the floor or on a large table - 
altho0gh care should be taken that the shape of the table does not constrain the designs. 
To aid visualisation and testing, it is sometimes more helpful to have simple three- 
dimensional card mock-ups of key items (Wilson, 1991). For example, with a 
supermarket checkout, this would include data entry keyboard, display panels, weighing 
scales, printer and cash drawer. 
Within discussion sessions, layout modelling exercises are best carried out with 
people working in groups of two or three. Between 15 and 45 minutes are required, 
depending on the complexity of the task set. As with drawing exercises, participants 
should be warmed up and focused on the key issues prior to starting. Again, it is 
important to brief people properly. When the exercise is complete, the groups present 
their findings to the remainder of the participants, providing further stimulus for 
discussion and probing of issues. 
Main advantages: 
useful for testing functional issues relating to workplaces, workstations and systems; 
intuitive activity - participants find it enjoyable, creative and interesting: 
layout models help visualise ideas and provide a stimulus for discussion and probing; 
quick method for idea generation and testing. Can be used as a stepping stone to 
eliminate poor ideas prior to further development in three dimensions; 
outputs can be used to help present findings and to provide inspiration for designers. 
Main disadvantages: 
requires considerable amount of time in the session to complete the activity 
(typically between 15 and 45 minutes); 
full-scale layout modelling requires more space and materials; 
not useful for exploring emotional aspects of design such as appearance. Unlikely to 
be useful for consumer products. 
12.3.8 Three-dimensional (Form) Modelling and Mock-ups 
For some topic areas, three-dimensional modelling provides an excellent opportunity for 
people to express and to test their ideas. By building models and mock-ups people can: 
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" generate and assess ideas for the three-dimensional form of a product; 
" assess issues relating to size, shape and comfort; 
" test ideas for positioning controls and/or displays on an object; 
" generate and assess ideas for positioning of items in three-dimensional spaces, for 
example, workstations or aircraft cockpits; 
generate and test entire space layouts, for example, workstation layouts in a control 
room. 
Three-dimensional modelling can be carried out at reduced or full scale. The choice will 
depend on the application and/or the facilities available. Smaller, handheld objects lend 
themselves readily to full-scale models, whereas larger sized projects such as vehicle 
cockpits require more space and materials. Where it is possible, however, using full-scale 
modelling of larger sized objects is beneficial as it allows participants to become part of 
the model and to carry out simple simulations or role playing exercises. The crane driver 
example in Chapter II is an example of this. 
There is an almost limitless number of ways of constructing three-dimensional 
models. However, practicality is the key when designing modelling exercises to be 
carried out as part of group discussions. Issues to consider include the following. 
Ease of use. It is important the method is intuitive for the participants and requires no 
special skills to use. To a certain extent, this is dependent on the types of people taking 
part. For example, use of nuts, bolts and simple tools may be acceptable for engineers or 
product designers, but not for some other user groups. 
Speed of use. It must be possible for people to complete the exercise in a reasonable time 
- typically between 15 and 60 minutes depending on the application. There is no 
requirement for the outcomes to be sophisticated or finely detailed. The aim is simply to 
enable quick generation, development and/or testing of ideas. 
Protection of participants. It is important to ensure that participants will not be harmed 
or their clothing damaged by the modelling materials or tools used. Again, this will be 
dependent to some extent on the types of people taking part. It may be necessary to 
provide some protective clothing and/or facilities for people to clean themselves up 
afterwards. 
A selection of modelling methods that have been used within group discussion sessions is 
given below. 
Clay modelling. This is useful for smaller scale objects and can be used to explore size, 
shape and form. Positioning of handles, controls and displays can also be incorporated. 
The medium is easily worked and does not constrain the users to any particular shapes or 
forms. Dolan et al. (1995) used clay modelling during their focus groups exploring 
designs of telephone handsets. 
Velcro-modelling kits. Liz Sanders and Colin William describe these in Chapter 11. 
Such kits consist of a range of shapes, buttons and other items that can be quickly and 
easily stuck together to create objects. The components are deliberately ambiguous in 
form and purpose so people are not constrained in the ways they use them. 
Cardboard modelling. Cardboard is an inexpensive and versatile material that can be 
easily cut to shape and taped together to create mock-ups. If required, support structures 
such as Dexion can be used. More detailed features can be added by simply drawing or 
sticking them on. Cardboard modelling is particularly suited to larger scale mock-ups 
such as workstations (e. g. Wilson, 1991) or vehicle cockpit mock-ups. Assistance may be 
required with some user groups, for example when cutting the card to shape. 
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Use of existing components. With full-scale mock-ups it is sometimes possible to 
incorporate existing components such as seats, keyboards or control panels. Sometimes it 
is more effective to provide mock-ups or models of these components to reduce weight or 
minimise risk of damage. The integration of real components helps to add realism to the 
Model and can help with the testing of concepts. 
Main advantages: 
" valuable for idea generation and testing, including visual appearance and three- 
dimensional form of objects; 
" intuitive activity - participants find it enjoyable, creative and interesting; 
" models help visualise ideas. With full-scale models, participants can carry out simple 
simulation exercises and gain a more realistic appreciation of key issues; 
" provides a stimulus for subsequent discussion and probing; 
" outputs can be used to help present findings and to provide inspiration for designers. 
Main disadvantages: 
rýquires considerable amount of time in the session to complete the activity 
(typically between 15 and 60 minutes); 
requires appropriate materials and possibly tools and/or protective clothing. 
Participants may require skill and/or assistance using tools and materials; 
full-scale modelling requires more space. 
12.3.9 Design Decision Groups 
The primary use of Design Decision Groups is to facilitate the participation of individuals 
(e. g. users, consumers, customers and stakeholders) in the design of changes to the 
equipment and workplaces they use. They do this by incorporating a range of techniques 
such as word maps, drawing, discussion and modelling within a pre-determined structure 
or process. This leads the participants through various phases including problem analysis, 
idea generation and concept evaluation. Depending on the specific topic of interest, the 
process usually spans two or three sessions (see Figure 12.12). The groups typically 
involve six to eight participants, but can work with more or less people if required. 
Design Decision Groups have been used for many purposes including the design of 
retail checkouts, telephone exchanges and library issues desks (Wilson, 1991). Other 
examples are given in Chapter 11. 
Main advantages: 
provides a 'complete' approach for participatory design, incorporating problem 
analysis, idea generation and concept evaluation; 
adaptable and flexible - can be used for many different purposes; 
provides stimulus for probing to enable detailed understanding of key issues; 
outputs can be used to help present findings and to provide inspiration for designers. 
Main disadvantages: 
requires considerable amount of time - each session lasts from two to four hours; 
for participatory design applications, it is sometimes difficult to get participants 
released from work for sufficient time periods; 
modelling exercises require space and materials. 
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discuss 
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Figure 12.12 Example of a process for a Design Decision Group (adapted from Wilson, 1991) 
12.4 CONCEPT EVALUATION 
The techniques described in this section are designed primarily for the evaluation of 
concepts, products or ideas. In some cases, a focus group session will be set up purely 
with this aim in mind, for example, to gain consumer feedback on new designs for 
products or systems. In other cases, however, the techniques may be required for the 
assessment of ideas resulting from the session, following on from one of the idea 
generation techniques described in the previous section. 
Some of the methods described here are designed to present ideas and concepts to 
the participants, for example, visual evaluation (see Section 12.4.2) and scenario-based 
discussion (see Section 12.4.1). These promote meaningful discussions, with feedback 
emerging in an informal way. Other methods tend to be more formal, for example, 
questionnaires (see Section 12.4.10). These allow data to be collected in a systematic 
way, permitting further statistical analysis if required. Other methods are more analytical, 
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for example, decision-making analysis (see Section 12.4.11). These provide systematic 
approaches, taking the participants through logical steps to support decision-making. 
Some of the methods described in earlier sections also incorporate evaluation 
methods. These include nominal group technique (see Section 12.3.2) and force field 
analysis (see Section 12.2.3). 
12.4.1 Scenario-based Discussion 
The principle behind scenario-based discussions is that by describing usage scenarios, 
people are forced to think about what they do, when they do it and how. This helps raise 
their awareness, including any problems or good features of existing products and 
systems. In some ways, this is similar to the immersion and warm-up exercises described 
earlier, for example, diaries/journals or 'day-in-the-life' exercises (see Section 12.1). 
Scenario-based discussions are particularly helpful when the topic area is concerned 
with the future, rather than just the 'here and now'. People can relatively easily explain 
and discuss their feelings and opinions about the present. It is more difficult, however, for 
them to imagine how they might feel about future products or systems, or to define what 
they might require from them in the future. The use of scenario-based discussions 
provides a structure that helps address these problems. 
Lee Cooper and Chris Baber describe scenario-based discussions in detail in 
Chapter 9. A basic procedure for sessions to explore future products and services is as 
follows. 
Develop usage scenarios. Ask each participant to develop a set of usage scenarios for the 
current day equivalent of the future product or system. For example, Lee Cooper and 
Chris Baber used ATMs (automated teller machines, or cash-points), Internet banking 
and wallets or purses as current day equivalents of the electronic wallets of the future. 
Give the participants pens and paper to record their scenarios, using pictures and words. 
identify significant features. Ask each participant to identify features of the scenarios 
that they consider significant. For example, with the wallet project described above, 
storage and access were seen as significant features. 
Discuss features. Ask the group to discuss the pros and cons of the significant features. 
Use the discussion session to elaborate these, allowing participants to use their own 
stories and analogies to bring them to life. 
Demonstrate new product concept. Introduce the new product or service to the group, 
explaining its main features. 
Assess concept. Ask the group to assess how the features of the new product or system 
would emphasise or de-emphasise the pros and cons identified earlier. 
Although the procedure described above is for assessing a previously identified product 
or system (for example, an electronic wallet prototype), it can also be used to identify 
requirements for new products and systems. In this case, the fourth step (demonstrating 
the new product) is replaced with an idea generation step where participants are asked to 
identify new features that will emphasise the pros and de-emphasise the cons identified 
earlier. 
Main advantages: 
" helps when evaluating future products or systems; 
" can also be used as a basis for generating and evaluating new ideas; 
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provides a stimulus for discussion and probing; 
outputs can be used to help present findings and to provide inspiration and stimuli 
for designers. 
Main disadvantages: 
" fairly complex procedure; 
" may be unfamiliar for some participants. May require clear briefing and some 
assistance from the moderator; 
" may be time-consuming. 
12.4.2 Visual Evaluation of Products or Systems 
The simplest form of product or system user testing is to provide a visual stimulus, which 
subsequently allows the participants to provide feedback in the discussion and also, if 
required, via a more formal mechanism such as a questionnaire. 
The method is versatile and can be employed to assess existing or future products 
and systems. It is particularly helpful for future products and systems because key details 
on a wide range of options can be presented or demonstrated to the participants without 
the need to produce expensive prototypes or models. 
Product or system demonstration for this form of evaluation can take many forms, 
including: 
" visuals or images showing how a product looks, what its key features are and how it 
is intended to be used (Figure 12.13); 
" schematics or storyboards showing a proposed system, incorporating its key features 
and how it operates; I 
" computer-generated animations to show a product from a range of different angles, 
or with different surface colours or features; 
" virtual reality models to show the layout of rooms and workstations in a building and 
allow a virtual tour; 
" screen shots of a proposed human computer interface to show appearance, general 
operating principles and system features. Examples of typical interactions can also 
be shown. 
Whilst these are relatively inexpensive and simple ways of presenting concepts to 
participants, the feedback will be of limited quality. Without 'hands-on' experience it is 
hard for individuals to gain a realistic impression of how something really looks and 
feels, or whether it will in reality provide the benefits they are looking for. 
Visual presentation of ideas does, however, provide a valuable stimulus for 
discussion and enables a wide range of different concepts to be evaluated early in 
development. It is also provides a reasonably realistic simulation of Internet or catalogue 
shopping, where products cannot be handled or 'tried out' and have to be assessed largely 
from their looks alone. 
In Chapter 3, Wendy Ives describes how concept boards can be used to introduce 
new concepts and ideas to the participants for feedback. She recommends that these are 
designed to be easy to read and understand, with illustrations that are straightforward to 
interpret. This is vital for sessions with older participants and those who may be visually 
impaired - see Chapter 7 and Appendix 1 in Chapter 5. Interestingly though, Wendy Ives 
also notes that it can be helpful if concept boards have a home-made or unfinished look 
so that people are encouraged to suggest alterations. 
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Main advantages: 
adaptable and flexible. Can be used for a Nvide range of products and systems, and V for evaluating future products or systerns at in early stage in the development 
process; 
simulates Internet or catalogue purchasing experience; 
relatively low cost; 
provides a stimulus for discussion and probing L, I 
Main disadvantages: C, 
quality of feedback is limited due to lack of' hands-on experience; 
prescntation/concept boards are time consuming to prepare. 
12.4.3 Product Handling 
Product handling enables participants to handle objects in much the same \va) that tlicy 
do in a retail showroom. Whilst this does not permit any realistic testing (for example, 
filling a kettle with water), it does allow people to form gia reactions, taking into account ZI 
weight, comfort and texture as well as physical appearance. Participants can also assess 
case of use to some degree, and gain an impression of features they like or dislike, for 
example, the feel of the wa) the switch operates. 'File method call be used with real 
products (Figure 12.14), or models and prototypes of' future products. As with visual 
evaluation (see Section 2.4.2), feedback call be via the discussion or more fornially, usin'o 
questionnaires for example. Observation (perhaps with video recording) of participants 
whilst handling the products can also provide additional inforniation to the rescarclicrs C 
about participants' reactions and some of the more obvious usability problems. 
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Product handlino proN ides a much better basis for participants to provide feedback 
on products, and can be more effective than relying on evaluation based on visual images 
alone. It simulates the situation people usually face when purchasing in a retail 
environment. It has limited use for systems or for complex products, which lire likely to 
require more in-depth assessment, perhaps LlSirl, -, Some form of user testing (see Section 
12.4.4). Some sirriple guidelines for setting tip a product handling exercise are -ivcri L, C, Z' C, 
below. 
Labelling. Ensure that all the products are adequately labelled, using numbers or letters LI 
Presentation. Make sure the), are presented in a convenient Nvay, for example, on a iable 
at in appropriate height. L- 
Briefing. Provide a clear briefin. (I to participants so that they know what to do and in 
what ordcr, including completion ol'questionnaires or forms it' appropriate. C, 
Minimise bias. Ask participants not to discuss their thoughts before thcý have completed C, 
the exercise. It' appropriate, remove or disguise branding and/or manufacturer 
information - this inay influence some participants' views. 
Main advantages: V 
useful for evaluating existing products or model s/prototype s of products under 
development; 
feedback is based on hands-on experience, so is more realistic than purely visual 
stimulus; 
simulates a typical consumer purchase in a retail environnient; 
provides a helpful stimulus for discussion and probingý 
observation and questionnaire feedback can provide additional information. 
NIfin disadvantages: 
quality of feedback is limited - handlinrg, of products is not truly representative of 
day-to-day use and experience; 
more suited to the evaluation of products than systems; 
requires substantial planning C', 
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12.4.4 Product and System User Testing 
There is a fine dividing line between product handling (see Section 12.4.3) and user 
testing. It could be argued that product handling is a form of user testing in that people 
get the chance to handle the product and imagine what using it might be like. The 
distinction drawn here is that with user testing, participants engage in a meaningful 
interaction with the product or system that attempts to mimic real-life usage. For 
example, rather than just handling an iron, participants might be given the chance to fill it 
with water, iron some clothes and then pack away afterwards. 
In some cases, users cannot give meaningful feedback without having taken part in 
some form of user testing. For example, people could not discuss the ease of use of a new 
photocopier if they had not had the chance to carry out a range of copying jobs, filling it 
with paper or clearing a jam. Likewise, a focus group discussing the design of a new 
website will be limited in value if the participants are only given a demonstration. The 
feedback will be much more useful if they are given a chance to try the system out, for 
example, by performing a range of tasks on a working prototype. 
Apart from providing the participants with the necessary experiences for the 
discu9sion session, user trials can also provide objective data. This includes information 
such as the time to complete certain tasks and the number of errors made. Observation of 
individuals carrying out the tasks can also provide helpful supplementary information. 
Questionnaires or interviews may be used to capture subjective feedback. The validity of 
this data is, of course, dependent on a number of factors such as the number of 
participants and the realism of the trial, but is nevertheless often useful to support the 
focus group findings or vice versa. Caplan (1990) describes how he twins focus groups 
with user trials for this reason. 
User testing can be associated with focus groups in two main ways, either by 
incorporating it as an exercise within the session, or by carrying it out in advance. The 
choice will largely be dependent upon practicality and appropriateness. With lengthy or 
complex trials it is best to carry them out in advance, and use the focus group to discuss 
the participants' experiences and the results. Quick and simple trials requiring limited 
facilities can, however, be incorporated within the session, particularly if all the 
participants can carry out the trial at the same time. 
This chapter is not intended to describe in detail the different methodologies and 
techniques for user testing. Some general principles for the design of user trials when 
used alongside focus groups are however described below. For further guidance in this 
area, refer to McClelland (1995) and Nielsen (1997). 
Define the purpose of the trial. This is likely to be similar to the overall aims of the 
focus group study. This will determine issues such as which features or attributes of the 
product or system need to be assessed and whether it is necessary to compare two or 
more similar products or systems. 
Acquire product(s) for the trial. This will be easy if off-the-shelf items can be used, but 
in many cases, production of a mock-up or prototype with the necessary attributes and/or 
functionality will be required. Often such mock-ups can be fairly crude so long as they 
simulate the desired features or attributes effectively enough. For example, with a human 
computer interface, screens can sometimes be presented on paper, or as simple slide 
shows. 
Define appropriate trial tasks. Tasks determine the interactions that the participants 
have with the product or system. If the aim of the study is to uncover and increase the 
understanding of participants' general reactions, then the tasks, need to expose people to a 
wide range of interactions. If the study is concerned with more specific details, then the 
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tasks should be focused more on those areas. The tasks should simulate real-life 
experiences as far as is practicable. In cases where off-the-shelf products are being 
explored, it is sometimes possible to give them to individuals to use as part of their 
normal daily routines prior to the group session. 
Define appropriate measures and data collection methods. These include observation 
(possibly with video recordings), time taken to perform tasks and errors made. Subjective 
data such as comfort, satisfaction and ease of use can also be collected using 
questionnaires or interviews as appropriate. Bear In mind that the subjective issues raised 
may provide a key focus for the subsequent discussion session. , 
Define a procedure for the trial. This should include an introduction, familiarisation, 
trial tasks and data collection. Test the procedure in advance to establish the time 
required and to ensure smooth running. 
Minimise potential for bias as far as possible. Ensure that participants do not share 
their views and experiences before the trial has been completed. If several different 
products or systems are being tested one after another, ensure that the sequence of testing 
for each person is different. This helps minimise the effects of learning (it tends to get 
easier as they go on) and tiredness (it becomes more difficult). Be consistent with the 
treatment of each participant. Employ the same script and procedure for each participant 
to reduce the possibility of people picking up unintentional cues that might affect their 
performance or responses. 
Main advantages: 
" helpful for evaluating existing products or models/prototypes of products under 
development. Can also be used for systems as well as products; 
" feedback is based on experience performing real tasks, which is more realistic than 
purely visual evaluation or product handling; 
" provides a stimulus for discussion and probing; 
" observation and questionnaire feedback can provide additional information. 
Main disadvantages: 
quality of feedback is limited to some extent - even well-designed trials are not truly 
representative of day-to-day use and experience; 
trials can be time-consuming to prepare and conduct. 
12.4.5 Simulation and Role Playing 
Within a focus group or participatory design context, simulation and role playing is a way 
of bringing concepts to life so that they can more easily be assessed. In broad terms, with 
simulation and role playing, the concept under scrutiny is mimicked in some way, with 
participants playing roles to enact typical scenarios of use. The method is extremely 
flexible and can be adapted to suit many different applications from exploring novel ways 
of interacting with a product or system, through to the layout of a manufacturing 
workstation or the design of new work processes. 
The complexity of the simulation can be quite basic, for example, walking through 
a series of tasks on a mock-up workstation built by the participants as part of a modelling 
exercise (see Section 12.3.8). In some cases, however, a more sophisticated approach 
might be needed, using technical support, or well co-ordinated back up teams. 
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Sato and Salvador (1999), for example, use focus troupes in which short skits 
featuring new product concepts are acted out for the participants, demonstrating how the 
new products might be used. This provides a full understanding of the operations and 
implications of the product. The participants are then able to take part in structured 
q. onversations about the concept to test understanding, explore possibilities and provide 
criticism. Sato and Salvador also describe a range of other theatre techniques to enable 
the participants to become more involved. These include the following. 
Act out roles or skits. These can be scripted or unscripted, and can be acted out 
individually or in groups. This can support researchers' understanding into how 
individuals structure their ideas and experiences. 
Act out what goes on inside a product. This helps reveal participants' beliefs about a 
product. It can help generate ideas for icons and make processes more visible. 
Transform a product. One person acts out using the product, then hands it on to the next 
person who builds on this, or finds a new use. This reveals stereotypical actions and can 
sometimes lead to novel uses. 
Withbehaviour anticipation (McCallion, 1999), scenario planning and rapid prototyping 
are used to define a range of possible usage scenarios for a new product or system, and 
then immerse potential users in those scenarios. The process starts by analysing current 
processes, practices and environments, including interviewing potential users or users of 
existing equivalent products. This information is then used to develop a range of discrete 
scenarios to explore key features of the new product or system. The scenarios are 
described in detail through written stories, incorporating models of different options for 
the product or system. Potential users then act out the scenarios, interacting with the 
prototypes as required. This exposes them to a wide range of possibilities, and helps them 
provide more useful feedback, including identification of their own preferred scenarios. 
Main advantages: 
" useful for evaluating new concepts for products or systems, including future 
concepts where there is no experience of use; 
" involving participants in the exercise, provides a form of hands-on experience; 
provides a stimulus for discussion and probing; 
video recordings of exercises can provide valuable feedback for clients or designers. 
Main disadvantages: 
quality of feedback is limited to some extent - even detailed simulations are not truly 
representative of day-to-day use and experience; 
exercises take time to set up and run; 
sophisticated simulations require extensive detailed planning and support. 
12.4.6 Product Personality Proriling 
Product Personality Profiling is a projective technique that provides an insight into 
participants' emotional responses to a product, including who they perceive to be the 
target user. It is particularly geared towards products, but could potentially be adapted for 
use with other applications; website designs for example. Feedback from such exercises 
helps to reveal how various features of a product might determine consumers' emotional 
responses to it. This can help determine design directions for new products. 
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With this technique, participants are asked to imagine a product as a person with a 
particular personality, and provide information regarding its character and lifestyle, for 
example, gender, age and occupation. The exercise is carried out within a short space of v 
time (typically 2-3 minutes per product) in order to encourag -tit' responses. The ,e rapid ', 
results provide a stimulus for discussion to further understand the motivations behind 
people's choices, and can also be analysed later in more depth if required. 
A practical method for carrying out a product personality profiling exercise is 
described by McDonagh et al. (2002). Participants use a questionnaire to record their 
responses to the different products (Figure 12.15). This can be an unfamiliar activity, 
which sorne people may experience difficult), completing. As shown in the example, 
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Main advantages: 
provides insight into people's emotional responses to a product and the reasons why; 
can help determine design direction for products in development; 
provides a valuable stimulus for discussion and probing. 
Main disadvantages: 
participants rnaý he unfamiliar with the exercise, expmencing difficult) in 
responding and completing tile taský 
very subjective and responses can vary greatly between individualsý 
interpretation of the results can be complex; 
requires considerable pre- preparation, for example, product Feedback forms. 
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12.4.7 Association 
Association is another type of projective technique. It generates information from 
participants by encouraging them to make associations with other stimuli as a way of 
qxpressing their feelings towards a concept, product or service or other entity. These 
reactions can then be used to probe further and stimulate discussion. Greenbaum (1998) 
describes several types of association techniques. These include personality associations, 
situational associations andforced relationships. 
Personality associations use photographs of people to stimulate the participants' 
thinking and help them articulate their feelings about the topic. Personality associations 
can be fixed or variable. 
With variable association, the set of pictures is tailored to suit the specific focus 
group topic. For example, if researching cleaning appliances, the set would be made up of 
pictures from within a domestic environment, and might include people exhibiting 
different moods - proud, tired, dissatisfied and so on. A typical use for this technique 
would be to ask the participants which of the people shown is the user of the cleaning 
appliance under discussion, and then to probe the reasoning behind the responses. 
With fixed personality association, the moderator uses a standard set of pictures, 
irrespective of the topic. Typically these would include a range of different types of 
people including, for example, young, old, sophisticated, educated and so on. Because the 
researcher becomes familiar with the personality profile of each image in the set, they can 
use this as a method for probing the reasons behind the associations people make 
between a specific photograph and the product or concept being researched. In some 
respects, this is similar to Product Personality Profiling (see Section 12.4.6). A typical 
use for fixed association would be to ask participants which of the people shown to them 
would be likely (or unlikely) to purchase a certain product, or use a certain service and 
then record the responses on a tally sheet. This gives an overall indication of the 
perceptions of the group, and also provides a stimulus for further probing. 
Situational associations work in a similar way, except that instead of focusing on 
people, the pictures emphasise specific situations or places. Within the context of human 
factors/ergonomics and design, this method can be used to explore participants' desires in 
relation to physical or social environments. For example, pictures of various situations 
regarding travelling can help people articulate their thoughts about which aspects of the 
travelling experience they like, dislike or would ideally like to see. 
In forced relationship projections, people are asked to make more abstract 
associations with images from categories such as animals, colours, cars/automobiles or 
food. Participants are asked to indicate which images most closely relate to the topic 
being discussed. The choices made provide an indication of the participants' feelings 
towards the topic and provide interesting perspectives about it. Greenbaum (1998) 
describes some typical associations: 
Animals. Bear (caring, large, friendly). Lion (strong, powerful, not as friendly as bear). 
Racehorse or greyhound (sleek, streamlined, efficient, sometimes prestigious). Snake, 
reptile or rodent (normally negative associations, not friendly, unpredictable). Turtle 
(slow-moving, backwards). 
Colours. Hot colours - red, orange, violet (warm, friendly). Cold colours - blue, green 
(less friendly, distant). Black (distant, mysterious, sleek). White (honest, pure, feminine). 
Pastel colours (feminine). Deep colours; (masculine, sophisticated, expensive). 
Food. Burger, steak or potatoes (stable, reliable, consistent). Soups or breads 
(wholesome, excellent appeal). Vegetables (desirable, good for you). Foreign or exotic 
food (unusual, not always viewed favourably). 
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Collages and mood boards (see Section 12.1.7) are similar to these techniques in sorne 
respects in that people express their 1'eelings and experiences using inla"es. As Nvith 
colla-es, association transcends linguistic limitation. It is in effective tcchnique Nvith 
adults and children alike. Fimirc 12.16 shows how association can be used to pain non- 
L 
L, C, 
verbal feedback 1'rom users to inform the design of' products, in this casc, rclatcd to 
ironing. 
Questions 
Which image resembles your mood whilst ironing'? C, C, 
Which image would you like to resemble your mood 
Nvhilst ironino*1 
Which irnage best resembles the environment that 
you iron in 
Which image best represents the environment that 
you want to iron in'? 
Mood board used 
r 
Figure 12.16 Mood boards used to explore associations for ironing, ironing products and environments 
(adapted from McDonagh el al., 2002) 
Main advantages: 0 
provides an insight into peoples' emotional responses to a product or service and 
helps to reveal the reasons why; 
useful technique for working with children; 
provides a stimulus for discussion and probing, 
Main disadvantages: 
requires preparation/availability of' suitable images - this can be time-CO11SLInlin"; 
extremely subýjective and responses can vary greatly between individuals; 
relies heavily on a skilled interpreter (moderator/researcher). 
12.4.8 Conceptual Mapping 
Conceptual mapping call be used to explore participants' feelings and perceptions about L, C, 
products by asking them to catevorise them, or group them, according to similarity. The LI LI V LI 
ways that people group tile products can then be explored ill discussion to identify issues 
that can guide future deN elopment. 
Greenbaum (1998) describes a simple method. Each participant is given a sheet 
with a grid on it and allowed five minutes to mark in all the products or items being 
L 
LI 
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assessed, grouping them as they think most appropriate (see Figure 12.17). The 
participants do not have to use the whole grid, and if the grid is too small, they can add 
more squares. The session can then proceed as follows. 
Identify categories and rules used. Discuss the outcomes to find out what categories 
and rules individuals have used when grouping the items. This can lead to a greater 
understanding about the rationale participants have used to create the categories, and the 
types of features they consider when analysing products. At this stage, the actual 
placement of the specific items is not important, just the categorisation methods used. 
identify predominant approach. Through discussion, establish which categories and 
rules are predominant. Mark up a labelled grid on a flip-chart t9 reflect this (moderator). 
Achieve consensus. Through discussion, try to achieve consensus as to where each item 
should be placed. The discussion resulting from this allows greater understanding about 
the participants' perceptions of each item, why certain items have been placed in certain 
boxes and the perceived similarities and differences between items. 
This technique is relatively simple and provides a framework for further probing. Aiming 
to achieve consensus (both in terms of categories and item placement) provides a useful 
focus for the discussion, but the final result is relatively unimportant since it is the 
information revealed in discussion that is of main interest. 
Phone A Phone D 
Phone M Phone C Phone F 
Phone RI 
Phone E Phone K Phone G 
Phone B Phone 0 Phone H 
Phone P 
Phone L Phone I 
Phone N 
PhoneJ 
Figure 12.17 Example conceptual map showing how a range of telephones might be grouped 
Main advantages: 
provides an insight into the ways people analyse products; 
provides feedback on participants' perceptions of specific products or product types; 
easy to set up, minimal pre-preparation; 
provides a stimulus for discussion and probing. 
Main disadvantages: 
initial categorisation exercise can be difficult for some participants; 
does not provide definitive 'result'. Not suited to participatory design problems. 
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12.4.9 Attitudinal Scaling 
Attitudinal scaling is a probing technique that is based on identifying the key attributes of 
a group of products, and exploring how individual products are perceived in relation to 
these. It provides insights into the features that are considered most important and 
promotes better understanding of how people assess a product's ability to meet the 
requirements. It also provides insights into the trade-offs that people make. In the context 
of human factors/ergonomics and design, an example might be the trade-off between 
numbers of features (complexity) and ease of use. 
Very easy to use 
* CamE 
* CamA 
* CamB 
CarnD 
Few Many 
features features 
* CamC 
* CamF 
Very hard to use 
Figure 12.18 Attitudinal scaling exercise showing camcorders as an example 
The basic procedure (based on Greenbaum, 1998) is as follows. 
Determine key attributes. Discuss the product or topic of interest to identify the most 
important characteristics, both in terms of positive features/impacts and negative 
features/impacts. Determine common attributes from these where possible. For example, 
with camcorders, complexity and ease of use would probably be common themes, but 
price and reliability might also be important. Decide which attribute to explore further. 
Conduct scaling exercise. Give each participant a graph (see Figure 12.18) and ask them 
to mark on the axes the attributes for exploration, in this case, complexity and ease of use. 
Ask each participant to mark on the graph where they think each product lies. 
Share outcomes. Draw the graph on a flip-chart so that everyone can see it, and mark up 
the responses from participants - from just one or two initially. 
Probe perceptions. Use the outcomes as a stimulus for probing why people have given 
their answers and the extent to which others agree or disagree. The responses from other 
participants can be added to the graph as required. The focus is on trying to understand 
the participants' perceptions of the products and how and why they make the trade-offs. 
This can be helpful in revealing and support the understanding of consumer decision- 
making in purchasing situations. 
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Main advantages: 
provides an insight into which product characteristics people think are important; 
provides feedback on participants' perceptions of specific products and why they 
have those perceptions; 
relatively easy to set up - minimal pre-preparation; 
provides a stimulus for discussion and probing. 
Main disadvantages: 
only appropriate when trade-offs exist or are relevant to the research; 
scaling exercise can be difficult for some participants; 
some characteristics are hard to assess without hands-on experience; 
does not provide definitive result. 
12.4.10 Questionnaire 
Questionnaires provide an additional method for capturing feedback from participants 
during a focus group. They can be used in conjunction with other techniques, for 
example, visual evaluation, product handling and user testing (Figure 12.19). 
Questionnaires can be completed early in the session and used as a stimulus. 
Alternatively, they can be used to summarise participants' views at the end of a session. 
Another common use in the focus group context is to gather factual information about the 
participants themselves, although this information is not used in the context of the 
discussion itself. 
There are many different types of questions, including ranking, rating, closed (pre- 
prepared answers) or open (free response answers). Because the questions are pre- 
determined, questionnaire results can be more easily analysed than the outputs of a 
discussion. If there are only a small number of people involved though, the data are 
unlikely to be statistically secure, yet still valuable nonetheless. Detailed guidance on the 
design of questionnaires is beyond the scope of this book. For more information, see 
Sinclair (1995). However, some general principles for their use in the focus group context 
are given below. 
Avoid long or cumbersome questionnaires. The purpose of the focus group is the 
discussion session, so time spent filling in questionnaires is lost discussion time. Keep the 
number of questions to a minimum. 
Take care with the wording of the questions. They should be easy to understand and 
unambiguous. Use familiar language and avoid technical terms and acronyms. Keep 
questions short and to the point. 
Avoid leading questions. Do not use questions that might lead the respondent into 
giving certain answers, for example, 'do you agree that Product A is easier to use than 
Product BT. 
Design for ease of completion. Limit the number of questions requiring free response 
answers because these take longer to answer. Closed (tick box) questions, rating scales or 
ranking are relatively quick to complete. 
Use a clear layout. Ensure that the questionnaire is laid out clearly to make it easier to 
complete and minimise mistakes. If participants are likely to be visually impaired, layout 
clarity is even more important (see Chapter 7). 
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Regarding the msual appeal of 
this product what do you think 00, 
'I "1 
po 
2 
OK 
3 
good good 
"'Y 
45 
U, 
swe 
0 
We need to find out whether you have got any previous knowledge of this model 
Please lick in case you 
cut tl own it use it used it in the past have seen it belofe have not , eon I in F-I E F-I F7 
Would this product suit your kitchen? 
Would you want to buy this product? 
Figure 12.19 Questionnaire used to retrieve aesthetic preferences (from McDonagh ,I al , 2002) 
Main advantages: 
structured format provides a quick way of sunlinarising participants' views; C-1 
standard format means that data can be easily analysed it' requiredý 
provides a good stimulus for discussion and probing ifcarried out early in session. L, 
Main disadvantages: 0 
questions are pre-cletermined, thus limiting the range of' responses to some degree, 
pre-preparation rcquiredý 
C011SUmes time within the session. 
12.4.11 Decision-making Analysis 
Used by Caplan (1990) in his focus group studies oil photocopiers, decision-makino 
analysis provides numerical results to hell) understand tile participants' views oil tile 
relative importance of certain features or functions and the extent to N%hich different 
designs satisfy these. The outcomes call be helpful, for example, ývhen needing to choose 0 
between a number ot'different design directions. 
The analysis is best carried out towards the end of a focus group. This enables the 
group members to fully understand the designs and allows discussion of key features in 
the normal Nvay. Sometimes the participants call complete the entire analysis within tile 
session. In sorne cases, however, the scoring of' features may require input from 
specialists, for example, all engineer's report oil technical performance. These Nvill 
therefore need to be completed at a later date. 
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Table 12.3 Example decision-making analysis results table (from Caplan, 1990) 
Importance weighting Goodness rating 
Subject DC IDS DT DB NB SM BC NH Ays A B C 
Criteria 
Ease of loading scroll 10 10 10 10 9 8 10 10 9.6 10 8 4 
Ease of installation/ 10 10 10 10 8 7 10 9 9.3 7 10 9 
removal 
Ease of CFF jam 9 9 9 8 10 6 8 -to 8.5 10 7 1 
recovery 
Ease of mainframe jam 9 8 10 9 10 4 8 9 8.4 4 7 10 
recovery 
Ease of platen cover 9 9 5 10 6 5 9 10 7.9 8 8 10 
handling 
Manual copying 4 7 10 7 5 4 7 8 6.5 6 4 10 
Visibility of originals 5 4 1 10 7 4 5 7 5.4 4 10 7 
Removal of job in mid- 1 6 3 8 9 4 2 8 5.1 10 4 4 
scr6ll 
Appearance 5 5 7 6 3 6 2 5 4.9 3 10 9 
Availability of correctly I 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1.5 10 1 1 
stapled copies 
Operability values 
Concept A 447 507 455 596 501 353 452 560 484 
Concept B 499 513 479 604 497 377 471 568 501 
Concept C 444 477 471 559 441 330 440 528 461 
Caplan's technique for decision-making analysis is described below, and an example is 
shown in Table 12.3. 
Establish acceptability criteria. Use the focus group discussion to identify the key 
criteria for the evaluation. For example, with a photocopier this might be 'ease of jam 
recovery' or 'appearance'. Identification of these criteria might include some form of 
brainstorming and list reduction activity. 
Rate importance of criteria. Each subject rates the importance of each criterion on a 
scale of I to 10, where 10 is the most important. The importance scores or weightings for 
each subject (identified by their initials) are recorded on the table. In this example, 
subject DC considers 'ease of loading scroll' to be very important, and 'availability of 
correctly stapled copies' as unimportant. 
Rate the goodness of each concept. For each of the acceptability criteria, the group 
assigns a score reflecting the extent to which each design concept (A, B or C in this case) 
fulfils the criterion. Again aI to 10 scale is used, where 10 is best. In this example, 'ease 
of scroll loading' is easiest with Concept A, a little less easy with B and much harder 
with C. For some criteria it may not be possible for the participants to assign a score. For 
example, if they have no experience of 'jam recovery', then they cannot rate it. In these 
cases, the scoring will have to be done afterwards by an appropriate expert. 
Calculate the acceptability values. In this example, acceptability values are operability 
values. The acceptability value is the sum of importance multiplied by goodness for all 
the acceptance criteria. Calculate this for each subject for each concept. In this example, 
subject DC's acceptability value for ConceptA (447) is (10xlO)+(lOx7)+(9xlO)+... 
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If there are clear differences between the concepts, then the preferred option is clear. If 
the differences are small, closer inspection may be required. 
I Main advantages: 
requires minimal pre-preparation work; 
provides information about which aspects of the product or system are considered 
most important by participants; 
produces a tangible output, i. e. an overall view of areas where different concepts 
perform well or badly and, in some cases, a clear idea of which concept is preferred 
overall. 
Main disadvantages: 
analysis process consumes time during the session; 
it may not be possible to complete the analysis during the session if some aspects 
require rating by an expert. 
12.4.12 Balance Sheets or +/- Charts 
Balance sheets are a simple method for an! alysing ideas or options by considering the 
advantages (pros) and disadvantages (cons). They help people to evaluate ideas in an 
organised way and can help groups achieve consensus. 
Kettle A 
+ 
Looksgood 
Easy to clean 
Holds a lot 
Great colour 
Can see how full it is 
Heavy 
Handle not very comfortable 
Probably expensive 
Might not appeal to women 
Figure 12.20 Balance sheet example for a kettle design concept 
To create a balance sheet, draw a line down a flip-chart to form two columns. Label 
one with a+' and the other with a-'. Ask the group to brainstorm the pros and cons and 
write these in the appropriate headings (see Figure 12.20). Make sure the sheet is labelled 
with the idea or product it refers to. 
The exercise should be repeated for all the concepts under scrutiny. The completed 
sheets can then be used to discuss the options and to probe further so that a deeper 
understanding of key issues can be gained. 
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" requires little pre-preparation work; 
" focuses people on analysis and helps to clarify thoughts; 
" provides stimulus for discussion and probing. 
Main disadvantages: 
may be unfamiliar to some participants; 
does not permit numerical analysis. 
12.4.13 SWOT Analysis 
This is a widely known technique that has many applications in the business world, but is 
included here because it can help with the evaluation of ideas or concepts. It is fairly 
detailed and can be time-consuming, so it is best used when there is only a small number 
of concepts or ideas. 
System Design Concept A 
Streneths 
Very reliable (99.9%) 
Cheap to maintain 
Reduced running costs 
Can increase output 
Can increase quality 
Weaknesses 
Not very easy to use 
High training costs 
Very expensive to buy 
Expensive to install 
Threats 
Operators may not want to 
use it 
Figure 12.21 SWOT analysis diagram assessing a new production system 
SWOT stands for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. It works by 
analysing each idea or concept in terms of these headings, commonly using a quadrant 
diagram as shown in Figure 12.21. In some respects it is similar to the balance sheet 
method (see Section 12.4.12), but with more refined analysis categories. 
It is unsuited to focus groups concerned with consumer products - for these the 
simpler balance sheet method is more appropriate. It is helpful, however, for groups 
concerned with the design and/or implementation of more complex systems, for example, for a participatory design group tasked with devising new work processes. 
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Main advantages: 
" requires minimal pre-preparation work; 
" focuses on analysis and helps to clarify thoughts; 
" useful for participatory design groups. 
Main disadvantages: 
can be time-consuming to complete thoroughly; 
unfamiliar method for some people. Not suited to sessions with the general public. 
12.4.14 List Reduction 
This is a simple filtering technique that helps to reduce brainstormed lists of ideas or 
concepts down to a manageable size. It is most likely to be used alongside discussion 
sessions aimed at problem solving, perhaps as part of a participatory design initiative. 
The steps are as follows. 
Clarify ideas. Before attempting any analysis, go through the initial list to ensure 
everyone understands what the idea is. 
Identify filters. As a group, identify the key criteria that must be satisfied if the idea is to 
remain under consideration. Examples include, cost, likelihood to improve the situation 
and feasibility. Use of MoSCoW rules (DSDM, 2002) is another example, where 
requirements are prioritised using the filters Must have, Should have, Could have and 
Want to have. 
Review list. Review each item on the list according to the filter criteria. Cross the 
obvious failures from the list. Mark doubtful cases in brackets. 
Repeat process. Carry out the process again if required, focusing on the remaining items, 
and possibly defining new filter criteria. 
Main advantages: 
" requires minimal pre-preparation work; 
" focuses on analysis and helps to clarify thoughts; 
" reduces large lists to a manageable size. 
Main disadvantages: 
" some participants may be unfamiliar with the method; 
" requires a skilled moderator to ensure consistency and objectivity. 
12.4.15 Voting and Ranking 
Voting and ranking are ways of gauging the relative popularity of the products, ideas or 
concepts being discussed, and to help make choices. The outcomes can be used to help 
stimulate further discussion or probing by the moderator. Participants often like to carry 
out voting or ranking exercises because they provide some form of tangible result or 
outcome for the session. 
There are several ways of setting up voting and ranking schemes, but the key 
consideration for their use within group discussions is speed and ease of use. There is 
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little point in using methods that require complex statistical analysis and provide results 
that are relatively meaningless to the participants. Also, due to the relatively small 
number of people taking part, the reliability of the Outputs is limited. It is important to 
recognise the limitations of voting and ranking in this context, and to use the outputs 
appropriately. A feNk simple voting and ranking schemes are described below. This is not 
intended as an exhaustive list. The reader should adapt these methods to suit their own 
particular needs. 
Pair comparison. The options are compared against each other in pairs, i. e. Option I 11 
versus 2, then I versus 3 and so oil. Participants carry out the exercise individuall), 
recording their results on a simple grid. The participants are asked to identify which of' 
each pair is better. In the example shown (Figure 12.22), Chair I has been judgcd better L, L, 
than Chairs 2,4 and 5, but worse than Chairs 3,6,7 and 8. 
Chair Evaluation 
N am e: 
As an alternative, it can sometimes be helpt'Lil to allow pairs of' options to be judged 
as equal. When completed, the results are tabulated and scores are iISSi. I. 'IIed LISiII0 a 
simple system, such as one point for each time an option isjudged better that) mother. 
Dot voting. The choices on otTer are written on I'lip-charts or displaý boards, and 
participants vote by placing stick-on coloured dots against their ch i LI C, oices as appropriate. Participants may be given one dot or more according to need. 
Ballot voting. Participants vote t'or one or more of' the options by use of' secret ballot. 
Votes are recorded on cards and handed in to the moderator. 
Ranking. Each participant ranks the options in order of preference. If there are a large 
number of options, the process may be simplified by limitino the ranking to the top live Lý t, 
or three choices. Ranking scores are determined usiqg a simple system, I-or example, five 
points each time an idea is ranked best, four points for second place, and so on. The 
results can he called out by each participant and tabulated hN the moderator, or the 
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process can be carried out secretly, as in the nominal group technique (see Section 
12.3.2). 
. Main advantages: 
" basic voting and ranking methods are simple and adaptable; 
" voting and ranking helps to prioritise options; 
" provides a tangible output. 
Main disadvantages: 
can be time-consuming to complete and to analyse; 
unlikely to have statistical validity. 
12.5 CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter brings together a range of tools and techniques that can be used to extend 
the ugefulness of focus group methods. By using these tools in conjunction with the 
practical guidance on logistics given in Chapter 2, designers and researchers in human 
factors/ergonomics can exploit the full potential of focus groups. 
Flexibility is a key strength of the focus group method and the same is true of the 
tools included in this chapter. The descriptions given here are not prescriptive - 
researchers are encouraged to experiment, adapting the techniques as appropriate to suit 
their own requirements. 
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Problem Interpretation and 
-Resolution via Visual Stimuli: 
The Use of 'Mood Boardsin 
Design Education 
Steve Garner Et Deana McDonagh-Philp 
Abstract 
This paper defines and discusses'mood boards' 
those assemblages of images and, less fre- 
quently, objects, which are used to assistanalysis, 
creativity and idea development in design activity. 
There is need for discussion since little published 
information currently existsto guide students and 
tutors. The paper proposes that mood boards can 
assist problem finding as well as problem solving. 
Primarily, mood boards provide a mechanism for 
students and practising designers to respond to 
perceptions about the brief, the problem as it 
emerges and the ideas as they develop. The 
construction of mood boards potentially stimu- 
lates the perception and interpretation of more 
ephemeral phenomena such as colour, texture, 
form. image and status. They are, like Debono's 
lateral thinking techniques, partly responses to an 
inner dialogue and partly provocation to become 
engaged In such a dialogue. Examples are drawn 
f rom recentwork in the field of industrial design at 
Loughborough University. 
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Steve Garner b Deana 
McDonagh-Philp 
Introduction 
For anyone with experience of design education, 
the term 'mood board' is likely to stir up mixed 
emotions. When mood boards are successfully 
designed and used, the creative insight of design- 
ers in such diverse fields as the graphics industry, 
television and theatre, industrial design and the 
crafts shines out. When poorly undertaken they 
are worse than a waste of time. For design 
students they can seem like a meaningless addi- 
tion to a project's submission requirements. For 
design tutors there has been, as Baxter [11 notes, 
little or no articulation of exactly what constitutes 
quality in mood boards thus giving rise to great 
difficulties in assessment, comparison and 
student feedback. Mood boards need not be 
expensive or time consuming to construct. They 
usually consist of a collection of found and/or 
made images fixed to aboard for the purpose of 
presentation. Sometimes found objects or 
constructions are integrated so that the mood 
board becomes three dimensional. Photographs, 
images from magazines or the internet, samples 
of fabrics or colour swatches, drawings, industrial 
and natural objects such as wire and leaves, and 
abstract graphic experiments in texture, colour or 
form are commonly juxtaposed on an A3, A2 or 
Al sheet of card orfoamboard. The collections of 
images and objects aim to represent emotion, 
feelings or'mood'evoked by the original design 
brief or the brief as it develops. Abstract imagery 
is often more successful in this than figurative 
images which can have strong literal interpreta- 
tions. As theytend to be puretyVisual, the boards 
transcend linguistic restrictions. They neverthe- 
less have an important function in developing 
students' ability to articulate their thinking. In the 
same way that the icons used by major product 
corporations such as Nike, Adidas or BMW are 
intended to convey positive connotations, so 
mood boards are intended to explore and 
communicate the perceived connotations in a 
design brief. Exactly what the maker and the 
viewer are supposed to get from such a mood 
board is the subject of this paper. 
Uses and misuses of Mood Boards 
Mood boards are particularly useful for student 
designers whose analytical and creative skills are 
rapidly developing. They can be one of the most 
valuable tools in the whole designing process 
because theý are potentially fast and they can 
provide direction and insight on which the time- 
consuming stages of design development are 
f ounded. Their quality lies in theirf lexibility in form 
and application and hence the guidelines fortheir 
construction need to be non-prescriptive. Their 
use has much in common with the strategies for 
lateral thinking propounded by Edward Debono 
three decades ago: 
Lateralthinkingis... concerned with breaking out 
of the conceptjonsons of old ideas. 777is leads to 
changes in attitude and approach; to looking in a 
different way at things which have always been 
looked at in the same way. Liberation from old 
ideas and the stimulation of n ew ones are twin 
aspects of lateral thinking. [2] 
Mood boards also have this dual potential for liber- 
ation and stimulation. They can be used to 
respond visually and emotionally to a given design 
brief but their construction is part of a wider 
creative and analytical design dialogue. However, 
this design tool is not always used effectively. 
Poor mood boards can compound an inability to 
respond emotionally. In design education the 
context invariably makes demands on students' 
visual and emobonal sensitivities. Students may 
lack confidence or be unwilling or unable to 
engage in such an enquiry and the use of mood 
boards can be an important influence on enthusiý 
asm, creativity, insight and direction within project 
work. Design education could do much more to 
improvethe exploitation of this under-valued tool. 
Many students experience great difficulty in 
responding to and exploiting emotional qualities 
in their projectwork. They often resort to formu-- 
laic strategies which avoid risk butwhich invariably 
impoverish insight and creativity. In the experience 
of the authors, some students only present mood 
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boards becausetheyare stipulated in the project's 
submission requirements. Many students fail to 
see the need for reflection and interpretation in 
this personal, loose mixing of intent and outcome. 
With their lack of experience, students often 
expect staff to see some profound value in their 
collection of images without any explanation. 
Theycan fail to realisethata majorvalue lies in the 
realisations and other cognitive progressions 
which take placeforthe makerand notin the phys- 
ical output and subsequent interpretation by 
others. Having said this, there is also significant 
value in the learning which takes place in the iter- 
ative cycles of making, interpreting, discussing 
and remaking. Mood boards can be a profoundly 
liberating tool for design students. Uke all tools in 
a designer's toolkit the value of mood boards 
depends upon them being integrated and used. 
Mood boards are not an end in themselves. 
Mood Boards: process or product? 
Like underdeveloped design folders, weak mood 
boards are the outcome of a widespread belief by 
students in schools and universities that the f inal 
proposal or 'product' is the only part of the 
submission which should really count. This is in 
spectacular contrastto manyteachers and tutors 
of design who demand evidence of a sound 
'process', while overlooking blatantly weak 
proposals. Thus, as far as some students are 
concerned, supporting material has to be paid lip- 
service to (not least because marks are attached 
to it) but that so long as there is a predetermined 
quantity of output in each categorythen it matters 
not when, where, how (perhaps even by whom) 
it was produced. For some staff, as long as a dis& 
plined and sequential process is adhered to then 
assessment is relatively straightforward and 
transparent, The quality of proposal- a potentially 
contentious issue - forms only one aspect of the 
assessment. In reality both are required. Like 
weak design folders, weak mood boards do not 
present any evidence of that restless searching 
which characterises good designing. In a weak 
process they are irrelevant appendages where 
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the students' attentions seem to be entirely else- 
where. In a successful process mood boards 
seem to indicate the direction of travelfordesign 
and development. They also assist with justifying 
and substantiating the proposal by linking the end 
of the process with the beginning. Some of the 
features of the proposal will bevisible in the qual- 
ities of the mood board or boards. Being able to 
see and articulate these links is an issue for both 
students and tutors. Teaching and learning also 
have to focus on establishing confidence that 
these outputs, in the form of both process and 
product, are valued as indicators of a maturing 
design ability. 
Mood Boards: problem solving and 
problem finding 
Mood boards have a central role to play in modem 
design education. Gone are the days when design 
ability was solely measured by a student's compe- 
tence to respond to a set problem. While it may 
form part of an overall assessment strategy within 
a design programme the focus today is as much 
on'problem-finding'as'problern-soMng'. Design 
education has, at various times, addressed the 
problem of problern-solving but it has inadequately 
attempted to unpack or make transparent, for 
design students, the problem of problerri--finding. 
Rowe [3] presents a discussion of the integration 
of these two areas as the'problem space'. Much 
of the derivative, unmarketable, or just plain unad- 
venturous output of design in higher education is 
a consequence of a weak competence at defining 
the relevant problem space and mood boards 
can have a function here. The world is awash with 
various types of problems - social, economic, 
ecological, etc., but here we restrict ourselves to a 
rather simpler type which exist within and across 
the more fundamental categories previously 
mentioned. Design problems rarely present them- 
selves and where they do, somebody has usually 
beaten us to it Therefore being able, to a greater 
or lesser extent, to identify design problems that 
no one has previously articulated becomes an 
important goal for design eddcation. How are 
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students to become aware of new problems - examples are all drawn from industrial design the . 
problems which by definition have notyet reached 
the awareness of those teaching the students? 
There are numerous techniques for stretching 
the creative capacity of individuals and groups. 
Debono, [4] developed techniques which encour- 
aged orenforced the suspension of judgement and 
he documented the advantages of exploiting them: 
- An idea will survive longer and will breed 
furtherideas. 
- Other people will offer ideas which their own 
judgement would have rejected. Such ideas may 
be extremely useful to those receiving them. 
The ideas of others can be accepted for their 
stimulating effect instead of being rejected. 
Ideas which are judged to be wrong within 
the current f rame of ref erence may survive long 
enough to show that the frame of reference 
needs altering. 
The use of mood boards is potentially very valu- 
able to design thinking since they can be used to 
integrate and support problern-finding and prob- 
lem-solving strategies. In doing so, they rely on 
the suspension of judgementvalued by Debono. 
If the collection, construction, juxtaposition and 
presentation of relevant materials is undertaken 
- and integrated with appropriate periods of 
reflection, evaluation and documentation -then 
the mood board as a design tool can be the pivot 
of a successful design process. A successful 
'product'may not be guaranteed, but appropriate 
use of mood boards can make an immense 
contribution to a sound process likely to lead to a 
relevant, responsive and innovative proposal. 
Thefollowing examples discussthe use of tech- 
niques which involve mood boards for creative 
problem finding as well as assisting with the devel- 
opment and resolution of design problems once 
articulated. All examples are drawn from the BA 
/BSc degree programmes in Industrial Design and 
Technology at Loughborough University. While the 
observations apply, to a greater or lesser extent to 
many other areas of design education (e. g. fashion, 
textiles, graphic design). The work is discussed 
under the two broad headings presented above, 
problem-finding and problern-solving. Each makes 
reference to six actiVities and their outputs: collec- 
tion and construction, juxtaposition, presentation, 
reflection, evaluation and documentation. The final 
section reviews their integration. 
Mood Boards in problem-finding 
Students often approach the early stages of a 
design project with a cold, dispassionate resolu- 
tion. The beginning of a project can be associated 
with a reluctance to apply effort and may be char- 
acterised by a low level of enthusiasm. There may 
be a lack of urgency but more often there is a lack 
of direction. Since their design brief is, quite 
correctly, unspecific or ambiguous the direction 
for investigation cannot easily be determined. 
Thus, the studio logic would have us believe, any 
effort put into investigative activities is more than 
likely to be in the wrong direction and thus a 
waste of time. However, time spent collecting 
information as a response to an imperfectly 
formed brief can prove stimulating. Even if it does 
not lead to new ideas it can provide insight to 
reasons why a particular direction for the project 
might not be valuable. That is, it can lead to the 
sort of articulation necessarywithin a future prod- 
uct design specification. Any collection of 
information is better than no collection, but the 
value of the technique depends upon what it is 
that is collected and what use is made of the 
material once collected. The examples shown in 
Figure 1 and Figure 2 highlight the exploitation of 
a wide range of published, found and made 
images. This particular brief, to second year 
undergraduates, asked students to produce a 
mood board as a response to their perceptions 
about themselves. 
In both of these cases the students were in the 
very early stages of defining the perimeters of 
their ill-defined, product design brief. Their mood 
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boards were an attempt to respond to the context 
of their task. They have constructed blocks of 
colour and juxtaposed forms as a way of feeling 
their way forward. Progress must include this 
s trategy since the nature of their task was inher- 
ently to do with product form and colour - 
phenomena which are almost impossible to 
explore via the spoken or written word. Figure 3 
takes this problem finding one stage further. 
Figure 3 shows a selection of the work of David 
Mlynski, a final year design student whose major 
project concerned a domestic hot water kettle. 
This was a significant element of coursework 
amounting to some 300 hours of student time and 
worth 25 percent of the total final year mark. The 
mood board appears in the centre of the illustra- 
tion, surrounded by sketch and presentational 
drawings. The objects and images which appear 
on the mood board have, on the face of it, very 
little to do with kettles or even the boiling of water. 
The student was encouraged to respond to the 
subjectwhich he had identified forthis negotiated 
assignment. Part of this responding was to seek 
out a pre-verbal presentation of those motivational 
stimuli perceived in this field. The collection of 
material which, at the earliest stage, may or may 
not have been included in a future assembly, was 
simply a means of responding subconsciously to 
perceptions about the embryonic brief, the poten- 
tial market, the product field and the process of 
addressing it. The various stones, sketches, 
insects, texture rubbings, photographs, and text 
are a personal response and took relatively little 
time. Theywere filtered and the selected'valuable' 
items were mounted onto card such that a bound- 
ary was drawn between those objects which 
appeared to have, for the student, meaning, value 
and relationship and those which had less value. 
This newly created object, the'mood board', facili- 
tated an articulation which could not have taken 
place without it - the student concerned talked 
enthusiastically with staff and his peers regarding 
the intention. Once left on display, when the 
student was not there, debates took place 
between students and between staff concerning 
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interpretations and meýAning. Hie mood board 
proved to be provocative, ambiguous and stimu- 
lating. It gave rise to discussion of many issues 
which were both directly related and peripheral to 
kettles. The student was encouraged to keep a 
record of the outcome of his own reflection on this 
activity (via a project log book) and to add to it as 
many observations as possible which arose from 
discussions. All this took place within two weeks 
of the start of the project. The mood board work 
had significantly increased the student's enthusi- 
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asm (his own admission) and subsequent inves- 
tigative activities were profoundly influenced by 
the activity. In subsequent reflection it was appar- 
entthatthe'problern space'had opened out It had 
not become a search for the form of a domestic 
water heater, it had become an exploration of the 
relationship between people, materials and prod- 
ucts which used the boiling of water as a context. 
In fact the student went on to produce a kettle 
productwhich used newtechnologyto overcome 
the lime-scale build-up found in kettles in some 
geographic areas. Not only was the technological 
prototyping impressive butthe integration of mate- 
rials, textures, and manufacturability revealed a 
significant creative and practical capability in the 
student. The product proposal subsequently 
attracted the attention of a major UK manufacturer. 
Mood Boards in problem-resolving 
Just as finding the direction for project investiga- 
tions can prove difficult for students so the 
direction for development of design ideas can 
seem very opaque when surrounded bya myriad 
of opportunities. There is, potentially, a height- 
ened sense of fear of selecting awrong'direction 
forthe projectwith its consequences forwasted 
time, quality of proposal and, worst of all, lower 
grades! Thus the development phase of the 
project can seem as imposing as finding a brief 
can be. The use of mood boards in design devel- 
opment can allow students to juxtapose partly 
formed or emerging ideas. Sometimes this might 
involve various sketch activity or it might be a 
selected juxtaposition of original sketches and 
found material such as might have been used in 
the problern-finding mood board. It might also 
involve the work (original or found) of other 
people and is particularly helpful where teams of 
student designers are working together. The 
purpose of mood boards in problem solving (or 
perhaps, more correctly, probýlem resolving) is to 
present a selection of information which can be 
measured against the emerging requirements of 
the project (or the product design specification, 
PDS, as it might be called). Neither are 'fixed'. The 
imagery presented should not be considered as 
proposals since they are still ill-defined and 
ambiguous. Nor should the reflection be overly 
influenced by the PIDS since part of the purpose 
of mood boards at this stage is to provoke a rein- 
terpretation of the stated problem via rewording 
of any of the items in the PDS. Of course in skilled 
hands the engineering of opportunities to bring 
together the evolving but essentially incomplete 
perception of the requirement. and the ideas 
emerging to resolve it, can take place in various 
ways and may require only a project log book, 
computer terminal or the often-mentioned'back 
of an envelope'. However, for students lacking in 
experience the mood board can place a new 
emphasis on the value of 'process'. In the exam- 
ples below students found the use of mood 
boards stimulating to project development Few 
of them had ever used mood boards in this way 
and it stimulated discussion and constructive 
output. The form of the mood boards differs 
considerably within the group, as indeed it should. 
Each participant identified their own functionality 
for the mood board but was able to articulate this 
functionality and was able to offer evaluation as a 
result of reflection on its use and value. 
Conclusion: a few pointers 
It has been proposed that mood boards have a 
function for both problem finding and problem 
solving and, as such, they are vital tools in the 
teaching and learning of design. While mood 
boards are exploited in both education and, to a 
lesserextent, in professional design practice little 
of theirvalue hasbeen made explicit Forexample, 
there are no texts on the use and value of mood 
boards in design education in the way that the 
teaching of drawing, materials science and 
ergonomics are supported. The value of mood 
boards was examined recently by Shayal Chhibber 
[51, as part of his final year dissertation. He docu- 
mented the following descriptive quotation from 
one practising designer: A mood board collates 
colours, textures, images and material samples 
as a starting point prior to creating concept ideas'. 
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More revealingly, two further quotations highlight 
functionality and application: 'Mood boards are a 
marketing exercise, they allow the designer or 
design team to study the potential of a new 
consumer lifestyle' and '... they work bestwhen 
kept abstract, images from outside the field in 
which you are designing'. 
The same study asked undergraduate students 
to ref lect on the value of mood boards in their own 
designing. One second year student viewed them 
as, Ia way of conveying the user, environment or 
product using visual material. Mood boards convey 
a feeling of style, emotion and appearance'. Af inal- 
ist described them similarly as'a series of images 
which encapsulate an emotion or essence'. 
Primarily, mood boards provide a mechanism 
for students and practising designers to respond 
to perceptions about the brief, the problem as it 
emerges- and the ideas as they develop. The 
construction of a mood board potentially stimu- 
lates the perception and interpretation of more 
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form, image and status. It is, like Debono's lateral 
thinking, partly response to an inner dialogue and 
partly provocation to become engaged in such a 
dialogue. Crick [61 highlights the need for a new 
agenda in the education of design undergradu- 
ates. Her priorities are for sustainability but Crick 
identifies a complacency in the questioning 
processes which have a resonance with the 
message in this paper Similarly, Oak [71 appeals 
for design educators to engineer opportunities for 
reflection and discussion. She promotes a greater 
emphasis on the questioning of assumptions. If a 
new dialogue of reflection, responsibility, creativ- 
ity and assumption is to be fostered within design 
education we need to examine the appropriate- 
ness of our tools. Perhaps mood boards could 
piliy a part in our response. 
And finally, some practical tips for students and 
tL itors. Students should seek to draw upon a wide 
range of found and self-made resources when 
constructing a mood board. Enjoy the abstract 
and be cautious of the figurative because of the 
connotations and reinforcements it contains. The 
style of construction can vary enormously - ask 
yourself 'what am I trying to achieve': private 
exploration or commtinication of a perception? 
Consider making or finding three dimensional 
objects as well as graphic images to push your 
perceptions and your communication further. 
Avoid mass-market magazines from the major 
manufacturers and retailers - they will only rein- 
force ruts and hinderthe recognition of innovation. 
Even lifestyle magazines with their 'designer' 
image will cause you to substitute your creative 
ideas for theirs. Use mood boards early - at the 
earliest briefing - and consider making new ones 
throughout the design and development process 
as a means of getting out of problems and dead 
ends - particularly where conceptual or visual 
problems are concerned. Be creative. Fear of fail- 
ure is the enemy of creativity. 
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ABSTRACT: Focus groups are increasingly used in industry to elicit data on product users' 
less tangible needs and associated product symbolism. This can have a considerable impact 
on a product's subsequent sales and hence is commercially extremely valuable design research. 
This paper provides an overview of an action research project which placed both a designer 
and an undergraduate designer, rather than a market researcher in direct contact with users 
in focus groups. The aim of the work was two-fold: firstly to develop a protocol for a designer 
to manage focus groups effectively, and secondly to see if this experience could improve 
the designer's ability to empathise with a range of users (socio-economic, culture, gender, age 
or abilities). In reporting the above. the paper also attempts to extrapolate the findings to a 
schools context; could focus group methods be used be used by students at a school level both 
as a vehicle for design research and as a learning tool? 
This paper provides a background to focus group methods, together with their advan. 
tages and limitations. The action research project is described and three case studies within 
it are outlined. The protocols developed are described. The final section of the paper looks 
at the degree to which this work could be extrapolated to schools level design work both in 
the United Kingdom and internationally. 
Keywords: design research, evidence-based design decision-making, focus group, research 
application 
INTRODUCTION 
Research is a vital aspect of any design work. At both school and under- 
graduate levels, design research also has a secondary value in developing 
the young designer's understanding of products and the social context of 
their use. Typically students on design and technology courses will employ 
questionnaires, interviews and product analysis as part of their research. 
These techniques, if taught and applied effectively are helpful, each offering 
advantages but also having limitations. For example it is recognised that 
users and purchasers of products have needs which are often subtle, sub- 
conscious and difficult to identify. Illustrating this Solomon (1983) argues 
that consumers use product symbolism to define both themselves and their 
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relationships to others. McCracken (1988) uses the term symbolic con- 
sumption to describe the quasi-language through which people use products 
to communicate with each other. Manufacturers are increasingly sensitive 
to this issue and recognise that research offering an insight into these 
needs can provide a product a market-winning edge. Focus group method- 
ol6gy offers one way of gaining such insights. A typical focus group is a 
gathering of individuals brought together to generate data through discussing 
particular topics and issues whilst guided by a moderator. The method relies 
upon a positive synergetic effect within the group, particularly supporting 
group-brainstorming activities within the discussion. The method has a long 
history in market research (e. g. Savage et al. 1995). Specific procedures 
are described by authors such as Morgan (1998), Krueger (1998) and 
Greenbaum (1998). 
In industry, specialist usually carry out market research. They gather 
raw data, process it, and feed results to design teams. The authors of this 
paper considered the lack of designer/user contact to be a serious limita- 
tion to good design. A working hypothesis was generated that all designers 
have a limit to the degree with which they can empathise with potential 
users from other groups, for example socio-economic, gender, culture, age 
and ability. In addition it is hypothesised that: 
" trainee designers would benefit from frameworks which could be 
used to develop their ability to empathise with users from different 
groups 
" experience gained from such activity would internalised and, therefore, 
be of value in future work. 
A distinctive action research project was established and conducted over 
a five-year period. This placed undergraduate designers directly in contact 
with users through focus group activities and involved them in the process 
of identifying user needs and aspirations. It was intended that this would 
broaden their 'empathic horizon' (McDonagh-Philp & Denton 1999). Not 
only would the designer be better informed on the needs and aspirations 
of users in a particular project, but they would also grow as designers 
from the experience and be better able to empathise with, and design for, 
other groups outside their existing experience. The research explored two 
particular innovations, these were: 
a. The training of student designers in the management of focus groups. 
The aim is to bring the user-focus into the design team and design process 
itself. 
b. The employment of focus group methodologies at several points within 
the design process rather than only at the beginning. This allows designers 
to explore the reaction to ideas at various stages within the develop- 
ment process. 
The project produced case study materials and developed focus group 
methods and protocols for use by designers working directly with focus 
groups. 
The objectives of this paper are to: 
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" Provide some background to focus groups as a research method and 
the ways in which the techniques embedded may support designers 
(Bruseberg & McDonagh-Philp 2001). 
" To report the protocol arrived at after a five-year period of iterative devel- 
opment. 
" To discuss how the technique may be utilised at undergraduate and 
extrapolated to school level design and technology courses. 
The authors emphasise that focus group methodology should not be seen 
as a formulaic 'answer' to issues of design research. Best practice has 
long involved designers talking to users during the process of design. 
What is different is that focus group methods offer a way of addressing 
the difficulties of gaining the most appropriate feedback from users using 
techniques explained below. The authors consider that knowledge of these 
methods could expand the understanding of the young designer at either 
school or undergraduate levels. It is not intended that focus groups are 
used in exclusion to well established best practice in design research. 
The paper presents an overview of the project, rather than specific detail 
on each of the case studies within it (references are given for published 
papers which focused on specific aspects). Focus group methodology is 
defined. The paper then explains why it is used, identifies the principles 
of the method and examines its advantages and limitations. Three case 
studies used as part of an action research programme are briefly described 
to establish a context. These case studies were used to explore the devel- 
opment of protocols to support designers' use of focus group methods 
directly with users. These protocols were, particularly, aimed a use by under- 
graduate designers. The paper then explores how these may be developed 
for use by schools level designers in the age range 11-18, particularly 
relating the principles of educational progression. 
WHAT IS A FOCUS GROUP? 
Focus group is an umbrella term. It centres on a gathering of target users 
brought together for a relatively informal discussion on a specific topic 
or issue. A chairperson (moderator), using a flexible schedule of ques- 
tions (the moderator's draft), promotes discussion, while carefully ensuring 
not to direct, but guide the group through issues which emerge as impor- 
tant to them. A variety of techniques can be used to promote discussion. 
An obvious technique is to have examples of products available for direct 
handling. 
The informality and synergy during this discussion can promote the emer- 
gence of more subtle and, to some degree. subconscious views and needs, 
life styles, values and behaviour. Focus groups should be conducted in a 
supportive environment, both physically and in the way they are dealt 
with by the mentor and any assistants. Many members may be uncom- 
fortable in visiting universities or talking with groups of strangers and so 
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careful procedures for welcome, introduction and warm-up are need. 
Members need to be assured of confidentiality. The room used also needs 
to have low ambient noise levels and suitable lighting for audio and video 
recording. 
THE ADVANTAGES OF FOCUS GROUP METHODOLOGY 
Gamer and Duckworth (1999, p. 94) found that recently graduated prac- 
tising industrial designers considered themselves 'poor researchers and 
would now view researching skills as an important aspect of design 
education'. Whilst these authors were referring to undergraduate work the 
point is also relevant at a school level. Developing this point further, Bird 
(1999, p. 36) considered that the ever-increasing consumer culture requires 
designers to 'get under the skin of social, lifestyle and user needs'. This 
is a major issue. The majority of designers come from a fairly narrow socio- 
economic group in most western countries. Yet they design for people of 
all ages, cultures, abilities, gender and so on. Can a young, male, able, white 
middle class designer really understand and empathise with product users 
from very different groups? To some extent this is possible, but the authors 
see focus group research methods as a means of improving the 'empathic 
horizon'. There are, therefore, two levels of value for design research 
(and, within that, focus group methods). Firstly the obvious and imme- 
diate purpose relating to research for a given brief. However, there is also 
a secondary effect in broadening the designer's (and student's) understanding 
of the broad range of potential users and their needs including less tangible 
but important emotional aspects. This is a long term education al/develop- 
mental function; making the designer a better designer in terms of their 
ability to empathise with a broader range of product user. Indeed, at a 
school level it can be argued that this has a benefit in terms of the general 
education of any student: the ability to empathise with others. This is a 
powerful argument for the value of design education. 
The success of a product is measured by the decision of customers to 
purchase it, but this decision is influenced by the satisfaction and pleasure 
gained through ownership. People do not simply perceive products as func- 
tional objects-, they fulfil other purposes - based on cultural, social, and 
emotional needs and aspirations (McDonagh-Philp & Lebbon 2000; 
McDonagh et al. 2002). The designer needs to be aware of these emo- 
tional responses to create products that users can identify with. Pereira 
(1999, p. 227) stated 'The creative act must be an immersion into the 
situation of use, a truly felt empathy, not because we voluntarily acknowl- 
edge the user but because we need that connection in order to create'. If 
done well this not only leads to improved products but can promote brand 
loyalty and improve the profitability of a company. 
Of course designers have long realised the above and have attempted 
to gain user feedback via direct interaction and specialist market research. 
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The value of feedback from direct interaction with users can be limited 
by the difficulty of getting 'under the skin' of users. Individuals, when faced 
with designers or market researchers may be able to give responses to 
questions such as colour preferences, comfort and so on but may find it 
extremely difficult to express their more emotive responses. 
Focus groups employ the potential for synergetic interaction within a 
group (Hampden-Turner 1971) to encourage communication and provide 
insight into how others think and express themselves. This, of course, 
requires careful management and a sound understanding of the issues 
involved by the designer or market researcher managing the focus group. 
An example would be bringing the group together and helping individ- 
uals relax and feel they can express themselves freely. If this is achieved 
they can supply an efficient way of gaining an overview over various 
opinions at a reasonable level of detail. They provide large amounts of 
qualitative, concentrated, well-targeted, and pre-filtered data in a short 
period of time. 
Focus groups should be used for topics that are poorly understood, 
because the discussion between people provides a variety of useful data 
relatively quickly. For example, focus groups provide reasons for individual 
opinions and experiences to be shared. The technique is therefore ideal 
for early, exploratory design stages (Morgan 1998a). For example, focus 
groups might uncover disregarded product functions, problems of tile daily 
use of existing products in a range of environments, the current charac- 
teristics in cultural perceptions about style and fashion, or background 
stories that help to visualise the users' activities and needs. The technique 
also provides instant access to the data collected. They may also be used 
to investigate complex behaviour and motivations, and to uncover sub- 
conscious notions. Through discussion, participants become more explicit 
about their needs. Likewise, the technique is suitable to retrieve data that 
is not readily formulated or knowledge not thought out in detail (Morgan 
1998). This may be useful, as users are not always aware of all the aspects 
regarding the use of products, or their own preferences. The content of 
the discussion might take unexpected directions or open up new topics. 
Focus groups can provide a high degree of flexibility in the way ques- 
tions are asked and generate qualitative data. As the numbers in a group 
are small, quantitative methods are inappropriate. The data provide detailed 
qualitative insights into people's beliefs and experiences, rather than sta- 
tistically secured facts (Morgan 1998). The validity of the data can be 
increased by purposive sampling; selecting participants belonging to specific 
user groups (Cohen et a]. 2000). 
User research has been typically conducted at the beginning of product 
development, for example evaluating existing kettles and the users' reac. 
tions to them. Focus groups can be used during the design process to give 
feedback on the emerging designs. This can be extremely valuable as the 
cost of alterations to a design becomes exponentially more expensive 
as the design and production process progresses (idib). A product recall 
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due to a design fault is highly expensive and damaging to a company's 
reputation. 
Focus group methodology in a design context, therefore, can operate 
on three levels: 
" accessing potential users directly; 
" harnessing the principles of group synergy to 'open up' members and 
help them express their less tangible needs-, 
" develop the designer's ability to empathise with a wider variety of users 
and contexts as a professional (and, at a school level, both as a young 
designer and a person generally). 
THE LIMITATIONS OF FOCUS GROUP METHODOLOGY 
Focus groups aim to use group synergy to promote discussion and idea 
generation. It is also claimed that group synergy will help individual 
members to uncover and express less tangible reactions/emotions/needs. Yet 
the term synergy is much misunderstood (Denton 1992). In the early phases 
of a group's life there is a process loss (idih) as members meet each other 
and learn to co-operate. Time and energy is spent getting the group processes 
in order before work can be effective on the task itself. Only when the group 
is established and well managed, will positive synergy contribute to tile 
group's performance. The moderator, therefore, needs training to gain the 
skills required in handling groups and techniques which improve openness 
and free discussion. As an example there are indications (from the authors' 
experience) that in a mixed gender group females will tend to be less 
active in discussion due to gender dynamics. This can be remedied by using 
single sex focus groups. A moderator also has to be sensitive to person- 
ality effects that may not have been identified when a group is selected. 
An example would be a dominant personality who tends to overwhelm other 
members and reduce the synergy of the group. This can be handled by 
sensitive but effective chairing by the moderator. 
Focus groups are, necessarily, small in sample size and, therefore cannot 
generate reliable statistically secure data. Nevertheless, samples can be 
focused more precisely and the nature of the qualitative data can be 
extremely valuable to the designer. Focus group methodology all too often 
carries a stigma, which the authors suspect, is carried over from the use 
of the methodology in politics, particularly in England. If the method is 
poorly planned and applied, then the data will, of course, be seriously flawed 
(as can, for example, a large questionnaire survey), but if planned and carried 
out methodically and with a good understanding of the issues involved 
the data can be valuable to the designer. 
In an industrial context it is usual to pay each subject for attending and 
to provide hospitality in the form of drinks and snacks. There are also admin- 
istrative costs in relation to letters, telephone calls, paperwork, video/audio 
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equipment and so on. In a school or college, payments would not be possible 
and it will be necessary to rely on volunteers' good will. 
METHOD: THE ACTION RESEARCH PROGRAMME 
This action research programme (Cohen et a]. 2000) involved a design 
researcher setting up a series of small-scale case studies. Each was observed, 
data gathered and analysed. The findings were used to inform the design 
of the subsequent context in the programme. Each research context was 
treated as a Case Study (Stenhouse 1983) using triangulated methods (Cohen 
et al. 2000) to build a measure of reliability. As practhioner led research 
it was, of course, essential to establish a professional detachment from 
the enquiry. 
The first case study took established focus group protocols used by 
market researchers. These were developed to enable a designer to work 
directly with users employing an appropriate protocol and tools to gather 
data relevant to subsequent design work. This case study is described in 
depth in McDonagh et al. (2002), and Bruseberg and McDonagh-Philp 
(2001). The second case study took this protocol and observed its appli- 
cation by an undergraduate design student, working directly with users. The 
data gathered formed the basis for the concept generation and develop- 
ment of a product (iron) (McDonagh-Philp 2000). The third case study 
developed this by replicating the previous study using a recently gradu- 
ated designer to generate product concepts (coffee maker, kettle and toaster). 
Feedback was gained on how that designer adopted and adapted the initial 
protocol and tools. 
Case study I 
The literature on focus group methods was surveyed and an outline protocol 
established for evaluation in this context. Focus group methods are eclectic, 
specific techniques are adopted to assist group members in expressing them- 
selves. This case study included four phases; 
" warm-up exercises (based on their responses to existing products); 
" members then evaluated products, relying solely on visual data (to 
simulate mail order purchasing); 
" group discussion followed which focused on their experiences, needs and 
aspirations, 
" members handled existing products (to simulate retail outlet purchasing). 
Templates were created to support data collection in each of these phases. 
This project concentrated on mainstream consumer products (e. g. kettles, 
coffee makers and toasters) (Figure 1). The protocol developed is reported 
below. 
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Case siudY 2 
This second case study took, the protocol and tools previously developed. 
Ail undergraduate c1csigner worked With users, generated data I'roni the group 
and used this to develop product concept,,,. The student organised and rall 
3 focus group activities involving 8 participants in each session. These 
sessions incorporated focus group discussion, product handling in(] visual 
questionnaire exercises. The proJect involved the investigation of' the ironing 
process (e. g. ironing garments) by females, aged between 25-55 (main 
purchasers of' this product in the UK). Collaboration with a nia , 
jor Illanu- 
f'acturer of' sniall domestic appliances Nriher supported the project by 
l'undirli, the l'ocus group activities (e. g. research participant attendance 
fees and hospitality) and by supplying product samples. 
The airn ol'the project was to develop Cocus group methodology to ascer- 
tain it' this design inethod would he appropriate at undergraduate level. 
The findings include: 
" the undergraduate design student was able to employ the protocol and 
toolsý 
" rich' design data was elicited which was i'ound to be extremely valuable 
in a subsequent l'inalist project; 
" this Case Study provided the opportunity t'or the student desionel 
to work with users and broaden his experience, understanding and 
awareriesý-, 
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- this research design does riot enable a direct comparison ), vith tile (IIILlfity 
of design work in a more conventional student project. 
Case stud%, 3 
This study aimed to replicate case study 2 and place it in the context of' 
the design practitioner. The particular emphasis was on in(egraling tile 
user throughout the designing process rather than SiMply using them as .1 
pre-design phase resource. The case study f'ocused on the design of' a range 
of' small domestic mainstream products for file future (e. g. kettle, collee 
maker and toaster). 
Two recently graduated industrial designers worked with one of' the 
au(hors. The protocols and tools were adaptCLI to suit this particular appli- 
cation. Initially a focus group was established to provide prc-design phase 
data. SUhSC(lUClIIly, the group was used to gain feedback oil initial dc..,, ign 
Concepts. III PaFallCI. a new COCLIS group Was t'OrlllCd (i. e. members not 
sensitised to the project). The intention here was to examine how this 
group (cold users) responded to relation to the first group (hot users). These 
groups met a total Of' I-OUr times throughout the project, to provide I'cedback 
at specific points in the design work. 
The findings include: 
" group members can become too familiar with the project and develop 
an interest in the outcomes - which can make t1lCir I'CCLlhack hiascdý 
" introducing new group members during file designing process can oft*er 
,i Irc. sh input and pcrý, pocti\ c, ( )1' cour, ýe tlii, ý inNolvc,; nwic wot k/,.: (it, 
ILtlC I)tl ! lLI'I)II. 
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- experienced designers can be more receptive and able to adopting and 
aiapting [lie tools lurther. 
FOCUS GROUJI PROTOCOL 
The case studies above enabled the development of' a protocol l'or LI. sc by 
designers working directly with users in a I'OCLIS gl'OLIP scenario. The section 
below, presents a summary of the outcomes of' this process. 
Planning 
The objectives of' the session/,, need to he claril'ied. Often only one session 
is carried out in order to gain 1'ecdback, f'or designers on user preferences 
on a particular type of product. It may be possible to run several sessions 
during a design development, each " ith dit't'erent objectives to suit the stage 
in the design process. 
For example there could be as many as f'our t'ocus, group Sessions within 
any one design project: 
Pi-e-design: general discussions covering user experience and aspirations, 
usingo this type ol' product, user environment, use of' matcrials and eval- 
[1,1tio it of' existing products. 
Concept GeneratiomlSelection: the designer piesents their initial concepts 
to gain I'eedback (e. L -ion, ý. drawings but also Lhree-dimens al models such 
as blue foarn to enable physical handling). 
Concept Develolmieiw users respond to developed concept,,,, and give 
feedback t'or l'urther refincrtient. This would involve use of more devcl- 
oped models, l'or example a range of' renderings giving dil't'Creni colour 
schernes and more developed 3D f'oam modcls. 
Concept Refinement: a l'inal opporlunity t, or user testing and evaluation 
of concept models. At this stage a new USCI- group may be used to 
overcome any bias that can develop in the original f'ocus group. 
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The moderator will develop a schedule (sometimes called a moderator's 
draft) for each meeting. Typically, the session may include the following: 
" Initial gathering - time is given to participants arriving and mixing for 
a few minutes. This can be useful in that the moderator can gain some 
idea of the personality types involved. A good moderator tries to ensure 
all contribute in the session and dominant personalities are prevented 
from overwhelming others. 
" Introduction - to clarify the purpose of the discussion and to alert 
participants to recording devices (e. g. video camera). The schedule is 
explained to the participants. 
" Warm-up - short exercise(s) assist in participants relaxing before the 
discussion. 
" Discussion - focus group discussion based on a schedule of questions 
prepared by the moderator. In some cases these may be 'closed', others 
may be intended to encourage more open-ended discussion. Experience 
helps the moderator to react to data as it emerges, perhaps following 
up new lines which emerge unexpectedly but which are relevant. 
Sensitivity may be needed in terms of relating language levels and 
styles to the group members. The group needs to be encouraged to discuss 
issues amongst themselves, rather than respond to the moderator. 
Discussion may be promoted by having 'props' such as models, sample 
products, slides, drawings and prototypes. 
" Debrief -opportunity for participants to provide views that may not have 
been expressed earlier. Moderator brings the session to a close. 
Recruiting participants 
Participants are usually chosen through purposive sampling (Cohen et al. 
2000) targeted at typical users. If the social make-up of the group is too 
diverse some participants may find it extremely difficult to contribute and 
so their input is lost. They need to be comfortable in talking to each other, 
share a similar knowledge and background to encourage sharing of personal 
information as well as deeper and more detailed insights. On the other hand, 
there may be situations where contrasting opinions can generate discussions 
and new insight. Experience has shown that it is advisable not to mix dif- 
ferent genders at the earlier stages of the project and keep the age range 
of participants to a minimum. 
Practical considerations 
Focus groups are best held in neutral locations. Offices and university 
locations can be intimidating for many members of the general public. It 
is important to ensure there are no interruptions. If materials and physical 
objects are to be used as a part of the process there needs to be suitable 
space and surfaces. Refreshments help the group settle together and relax 
at the start of the activity. 
Many focus groups are recorded on video in order to gain feedback 
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from non-verbal cues such as nods and so on. Recording sessions also enable 
analysis after the event by the designer and other stakeholders. It is sensible 
to make a parallel audio recording as equipment can fail even with pre- 
session checks. Cameras should be positioned to be able to capture as 
many of the faces as possible. The microphone on a video camera may 
not pick up all voices from the group effectively. A good quality remote 
table mounted microphone may be necessary. Experience indicates the 
optimum layout for a session to be a round table. A trial run of all the equip- 
ment is important. Name badges can be helpful and reduce stress for 
members when referring to each other. Writing and sketching equipment 
can be helpful if an individual needs it to explain a point. 
The moderator needs to encourage discussion and achieve a balance 
between leading the session and letting it run out of control. If the mod- 
erator takes notes it can stall discussion and make members extra sensitive 
to what they say. Experience shows that if the moderator asks a question 
and then leans back to symbolise physically moving away from the dis- 
cussion this encourages members to focus discussion amongst themselves. 
Moderating also involves preventing dominant participants from having too 
much influence on the discussion, and ensuring everybody is involved and 
contributing to the discussion. It is also important to start and finish on time, 
as participants may have other commitments. Good time keeping also reas- 
sures members, should you wish to recruit them for future focus group 
sessions. 
Feeding the data into the design project 
There should be a constant flow of data between the research and the design 
process. Moreover, the results from one focus group stage can provide a 
sound basis for planning the next one. There is no need to carry out exten- 
sive data analysis such as precise tape transcripts or discourse analysis. 
An efficient method is to extract the main particulars from the tapes and 
associated forms immediately after the event. It is useful to store interesting 
sections of the tape on the computer through video capture - to be used 
as a quick reminder, and for presentations to others. It is important to respect 
the confidentiality of the participants. 
APPLYING FOCUS GROUP METHODOLOGY IN SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES 
As an area of study at a schools level, design and technology has devel- 
oped considerably internationally. The discipline has moved from the design 
of one-off craft objects to students designing products for a broad range 
of users and industrial production methods. Design research, therefore, 
has become a relevant area of study and practice in schools. This section 
of the paper attempts to extrapolate findings from the action research project 
to a school's level. While this is not based on direct observation at this 
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time one of the authors has 24 years of experience as a design and tech- 
nology teacher and teacher trainer. The extrapolation is made on the basis 
of that experience. It is hoped that teachers will use the data above to explore 
in their own schools and report their findings. In this way a degree of 
validation can be grown. 
It would be valuable for students to learn the potential and methods of 
focus groups at three levels. Firstly, an awareness of the methodology can 
be valuable to them in their grasp of the research methods designers can 
employ. Secondly, focus group methodology can be actually used in schools, 
making learning a live experience whilst generating useful data. Thirdly, 
experience of focus groups can have a general educational benefit, helping 
bring students into contact with people from other socio economic, cultural, 
age and ability groups. Research (Cowie & Rudduck 1990) indicates that 
such contact assists in the development of empathy for others and may 
reduce incidence of racism. 
In the early phases of most design work students need to be able to 
identify relevant sources of information. In the authors' experience of 
schools in the UK this phase of design is often limited to an over-sim- 
plistic approach of looking at catalogue pictures of products and writing 
questionnaires. However, there can be considerable naivety as to the value 
of questionnaires. If poorly constructed they capture limited data and tend 
to give responses only to questions the student has thought of previously. 
The brainstorming techniques employed within focus groups can be far more 
valuable in gaining direct user feedback and, particularly, uncovering factors 
not yet thought of. Students of age 13-14 could, with staff support, plan 
and run a focus group as a whole class. For example, disabled access in 
the school could be explored by asking disabled users in the school to 
come to a focus group. Individual students could be delegated various 
tasks such as moderator (the whole class would brainstorm questions), audio 
and video recording, hospitality and so on. The resuits could then be 
pooled for individual or small group projects. For example, door handle 
design, signage, ramps etc. Similarly a class could become its own focus 
group, meeting from time to time to discuss their own feelings, needs 
and emotions in a design project which relates to their own age range. In 
this way whole classes can learn about the methodology in a practical 
way and the logistical costs would be minimal, assuming a group of 
volunteers. 
At a more senior level in a school an individual student could employ 
focus groups within a major project. The group would be selected from 
potential users, probably small in number (3-5) and working voluntarily. 
In many cases these may be fellow students if the project was aimed at 
the same age range as the user (e. g. study-bedroom furniture). The student 
could work up a schedule including a warm-up session with coffee and 
introductions where everybody is encouraged to relax. The student could 
then act as moderator using the schedule but encouraging broad discus- 
sion. The session could be simply audio taped. It is not necessary to produce 
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verbatim transcripts, only to record the essence of factors emerging and 
an indication of the levels of agreement. Analysis is then direct, identi- 
fying categories. The student could use the focus group to assist in 
developing criteria for their design project. Focus groups can help identify 
criteria important to the user rather than simply those that a student designer 
can identify. This is because the technique can help explore the needs and 
values of others more flexibly and effectively than questionnaires. The same 
group could be re-convened later in the design project to give feedback 
on the most appropriate design directions after initial ideas had been 
explored, and/or to give feedback on the early stages of development of 
the chosen direction. Once a project is finished, focus groups of potential 
users offer a far more powerful method of evaluating the design than the 
individual student ever could. At a simple level, with younger students 
this could take the form of small groups of students forming 'quality circles' 
and effectively acting as an evaluative focus group for other students' project 
outcomes. This is particularly relevant if the project focused on a product 
to be used by that age range. 
In general the student cohort itself offers a great design research resource. 
This can help validate their own experiences and lead to greater respect 
for the diversity of background and experience in the cohort itself. Having 
said this, it would be educationally beneficial to also engage with typical 
users beyond the students socio-economic group. In terms of progression, 
staff may initially use a student cohort for focus group activities, but 
should airn to expand this experience to working with groups such as 
adults and specific groups such as the elderly or disabled. 
SUMMARY AND REFLECTION 
Focus group methodology offers a flexible approach to gathering design 
related data that can support and encourage user-centred design. The 
approach can be valuable in gaining important information on users' 
values and well as wants and needs beyond the functional. More impor- 
tantly, by becoming directly involved with focus groups, designers can 
broaden their own empathic horizons and so improve their own ability as 
designers to design for others. The approach allows the designer to get 
far closer to the range of users than more traditional design research 
methods, though these still have an important role in terms of gaining 
statistically reliable data (at a professional level) which focus groups cannot 
offer. 
In schools and universities focus group techniques have the potential 
to improve design work but also student leaming and the individual student's 
ability to empathise with other users. Student cohorts offer valuable design 
research resources in themselves. Focus groups can also access the broader 
community where appropriate. Looking beyond design education there. 
fore, focus group experience can contribute to citizenship development 
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and increased empathy with individuals from other sections of the com- 
munity. 
Focus groups are not, however, a universal panacea for design research. 
They have their limitations, notably in terms of statistical viability and 
the skill and experience needed to plan and run them effectively. Data 
generated can be superficial and the time involved substantial and largely 
wasted, as is the case with more conventional design research at a school 
level if techniques are not properly understood. Nevertheless, focus group 
techniques offer a potentially valuable contribution to the student's armoury 
of research methods and techniques. The potential rewards in terms of design 
research and growth of the student as a designer and citizen, however, are 
extremely significant. It is suggested that staff should give the approach 
serious consideration and incorporate student experiences of focus group 
methodologies, with logical progression, within their long term planning. 
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M ood boards are one method that can improve inspiration and communication during a design 
process. These mood boards are typically a collection of abstract media which the designer 
uses for personal inspiration and also to discuss and communicate with the client and possibly other 
stakeholders including users. The authors' experience as both designers and educators indicates that 
mood boards are a 'love it or hate it' issue. Some claim mood boards can inspire creativity and aid 
communication. Others dismiss them as of no value. The literature is curiously limited on the subject, 
possibly due to the subjective nature of the issue. This paper starts to explore the potential of mood 
boards as design research and support tools by looking at both practising and student industrial designers' 
attitudes to and use of mood boards. The authors conducted a scoping study that is discussed in this 
paper. Th. c findings revealed that design practitioners valued mood boards as a tool for communication 
with non-designers and as an instrument to inspire lateral thinking. However, mood boards were 
undervalued and misunderstood by the sample group of industrial design undergraduate students. 
INTRODUCTION 
The authors are 'industrial designers who have used mood 
boards in professional practice but who now also teach 
industrial design at undergraduate and postgraduate levels. 
Experience with undergraduates indicated that while most 
had, heard of mood boards, many misunderstood what they 
were and when/ho w they were generated and used. It also 
became clear that these were not simple concepts to teach. 
From this experience further exploration of the issues of 
understanding, generation and use of mood boards was 
necessary. As these are complex and interrelated factors, it 
was decided to use a scoping study to achieve a better focus, 
Subsequent research could then take this focus further. 
A logical start point was to clarify and reflect on the 
authors' own experience In the industrial design profession. 
Following this, the focus moved to the teaching and use 
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of mood boards by undergraduate industrial 
design students 
The authors had two primary research questions: 
how does a sample of design professionals view and 
use mood boards? 
what are the Issues relating to the teaching and 
learning of mood board generation and use at 
undergraduate level? 
A multi-method qualitative research approach was adopted: 
" an email/telephone survey of a small sample of 
practising industrial designers' use of mood boards 
"a questionnaire which established the undergraduates 
prior experience of mood boards 
" two case studies of tcaching and learning contexts 
where undergraduate students generated and used 
mood boards. 
The first case study Involved a sample of 76 students 
generating gender-specific mood boards and using them 
In concept generation for a domestic kettle which was 
Intended to reflect either an overtly masculine or feminine 
and is presented in the relevant sections. Firstly, the 
paper explores some of the background on mood boards 
and associated style boards. Then the two case studies, 
questionnaire and the proressional's survey are reported. 
discussed and conclusions drawn. 
BACKGROUND 
The authors have conducted several searches using 
Metalib (an online search engine for research papers) and 
the key words 'mood board' and close variants, and have 
been surprised by the lack of published literature. However, 
the authors' experience, both In professional design and 
academic work, Indicates that mood boards are In general 
use. It may be that these exponents of mood boards find 
their ephemeral nature makes them a difficult topic to 
write about. Possibly design practitioners may be guarding 
their design tools to preserve their competitive edge? In 
addition, practitioners may have no reason to publish 
their methodology. One of the few published articles 
found Is Costa et at (2003) which discusses 'collages' 
form. The second case study analysed the use of mood 
boards by six undergraduates who were developing a 
medical product. The use or two quite different contexts 
made it possible to establish a degree of data triangulation. 
The questionnaire provided an Insight into the students' 
perceptions, experience and understanding or mood boards 
prior to joining their degree programme (n- 110). This data 
will Inform further work on teaching and learning relating 
to mood boards. 
In ordCT to get the most out of the contact with 
practising designers, a semi-structured Interview schedule 
was developed. This was intended to prevent 'tramlining' 
their thinking and promote open-ended discussion. 
Further details on methodolo6 are presented In this 
paper. The data from these sources is primarily qualitative 
within the area of food technology. Costa er at compare the 
effectiveness or verbo-centric or non-pictorial research to 
Image-based consumer research. They conclude that Images 
can tap into different knowledge, structures and promote 
'fruitful discussions. 
DamAsio (1994) and Kosslyn (1994) have found that the 
visual system Is the main way in which stimuli reach the 
brain. This highlights the Importance of Including Images/ 
visuals for Individuals when accuracy of communication Is 
Important. However, individuals do use a variety of senses 
and designers should be aware and use these to maximum 
effect. Verbo-centric approaches for gathering data and 
design communication (e. g. Interviews. focus groups. 
questionnaires) are well developed. Research indicatei 
that individuals tend to lie on a bipolar scale between 
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verbalist and imagers (Riding and Rayner, 1998). This 
indicates that if we restrict our communications to 
one media (i. e. words), we are potentially reducing the 
effectiveness of communication with those individuals 
who are 'imagers'. 
In contrast, mood boards can offer a visual-centric 
approach. For clarity the image and multimedia collages, 
commonly referred to as mood boards, are split up into two 
distinct classifications, mood boards and style boards. Yhe 
authors consider mood boards to be a collection of abstract 
media (e. g. images, textures, forms). They are not a collection 
of literal images of' products which more correctly are termed 
style boards. Mood boards have complex and multiple 
functions. They can be used to express and communicate 
emotions, feelings and/or moods. In addition, they are 
intended to promote lateral thinking around what may 
otherwise be a mundane design task. Figure I illustrates 
a mood board that offers abstract images, textures and 
impressions. It is the actual process of interpreting the 
visual data that provides the impression, mood and feeling. 
However, the interpretation is entirely subýjective so other 
forms of communication such as keywords are often included. 
The process of selecting visual data for mood boards 
ý, i m r, ý, ýN hich t-ricourages Lit, i, ji 
according to anecdotal evidence hom designers. I liv mood 
board can offer diverse images and inedia, and pi"vokc nvw 
combinations of form and style. Mood homils (-; in ik(, h, -lp 
the designer to communicate beyond linguislic IcNlIo lions 
by including tactile, visual and oilactoiv scrismi"w, 
There are multiple stakeholdvis Ili imy ticsigti pro(v%s 
-1-lit-st. r1my langc from the b"ald "t a um nufachit ing 
company comprising business lo-ople and iikumm(mit", 
through to designers, pioduclion cogint-cis, umikcting, 
retail ou(Icts and the consuincr% Hicniscivcs. I lic forins of 
communication therelore need to lic djvcrsv ; Ili(] ; ipprolmalt, 
Mood boards offer one furilict rouic lot (onimunikation 
'How can you explain an appropitaw uth. in li; imvi Whocl 
to a Finance Director? You have to make Ilic inlant0hic 
tangible'. (Quote front a designer in thc Nuivvy it-poitcd lwiv. ) 
Through the its(- of injagus, Icxturcs, tomi, colom mid 
Sh; il)C. ;I design COnCVj)1 (; III hC Within .1 soil, 11 
context. ]Ili% helps the designer to tommurmaic whm ; Ili 
urban trainer may be to sioncont, ootýi(b- IIo. t l. il , w, t 
of (fie target user. 
Mood and style boards tan be gunciatcd pmo to Hit, 
design brief being foino-d. 11 involves exploration ind 
intcl-pretanoti by (he desulticr to identify piotho, I 
111portunity, problvors and pOt, ntj; ll solullon%, I I, (. ; o-jjj; jj 
ess (if scleuting a collection of . 11 (hc Ili(- dt-Nign 
ýe and the initial colit-ept generation ph, ise I,. a( tio. ml 
-mt in the designing process wlicre inood boatd% cmi bv 
heir most valuable according to their piolionctits Om c 
ha%ic i%sues bay(- beer, dealt with, there is a dangvi that 
need to inect the multitude of reguliltions ýjpplj,. Ibl, to 
, ý-Iklcts t0d; 'Y may dampen the designer's creativity. livic 
the designer can refer to tit(- mood board to aid their 
-ik to liberate and stimulate t: rcafivc thinking (Gainct ind 
1, I)onagh-Phill), ?. Ooi). 
ýtylc hoard% nced i" Im. 111. )"d 
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Figure 2: Basic style board. 
Figure 3: Lateral mood board. 
boards. Style boards are usually a collection of images of 
manufactured artifacts such as products, buildings and 
vehicles, which reflect parallel product placement. They 
may include equivalent lifestyle products Or product 
placement such as 'young, outdoor, extreme sport'. 
Figure 2 illustrates an overtly literal style boaid. This 
example comprises a collection of product images taken 
from a catalogue. This represents one of the most common 
responses by inexperienced students when they attempt to 
produce a mood board for the first time. By comparison, 
Figure 3 provides a more lateral response and represents 
a mood board. 
Style boards attempt to represent (he type of products 
that the perceived user would surround themselves with. 
or represent a style or ideal form dial is desired for the 
final product. The collected images can offer the designer 
valuable insight into symbolic meaning, and display synlax 
of the target user (Riggins, 1994). They offer a collection 
of inspirational images of desirable products that can help 
focus the designer into a form solution carly oil in the 
project. Figure 4 demonstrates the use of' a style Wald 
to visually brainstorm the word 'fluid'. It relies heavily 
Oil alleady designed and fmillulacillwd 1m)(111(1% 
DATA COI LFC1 ION. 
RESEARCH QUESTION ONE: DESIGN 
PRACTITIONERS' PERSPECTIVE 
Survey one. Fight design practitioners from Furope aod 
North America were contacted to share their views, opinions 
and experience of mood boards. It is appieciated that %uch a 
%mail sample may be unrepresentative, but the findings ale 
still valuable and offer insight. 
The range Of Professional experience in the group 
varied from 2 years to 313. The survey was serni-strucluied, 
ccntring on two basic questions: their experience% and views 
on mood boards, and Oicir iiýt )I im .... 11; IIfI, 11,. ,, '' ý r, -, 
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Fhey are a useful way of' detaching Yourself' from the parti( ukir% 0 what 
already exists 
Fven if people don't use actually use thein, they still go through the process in 
their heads 
Because in the particular professional situations in which I have woikcd jilt other 
incinbers of the learn have been unfamiliar and unreceptive to thern 
4 Transport/ Core pictures that emphasizt- and polarize 
Product 1- You can't beat your own creativity bit( theic's nothing like a bit of' nispitation 
to get you going 
0 Brainstorming trend-,, hunches and our own beliefs in tutitiv directions 
ý. We used pictures of various objects, products clothing cic, which rclated lo whal 
we were trying to portray, which in turn changed what came out 
0 You might have a board with pictures, materials and even ob. p-L(% oil it, (oo, like 
perfume bottles, ornaments, cool cutlery ctc 
4 rransport/ 0 To show them the thoughts you've had and the people (bat you are tarvcling 
Product * You show the products they might buy vic; it's called design by association 
0 Lifestyle, show cool apartments, modern design houses, tactile objects 
0 You show all the things that influence you 
* Atmosphere, it's all to sell the idea to non designers so they van see into your 
mind and how you arrived at your destination 
Point of We use inood boards at the %tart of all our big prc%entations 
Sale We always present them along side our visual-, 
We also use them to %how labrics, shapc%, rctlctlion% oi anything difficult to 
show in CAI) 
1 think Mood boards art- vety useful, but only it' you explain them wc1l, 
otherwise they could be misleading 
We also use them to explain where our idea% have corne from 
20 Product A way of collectively grouping (visual) information that is rvievant to what 
you are doing 
If' you are attempting to design for a parti( ular market segment you have to 
immerse yourself 
Table I: Views of mood boards from practising designers. 
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in isti ndersta tiding. 
Mood board is a superfluous term. At the end of the day it is the way of 
understanding ethereal ideas 
F 25 Product 0 Anything that influenced us; poetry, pieces of' plastic material, magazine pictures etc 
- inspirational - get people on the same wavelength 
- Now more a deliverable than an inspiration piece 
* Usefullvaluable? Depends on how a rid where it's used 
G 33 Product/ 01 have seen a variety of approaches covering form, materials, finishes, cultural, 
Transport natural things and even cartoon characters 
0 Some quantitative and some more qualitative 
* Most often used to express the designers' intentions to non-designers, including 
management, marketing or clients in the case of' a consullancy 
H2 Product - Not needed to prepare a mood board since working Ircelance 
0 Many clients interpret it as a waste of tinie 
- Anything to do with users is deemed to be the responsibility of the 
Marketing department 
a Relevance and effectiveness of using mood boards depends on the product context 
0 Tool is less relevant when working with f*unctionally driven industrial and 
_______medical 
products 
Table 1: Views of mood boards from practicing designers (con't). 
involved both telephone and email communication. Table I 
provides an overview of the comments and views gathered. 
Results of survey of practising designers: 
a summary 
This summary illustrates the range of views the designers 
in the sample hold towards the value of mood boards 
within their designing process. Three main factors emerged 
(a) mood boards as a tool for communication with non- 
designers; (b) mood boards used to inspire the designer in 
terms of lateral thinking; and (c) to immerse the designer 
in the target user's world. 
There are niany stakeholders within any designing, 
process. Those designers Working within large companies 
found that mood boards were it valuable additional 
means of communicating with other spccialisms within 
the company as well as external slakeholdeis. It was 
reported that mood boards a%%isted in providing a record 
of how and why decisions weie made at any given 
point: a factor increasingly important in large companies 
where significant sums of money are involved. 
11 was reported that designers might need to explain and 
communicate ethereal ideas and that mood hoards were 
an additional tool for this purpose. 
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The limitation of many modern CAD-based 
systems, such as representing a tactile quality, 
which a mood board can communicate simply 
and effectively. 
When a design team is formulating its understanding 
of a new project, the joint development of a mood board 
can act as a catalyst for bringing the team together and 
exploring the envelope of the project. Mood boards can 
assist in getting stakeholders on the same wavelength. 
The development of a mood board can be a valuable 
tool in helping stakeholders such as users to express 
the ethereal. They often have difficulty in articulating 
their needs (this includes the emotional needs associated 
with products). By laying out mood board components 
in various media, it can help establish priorities on a 
sliding scale of emphasis. Sometimes non-designer 
stakeholders 'know it should not be this' - but have 
difficulty explaining what it should be. By working 
together on this process stakeholders can develop a 
shared 'language. 
However, the designers also pointed out that some 
stakeholders might not be receptive to mood boards 
as a means of communication. This was reported to be 
particularly so when dealing with all the various types of 
stakeholder in a 'functionally driven' and medical product 
type area. This is an interesting point as the authors would 
consider medical products to be more In need of techniques 
to identify and communicate the highly complex and 
sensitive nature of these products. One designer pointed 
out that mood boards were now becoming something of a 
'deliverable' - i. e. a requirement by clients rather than 
only a tool. As such were designers now treating them as 
a 'cbore'? It was noted that in one company some student 
designers on placement were often used to generate mood 
boards. This illustrates that other staff were not engaging 
in the process of generation and so could not gain from 
that synergy, 
RESEARCH QUESTION TWO: PERSPECTIVES 
ON STUDENT PERCEPTIONS AND PRIOR 
EXPERIENCE OF MOOD BOARDS 
Survey two. In order to ascertain prior experience of mood 
boards, a questionnaire was completed by first year students 
on the Industrial Design and Technology degree programme 
at Loughborough University, UK (n-110). The questions 
were devised to Capture the understanding, awareness and 
experience the students brought with them to the degree 
course. They had 30 minutes to complete the questionnaire 
whilst involved in a drawing exercise. This"was done 
generally at their own pace in their own time. This was 
to encourage a more reflective response rather than a 
visceral response. The survey consisted of six questions: 
1. Had you heard of mood boards before 
starting university? 
2. At school, were you taught about mood boards? 
3. If yes, in which school year and in which subjects 
did you use mood boards? 
4. If no, where did you rind out about them? 
5. Did you use mood boards In your design and 
technology project work (at school)? 
6. If yes, how were the mood boards used? 
Results of survey: a summary 
93 students had heard of mood boards prior to joining 
the degree course (n-110) 
of those 93, only 24 had actual experience of using them 
as part of a design project, which Is significant because 
this means it is most often taught as an abstract concept 
and not applied by the student within a design project 
0 mostly taught in art and design technology 
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* from it years or age 
0 13 or the 93 had heard or mood boards through the 
media (design programmes such as Better by Design) 
or from other design students. 
Question 6 focused on how mood boards were used. This 
raised a number of approaches. From the 24 students who 
had previous experience, they expressed a number of uses 
for mood boards. These Include user profiling (5 responses), 
communicating mood (6 responses), general Inspiration 
(16 responses), COIOUT Choice (I response), context (6 
responses) and as a style board (6 responses). 
Twenty-four students identirled the potential of mood 
boards to support their design work. The following quotes 
specifically relate to mood boards providing Inspiration: 
" as research to collate certain informationlimages about 
a particular lifestylelstylelgender to transfer Into design 
" to try and work out what kind of feeling the design 
needs to give off 
* to convey the product mood as requested by the client. 
Context was another interesting category that emerged. They 
identified that mood boards can help them to understand 
users, user environment and task. 
" they were used to show what kind or objects/colours/ 
activities the target market were Interested in 
" to show the mood or fitcling for the intended 
pioduct/situation 
to reflect target markets. Interests and personality 
they were used In conjunction with the client to try and 
get an idea for the feel of the product we were to make 
and then evaluate, i. e. summarizing with key words, 
traditional, warm etc. 
The questionnaire highlighted that some students had grasped, 
the benefits of mood boards. Whilst the majority may have 
a limited theoretical grasp, it is 
ýIear that the process of 
applying this knowledge is fundamental to fully understand it. 
Case study 1 
In order to explore student designers' approaches to 
mood boards and their thinking associated with such 
activity, the authors conducted a pilot case study. The 
study Involved a group of 76 industrial design second 
year undergraduates within the Department of Design and 
Technology at Loughborough University. These students had 
been Introduced to mood boards In their first year and had 
also used them in a prior exercise In their second year. 
The questionnaire revealed a relatively wide range of 
understanding and prior experience or mood boards. 
This will have had a significant Impact on learning. 
The study was conducted over a period or four weeks. 
The first week Involved the project briefing with a formal 
lecture on perceptions of masculinity and femininity 
discussed within a bipolar context. The students were 
encouraged to consider masculinity and femininity in the 
extreme, to simplify the task for the purpose or this study. 
A later study may focus on more complex gender-neutral 
factors. The students were requested to produce the 
following three Items; (I) a mood board that conveyed 
their perceptions of masculinity and femininity: (! I) selection 
of a product that they considered represented either polarity; 
(iii) three words to communicate their understanding or 
either masculinity or femininity. By choosing three. It was 
intended that the students would provide a shorthand 
overview of their Perceptions of masculinity and femininity. 
The weeks that followed concentrated on each student 
designing two kettles (one extremely masculine and one 
extremely feminine). Figure 5 illustrates the designing 
process of one of the students who Initially focused on 
femininity and then went on to design two gendered kettles. 
This study was evaluated through collective group 
reedback, one-to-one discussions and assessment ot each 
student's submission. In addition, a sample (n-6) ýf students 
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Figure 5: Designing process for the concept design 
(mood board, product example, key words, initial sketches 
and final renderings). 
were individually interviewed following the completion of 
this exercise. The interviews were of a senii-structurvd type 
They explored individual student's understanding of mood 
boards and the role they perceived them to play in their 
designing process. 
Results of case study I: a summary 
The majority of the students failed to adequately 
demonstrate a working knowledge of la) the process and/or 
(b) the application of their mood board. The (academically) 
Im order to develop ;I deeper understanding oI ilic rv%ullý 
front case study on(-, III(- authois took the "pljoitunily 
to analyse student work with Mood ho, lIdS Oil ;I VVIV 
difTerclit type of design excl( ISc 'ýlx Industrial dcsiý,, o 
mid technology ýludvntý front various vvarý of the degree 
programme were Involved III an inictimvc two day dc-, il"ll 
workNhop. Ncy were locu%ing on female powildc 
urinaiy produ(ts (pads and urinalý) for a taijýct Ivinale 
user of 3ý years and over, I challenging laýlk for young 
dvýigncrs. flits prodo(i type was th"scii %pvt dically w, it 
took the student,, hcyond their own (Invo expciientc into 
;I context that they had little knowledge ; md vxpuricioc oI 
or empathy with. 
Fhis workshop differed f'roin the student%' norimil 
learning experience (concurmil piolects) as it Involved 
a single lask/project over tile two days. A tange of 
conventional design approýiclics weic used vluch in(jud, l 
generating and using rnood and style hoai-6, hrmn,, torinimý 
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" Irringer students prescritcd moit- Locial nmod 
and there was evidnict- timi Ili(- (olic(tion of iinagcý were 
employed and developed by thuse students thiough ilicil 
design process. Even Ihough the shidents had developt-d 
and used mood boards ovvi ;I 16-monfl, iwjiod, l)IIoT If, 1111N 
pilot study this tool still ýiljpvalvd Io bc Illimindclslood bV 
many ; md was riot ick-l-red III dming ill(- ("mvpl ffurici; itloil 
stage. [his may be ihiough a Iatk of expt-rictoc ill ciiii(; 01v 
analysing vistial dala. Ific students ill this smilpit. fended 
to apprOM'h the Mood h0tird dS d IliCtIll', 10 Jli Urld Mood 
boards are riot riccessmily treated IN ;I u%clul too[ 1(, suppoil 
and enhance their own designing solunon ýiudcnlN lend to 
produce thein to %atisly the le(lurvi or meet Ili assessment 
requirement. Fable 2 summarizes sludctil%' views (ill 
mood hoards. 
Case study 2 
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and keywords In addition to visual evaluation and product 
handling. They explored a range of visual product solutions 
that would live alongside other products whilst satisfying 
the target user's needs beyond the functional (e. g. cultural, - 
ernotional, aspirational). As this Involved a sensitive medical 
condition, the emotional domain became even more 
important as research indicates that this condition has a 
significant impact on the individual's self-esteem. It was 
vital for each student to focus on a product solution that 
would convey positive messages about the user to help 
overcome the product types stigma. 
The exercise was evaluated through collective group 
feedback, one-to-one discussions and assessment or each 
student's submission. 
Results of cast study 2: a summary 
What emerged throughout this workshop was that students. 
though working independently on the brief, tended to share 
the visual material (mood board, styling board and design 
concepts) that they displayed within their communal 
working space (Figure 6). As they presented their final 
design concepts this cross- fertil Ization became more evident. 
The students concentrated on the emotional needs of 
the individual through the use or colour, form. size. use 
of materials and product semantics. As well as designing 
within the context of use, environment and task, they did 
utilize their visual resources (mood boards and style boards 
that were displayed In their environment) to 'feed' their 
concept generation (from ongoing staff/student discussion). 
Cast study I involved students working Individually and 
concurrently on this and other projects. Typically students 
would work independently and present their final designs to 
the wider student group at the end of the designing project. 
Case study 2 generated an environment that was single 
project focused and team-based. Though each student 
chose to explore a particular product solution, they all 
displayed and shared their visual material. This change 
In their designing environment (shared space) and 
only working on one design project at a time created 
signiricant new experience for the sample group. The 
uthors have considered that. due to their unfamiliarity or 
the product type and medical condition. this in Itself may 
have contributed to a more synergetic effect. The mood 
boards were shared and it was evident that elements of 
all mood boards. irrespective of who generated it. began 
filtering into all the students' design work. Mood boards 
positive Negative 
Enjoy generating them Might start leading in wrong direction too early 
If done properly, you will get good feedback and that 
will help you 
You have to know what emotions you want to convey through 
the product before you can begin to gather the images together 
They make you think deeper than a product being 
a product 
If you do this to get marks and Just slap images down, you 
don't get anything from it. 
Allows you to collect images by flicking through 
magazines 
Might start leading in wrong direction too early 
Helps you refer back to the Images when you 
need Inspiration 
Did it right before the hand In. just put on any old thing 
They refresh you during the designing process Can't see how it helps me 
iaorc t JLUUL1IIJ "Iw U,. uvu MM«I 
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Mood homd, 
Final dvNign concepts, 
Figure 6: A sample of mood boards, ýtyle boards ýind 
design concepts. 
within this particular group scenario appeared to be more 
useful to the students. 
DISCUSSION 
I'he structure of this -section 
is based on thc t ý% o 
research questions: 
How does a sample of design professionals view and 
use mood boards? 
2. What are the issues relating to the teaching and 
learning of inood bo; ird genci; ilion ; 111(1 u- 
undcrgraduate IvvvI? 
Part one: design practitioner perspectives 
flit- survey has shown that the ulajolifY fit IIIV Al)(1i "11; 111 
hut purposive %arriple ot* design pim titionvis used mood 
hoards. 1hey report that hoardý air valu; ihic for hoth 
-mmunicalion ; ill(] Inspirational lojiljoýv,,. 
I, oninluniuation. Illc ('01111111111oatioll (. 1culcill flaý a 
timillo-t- of %uh sct%. 
A llo, rc%pondun1% rel't-irt-d to (Icsigio-is (ommumimitiv, 
with other s(Acholdt-r%. hadinotiAlly, ;I marlkciiiw 
dcpatiment would give till- dt-Nig-tivi(N) woid, and 
numerical data to work fioni. Designer% Wild I" bv 
itmigi-rs. Ifu% indicalt-, Ilial communication% to thr 
dV'1ignVr(S) Could he ('1111MIL't'd It ollit-I ýtakcholdvrN 
used images, possibly it% a pait of mood boai&, 
1). Mood I)o; ir(l,, (-; in he used ; IN ;I icani-building mid 
focusing instrument. Merv arr pmidle1% ýýilh ill(- tomcpt 
,, t 'warm till' for ;I dc%ign Want Mvyiloo. NO? ). lhi" 
tefers to the tit-cd for a newly fornit-d Irmo to undcrý! o 
experit-mrs intundud to help Ow no-oilwi% knit nqýrihvf 
IIo-%e exercises (; tit It(- very (Iffterent tit form from [fit- 
actual (it-sign proces,, they will undvitakc I licoiv and 
expurierict- in tcam- building indi( ; it(-s that whilst sto. 1I 
work may riot appear to ht- directly prodm live, it cýjn 
have ;I sigrifficant and positive 0 [(-( I )it sulisc(locnt 
design work (I)eotorl, 1997a, HlC looldItiff, of it 
mood hoard would fultil tit(- principlus of ic; im w; irrii ill). 
c. Mood board construction can assist In gvttirlIý Al 
%takcholders 'oil thc Nanic wavelength'. Mil, till. 
significant sumý of nioney Invested tit , iait-oji to, 
projects, it is important to cnNure th; o pcopic ;, it. 
using ternis in the same way. lhis is tit)[ an vasý Ihing 
11) do without some form of practical vchi(le. 
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d. Mood board construction can help provide context 
for stakeholders. One of the respondents described 
the diMculty of communicating, for example, possibly 
intangible concepts such as explaining an appropriate' . 
urban trainer (shoe) to a finance director. 
C. In practice some design consultancles, in the authors' 
experience, are utilizing mood board 'walls' that offer 
a more dynamic sensorial experience that evolve over 
a design project. The whole design team share the 
collection of images, sounds. textures and so on. They 
OfFCT an accessible resource for designers in their own 
language and, according to one of the respondents, offer 
a form of record of decision-making that companies are 
Increasingly turning to. 
Promoting Innovation. The respondents referred to mood 
boards as an inspirational tool. This is a difficult concept 
to measure and to a large extent appeared to be an article 
or faith amongst those respondents. Here we must again 
differentiate mood boards from style boards. It is suspected 
that some of the respondents may have included style board 
work in their own definition of mood boards. Designers 
build an internal 'library' or form, texture and colour on the 
basis or experience and observation. The authors suggest 
that by using mood and style boards in juxtaposition with 
this internal library It is possible to provoke new directions 
a. nd be a source or Inspiration. Also, by externalizing some 
or this Internal library with mood and style boards, the 
designer's thinking can become more transparent to 
other stakeholders. 
A further possible link with mood boards providing 
inspiration is through teamworking theory, particularly 
the concept or synergy. A popular definition Is that working 
together can produce an effect greater than the sum of 
individual contributions. A m6re precise definition is that 
Interaction and affects how well a group is able to deal with 
a situation (Hackman. 1983). This Is a rieutral statement 
allowing synergy to be judged as negative, positive or 
neutral in terms or performance, By developing a mood 
board, a team requires and promotes communication. Such 
discussion between members with different backgrounds 
and perspectives can. if appropriately handled. promote 
synergy (Denton, 1997b). 
One of the practitioners considered mood boards to 
be little use for highly functional products such as medical 
products. The authors' view would be that these contexts arc 
the Ideal area for using mood boards. The highly emotional 
and sensitive context of use for such product demands that 
designers produce products which are non-threatening, more 
reassuring and contribute to reducing patient stress. 
Although the authors have classified mood boards and 
style boards as separate entities, In reality the definition of 
style and mood board Is somewhat blurred. In survey I., 
one designer in particular mentions the use of boards 
showing associated products to communicate context 
considering this to be a mood board. By the authors' 
definition this would In fact be a style board. 
Style boards may encourage lateral thinking by allowing 
Inspiration from other product genres. This approach also 
helps the designer to build a user profile by associating the 
target user with existing products. However. as all of the 
forms/products selected are already produced It can lead 
to an inbreeding of styles, almost visual plagiarism and 
may reduce lateral/original thinking in the inexperienced 
designer. When mood boards are used to support style 
boards, they may throw some more original Ideas into 
the mix. The research design adopted cannot establish 
whether the use of mood boards promotes laterallcreative 
thinking. The authors intend to develop this aspect 
synergy refers to group phenomena which emerge from in further work. 
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Undergraduate perspectives. Case study I reinforced the 
authors' concerns that students were arriving at university 
having experienced 'mood boards' at school but that their 
understanding was very limited. This correlates with the 
findings from survey 2, which showed 84 per cent had heard 
of mood boards but only 21 per cent had actually used them 
as a part of a design project. There are Indications that 
mood boards tend to be conceived and used at a number 
of levels. It Is perfectly possible to produce a mood board 
without understanding the value and subtlety. The authors' 
opinion is that it requires careful teaching and maturation 
before the real value of mood boards can emerge. In case 
Study 2 triangulated well with case study I in that 
the teaching and learning Eontext was very different. Cast 
study 2 took the students well away from their comfort zone 
and into an area where they hopefully had little experience 
(female urinary incontinence). In this case the students 
were attempting to produce designs that promoted a more 
positive image for users. It was therefore necessary to seek 
all the visual stimuli possible in a positive sense. Because 
the topic and associated imagery were so different to their 
own experience, unlike the kettles in case study 1, students 
appeared to actually make more positive use of the mood 
board in both its conception and use. 
study 1. the task to design an overtly masculine or feminine 
kettle was in fact fairly straightforward. Any undergraduate 
would be able to do this from personal experience and 
the mood board may not have been conceived or used 
as intended. 
Measuring the success of the student design project can 
be extremely subjective. Are the best designs due to those 
students being more talented, or due to specific insights 
derived From mood board use? 
Part two: issues relating to 
teaching and learning 
Analysis of the data indicated a number of emerging 
categories. These include: 
0 prior experience and learning to construct and use 
mood boards 
" gathering sensory stimuli and constructing the mood board 
" the primary functions of inspiration and communication 
" training in the use of mood boards at student and 
professional levels. 
These categories are interlinked and will require further 
exploration. This section will however be based on these 
emerging categories. 
Data gathering. Survey I highlighted that students 
encountered mood boards in secondary education. However 
in the authors' experience of interviewing for undergraduate 
places, predominantly unrefined style boards represent the 
use of mood boards at a school level with images collected 
mostly from one source. 
The search for suitable images for mood and style 
boards potentially encourages designers to investigate a 
wide range of imagery. The act of searching itself provides an 
opportunity for emergence of unintended visual directions 
potentially enriching the design outcome. This may emerge 
from the juxtapositions of imagery as the designer explores, 
so presenting directions and stimuli the designer had not 
already thought of. However, the value of this search is 
highly dependent on the range of source material collected. 
Strategies for searching for appropriate imagery appear to 
be underdeveloped. Some sources of inspiration such as 
magazines can be biased towards a specific demographic; 
hence students need a strategy for gathering diverse mood 
board media. 
Figure 7 illustrates one method of using mood 
boards to promote a wide range of visual investigation. 
Firstly abstract imagery, relevant to the project area, is 
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gathered and analysed. This represents the divergent phase 
where many visual avenues are explored. The emerging 
categories would then provide direction for conducting a 
style investigation through the search and analysis of less 
abstract, more literal images. The more literal style boards 
can provide a bridge between the very abstract emotional 
response generated by mood boards and producing the first 
concept ideas. Figure 8 demonstrates this as a very linear 
process. In practice, the mood board and style cat) often 
become integrated and be generated concurrently. 
Case study 2 showed more appropriate use of mood 
boards, with a degree of cooperation between the student 
designers. The sharing of inspirational materials tended to 
promote fruitful discussions, getting the designers on the 
same wavelength. This improvement in communication 
reflects the findings from the practitioners survey, and 
provides a useful experience of group dynamics. 
When boards are generated by a group of stakeholders 
as opposed to an individual designer there appear to be 
two levels of operation: 
s 
Mood board 
Style board 
7q, W Design 
concept 
Figure 7: Tracing influence of mood and style boards in the 
generated design concept. 
a. The collective act of generating the board in a group 
context may be promoting discussion between 
stakeholders on sonic of tire less langible aspects of 
product design such as subtlety of' colour and texture 
at an early stage of the work. This process may be 
encouraging a group synergy, inuch as researchers in 
that area stiess the importance of *warin-up' vxrrci%cs 
prior to group-based design activity. 
1). Subsequent reference to boards whilst d(-igning and 
communicating with stakeholders (luring the whole 
product development process may offer a method 
which supports verbal communication, especially 
amongst 'imager' type individuals. 
The data indicates that mood boards tend to be used in 
a static manner by students. This may be a result of the 
immediate resources available and the time constraints 
inherent in a design proýject; this need riot always be 
the case, however. A website can communicate mood, 
emotion, essence and context through the use (it multimedia 
techniques. It offers another dimension by which designers 
can communicate and be inspired through grealct ininiersion 
in the resource. -Tire use of computer lechniques allows a 
more active development of a mood board during a design 
process. However, current technologies restrict us Io the 
visual range. Such computer- based mood boards still 
require the support of tactile media to cominunicair in 
the physical world. 
Within the teaching and learning environment, evaluating 
design decision -maki ng in student product work is difficuli. 
Design practitioners report that mood boards can make Ihvii 
thought processes more transparent, providiiig a justification 
MOOD RAM 13 
Figure 8: The researchlinvestigation leading to divvr(ling 
trains of thought that are represented in the mood board. 
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method, and that mood boards offer a way in which 
responses, emotions, thoughts and aspirations can be 
captured visually at a point in time. Hence the use of 
mood boards to log decisions may offer improvements in 
assessment of student design projects if used alongside 
existing methods. 
This research indicates the need for research and 
development work on teaching and learning the use of 
mood boards at undergraduate level. This would include: 
" an analysis of the actual use of mood boards by 
practitioners. This would include concept generation 
and subsequent communication phases 
" supporting the student designer in critically analysing 
visual data 
methods of evaluating the impact of Inspirational media 
(e. g. mood and style boards) in concept generation 
through to product launch 
Investigating the development of design judgement 
(Nelson and Stolterman, 2003) 
effective methods of teaching and learning at 
undergraduate level including professional reflection 
in building judgement (Schon, 2003). 
In the authors' experience, analysing and incorporating 
the mood and style board material appear to be the main 
weakness when students use visual research. 
CONCLUSION 
Mood boards potentially provide the designer with a 
sensory-centric (i. e. beyond the visual) approach to aid 
their communication and encourage inspiration/innovation. 
The students in the studies tended to generate static 
mood boards (and style boards) and failed to explore 
texture and other sensory material. Most employed a tactical 
learning approach to satisfy a marking scheme rather than 
support their designing process. A subset demonstrated 
a sound working knowledge and utilized the mood board 
as visual resource. This I. ndicates that the teaching and 
learning of mood boards, their design and use requires 
further work. 
The authors consider that to maximize the potential 
effect of mood boards, the boards need to be active and 
grow with the project. In addition, their benefit may be 
enhanced if they utilize as many senses as possible to aid 
communication on various levels. They need to offer a 
complete sensorial experience. The average user will 
experience the final design outcome, the product, through 
all the senses. In the future, mood may be captured and 
communicated by designers through three-dimensional 
animation with sound and smells. The sensorial experience 
may help to project the more ethereal aspects to support 
more effective product development. Nevertheless, the 
process of generating a mood board needs to be rapid 
and relative to the overall project time constraints. 
Further research Is required to establish the effectiveness 
of mood boards In actually promoting innovative work. At 
present, both academics and designers report this specific 
issue in aspirational terms: it has not yet been established 
whether innovation was Improved. 
Finally, this work highlights an important aspect of 
design that has been relatively unreported or researched. 
A number of relevant directions for further work have 
been identified and the authors look forward to exploring 
these areas. 
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Mood boards offer a visual and sensorial channel of communication and 
inspiration for design research and development, which could be 
considered to be more logical and empathic within a design context than 
traditional verbo-centric approaches. This paper explores individuals' 
perceptions of images through a sample of mood boards. Gender was 
chosen as a bipolar attribute and was explored through the specific mood 
boards. A sample of 62 design students' responses was captured via 
a rating scale and key words. The paper reflects on the results obtained 
and attempts to translate findings into suggestions for other academic 
staff involved in undergraduate industrial design education. 
0 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: communication, collaborative design, product design, 
perception, design research 
M ood boards are usually a collection of images compiled with 
the intention of communicating or provoking a mood or 
ambience during the product design process. They are often 
used in both establishing and agreeing an initial ambience for a product 
with a client and during the design process, as a dynamic resource. As 
modern product design is more team based (Hoerr, 1989; Lawrence, 
1996); how can we be sure that the individual designers and stakeholders 
in any team perceive a given board in a similar manner? If there are 
significant differences in perception the team may be pulling in different 
directions, 
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The authors decided to explore whether undergraduate design students 
shared a common perception when viewing specific images. Perceptions 
of gender provided the focus for this study. Consumer perceptions of 
a product's 'gender' have been identified as a significant factor in 
product design (1yer and Debevec, 1986; Milner and Fodness, 1996). A 
group of undergraduate industrial designers (n = 62 in the Department 
of Design and Technology at Loughborough University) produced 
individual mood boards to reflect either masculinity or femininity as 
directed without recourse to overtly sexual images. The group as a whole 
then viewed a sample range of boards and each student rated them on 
a 10-point scale. The results were entered onto a spreadsheet; the means 
and standard deviation were calculated. The ten highest rated mood 
boards for femininity and masculinity are presented. 
36 
The results, whilst based on a limited sample, enable discussion relating 
to teaching and learning issues for industrial design students and the 
ways in which they may be employed in team-based design. The paper 
briefly explores some of the limited literature on mood boards. The 
method used in the study is explained. Results are presented in two 
tables showing the boards, means and standard deviations. These are 
then discussed before conclusions are drawn. 
1 Background 
Product research has tended to present data using verbo-centric 
methods despite the fact that up to 80% of human communication is 
non-verbal (Damisio, 1994; Kosslyn, 1994). This may have a significant 
impact on the way in which designers communicate with other 
stakeholders in any product design process. For example, designers 
tend to be 'imagers' rather than 'verbalisers' (Riding and Rayner, 1998). 
Whilst other stakeholders, such as market researchers, may prefer verbal 
communication and find images less accessible. This indicates that 
multiple channels are needed within any on-going design process if 
effectiveness of communication is to be maximised. 
Mood boards are a visual, and may be multi-sensorial (texture, 
movement, sound) means of communication, which may have value in 
assisting communication and inspiration during any designing process. 
They have long been taught to art and design students, but rarely has 
their use been analysed. They remain largely an item of faith in the 
design community. They should be distinguished from style boards. 
Style boards are usually collections of images of manufactured artefacts, 
which reflect parallel product placement. Which attempt to represent the 
Design Studies Vol 26 No. I January 2005 
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type of products that the assumed user would surround themselves with, 
or represent a style or idealised form that is desirable in the finished 
product. Whilst the authors refer to two types of boards (mood and style 
board), Baxter (1995) identifies three types of boards and three 
sequential stages of use: 
"a lifestyle board, which is a collection of images representing target 
customers' personal and social values. 
"a mood board, which he defines as a board that 'tries to identify 
a single expression of values for the product' (Baxter, 1995, p. 222). 
He illustrates this with examples of single images. 
"a visual theme board, which is a collection of images of products, 
which convey the target mood (i. e. same function as style boards, 
defined above). 
It is recogniscd that Baxter's stages are logically funnellcd from the 
broad to the specific. The authors nevertheless consider the first two are 
better conflatcd. Baxter suggests that a single image can be sufficient to 
convey the required mood. The authors consider this an oversimplified 
approach and rather than a single image, the juxtaposition of multiple 
images can convey more than the sum of the parts. In addition, textures 
and even scents could be incorporated to offer a multi-dimensional 
sensorial experience, which more accurately reflect and respond to 
modern product design, To some degree this view is supported by 
Eckert and Stacey (2000) who refer to mood boards as: 
Being arranged around one central image which encapsulates the 
essence of that mood, with others that indicate the scope for 
interpretations (p. 529). 
Note that Eckert and Stacey are focused on 'images' and do not refer to 
textures or scents as possible parts of a functioning mood board. They 
do refer to possible cultural connotations, and point out that the 
exclusion of certain visual elements can be revealing. A point that 
emerges in the discussion of results is given below. 
Mood boards have complex and multiple functions. Their primary 
function is one of inspiration, both for an individual designer and design 
team. Eckert and Stacey (2000) point out that sources of inspiration play 
a number of important roles in design thinking: as definitions of context, 
triggers for idea generation and providing anchors for structuring 
mental representations. Their secondary function is one of communica- 
tion. This may support the internal dialogue for the individual designer, 
and, in addition, dialogue between a team of designers and broader 
stakeholders in the product development process. This may involve 
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communicating in an abstract visual way with non-designers, thus 
opening up a new channel of communication beyond the written and 
spoken word (Costa et al., 2003). 
38 
These two functions are to some extent brought together in the process 
of gathering and collating sensorial data for a mood board. This can be 
a valuable step in helping a new design team to gel, agree a common 
direction and build a shared visual language (Hackman, 1965; Denton, 
1997). 
The various definitions of mood boards appear to agree that abstraction 
can be of value. The mechanism may be similar to ambiguity in design 
sketching which Garner (1992), Eckert and Stacey (2000) and Oxman 
(2002) consider important for triggering re-interpretation and possibly 
fresh thinking. Nevertheless, Baxter (1995) has highlighted that over 
abstraction can limit the effectiveness of the boards. His logic appears to 
be that individuals within a team may not have a shared global visual 
language with extreme abstractions. This is a valid point and 
particularly in a design team where there is a variety of backgrounds, 
cultures and experience. The authors recognise this point but advocate 
a more lateral than literal approach to the material chosen, provided 
that there is a significant balance. At the other extreme, one of the 
dangers of the style board, with its more overt collection of placement 
products, is that it can funnel a designer's thinking and be unconsciously 
constraining. 
Looking within an educational context, teaching and learning theory 
has identified bipolar scales, such as 'wholist/analyst' and 'imager/ 
verbaliser' (Riding and Rayner, 1998). It could be reasonably assumed 
that mood boards should be perceived as active and developing tools 
rather than one-off static collections of images. The authors acknowl- 
edge that non-designers can and should contribute to mood board 
development. This is not the sole prerogative of the designer (Bruseberg 
et al., 2002; McDonagh et al., 2002). 
2Method 
Sixty-two second year undergraduate industrial design students (43 
males, 19 females) were required as part of an assignment to prepare 
a mood board to reflect either femininity or masculinity as directed. 
Each gender group was split so that half produced a feminine board and 
half a masculine. They were instructed to avoid obviously sexual 
references but to rely on abstract images and composition/construction 
to convey the gender intended. The 62 boards were photographed and 
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50 were randomly chosen and prepared for presentation to the group via 
a PowerPoint presentation. The boards were mixed randomly and then 
each presented for 10 s. After each slide 20 s were allowed for a response. 
Working individually, students scaled each board for gender on a 10- 
point scale where 10 equalled extremely feminine and I extremely 
masculine. Then each student supplied two key words, which they felt, 
represented their perception and reaction to the image. This led to 
a total of 38 key words per image from the females (n = 19) and 86 key 
words from the males (n = 43). The authors used a simple, direct form 
of reduction (Cohen et al., 2002; Radnor, 2002), to establish the 
minimum number of categories of words. For example, soft, gentle, 
delicate were reduced to soft. 
The raw data was entered in a spreadsheet and means and standard 
deviation (StDev) were established for each board. The range of means 
was then sorted by the spreadsheet to give a sequential range of boards 
from the most feminine (highest mean) to most masculine (lowest 
mean). It is appreciated that the sample size is small to use statistical 
methods such as StDev, but it is included hs it gives some indication to 
the measure of agreement between the 62 individuals on any one board 
mean. For example, an StDev lower than I indicates a strong agreement 
between students on a given mean, the closer to zero the more the 
agreement. An StDev over I indicates little agreement. 
3Results 
Table I represents the five boards perceived by both male and female 
students as most feminine. Table 2 represents the five boards perceived 
as most masculine. 
Considering that there were 50 images presented to the student cohort, 
the group were surprisingly in agreement on the five most masculine and 
feminine boards. For example, the five boards rated most feminine were 
identical for both males and females and in almost the same sequence, 
only the third and fourth highest boards being reversed. In the case of 
the masculine boards, three were common to both male and female 
respondents and two were unique. 
3.1 Highest ratedfeminine boards 
The boards perceived as most feminine were identical for both males 
and females. Only in the case of the third and fourth choice were two 
boards reversed in sequence (boards 13 and 19). The board considered 
most feminine (board 3) also showed the highest agreement both within 
and between genders with the lowest standard deviation (StDev) at 0.48 
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43 
for females and 0.49 for males; a significantly higher agreement than 
other boards. However, the student who created board three (male) has 
used some literal female images, despite instructions to the contrary. 
Whereas, other boards did not use literal female images but managed to 
be perceived as feminine through the use of colour, form, tone and 
texture. Board 3 was included as there were interesting aspects of 
composition, construction and detail. 
44 
One factor that was extremely noticeable for both male and female 
respondents was that both the first and fifth choices were identical and 
represented two, apparently quite different, perceptions of femininity; 
one pink, soft and fluffy (board 3) and the other being darker, more 
sophisticated (board 12). Looking more deeply, the words' males used 
for the two most feminine rated boards (3 and 23) frequently included 
young and childlike. Whereas, the females did not mention youth but 
focused on terms such as calm, delicate andfloating. This is one example 
of the word choice showing that males tended to see more categories in 
an image and that of females were in closer agreement, In this case males 
saw young and childlike as a dimension of this form of femininity, 
whereas females did not. For both boards and both genders the StDev 
was below 1.0 indicating a high level of agreement. 
Males in fact, produced the first three boards rated in terms of 
femininity. Again these males appear to see femininity primarily in 
a girly way and that both male and female respondents agree. 
In contrast, board 12 (refer to Figure 1), as the fifth most feminine 
perceived board for both genders, was interesting both in terms of the 
words used and the image itself. In this case a darker, more sophisticated 
femininity was presented. In this case males frequently used words with 
sexual and seductive meanings, whereas, females made far fewer sexual 
references and these tended to be less aggressive. Males used terms like 
seduction, dominant and passion. Females perceived the same board as 
representing a mysterious, strong and dark femininity. The creator of the 
board (female) has, within the image, used some overtly feminine images 
(ankle, finger and navel). However, there are a number of other images, 
which convey femininity in an abstract manner (velvet, texture and 
colour). 
Females produced boards 13 and 12 rated as the fourth and fifth most 
feminine. These two students appear to have a stronger, more 
sophisticated view of femininity. The StDev for the females on board 
12 was 0.61 indicating strong agreement on their perceptions of this 
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Figure I Board 3 (k1l) and 
hotirel 12 (rýght) 
board. The males also rated it litth mth an StDc\ ol (). X3, thl" 
represented Icss agreement than the females, but still well beneath 1.0. 
All students perceived board 23 as the second most 1eininilic boald. It 
differed in construction from the others In that it was a collage of' torn 
tissue paper in pastel colours. The board contained no overt images of 
fernininity, unlike soine, but it is the authors, Opinion that this perceived 
femininity relied oil its pastel COIOUI-S, SOR edges and ovoid I'01-111. It is 
interesting to compare board 19 (third choice by I'C111,11CS and fOL11-111 
choice by inales) which also used non-literal images of' 1emininity but 
used softer edged and pastel images. Thcrct'()re, three of' the highest 
rated Feminine boards contain ovoid forms. Simple tearing of'papcr and 
collage made board 23, whereas 19 used a computcr graphics package, 
with sharp images within the ovoid and dill'uscd outcr cdgcs. 
3.2 Highest rated masculitie boards 
Both genders agreed on the Most rnitSCLIlinc board (board 9) (rct er to 
Figure 2 below). This board had sorne literal male images dcspitc the 
bricring they were given to avoid these (e. g. torso, chin, airship shadow). 
Nevertheless there were also abstract images that could be considered 
overtly MZISCLIlitIC (e. g. flames, wire, rocks). This has a c1car fillear 
strLICture compared to the othcr collection of' images, The studcrit used 
a strong black line to divide up the images. 
Oil this board females scored a mean or iII and SIDev or I og. most 
the males had a mean of 116 and StDev or 015. Thk indicates tKu the 
females, on We "toln pemcked the image as Ins masculke than the 
males. The StDev or the funude responses at well over IA indicates nurch 
Ins agreement Gan the males who had in StDev of'O. 75. 
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Figure 2 Board 9 
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After identifying the board perceived as most niasculinc Ilicre was 1: 11' 
less agreement Nvith tile other highest rated boards. Both males and 
fernales rated different boards as second most IMISCUlinc. These boalds 
(24 and 4) have only been rated in the top five by either males or leinales. 
These responses are interesting. The females' second board (24) contains 
literal masculine images (e. g, man rowing, nian's face, bird of prey, 
physical action). The males rated a different bomd (4) its the second 
Most Masculine. This board is interesting in that it is grey, flat and dull. 
It contains technical type images (e. g. sound mixer, electronic circuit 
boards, musical instrument). It is almost as it' the males perccivcd it as 
111, ISCLIline because it was certainly not Feminine, literally by elimination. 
This finding parallels Eckert and Stacey's (2000) observation that tile 
exclusion of certain visual elements can be revealing. 
There is a strong angularity in the boards perceived as most masculine. 
Though these students also tended to use technical/industrial ima. 2cs 
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embedded within the overall layout. It was noted that looking across the 
range, the highest rated boards for masculinity had intense, hot colours 
(red, orange, yellow). The exception was board 4 which relied upon all 
almost uniform greyness. 
Board 7 (refer to Figure 3) is interesting in that there was significant 
agreement between rnalcs and fcniales as to its rating at fifth most 
masculine, and both StDcvs are below 1.0. It partly achicvcs its 
masculinity by eliminating any Femininity. Even thOLIgh this b0ard 
contains ovoids, they are fairly subliminal. The overall iniprcssion is of 
a fairly strong, dark and moody image. The only literal iniage is that of 
a tyre bUt this is relatively SUbtle. 
3.3 General 
As there were 19 I'male respondents and 43 males, the males generated 
more words. After tile raw lists of'words were reduced to basic categories, 
it was found that the females generated an average of'9.7 categories per 
image. The males generated 13.6 categories per image. This would 
Figun, 3h vd , 
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indicate that there was a greater level of agreement between females and 
that males used a more diverse range of words around any given image. 
The boards rated most feminine and masculine are both literal and have 
high visual impact. This was probably largely because the students who 
generated these boards failed to follow instructions on the use of 'literal' 
images. Looking at the words used in response to boards it was 
apparent, generally, that males tended to include a significant number of 
literal interpretations with more obvious words (e. g. floral). The females 
responded with more interpretative words (e. g. calm, dreamy, myste- 
rious). Males appeared to find part of the exercise more challenging. 
Whether this is due to their interpretation of the images, the vocabulary 
available to them, or masculine mores is an issue for debate. 
4Discussion 
In this part of the paper the authors reflect on the results obtained and 
attempt to translate findings into suggestions for other academic staff 
involved in undergraduate industrial design training. 
There was a surprising agreement within the sample on perceptions of 
masculinity and femininity. There was also agreement between the two 
genders, when looking at the five most masculine and feminine boards. 
A few images were to some degree literal (e. g. boards 3 and 9), but it was 
clear that even when abstract forms were used the students were able to 
differentiate. Analysis of the results indicates that they were using 
colour, form, tone and texture effectively to convey the desired meaning. 
For example, in general, soft edges, pastel colours, ovoid forms (even 
when hinted at) and blending of images all were perceived as overtly 
feminine. Whereas harsher forms, linearity, darker/hottcr colours, 
metallic, the use of dark/strong dividing lines between images all were 
perceived as overtly masculine. The ovoid form has a long history in 
relation to perceptions of femininity. The ovoid form was often used to 
represent the earth mother in ancient societies (refer to Figure 4). 
While softer images and pastel colours were perceived as feminine, there 
was also a clear bipolar effect in that there was also a separate perception 
of a more sophisticated femininity. In this case darker, tactile, luxurious 
images were used and recognised by both genders as feminine. It was 
interesting to note that the words used by females responding to this 
board were about strength, whereas males tended to respond with more 
sexual words (e. g. passion and seduction). Another interesting variant 
between the genders was that males frequently used youth and young 
when perceiving the other polar extreme of femininity. Females did not 
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Figure 4 Willendorf earth 
mother ((irta 30000 BC, 
Austria) 
identify Youth With this form 01,1 . emillillity. I'llesc filidings lildic; lIc that 
rather than a simple bipolar model of' Illascullilltv mid I'Cllllllilllt v: 
feminine 4 0, masculine 
tile model inav he more meaningful ýrsý 
type 1 femininity 
io masculine 
type 2 femininity 
where type I equals a young, girly, childlike lenuninity. Whil. "t typc 2 
relates more strongly to woman, sophisticated, contident femininity. 
One interesting finding was the creation of an overtly MaSCLIMIC image 
by the removal of any Femininity, rather than tile insertion of any 
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masculinity per se. Board 4 demonstrates this well. The student creating 
the board has avoided any of the methods of indicating femininity 
discussed above, but has used greyness and flatness to achieve 
masculinity rather than the use of darker/hotter colours. There are 
some 'technical' type images within the board but these are over- 
whelmed by the grey and flat effect of the whole. Is this a way of creation 
by elimination? Could it be applied in the design of products to reach 
specific target users? 
50 
It is generally assumed that females are more articulate than males, 
having a broader vocabulary. The females in this study noticeably 
generated significantly fewer word categories than males. One would 
expect that the females with a broader vocabulary would generate more 
categories, One explanation may be that the females have a more 
homogeneous perception of any given image than the males, The males 
tended to be more disparate in their choice of words to express their 
perceptions. The study showed that the males' choices of words/ 
categories were more descriptive but they did not use emotive words/ 
categories to the same degree as the females. The authors recognise that 
this area is interesting but requires replication and significant expertise 
in the field of linguistic analysis. 
The construction and composition of these mood boards varied from 
a simple, physical cut and paste method to the use of computers to 
import and manipulate images. The study indicates that the construc- 
tion and composition of the board can have a direct influence upon how 
it is perceived and interpreted. Relatively inexperienced users of 
computers do tend to use simple, linear, layouts with sharp image 
boundaries that, as indicated above, tend to result in a more masculine 
perception. Those students with experience with graphics packages were 
more able to generate images that reflect femininity by the use of 
blending, softer edges and colour balancing. 
Baxter (1995) does highlight that over abstraction could impact upon 
the effectiveness of the boards. A more lateral than literal approach is 
advocated to the material chosen, and a balance is necessary. However, 
this does illustrate that further research is necessary in relation to 
abstraction and effectiveness rather than perception in isolation. 
From the authors' experience industrial design undergraduate students 
often misunderstand mood boards. A survey (conducted by one of the 
authors) has revealed that out of 110 industrial design students at 
Loughborough University, whilst 93 had heard of mood boards prior to 
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joining the degree programme, only 24 had actual experience of 
constructing them and using them. This is, considered a relatively low 
proportion and subsequent work at a degree level gave the teaching staff 
the indication that an even smaller number of students actually use them 
effectively to support their designing. It is the authors' perception that 
the majority of industrial design students may simply respond tactically 
to course work requirements for mood boards rather than actually using 
them effectively. 
Conclusions 
These results provide an indication of the ways in which the sampled 
students constructed and responded to mood boards. The work requires 
development and replication, including the exploration of the setting of 
ambiences far more complex than the apparent bipolar aspect of gender. 
For example, where the designers wish to achieve a product, which 
warns of danger, approachability, reliability or for a specific cultural 
context. 
There are growing indications that supra-functionality (social, aspira- 
tional, cultural, tribal and even spiritual) in products (Weightman and 
McDonagh, 2003) is important to purchasers. When presented with 
similar products in the market place, the purchaser often relies on 
emotional decision-making (McDonagh-Philp and Lebbon, 2000; 
McDonagh and Weightman, 2003). Designers and design teams, 
therefore, need to be able to generate and communicate such supra- 
functional elements at all times during a design process and within the 
product itself. Mood boards offer an opportunity to communicate at 
emotional levels. 
Reflecting on the results above it is possible to identify issues, which can 
inform our teaching of industrial design at an undergraduate level. The 
concept of mood boards is not an easy one to grasp. Students can 
respond to the requirement to produce mood boards at a superficial 
level-surface, rather than deep learning (Entwistle and Ramsdcn, 1983; 
Marton and Sdlj6,1984). The results indicate the difficulty the males in 
the sample had with both generating emotive forms and responding to 
them on an emotional level. 
To be effective learning needs to be planned and carefully designed to 
move from the simple to the complex. Teaching sensitivity to the supra- 
functional nature of products needs to start early and develop logically. 
Mood boards are one way to help students bring the supra-function to 
the fore. Male students, especially, appear to need carefully thought out 
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teaching strategies to enable them to address these aspects. The 
techniques of reflective learning (Brockbank and McGill, 2003) and 
reflective practice (Sch6n, 2003) can assist in helping students to achieve 
a deeper level of learning and increasing their sensitivity to the supra- 
functional and, more importantly their ability to raise and discuss these 
issues in a design team. Hence, the value of this study, in attempting to 
explore the degrees of commonality in students' visual perception 
highlights the need for a shared sensorial global language. 
52 
Experienced designers who use and teach mood boards would claim 
they can liberate, inspire and support creativity. In turn users need to 
feel that the product has a special meaning for them. This requires 
significant empathy, vision and flair by the designer or design team. 
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Introduction 
Good products offer the user more than 'a job done; they provide a satisfying and sensual 
experience. This builds a bond between the user and product and represents the beginning of 
brand loyalty, which is an important marketing factor. Such products appeal to increasingly 
discerning and demanding purchasers for whom ease of use, sound ergonomics and pleasing 
appearance are minimum expectations: they want more. These additional expectations can be 
termed as supra-functional needs, the overall effect of sensual, emotive and aspirational 
factors in relation to owning and using the product. Mainstream products can exude high 
levels of supra-functionality; the key appears to be post-modern developments in the 
positioning of designers and users in the designing process. 
Supra-functional needs include the less tangible, but no less important, social, tribal, spiritual, 
aspirational and emotional aspects of the relationship between individuals and the products 
they use'. It is worth noting that supra-functionality is distinctive from styling. Where styling is 
concerned with the aesthetic appearance, colour, material and so on, supra-functionality is 
more holistic and goes beyond appearance alone. It is important for a product to equally fuse 
both function and supra-functionality. This illustrates the need for designers, to develop a 
better, understanding of users needs, experiences and user-product relationships by 
developing empathy with diverse users. The extent to which designers empathise with users 
has been termed the designees empathic horizon and can be defined as the individual's range 
of understanding of user experiences in different conteXtS2,3. 
The model presented in this paper concentrates on the study of users' experiences and needs. 
By involving users at various stages, designers gain feedback as their designing process 
proceeds, leading to greater empathy as the relationship develops. This approach builds on 
existing user-centred approaches and places a greater emphasis on shared understanding 
and empathy. In addition to the more objective research approaches, those that tend to focus 
on measuring the measurable, it is the time to reflect and consider complementary methods 
that are more interpretative and naturalistic. Such methods place the designer in far more 
direct contact with users and can develop their abilities to empathise with potential users from 
diverse different socio-economic groups, whilst improving the capacity to identify the supra- 
functional needs of each group. The designer also becomes a more involved participant within 
the investigative process. Designers should not only consume data gathered by others, but 
they should generate it as well. 
This paper presents an emerging model of research for designing: 
Users' experiences; 
User-centred design; 
Conventional (market) research; 
Building on user-centred research approaches by bringing the designer into direct contact 
with users during the designing process in order to better understand their needs; The emerging role of empathic approaches. 
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Specific objectives of this paper include (i) defining and exploring the concept of an emerging 
researching for design model (ii) describing the context around which it has developed, 
including that of supra-functionality (iii) exploring the principles needed in research approaches 
and methodologies which enable users' functional and supra-functional needs to be identified 
and the designees empathic horizon to be extended. 
This paper begins by exploring user experiences and product meaning. This is followed by 
the changing role and emphasis the user has within the designing process. Then traditional 
research approaches are considered. The role of the designer as designer/researcher is 
discussed'in order to support more effective design outcomes. The paper introduces the 
emerging supra-qualitative researching for design model. 
Product Design Is about user experiences 
Stakeholders involved in new product development cannot afford to take the Henry Ford 
approach, "An American can have a Ford [Model T] in any color as long at it is black. " Products 
compete in the market place and are designed to attract potential users. When two products 
are perceived as similar (e. g. cost, function and brand) it tends to be the supra-functional 
aspects that will impact upon the final purchase decision - which is not always a rational 
decision-makiing process. Function or aesthetics alone will not necessarily guarantee a 
purchase. Products need to reflect and respond to users' lifestyles and aspirations. Though 
users will not provide the product solution for designers per se, user involvement during the 
designing process can sensitise designers to users increasing expectations. 
In addition, emerging production strategies (design for variance, mass customisation and 
customisation) and capabilities (desk top manufacturing) are having a significant impact on 
current and future product design 4,1 . Products such as the Smart car, offer a range of interchangeable exterior and interior panels. Such a vehicle can have a colour change within 
an hour. The use of such modular assembly will facilitate product updating, thus enabling 
people to repair, refresh or even recycle their products, rather than replace them. This offers 
designers and users an improved opportunity to finely tune product variants. 
Our environments are filled with products that convey messages about the owner. The 
language of products (product semantics) and the associated messages are contributory 
factors in user-product relationships, the forming of emotional attachment and product 
bonding. We all tend to have at least one artefact that has meaning and value beyond its 
function or intrinsic value. For example, we may keep a leaking kettle or a chipped cup that we 
use everyday because we are attached to them. The thought of replacing them may never 
occur as these items satisfy needs beyond the functional. In contrast, we may have functional 
products that remain unused; they may never see the light of day because a bond and 
attachment has failed to develop. 
Within any culture there are unwritten and unspoken rules that distinguish acceptable from 
unacceptable behaviour. In certain cultures, emotions tend to be interpreted as irrational and 
are tho? pht to be so antithetical to thinking that they need to be eliminated to enable clear 
thinking,. However, Gray6considers that emotions and cognition conjointly and equally 
contribute to the control of thought and behaviour. The cultural climate within the research for 
designing community is beginning to embrace the importance of emotion within the designing 
process. Users'wants, needs and desires may be challenging for designers to grasp. Such 
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subjective phenomena adds further complexity and challenge for the designers in that they 
"... are asked to translate emotions into products - to give, tangible form to elusive 
experienceSn7 . To support such a process, user experience and context needs to be explored 
and understood more fully. 
1.1 Product categories 
Riggins'3 has been helpful in classifying everyday products (e. g. exotic, stigma) and the 
meaning behind how they are displayed within the context of the individual's living space 
products (6. g. clustering, highlighting). Such classifications are useful starting point as they 
help identify particular visual cues. It is the user's emotional responses to owning and 
interacting with such products that can help designers understand the more complex user- 
product relationships. As we can experience more than one emotion as one point in time, 
products can overlap more than one category. Equally, their meaning to the owner can be 
ever changing. 
At a micro level, each product'communicates' a number of discrete messages in the form of 
colour, signs, texture and form. The user navigates around and through the product using a 
series of visual, tactical and auditory cues. The language of these visual clues is known as 
product semantics, and relies on the users perceptions, previous experience and ability to 
interpret the product language. A well-designed product should intuitively guide the user for 
ease of use. 
The form of 'communication' established by a designer manipulating the form and aesthetics of 
a product to improve the supra-functionality is not precise. It may have a general direction - 
e. g. it is fairly easy to establish a 'feminine to masculine' form - but the more subtle levels 
beneath that are a more dynamic form of communication and indeed may be unique, based on 
the individual user's background. Therefore, such attempts by designers to communicate 
supra-functionality can only work accurately at a gross level (e. g. masculine - feminine or fast 
- slow), below that we get far more subtle and unique nuances. The vernacular of users' 
everyday life9,1() are important and offer invaluable insight into cultural and social frameworks. 
Everyday experiences, the familiar and the ordinary, need be explored as if unfamiliar and 
extraordinary. Failure to do so may lead to product opportunities, concept solutions and 
possibly the users' real needs being overlooked. As users' experience their environments, 
products and others in a dynamic way, understanding their verbal, visual and material 
language becomes crucial. 
2 User-centred Design: the changing role and emphasis of the user 
There is no correct way of designing. There are so many variables that impact the process: 
the designers and stakeholders involved, the task, the use environment, the product-type 
being explored and the needs of the target user. A conventional designing process may 
typically involve the designer receiving a design brief, supported by readily available market 
research information. Market research can offer useful data, but as designers tend not to be involved in that initial data collection, it should not be relied on solely (this will be discussed later). Designers would begin with concept generation (two and three dimensional sketches, 
mood boards, style boards), selection, development (appearance models) and refinement (full 
working models and rendered drawings). Ergonomic data may have been taken from standard 
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texts and may not be as well matched to the particular context. The potential user would be 
involved in post-production evaluation. As, by then, significant investment had already been 
nnade, only slight amendments would be possible. Though this may be an extreme example, 
user participation would be largely minimal and often too late in the designing process, leaving 
designers relatively isolated from the users. 
A significant shift within the industrial design domain has been the emphasis and involvement 
of the user as an on-going resource within the designing process. Designers have moved 
, 12,13,14, and 15 away fiom designer-centric to more user-centred approaches" . This shift 
has 
involved more participatory approaches and enabled users to share their experiences and 
aspirations, which in turn, inspire and guide the designees decision-making throughout the 
design process. 
The following diagram (Figure 1) illustrates the shift from designer-centred to user-centred. 
The top level represents designer-focused approaches where the designers place themselves 
as the expert and may consult with the user towards the final stages of concept refinement, 
possibly as late as pre-production prototype evaluation. The middle level represents the now 
familiar, user-centred design approaches, which identify the user as a valuable resource. This 
level also involves the user within the designing process more explicitly and can begin as early 
as pre-design *brief clarification. The bottom and final stage, represents the current shift away 
from the 'objective' stance to a more involved participatory and interpretative role of the 
designer in researching to inform their designing process (this will be discussed later in the 
paper). 
( 
Designer 
) (: 
User 
) designer-centred design 
( 
Designer User 
Empathy 
user-centred design 
empathic design 
Figure 1: Three stages of integrating the user experience within the designing process 
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3 Traditional Research Approaches 
Traditional research can be viewed through three lenses. '' These include a) scientific and 
positivist methodologies, b) naturalistic and interpretative methodologies and c) methodologies 
from critical theory' . The scientific and positivist view is that knowledge is real, possible of being transmitted in a tangible form and is seeking universal truths. In contrast to that is the 
naturalistic and interpretative view that perceives knowledge as experiential, subjective, based 
on expDrience and insight, leading it to be unique and essentially personal in nature 17 , 18. 
Critical theory intends not merely to understand situations and phenomena but to change 
them. I 
Depending on the nature of the task, the intended outcomes and their preferences the 
researcher will choose the most appropriate approach and methods. Table 1 provides an 
overview of the positivist and interpretative approaches to research. Table 2 highlights the 
three approaches to research and qualitative strategies of inquiry. For those who view 
knowledge as personal, subjective and unique, then a naturalistic and interpretative approach 
would be appropriate. For those who regard knowledge as hard, tangible and objective, then 
the scientific and positivist approach is more appropriate. 
Research Approaches 
Dimensions of Positivist (objectivist) Interpretative (subjectivist) 
Comparison Quantitative qualitative 
Philosophical basis Realism: the world exists and is knowable Idealism: the world exists but different 
as it really is. people construe It In very different ways. 
The role of social science Discovering the universal laws of society Discovering how different people 
and human conduct within ft. Interpret the world In which they live. 
Methods of understanding Identifying conditions or relationships, Interpretation of the subjective meanings 
. which permit the collectivity to exist. which Individuals place upon their action. 
Conceiving what these conditions and Discovering the subjective rules for such 
relationships are. action. 
Theory A rational edifice built by scientists to Set of meanings which people use to 
explain human behaviour. make sense of their world and behaviour 
within It. 
Research Experimental or quasi-experimental The search for meaningful relationships 
validation of theory. and the discovery of their consequences 
for action. 
Methodology Abstraction of reality, especially through The representation of reality for purposes 
mathernatic models and quantitative of comparison. Analysis of language and 
analysis. meaning. 
Table 1: Based on Barr Greenfieldlo 
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Approaches to Research 
Quantitative A quantitative approach is one in which the Investigator primarily uses post-positivist claims for 
developing knowledge (i. e. cause and effect thinking, reduction to specific variables and 
hypotheses and questions, use of measurement and observation, and the test of theories), 
employs strategies of inquiry such as experiment and surveys, and collects data on 9,21 
predetermined instruments that yield statistical data2a, 
Qualitative A qualitative approach is one in which the inquirer often makes knowledge claims based primarily 
on constructivist perspectives (i. e. the multiple meanings of Individual experiences, meanings 
socially and historically constructed, with an Intent of developing a theory or pattern) or 
advocacy/participatory perspectives (i. e. political, Issue-oriented, collaborative, or change 
oriented) or both. The researcher collects open-ended, emerging data with the primary Intent of 9,21 developing themes from the data20, 
Mixed methods This approach Is one in which the researcher tends to base knowledge claims on pragmatic 
grounds (e. g. consequence-oriented, problem-centred, and pluralistic). It employs strategies of 
Inquiry that involve collecting data either simultaneously or sequentially to best understand 
research problems. The data collection also involves gathering both numeric Information as well 
as narrative Information to that the final database represents both quantitative and qualitative 
information2o* 9,21 
Qualitative Strategies of Inquiry 
Case study The researcher explores In depth a program, and event, and activity, a process, or one or more Ir22,23. individua 
Ethnography An Inquiry process carried over a prolonged period of time In a natural setting by collecting 2O 24 25 . , . primarily observational data 
Phenomenology The cognitive reality, which Is embodied In the process of subjective human experience. Understanding the 'lived experience' marks phenomenology as a philosophy as well as a methodg- 26,27,28 
Narrative Participants discuss their Interpretations of the world In which they live from their own 
research perspective29,30,31 
Constructivist Studying people In their natural settings. It assumes the relativism of multiple social realities, 
grounded theory recognises the mutual creation of knowiedge by the viewer and the viewed, and alms towards Interpretative understanding of subjecCs meanings3'2,30,33,34. 
Table 2: Research approaches and qualitative strategies 
Social sciences have traditionally used a variety of methods in a 'scientific' manner but also there has been a tendency to measure what is measurable. Emotional reactions have been 'measured' by social scientists using a variety of techniques, though such work can be 
criticised in terms of its validity: does it measure what it purports to measure? Designers 
recognise the importance of responding to and integrating users' experiences. This helps to differentiate the more empathic understanding research approach from the more traditional 
research approaches. Terms such as credibility, trustworthiness, transferability, dependability 
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and conformability replace the usual positivist criteria of internal and external validity, reliability, 
and objectivity. It must not be overlooked that there are different purposes and ultimately 
different interpretive outcomes that result from this model for more empathic research 
approaches. 
4 Researching to support the designing process 
Not all 
' 
designers respond well to traditional research approaches. They thrive on being 
immersed and involved within the designing process. Some designers demonstrate creative 
leaps through intuitive understanding, that may lead to successful products even though they 
may have had limited exposure to users. It is doubtful that the iMac would have resulted from 
extensive market research and user opinion. There are limitations to asking users questionS38. 
Such methods rely on questions being formulated by the researcher and the respondent being 
able to express them either verbally or in writing. In more interpretative and exploratory 
approaches, issues and concerns that affect the user may need to be revealed rather than 
assumed, spoken or written. So why do designers need to embrace research approaches to 
support their designing processes? 
If the designer can work directly with users they can listen to the words, and can tune-in to the 
subtle contexf-focus (e. g. body language, the other products the users surround themselves 
with, murmurs, eye movement). All this can be fed directly into concept development as a 
'rich' resource. The following list represents some of the benefits that the author believes can 
be gained through direct contact with users. 
The process can nourish the designing process. 
Verbal and visual triggers and cues can be identified to guide and inspire the designer. 
Data is raw - unfiltered. 
Everything remains present until the designer selects the most design-relevant data. 
Design judgement is a critical element that non-designers cannot offer. 
" It can be rewarding and enjoyable, for both users and designers. 
" It can provide connections between designers and users than can run deeper than the data 
'gathered. 
" Designers are often the best qualified to elicit design relevant data to support their designing 
process. 
" Visual data can be gathered and 'digested' in real time. 
" Reflection in action (i. e. improved professional development). 
" Evidence can be captured that supports design decision-making. 
However, conducting user research can have its limitations. It can be relatively time and 
resource consuming. It can take designers away from 'designing'. It also requires significant 
confidence, skill and expertise to implement it effectively. Designers have a unique role, one 
of translating the data into information that will become transformed into a tangible artefact. 
Designers need to dig deeper and gather data that can generate an internal creative process. Prior to conducting in-depth research, they may feel a degree of reluctance towards such 
activity4O , hardly surprising if they were not trained to do it. However, once they are actively involved it can be extremely rewarding and enjoyable for both designers and users. Designers 
are not mere stylists. They are shaping users' experiences. 
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4.1 What sort of data do designers need? 
Designers need both objective and subjective data. Objective data (e. g. socio-economic, age, 
anthropornetric data) increases knowledge and awareness (yet they say one thing, and do 
another) but may not necessarily support empathic understanding (they may feel something 
else)(e. g. how one feels about being tall). Not only may individuals be unaware of their actual 
feelings but also they may not have the vocabulary to express or communicate them. 
Designers deal with 'wicked problems'within a social context 39. There. are literally no right or 
wrong answers, only effective or ineffective design solutions. Designers need to be solution 
and user focused rather than problem-focused. Once the design brief has been clarified (Cross 
2004), designers embark on researching users' experiences and needs, which feeds the 
concept generation process. With changing global demographics, user needs, social and 
cultural influences etc., hard data is important, but it cannot be relied on solely to provide a 
wider, more holistic view. The most appropriate data for designers may not be possible to gain 
through traditional quantitative methods. Designers need to reveal what may be subconscious 
feelings and attitudes of the users to help them experience and 'feel' the supra-functional 
needs of the users. 
Design judgemenel is based on experience and deveiops iteratively with reflection 42 . Through 
more empathic research approaches the designees skills become more refined. Such 
involved research activity promotes professional reflection, which contributes to improving the 
quality of data collection and the reliability of that data. Data analysis and conclusions for 
qualitative research tend transferable43. 
Eisner"proposes that qualitative research is the search for qualities, the characteristics of our 
experiences. He identified six features of qualitative research, (i) it should be field focused, (ii) 
the researcher is an instrument within the activity, (iii) it is interpretative in nature; (iv) it is 
expressive in language; (v) highly detailed (thick descriptioný5 and (vi) persuasive. The focus 
of qualitative research tends to be in the context of everyday life47. In contrast, quantitative 
research tends to focus on quantities that can be measured, in which the researcher is 
considered objective, interested, but detached from the subject of investigation. Such 
approaches rely on facts and figures. Hypotheses are tested and knowledge is gained through 
empirical research. 
Triangulation can contribute to authenticity if used properly. Cohen et aP7 have defined 
triangulation as '... the use of two or more methods of data collection in the study of some 
aspect of human behaviour. ' Triangulation offers different perspectives and enables the 
results to be crosschecked. This includes member-checking, obtaining rich and thick 
description, clarifying the researchers' bias and motivation, gaining perspective from an 
external auditor, and employing multiple qualitative research methods. As user research is 
often involved in subjective data, employing multiple methods enable a more in-depth 
understanding of a particular phenomenon from several perspectiveS47.9,48,49. Assuming that 
appropriate methods are selected and used, the multiple method approach can help to ensure 
rigour, breadth and depth and can build confidence in the findings. 
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5 Empathic approach supports user-centred design 
Real experience cannot be substituted. However, appreciation, understanding and empathy 
can be developed and bring designers closer to users. Experience is not directly related to the 
amount of time invested in an activity, it is related to the quality of self-learning and reflection 
by the individual designer. Pursuing a more empathic approach will not necessarily guarantee 
empathy with users. As with most designing processes, this approach is non-prescriptive or 
formulaic. What immersion will enable is a clearer appreciation of the user experience and 
their everyday vernacular. Empathy needs to be nurtured and developed, the familiar will 
become uhfamiliar'and new patterns of behaviour will become emerge that might otherwise be 
overlooked. 
5.1 Research methods that support empathic approaches 
Empathic design has important methodological implications for design. 52 
The following table (3) presents a selection of research approaches and methods for adopting, 
adaptation and developing by designers to support their own inquiries. This collection of 
published material provides a comprehensive, but not exhaustive range of approaches and 
methods employed within the context of product design and development. These methods 
have been specifically chosen as both academic design researchers and design practitioners 
have developed them. As designers develop their own research skills they will generate their 
own tailored methods and variants. Through practice and experience, designers will begin to 
combine appropriate methods to apply to different contexts. 
All methods have limits and limitations. Not only do the research methods need to be 
accessible, perceived as relevant and worthwhile, but they also need to be designer-friendly. 
Involving the user within the designing process requires a significant resource commitment. 
Some designers and their managers may perceive such activity as taking them away from the 
role of designing78 . Recruiting the most appropriate participants (purposive sampling) will be time consuming. Data capture equipment may require investment in technical equipment 
(cameras, camcorders, voice recorders). In addition, helpers may need to be employed to 
conduct a. focus group, which is can be one of the relatively inexpensive methods to employ. 
These approaches and methods require a certain amount of training, skill, confidence, and 
ability to analysis the data and transform it into design relevant information. If research is 
conducted on a superficial level, is it worse than meaningless. 
Hofmeester and DeCharon de Saint Germain56have produced a valuable publication that has 
brought together a diverse collection of experimental design research methods. This includes 
shadowing users, media diaries, and a range of cultural probes, asking participants to gather images and take photographs from their personal environments. This eclectic approach to 
mixed methods that produce less tangible data than traditional research approaches 
represents a way forward for designers. Though this paper does not explore in detail how 
such methods can be applied, the author recognises existing published material that doeS20 , 11 78 
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Qualitative Research Methods 
Methods Definition 
Brainstorming Participants suspend reality and share thoughts and ldeaS53'54. 
Cultural probes Data gathering method for design Inspiration", 
Focus group discussion Eliciting user experience through a group discussion5a, 59-60,01. 
Ethnography Observing everyday life2,35,63. 
Mood boards Collections of abstract images that can help communicate emotions and can provide 
Inspiratiori"'66,66. 
Nominal group technique Idea generation through list making'7-67. 
Observation Studying individual members of a culture In depth! ', ". 
Photographic ethnography 
9,70 Users or designers capture visual data that be interpreted afterwarde 
Product handling Exploring products byRqsically handling them and providing feedback. This method simulates 
the retail environment 
Product personality profiling By Imaging a product Is a person, the participant provides Insight Into their cultural and social 
framework 
Role play Through performance, characters speak about their worlds, express Informed opinions and 
answer questions73, ", 74. 
Visual evaluationlanalysis This relies on obtaining feedback (and ratings) based on solely visual data (e. g. photograph of 
product) and simulates web-based or catalogue based purchasing? $- 69,71. 
User Diaries' Participants record their daily experiences using words and Images", 
Table 3: A selection of qualitative methods that can support more empathic research approach 
6.2 Empathic research approaches 
Empathy is our intuitive ability to identify with other people's thoughts and feelings - their 
motivations, emotional, mental models, values, priorities, preferences and inner 
conflicts. " 
Designers cannot rely solely on their own experience, education and perspectives. Only a 
small part of knowledge originates from personal experiencelo. They need to be sensitive to 
the fact that there are boundaries to their understanding, awareness and empathy. This 
empathic horizon (refer to Figure 2) should be seen as a measure of the individual's ability to 
empathise with those beyond their immediate socio/economic group. The empathic horizon 
can be expanded by reflection, experience and research, enabling to designer to be better able 
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to be sensitive to the issues of particular groups. Sensitivity to our own limitations encourages 
a participatory role for the user as the designer explores everyday experiences. It must not be 
overlooked that undertaking the process of expanding one's knowledge and understanding can 
involve a degree of discomfort. Taking designers outside their comfort zone is a fundamental 
part of gaining empathy and real insight. Even if designers are exploring a relatively everyday 
activity, nothing in life is mundane. 
Empathic horizon 
educatii 
culture 
sex 
ickground 
............ 
age 
nationality 
experience 
Figure 2: Designers' Empathic Horizon 
Webe r16 has recognised two types of subjective understanding (verstehen), (i) rational 
verstehen (observing behaviour through a description of the action) and (ii) emotional 
verstehen (it involves grasping the emotional context in which the action took place). Weber 
states that the emotional verstehen can be "obtained through sympathetic participation in the 
acti'on" 16 . As designers become more involved with diverse members of the community, they 
need to develop their abilities to empathise. Designers are now becoming more involved in 
researching activities in order to elicit that more elusive interpretative data. Such approaches 
in Table 4'include, intersubjectivitylo, symbolic interactioniSM35, constructivist grounded 
theory36 and ethnomethodology17. 
The emerging supra-qualitative research for design model shares many features with other 
approaches. It builds on the user-centred model of integrating the user within the designing 
process to provide more evidence, insight and inspiration for the design team. The emerging 
model focuses more strongly on the designer not only as designer-researcher, but also as an 
active participant within the data gathering process. According to Sun YatSen (1866-1925) 
'To understand is hard. Once one understands, action is easy. ' As designers build empathy, 
it is the view that their designing outcomes will be more meaningful to the user. 
The designers role is changing. It is incorporating research approaches and methods 
specifically aimed at retrieving design relevant data, which will extend and complement and 
supplement more usual generic data retrieved by other professional researchers outside the 
design domain. The International Council of Societies of Industrial Design's (ICSID) proposal 
for their 2005 conference is calling for a significant change in the way designer's think, what 
designers do and what designers are taught. ICSID has identified the shift in focus from 
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"objects to contexts", and from "form and function to a broader meaningfulness". This does not 
simply mean including experts from other fields in the design process. It means redefining 
what we, as designers, know and do, with specific implications for design research and the 
type of data we retrieve. 
Design data may well be more sensorial, visual and may need to be gained in surroundings 
familiar to the user rather than in formal surroundings. Designers have been developing a 
number of methods that deal with less tangible data, with differing levels of success. The body 
of knowledge, battery of approaches and emerging methodologies all contribute towards a 
design discipline with a research pedigree of its own. The industrial designer of the future will 
not differentiate between conventional design activities (drawing, model making) and research 
activities (observing users, conducting ethnographic studies), they will perceive them as an 
integrated whole. 
The emerging empathic user research model shares many features with other approaches. It builds on 
the user-centred model of integrating the user within the designing process to provide more evidence, 
insight and inspiration for the design team. The emerging model focuses more strongly on the designer 
not only as designer-researcher, but also as an active participant within the data gathering process. 
According to Sun Yat Sen (1866-1925) 'To understand is hard. Once one understands, action is easy. ' 
As designers build empathy, it is the view that their designing outcomes will be more meaningful to the 
user. 
The designees role is changing. It is incorporating research approaches and methods specifically 
aimed at retrieving design relevant data, which will extend and complement and supplement more 
usual genedc data retrieved by other professional researchers outside the design domain. The 
international Council of Societies of Industfial Design's (ICSID) proposal for their 2005 conference is 
calling for a significant change in the way designers think, what designers do and what designers are 
taught. ICSID has identified the shift in focus from "objects to contexts", and from "form and function to 
a broader meaningfulness". This does not mean simply including experts from other fields in the design 
process. It means redefining what we, as designers, know and do, with specific implications for design 
research and the type of data we retrieve. 
Design data may well be more sensorial, visual and may need to be gained in surroundings familiar to 
the user rather than in formal surroundings. Designers have been developing a number of methods that 
deal with less tangible data, with differing levels of success. The body of knowledge, battery of 
approaches and emerging methodologies all contribute towards a design discipline with a research 
pedigree of its own. The industrial designer of the future will not differentiate between conventional 
design activities (drawing, model making) and research activities (observing users, conducting 
ethnographic studies), they will perceive them as an integrated whole. 
5.3 Supra-qualitative research for designing model 
, 
If we accept that individuals may say one thing, do another and possibly feel something else 
the following table illustrates these three overlapping areas. For designers, empathic 
understanding takes place within the overlapping area, between do, say and feel (refer to' 
Figure 3). This particular zone underpins the empathic research for designing model, which 
relies on multiple research methods and active involvement of the designer within the 
gathering, analysis, and synthesis of the findings. Designers cannot realistically be an 
objective and/or detached researcher in this process, as it relies upon interpretation and 
synthesis. Stokrocki5l perceives interpretation as concerned with uncovering the multi-layered 
meanings and understanding them more deeply. For designers this all-round approach is key 
to empathic understanding. 
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The following model (Figure 3) highlights the involvement of the user within the data collection 
process. This research approach is grounded in the experiences of the user, which is the 
essence of qualitative research. Once designers gather the variety of textual, verbal and 
visual data through in-depth multiple interviews and observation of the user, an incubation 
period follows that enables the opportunity for the designers to reflect and allow thoughts and 
feelings to develop. These make take the form of connections, patterns, design triggers and 
creative thoughts. Unlike the more traditional researcher, designers need to transform the 
data into information that will form the basis of concept generation. This process involves 
imagining a design solution/outcome that may transcend what already exists, and may require 
designers'to suspend reality in order to develop more visionary ideas and concepts. What this 
model concentrates on is the internal dialogue and processing that needs to take place within 
the designer for empathy and deep understanding to develop. 
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Figure 3: Supra-qualitative research for designing model 
Through multiple research methods, user data can be captured and translated to reveal a 
reality that may not be apparent on first analysis. Secondly, through empathic understanding 
the designer can begin to build the holistic picture that places the user and product within a 
wider context. Qualitative research does recognise that everyone has a lens through which 
they view themselves, others and their environment. It is the understanding of these particular 
views, which offer unique insight for the designer. Thirdly, such views may create even more 
questions for designers as emerging issues are commonly found throughout the qualitative 
research process. It is no longer necessary for a designer to base their design decision- 
making on objective data alone when this research model allows for more subjective, empathic understanding that can help fuel the intuitive creative process. With the shift in users' 
expectations, needs and aspirations, empathy becomes a necessity rather than a luxury. 
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6 Conclusion 
The emerging supra-qualitative research for designing model and appropriate methodologies 
are being recognised as complementary and necessary by both academic researchers and 
design practitioners. This model supports user-centred design and helps to develop it even 
further than it is generally practiced. Designers need to be sensitive and receptive to their 
position within the data gathering process. They cannot afford to be passive consumers of 
data. They must be proactive and creative in generating design relevant information. A 
closer, more intimate and collaborative form of dialogue needs to be nurtured between 
designer and user. Research for designing has a future that will nurture and enable designers 
to concentrate on more empathic data and push the boundaries even further. Laurel" refers 
to this as introducing... new currents in the ocean of possibility. ' 
Research for designing cannot be directly compared to traditional scientific inquiry, because it 
is different, distinctive, and with its own values and levels of 'proof. Traditional positivist 
science has encouraged researchers to be detached observers. Empathy cannot be achieved 
through such approaches. Designers need to be shamelessly involved researchers. Their 
objectives should not only be to observe, but to play an active role in the process of 
interpretation and translation of user needs into tangible forms. By designers becoming active 
participants within the research process, they can begin to develop empathy and make more 
informed decisions, as if they were the user. 
We cannot assume that all designers will embrace the supra-qualitative researching for design 
model. There will be successful (and unsuccessful) products that are created by a designer- 
centred process. With increasing user product expectations of products, market sensitivity to 
supra-functional needs, improved production strategies and capabilities, individual responsive 
variations of products will soon become the norm. Designers need to embrace user empathy 
not only to survive commercially but to develop the profession further and ensure the 
designers' role is a significant one in the future. 
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massagers work? " in the Ergonomics journal. 
You did the original negotiation to obtain a research grant from industry and 
supervised two Masters students during their contribution to the initial stages. 
Subsequently you liaised with me in the Department of Health and Social Care at 
Brunel University in order to set up the interdisciplinary focus groups. 
Although it was collaborative research, you were the main driver in the process and 
this enabled the other authors including myself to contribute and work together 
effectively in order to reach the desired outcome. 
Many thanks for all your hard work. 
With best wishes, 
Yours sincerely, 
Lesley Wilson BSc(Hons) Msc DipCOT CMS PgCer-t(TLIHE) 
Lecturer and Course Leader of 
BSc(Hons) Occupational Therapy 
Part time programme 
